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Your Excellency,

We wereappointed by Your Excellency in April, 1982 to prepare detailed
plans and recommendations on the Preservation and Development of music
and dance in the Republic.

This work has been completed and has been guided by the terms of
reference given to us. We now have tbe honouT to submit to Your Excellency
our Report which contains specific recommendations relating -to research,
preservation, education, performance and development of music and dance,
as well as some reflections on culture in Kenya.

We wish to take this opportunity to express our thanks for the trust and
responsibility You have placed on us and to express to Your Excellency our
loyalty and highest esteem.

Your Excellency's Most Obedient Servants,

DR. WASHINGTON A. OMONDI, GERISHOM M. MANANI,
Chairman.	 Member.

PETER KIBUKOSYA,
Member.

SENOGA-ZAKE,
Member.
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GEORGE KAKOMA,
Member.

BONIFACE MGANGA,
Secretary.
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APPOINTMENT OF NATIONAL MUSIC COMMISSION

IT is notified for general information that conscious of the fact that music
and dances are significant components of our cultural heritage, His Excellency
President, Hon. Daniel T. arap Moi, C.G.H., M.P., has appointed a National
Music Commission to undertake a detailed study and make recommendations
on development and preservation of the rich music and the varied dance
traditions of our people.

The Commission consists of the following persons:

Chairman:
Dr. Washington Omondi.

Members:
40

Peter Kibukosya-

Senoga-Zake.

Gerishom Manani.

George Kakoma.

Secretary:

Boniface Mganga.
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TERMIS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMIVHSSION

Music and Dance serve -as effecLive media of relaxation to soothe the m-Ind
and uplift the spirit. They are also effective media for stomge and cultiva-tion
of cultural and traditional values besides being powerful instruments of
communication. Against this background, and because of the desire of the
Government to enhance research, development and education in the perfor-
mance of Music and Dance, His Excellency the President has appointed a
National Music Commission to review and make recommendations on ways
and means of improving on the standards of Music and Dance in the country.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the Commission has
been given the following terms of reference:

1. To study the nature and characteristics of Kenya's traditional music
and dance and make recommendations on how research could best
and most effectively be undertaken, and research results disseminated
and preserved for posterity.

2. To study and make recommendations on how performance of traditional
and non-traditional music and dance could be encouraged, developed,
and improved for recreation and entertainment.

3. To study and review the present state of music and dance education
in the country and make appropriate recommendations for possible
improvements.

4. Realizing the vital role hitherto played by Kenya's educational institu-
tions in the promotion and development of the music and dance talent
among the youth, study and make -recommendations on how music
and dance curriculum content could be designed and developed for
all levels of our education system from pre-primary, primary and
secondary school level to teacher training colleges and the University
level, bearing in mind the need for rdlevance to-

(i) the expression of our national aspirations, character, aesthetics, and
cultural values through music and dance;

GO the need to relate this type of education to the objectives stated
in the national development plans.

5. Examine the role of tte private sector in providing education and train-
ing opportunities in music and dance and make appropriate recom-
mendations as to how this role could be expanded and tapped for
wider application.

6. Study and make recommendations on how the standard and content of
the music and dance made available to the public could be scrutinized
for improvement before presenitation.

7. Take stock of the existing expertise and initiative of local musicians,C

dancers and makers of instruments and costumes and make recom-
mendations on how this expertise and initiative can be exploited to

(vi)
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maximum advantage in the training and development of music and
dance in the country.

8. Study and make recommendations on how the interests of the local
musicians can be safeguarded and protected.
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SUMMARY

Kenya holds its music and dance traditions, which is part of its cultural
heritage, in very high esteem. Its preservation and development accordingly
raises problems which bring into sharp'focus, the question of direct and
indirect state support and patronage.

What is obvious is that in a developing country like Kenya, music and
musicians have a difficult but vital role. Though society has present-day
needs to be concerned about, it must think of the future. Can music be con-
sidered serious or valuable unless it makes a contribution within this context,
and has an influence on the people's way of life? It would seem essential
for the musician who is the kingpin in all matters pertaining to music and
musical activities, to seek a kind of perfection which anyone, regardless of
his place in society, can appreciate. In general, the musician given the right
kind of training likesto be -free to think, and to wrestle with form and content
on his own terms. Kenyan musicians have the innate musical ability, and,
if given such training and the necessary support, can hold their own with
their peers abroad, many of whom, indeed admire Kenyan musical versatility.

Criticism and the mass media have their particular roles to play in the
propagation of music and this could be given due recognition. Another role
of -the critic is to help an existing and potential audience to accept, understand
and appreciate what the musician is trying to do.

Discussion has helped to air and explore a variety of themes in this regard.
The Commission found overwhelming support in the need for-

(a)a central research body to see to it that traditional music and dance
of 

all 
the peoples of Kenya is systematically collected, preserved,

disseminated and developed;

(b)music to be taught at 
all 

levels of the educational system and that its
curricula should be in line with the national goals and aspirations;

(c)occasions for music and dance performance, such as concerts, organized
festivals, to be abundant in all areas for the provision of entertain-
ment and exposure to our cultural heritage during most times of the
year. These performances should be accessible to 

all 
people at minimum

cost and effort. The content and quality of the music performed at
these occasions, as well as the music made available to the public
through mass media, such as radio and television, should be compati-
ble with our cultural values and national aspirations;

(d) ascertaining that musicians who are the kingpin of all musical perfor-
mances have their needs catered for and -their requirements, such as
music instruments and costumes -made available. In addition to this,
their services should be appreciated and paid for;

(e) the establishment of a College of Music and other Performing and
Creative Arts to provide quality training for 

all 
personnel engaged in

music and dance development programmes in the country.
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To effect all these, -there is need for a national cultural policy under which
our recommendations can be implemented. Such a pohcy must be the result
of experience. It must also be one that draws its strength from the wealth
and variety of our cultural heritage.

The points of view expressed here reflect the ideas of a cross-section of
the whole of Kenya's population including the youth and the elders, the
intellectual and political leaders, musicians, music teachers and administrators.
They indicate that the ways and means -that must be consistently and imagi-
natively sought and applied to ensuire the growth of music and dance are
many if the culture policy is to serve as an effective instrument in forging a
genuinely national identity, in deepening appreciation for the country's musical
heritage, and in enriching it through contact with contemporary thoughts,
feelings and beliefs. It is the hope of Kenyan leaders, musicians, and lovers
of music that their efforts and energies will succeed in shaping a music policy
and programme worthy of a revitalized country, as well as richer and more
rewarding life in this part of Africa.

The Commission has attempted to make the arguments leading to the above
conclusions as clear as possible, and hopes that even if they aTe not found
acceptable the reasoning leading to these conclusions will be understood.

6x)
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to CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION

The Need to Develop and Preserve Music in Kenya

L Music and dance are part and parcel of traditional African life with
, very specific uses and functions. There is hardly a ritual, public or ceremonial
occasion in any African society which is not accompanied by some kind of
music and dance performance. Individuals also make music privately for
their own amusement, for accompanying work or for the relief of boredom.
Perhaps what makes music a very important component of social life is that
it is one of the most effective mass communication tools for transmitting in-
formation and ideas, the same way that radio, television, newspapers and
books do in literate and technologically advanced societies. The entertain-
ment factor of music further makes it a very appealing means of reaching
the people.

2. As Africa evolves from traditional societies and crystalizes into contem-
porary ones, the uses and functions of music and dance continue to be
important. In Kenya, for example, there is hardly any national or state
function in which musical performance does not feature in one form or
another. It is inconceivable to have say, a Jamhuri Day Celebration, the
welcome of a national or foreign dignitary, an barambee meeting, without
the singing of the National Anthem and the participation of choirs, traditional
dancers, and other performers. Even the "Kilo" or "Nyayo" clap, an ostinato
rhythmic motif of two crotchets and a minim, has become a mass musical
performance executed as a symbol of appreciation and solidarity on public
occasions to which nearly every Kenyan has participated or experienced
at one time or another.

3. Realizing the importance of music and its development in the country,
and being aware that music, in addition to providing entertainment, can
play the important role of mobilizing people into national consciousness
and full participation in national matters, the Government of Kenya has
made a strenuous and continuing effort to provide the necessary planning
for music in education, research, and performance. The period after inde-
pendence saw the strengthening and expansion of a Government policy on
music in education. The wish of the Government to have music taught in
all schools in the Republic so as to produce more music teachers, the striving
to implement it by making the study of music a compulsory subject for
student leachers at the teacher training colleges, the establishment of a
Department - of Music at Kenyatta University College, and more recently,
the inclusion of music at the Colleges of Humanities, and the award of study-
leave with pay to teachers who are accepted to pursue music course in these
colleges, were, in part, conscious efforts to implement the policy. The appoint-
ment of inspectors of music in the Ministry of Education and a curriculum
development officer in music at the Kenya Institute of Education were also
efforts by the Government to imolement the development programme of
music education in the country.



4. The inclusion of research into traditional music and dance in the pro-

grammes of the Institute of African Studies of the University of Nairobi,I
the Kenya National Archives, the Department of Culture of the Ministry

of Culture and Social Services must also be seen as part of the Government's

effort to preserve and promote music and dance in the country.

5. Music and dance performance is another aspect of musical activity

that the Government has encouraged. This has been done mainly by pro-

viding grants through the former Ministries of Basic and Higher Education

for the running of the Kenya Music Festival, and through the Ministry

of Culture and Social Services for the various cultural festival organized

in some parts of the country. Further encouragement of music and dance

performance by the Government is illustrated by th^ formation of the Bomas

of Kenya under the auspices of the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, and

the giving of honoraria to performers of music and dance on national days

and at other state functions.

6. However, for maximum results to be obtained, and in an attern ' pt to

effectively implement the Government's plan for the preservation and deve-

lopment of music in the country referred to above, it is necessary to ask

certain fundamental questions.

7. In education, participation in music and dance performance is an

important facet of emotional development of every child to experience
musical performance throughout its developmental period. Now that the

process of acculturation has, to a very large extent, been transferred to the

school situation, we need to know whether efforts are being made to safe-

guard this emotional development in our children by teaching music in all

schools, and if so, whether the teachers who are to do this are adequately
trained. Further questions to askare: Is there an effective syllabus for music

education that is a reflection of our national aspirations? Have the teachers

got suitable and adequate facilities, equipment and materials and other

teaching aids, relevant to the music curriculum? Is the attitude of the parents,

as well as that of the general public,. positive towards the subject? Are there

openings in the society where the talents of a gifted child can be nurtured
and are there opportunities for training and subsequent employment for those

who want to pursue music as a profession'?

8. In the field of music and dance performance, it is necessary to ask if

the performers have the basic training facilities and, if so, whether they are

trained to the best of their potential. Are all the gifted performers given the

chance to perform and, are they adequately rewarded? Are there musical
instruments and dance costumes abundantly available which can easily and

cheaply be purchased by the performers? Are the performers well organized

in terms of fulfilling their goals and aspirations and what is the attitude of

the general public towards them? Is the quality and content of their music

compatible with the national goals and aspirations? Are there sufficient

venues for the general public to listen to their performances and, are the
genres of music performed at those venues sufficiently varied to cater for all

shades of interest of the general public?

2



9. It is a well known fact that the coming of Western religion, education
and other forms of Western civilization, using non-integrative and displacive"
methods, has tended to alienate a large number of our people against , th ei'r_'.
cultural values. This process of alienation has become successful through

the exaltation of the supremacy of Western social systems, social thought,
religion, technology, social behaviour and values and by downgrading the
usefulness of African traditions and practices through illusions of material

superiority of Western lifestyles. The alien social practices and influences

have reduced a proportion of our people to being apologetic about being

African through a process of conversion to the belief that they must give

up their cultural values to adopt those of western people.. Those who still

follow traditional practices are often seen as a diffuse collection of illiterates

who are ridiculed into dehumanizing awareness of their low status in life.

10.The musical scene In Kenya today bears testimony to the above. The'
African child, for example, is being influenced to be ashamed 'of his musical
traditions. With such social change the traditional culture including music

and dance is rapidly disappearing or is being radically transformed. In some

areas traditional music and dance practices are all gone and - there are

entire generations of children who no longer know the songs and dances.
Indeed, there is little interest even among some adults. The few old musicians
who persist by playing largely to themselves and remnants of their fans and
who are frequently ignored or despised by the public, are.becoming. more
and more rare. The urgency to undertake research and action to correct this

desperate situation is paramount. The questions to ask are: What is being

done to ascertain that music research iand development in the country is

systematically undertaken? Are the materials well preserved for posterity?
Is research undertaken by the various research institutions in the country
co-ordinated to avoid duplication and, is there optimum use of personnel
and equipment? Are the findings of the research work available . to the
general public and is there anything being done to ensure that Kenyan.3
are proud of and respect their traditional musics and dances?

IL The part played by the media, such as the radio, television and film
in the development and dissemination of music cannot be ignored. Whereas

it is true that the media are new technological introduction in our life styles
and that, through them, cultural diversities of different parts of the world

are easily made accessible to all countries, -the question we have nonetheless
to ask is, to what degree would these media present music which is foreign -

at the expense of our own music, and what guidelines ^an be used for the
selection of the music that is presented in these media?

12. The Commission commends the Government for its continued efforts
and goodwill towards the preservation and development of music in the

country. It is, however, very clear that not very much has been done by
way of attempts to answer most of the questions raised above. This has

resulted in what may appear to be a general neglect of the subject. An aware-
ness of this neglect has subsequently led to pronouncements by many leading.
personalities in the country which have been further echoed by the general



public. The general feeling that not much is being done has culminated in

His Excellency President Daniel T. arap Moi, C.G.H., M.P., setting up this

Commission to find out how the situation can be improved upon.

13. In answering the President's concern, the Commission has focussed

on those features of music preservation and development which were in need
of serious consideration. Since the Commission was necessarily involved in

trying to find out what has gone wrong, much of the report, therefore, is

inevitably critical. However, members of the Commission were impressed-

by the sense of vocation we met at all areas of musical activity. We were

very favourably impressed, especially by the hardworking music teachers

who, inspite of some limitations in their training, and lack of recognition

of their efforts and difficult working conditions, kept the spirit of music

performance in schools and colleges alive; and traditional musicians and
dancers who, inspite of the alarming rate of social and cultural change, have

stood steadfast to preserve and promote our traditional music.

14. The Commission t-ried to be as exhaustive as possible in the inter-

pretation of its terms of reference and the investigations. However, some

areas of inquiry such as that on Music Recording Industry were intricate

and involved, and so could not be fully covered within the period of time

available. The Commission feels that these and any other matters that may

arise in the field of music need to be investigated further.

Methodology Adopted by the Commission

15. Shortly after the announceirient of their appointment, the members
of the Commission met to give consideration to the possible dimensions of

the task which had been assigned to them and to consider how it might

best be approached. As a result of these discussions, five topics emerged
which, it was felt, encompassed the different areas in need of investigation.

These topics, which are listed in Appendix 3 served to form the headin 'C's

of five background papers prepared by various members of the Commission,

and were subsequently used as a guide when the public was invited to make

their submissions at the public hear i ngs or in writing.

16. One of the initial problems which confronted the Commission was

the development of an approach which would enable it to obtain the neces.-

sary information from the public. The Commission being aware of the
national importance of the exercise needed to be thorough in carrying out

its investigation. Towards this end, it held numerous meetings to discuss,
plan, and to draw up procedures. Since music is -appreciated by peoples of

all walks of life, both those in urban and rural areas were consulted as were

those of different ages and standing in society. In addition, the Commission
also felt that it was necessary to hold public hearings in nearly all the districts.

To our knowledge this was the first time in Kenya's history that a Commission

-has gone to this level. Before settin g out on these district visit-, questionnaires

were prepared which were used a^ the basis for discussion in all the inter-

views. The press, radio and television gave extensive coverage to these dis-
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trict visits. The chance to travel also provided an excellent -opportunity
for members of the Commission to visit a variety of educational institutions,
such as some secondary schools and teacher training colleges, to discuss
problems of common interest with the individuals who are charged with
their administration. The Commission also took the opportunity to attend
two cultural festivals and later, the Kenya Music Festival, to make an on
the spot assessment.

17. In between the visits members of the Commission embarked on a
series of meetings in Nairobi with Senior Government officials, choirmasters,
church leaders, musicians, recording companies, as well as with a wide cross-
section of citizens, some representing a variety of organizations, while
others appearing in their own individual capacities. In retrospect, this
approach proved to be one of the key factors in gaining and understanding
the very real concern of !the people, as well as receiving much good and
useful advice from the public. Valuable information was provided to the
Commission, spirited and wide-ranging discussions took pl4ce, and in a
number of instances -this was followe4dup by further written submission's
presenting additional details and amplification of points which had been
made -in the public sessions.

18. Throughout our -inquiry we assured all people that our discussions
and their submissions were confidential, in that individual opinion would
not be identifiable in our report. We have been careful to honour these
assurances; this has not prevented its, however, from exploring and presenting
major issues, though it has imposed restriction on the presentation of illus-
trative material.

19. The information received as outlined above served the initial purpose
1% of educating members of the Commission on the feelings of the nation about

music. On the basis of this information, and after lengthy discussions and
debate, the original background papers were reviewed and revised before
being used as the core of the chapters which make up the body of the report.

V The Commission considers that for the longemen-n planning, and of equal
importance, will be the use of this documentation including field notes
gathered by the Commisi sion, as a guide for those who are appointed to
implement the recommendations made in the report. The Commission, there-
fore, recommends that the material it gathered during its work should be
handed over to those who will be appointed to implement the recommen-
dations made in this report, to provide a basis of information on the views
of the public and its expectations in the field of music and dance in the
country.
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CHAPTER 2—RESEARCH, DISSEMINATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF MUSIC AND DANCE

Introduction

20. In this chapter, the Commission outlines the importance of research
into music and dance and the use of the materials collected for posterity.

The Need to Document Traditional Music and Dance

21. The importance of music and dance and the role it plays in the main-
tenance of traditional culture cannot be overemphasized. It was -precisely
because of this that music and dance were singled out for extermination by
missionaries and colonial authoiifies who were bent on westemizing the
peopled Kenya. For the same reason, those who wish to preserve tradi-
tional cultures must single out music and dance for -the preservation.

22. Submissions received by the Commission expressed concern over tile
rapid. disintegration of traditional culture and values. Many, indeed, empha-
sized. that elements of traditional culture must be preserved so as to provide
a bridge from the past to the future. Music and dance, both as traditional
art-forms and as important bearers of cultural norms and values, are some
of those elements of traditional culture which Kenyan leaders have themselves
strongly supported and encouraged.

23. Further submissions received by the Commission emphasized tile urgent
need for a documentary library of the traditional music and dances of Kenya
to assist in the preservation of the traditional culture. This documentation
would show how they were traditionally performed, by whom, when. where,
and why. The Ministry of Education together with teacher training colleges,
and Kenyatta -University College could utilize this data in the instruction
of future teachers and in the preparation of curriculum materials for schools.
The same data could also be used by the National Archives, Museums of
Kenya, traditional dance ensembles, theatrical groups, and others involved
in the preservation and presentation of aspects of traditional culture. For
the sake of cultural preservation, there is need for a systematic scientific docu-
mentation of traditional music and dances of Kenya.

24. Another reason which calls for urgency in documeatation is the need
for the scholarly study of traditional culture and making its results available
for their use in education and performance. Historical and analytical studies
of the music and dance should be emphasized. Beyond this, the studies must
be integrated into the structural and functional analyses of traditional socie-
ties. None of these have yet been accomplished. In fact, with but a few
exceptions, music and dance have been totally neglected in the analytical
study of the traditional culture of Kenya. This is also necessarily true of the
study of the cultural history of music and dance.

25. Although oral traditions, certain ritual practices. and comparative
as well as historical linguistics have beer, employed in tracing the pre-colonial
history of Kenya, not much use has been made of the traditional music and



dance. The primary reason for this massive neglect in previous studies is
the lack of ethnographic data on music and dance. Unlike the area of oral
literature where many 'significant collections have been made, there have
been no efforts to provide a scientific ethnographic documentation of the
traditional music and dances of Kenya. Until this documentation of the
traditional music is provided, the study of traditional culture and cultural
history will continue to be seriously handicapped.

26. The need for the ethnographic documentation of the traditional dances
of Kenya has been argued above on 

the grounds of its usefulness in future
research and in education and other efforts to preserve the traditional culture.
What remains to be emphasized is the need to accomplish the documentation
as soon as possible. As has been indicated earlier, urgency is due to the
rapid cultural transformation which Kenya is undergoing, and has continued
to undergo sincecolonial times.

1 27. Fortunately, however, there is still a generation of elders who can
provide information on the traditional musics and dances as they were per-
formed in the past. Of course,'the number of such persons is already small,
and their usefulness in documenting the traditional musics and dances
depends upon the rapid execution of research projects. There is a need,
therefore, not only to document but to do so as soon as possible while those
who can testify to that tradition are still alive.

Present State of Documentation

28. In Kenya research in Music and Dance is sponsored by the Govern-
ment through a number of ministries. and institutions. In addition, some
research is undertaken or sponsored by private organizations, institutions
and individuals. The Government ministries and institutions which undertake
research projects include the Department of Culture of the Ministry Of
Culture and Social Services; The Ministry of Regional Development, Science
and Technology; the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development;
Kenya National Archives and the Museums of Kenya under the Office of
the President, the Voice of Kenya within the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, the Institute of African Studies of the University of Nairobi,
Kenyatta University College; and the Kenya Institute of Education.

29. During the Commission's visits to the ministries and institutions
concerned with research, it found out that most of them were ill-equipped
to undertake proper and effective research in music and dance. They lacked
trained personnel, proper equipment and other facilities. In the few institu-
tions where this was not the case, trained personnel, suitable equipment and
other facilities tended to be under-utilized because of lack of proper direction
or funds. Furthermore, the Commission found a total lack of co-ordination
or consultation among all the research institutions and the individuals
conducting research. This has resulted in needless duplication of efforts and
waste of resources.
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30. In the view of the Commission, this duplication of effort arises in
some cases, because of the original unco-ordinated designation of responsibili-
ties. In most cases these duplications arise because different departments or
institutions of Government have tended to expand their areas of responsibi-
lities beyond their original terms of reference. Problems of effective
management also arise when research matters require the co-ordination of
the activities of different Ministries or Departments, such as those of Depart-
ment of Culture and the National Archives.

31. Among the conditions set down by the Ministry of Regional Deve-
lopment, Science and Technology for all who would like to conduct any
form of research in the country is one which states that:

An applicant who has been permitted to conduct research in Kenya
must undertake to deposit a minimum of three copies of his/her research
finding including notes and methodology, with Ministry on completion
of -the research. If the research is -to be completed outside Kenya, -the raw,
unfinished material may have to be checked and cleared by the Ministry
before they leave Kenya.

However, the Commission was surprised that, as far as research in music
and dance is.concerned, no . deposits of any kind have been made with the
Office of the Presi dent or the Ministry of Regional Development, Science
and Technology—which was handling all research clearances.

32. The Commission observes that apart from the fact that the conditions
and regulations set down are not adhered to, the conditions themselves are
not specific enough. There is, also, no mechanism by which they can be
enforced. This has led to researchers taking advantage of loopholes to keep
the materials to themselves resulting in some materials going out of the
country without -being checked and cleared, or bogus materials being de-
posited at the institutions where the research was being conducted.

33. The Commission has also observed that there is no proper'record of
the persons doing research in the country and what they are actually doing,
or what research has been done by these individual and groups of researchers.
At present, the records show that within the past fourteen years, only four
people have been involved in some kind of research work in the country-
which is not a true reflection of the large number of individuals who have
been involved in music and dance research in -the country over this period.

34. It was also evident that there is a general lack of historical perspective
on musical materials at the institutions which have made attempts to keep
such research materials. Little concern tend to be shown for the past or
remote future in relation to immediate needs. Thus, in order to provide
space for new and urgent, but perhaps less valuable materials, invaluable
reCOTdings have sometimes been destroyed without considering their h-isto-
rical or cultural significance.

35. The shortcomings referred to above indicate that inspite of the Gov-
ernment's effort to implement research in music and dance, there is no
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clear policy under which such research can be undertaken effectively and in
a meaningful and co-ordinated manner. In view of the above observations,
the Commission recommends:

(a) That the country must have a music and dance research policy which
should be relevant to national aspirations within the broad framework
of the national research efjort.

(b) That an autonomous central research body, which may be named
the "National Music and Dance Research Committee" be formed to
implement the policy. The body which should have adequate space
for its operation and for the storage of materials collected, could
be affiliated to an already existing institution, such as the Universitv
of Nairobi. It should be composed of individuals who have wide know-
ledge and experience in music and dance research including those
with experience in cultural research and administration.

Operations of the Proposed Central Research Committee

36. To ensure effective research so that information on music and dance
is gathered in the field, trained academic and technical personnel are essen-
tial. It is only through the use of such personnel that the programme can
succeed. The Commission observes that there is a shortage of such manpower.

The Commission, therefore, recommends-
that the Central Research Committee should ensure that there are funds
available for an 'accelerated programme for the training of local research
personnel either in local institutions or abroad. The Committee should liaise
with the various research institutions that need the services of the persons
to be trained.

37. While lamenting the lack of trained research manpower, the Com-
mission however observes that actually the problem is not primarily one of
research per se, for a vast body of knowledge conceming every style of music
is known. The need is to pool all this knowledge so that it may be utilized
by the country as a whole. Unfortunately the people who possess this know-
ledge are not generally aware that they can offer information that is of
national significance. It is' difficult to value ideas which are locally so com-
monplace. This natural devaluation of the familiar has, we believe, grown
more acute as regards music because the indigenous arts have seldom been
seen by the people to be valued by the country's elite. Schools can do much
to remedy this. We would ourselves like to see a campaign to pool information
about music obtained from the local schoolmasters in each area, and towards
this end we would like io see prospective school teachers given sound guide-
lines in research aims and methods. If only a small percentage of the country's
schools sent to a central research pool a small amount of information-
partly perhaps in the form of answers to questions—information obtained
from their own experience and that of their students, we could -probably
achieve more in one year than full time teams of researchers could achieve
in ten years, and at a fraction of the cost. This kind of project, if mounted,
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would also communicate to the schoolchildren, and through them seep into

whole communities, the importance that is attached nationally to these cul-

tural activities. This would encourage more wananchi to take them seriously,
for it is only when society as a whole begins to revalue music and musicians

that it will be able to produce sufficient numbers of young people who are

prepared to think seriously of music and musical research as a possible
career.

38. The Commission realizes that in addition to teachers' can-tribution to
the programme there is a lot that can be done by certain other citizens,
such as members of the administration staff, in implementing the research
programme if given the necessary t)asic training. The Commission noted that
a lot of -research in anthropology, sociology and other related areas were,

during the colonial era, conducted by many such members of the admi-
nistration staff who were not in any way better qualified than our district

officers and commissioners. There is no reason, therefore, why these officers
could not be involved in a similar operation. The Commission, therefore,
recommends that musically articulate citizens within the community including
members of the administration staff should be given the necessary basic
training and ' mobilized to undertake research and collection of data in their
local areas on part-time basis.

39. Another important requirement for the implementation of program-

mes of preservation, documentation and development of music and dance,
besides trained personnel, is research equipment and supplies. These include

recording, filming, projection, and photographic equipment, vehicles and

others. There is a great deal that can be done when such technical facilities

are available and in good condition.

40. As said earlier, some of these equipment are available in some of

the research institutions but they are either not fully utilized or are broken
down due to mishandling by staff who are not trained to use them. It was
also apparent that some of these equipment were purchas2d without due

consideration being given to whether there were agents in the country to
maintain them for -proper use. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That an inventory should be taken by the' Research Committee of all
facilities and equipment that were voted for or donated to the Govern-
ment or research institutions for research in music and dance in the
country.

(b)That the Research Committee ^hould ascertain that the facilities and
equipment are eflectively utilized and properly maintained.

(c)That the Government should restrict the acquisition of equipment in
the future to a few proven quality models whose agents are established
in the country and who can therefore be relied upon to supply spare
parts and to maintain such equipment.

41. As said earlier in this chapter, the Commission has examined the

present structure of music and dance research in Kenya and its investigations
have revealed a lack of co-ordination and a consequent duplication and
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fragmentation of effort. For an effective operation of research programmes

in the country which will avoid duplication and help to achieve or obtain

maximum value from the -facilities available, the Commission recomniends--

that all research in inusic and dance in the country be co-ordinated'
by the Central Research Committee.

42. Ideal materials for documentation are, of course, live performances
where people" by learning to perform or by participation in performance,

ensure that music and dance knowledge will be transmiited to the nextC,
generation. All forms of recordings are mere crude approximations, thou g i
cinematographic and video recordin'rs come nearest to the ideal.

43. Another general consideration to be borne in mind in effecting such

research is the fact that music and dance encompass a wide range of sound

and visual elements, song-text ^iovement and material culture such as musical

instruments and dance costumes. All these components of music and dance

should be taken into account when making comprehensive documentation.

In co-ordinating and administering research, the Central Research Com-

mittee must ensure that data is collected 
in 

a systematic, comprehensive,
and contextualized 'manner. Such ciata should cover all the various forms

of live performances at traditional and contemporary occasions at which

such performances take place throughout the country. Recordings, which

must be of high quality, should where possible .. include analytical features.

Particular efforts should be made to document special or unique categories

or genres of music and dance, such as, narrative and historical songs, songs

and dances of secret rituals and others.

44. In addition to field materials, it is also necessary for the Central Re-

search Committee to ensure -that all relevant data from other sources are

acquired. Thz!se should include:

(a)Reconstructed historical materials, such as the lost forms of musical

instruments, constumes and other old music and dance practices.

(b)Acquisition of on-goin g collection of all current record discs -as they

are pressed, films, and tapes.

(c)Retrieved materials from deposits or archives of individuals, govern-

ment departments, recording companies, research institutes, and any

other organization such as the Voice of Kenya, British Institute of

Recorded Sound, International Library of African Music and others,

wherever such materials may be deposited.

45. In the process of this co-ordination the Central Research Committee

should take inventory of all research which has been undertaken, prepare

bibliography and discography of all research works published. With this

information the committee should be in the position to know what areas

have been covered, and what areas of research need urgent attenlion. The

Central Research Committee can then advise and create maximum consul-

tation among researchers, thus avoiding expensive duplication. In addition

to these, the committee should have capacity to develop, review, and guide
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the implementation of national research policy, and to publish information
bulletins for research institutions and personnel as well as other people
interested in research. The committee could, also compile a calendar of all
music and dance events that are taking place.

46. Related to the co-ordination of research is its administration. This
should also be undertaken by the Central Research Committee. In under-
taking such administration, the Commission, therefore, recommends that the
Central 'Research Committee-

Wshould deal with clearances of researchers to obtain. permits for all
research projects in the field of music and dance on behalf of the
Ministry which is responsible for research in the country;

(b)should define, create and commission specific research projects, some
of which may be taken jointly by scholars or researchers;

(Oshould organize joint research projects with African and overseas
universities and institutions;

(d)should organize seminars and educational programmes on such topics
as research methodology, techniques of recordings, theory and notation
of African music and dance, computer analysis and others;

(e)should get grants from the Government and elsewhere to operate
research projects; and

(f)should acquire music ai4d dance materials of non-Kenyan origin through
liaison with individuals, institutions, organizations such as Unesco,
URTNA and others through cultural exchange programmes for the
purpose of comparative research studies.

47. While most research will be contined to Kenya, there are instances
where research into specific musical forms and types of dances may be
conducted in cultural zones which cross international borders. Where such
cases occur the research calls for international co-operation. The Central
Research Committee should see to 0 that such research is undertaken without
any political or territorial hindrance.

48. The research material referred to above, having been collected and
properly catalogued, must be preserved for posterity. They must be deposited
in premises in which their safety is assured against fire and theft and in which
copies are accessible to the public and researchers. The materials must be
further protected by an Act of Parliament. In view of the above, the Com-
mission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That all the original recordings be deposited in the archives of the
Central Research Committee. Apart froin being used for making the
initial copies, these original recordings should never be played.

(b) That copies of these originals be deposited at least two other repo-
sitories distributed over a wide geographical area to ensure safety
in case of a national disaster.
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(c)That other copies should be made available to be used by the public
at other institutions such as public libraries, district cultural centres,
museums and others.

(d) That copies of research materials collected from any district should
be deposited in the district cultural centres at the particular district.

(e)That a Parliamentary Act be enacted to protect, prohibit and control
the exportation of music and dance materials.

Dissemination and Propagation

49. There is a general need for systematic dissemination and propagation
of traditional music and dance in order to educate our children and the public
on the importance of these significant components of our cultural heritage.
The Commission hopes -that if this was done effectively it would discourage
the impression that traditional music and dance are somewhat out-moded,
deficient, and of low standards. It would also lead to greater appreciation
and understanding of the different music and dance traditions of our people.
In this way mutual ignorance and prejudice that exist about these traditions
would be dispelled and national unity forged.

50. The Commission feels that traditional music and dance collections
must not be treated as archival materials or museum commodity for intel-
lectual contemplation only but as a living entity. Research data and cultural
materials collected are, therefore. not to be left rotting in museums as dead
matter, but are to be used as resource for stimulatin g creativity, self-generated
entertainment, and development. To this end, the full force of schools,
higher institutions of learning, the media including radio, television, and
newspapers, should be mobilized to act as propagation agents to promote
traditional music and dance. A column in the KANU paper, for example,
can be used to produce feature articles on traditional music, musicians and
artists, and on other cultural activities to educate the public. In this way,
music and dance matenals will not be confined to scholars or any specific
group in the community, but will be accessible to every Kenyan.

51. The main media for dissemination and propagation of music and dance
are performances, listening and viewin g. all of which have been discussed
elsewhere in this report. Publication, another agent of dissemination and
propagation of music and dance. is realized through printed matter or re-
corded materials. The printed matter would involve books for use in schools
and other educational institutions, journals, hand-outs, newsletters, reports
of on-going researches, and others. Recordings with accompanying notes
that intlude illustrative materials and explanations would have small circu-
lation and their production should therefore require Government subsidy.

52. To enhance the whole programme of dissemination and propagation
of traditional music and dance full) , it will be necessary for the Government
to formulate a policy through which it can be done and to ensure that the

41

policy was implemented. In summary the Commission, therefore, recommends.-

0
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(a) That the Government formulates a policy for the disse;nination and
propagation of traditional music and dance.

(b) That the Central Research Committee ensures that this Government
Policy is implemented.

(c)That forums, such as cultural centres, where music and dance can be
performed be created.

(d) That the Voice of Kenya introduces special programmes on radio and
television which specialize in traditional musics and dances of the
various ethnic groups in Kenya. These programmes should be pro-
perly presented and explained so as to enhance the understanding
appreciation and enjoyment by those who listen to or view them.

(e)That public libraries, museums, cultural centres and other institutions
are provided with music and dance materials and fitted with audio-
visual facilities thus catering for listening and viewing by members
of the public.

(f) That the mobile unit of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
be provided with fi lms on traditional music and dance, to show within
its programmes of public education and entertainment.

(g)That the Kenya National Museum, and its branches should acquire
a large and systematic collection of genuine traditional musical in-
struinents from all parts of Kenya for display and demonstration.

(h) That demonstrators should be employed to perform on those instru-
inents so that besides the visual satisfaction got from viewing the
instruments, the public can also hear what the instruments sound
like.

Development

53. The problems facing traditional music and dance in the country
today are not only those of survival but also those of 'growth and develop-
ment. A music or dance tradition that unchangin-ly remains what it is or
what is has always been, is for all intent and purposes dead. Music and
dance, like other components of culture are not static, but dynamic. They
must mould themselves to suit changing patterns of life. New creations
invariably emerge and new forms come into being. These innovations must
be accepted and should be encouraged.

54. To ensure positive growth and development, it is necessary that condi-
tions are provided that will stimulate creativity and imagination. Creative
musicians, for example, could bring about transformation in the way today's
society views its arts, by creating new codes of acceptance or appreciation.
The challenge to new compositions cannot, therefore, be laid at the foot
of tradition, though certain controls and directions may initially be necessary
to ensure orderly development. There is, therefore, the need forthe utilization
of documented music and other cultural materials for the development of
new art forms, as well as the provision of new and meaningful outlets in
social life -for grealeT opportunifies for performance.
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55. The possible areas of development in music and dance which need
to be considered concern exploring and high-lighting the possibilitles implicitID	 tl

in the elements of traditional songs and dances. These elements relate to
musical components such as melody, rhythm, harmony and counterpoint;
textual content; music- al instruments and costumes; dance movements and
formafions. The Commission sees the development of music and dance taking
place by creatin g new forms and desi gns through-

(a) synchronic and diachronic adaptation and fusion of these elements
within and across the musics and dances of different ethnic group's
in the country;

(b) conceiving these elements through the framework of foreign cultural
concepts which have infiltrated our contemporary way of life. Music
is a living foice and is capable of assimilating elements of other
traditions and of being enriched rather than impoverished in the
process. However, the acceptance of foreign cul-tural concepts into
national musical practices through a selective process. must be com-
patible with the nafional goals and aspirations.

56. The direction of cultural development cannot quite be predetermined.
Nonetheless, proper guidance through objective planning and foresight canZD

be achieved by those concerned with policy decision. In the case of music
and dance, the Commission considers that development can be undertaken,
first and foremost, by providing high quality trainin g to the artists; by pro-
viding them with the necessary facilities and creating an environment in
which they can. bring out their best; and by giving them the freedom to
explore new and creative ideas.

57. With quality training, musicians should also be equipped to handle
the serious problems. both material -and imaginative .. of the influences from
the consumer oriented and pervasive character of "Imported" Western
musical practices. In the light of the above observations, the Commission,
iherefore, recommends:

(a) That talented composers, choreographs and other artists be given
quality training and their talents and creativity be recognized.

(b)That having been trained, they should be given the freedom to exercise
their talents and creativity in an environment conducive to creativity.

(c)That the composers, choreographers and other artists should be given
all the necessary facilities to realize their potentialities.

(d)That a critical sense in use of traditional and new appropriate costumes
be inculcated through normal training at suitable institutions of
musicians and choreographers; and further, that new composers and
social innovators be challenged, especially by our tradition of music
and dance performance, to create not only aesthetically satisfying
forms of music and worthwhile institutions for our new experience
but also those that reflect in breadth and seriousness our national
goals and aspirations.
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58. The recommendations suggested in this chapter presuppose, among
other things, that there will be adequate funds for research and the preser-
vation, dissemination and development of music and dance in the country.

The Commission, therefore, recommends that a special fund should be set,

aside specifically for research and promotion of music and dance develop-
ment 

in 
the country.

59. The programme further envisages the decolonization of our minds

about indigenous Kenyan culture and the participation of everybody, includ-
ing leaders, scholars and other people in cultural programmes. This may

involve a major switch in training orientation for our youths. Eventually,
the programme would foster cultural pride and unity among all Kenyans.

To effect the above, a sessional paper on music and dance development,

enunciating government policy, educational imperatives, research policy,

incentives to composers and performers, publicity, and the role of the party,
should be released.

Society of Traditional Music and Dance

60. In many countries of the world the promotion and study of traditional
music and dance is often undertaken by societies of individuals and orga-
nizations who have interest in the subject. Very often these national societies

are affiliated to the International Council for Traditional Music of Unesco
for guidance and sharing of ideas. In Kenya there is a Kenya National Folk

Music and Dance Society which the Commission feels should be enhanced.
This societ y would then work hand-in-hand with the National Music and
Dance Research Conunittee recommended above. The Commission, therefore,
recommends:

(a)That Kenya National Folk Music and Dance Society should be en-
hanced and that it shoul^ work hand-in-hand with the National Music
and Dance Research Committee.

(b) That Kenya National Folk Music and Dance Society should be afti-
Hated to the International Council for Traditional Music of Unesco

and that its members should be sponsored by the Government to
attend the World Congresses of the Council.
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CHAPTER 3—MUSIC EDUCATION
Introduction

61. In this chapter the Commission outlines Government policy under-
lying music in education in the country, and the place of music at various
levels in the educational system from pre-primary to university and other
institutions. The Commission furth-.r addresses itself to the special problems
of music in education such as the preparation of the training of teachers
and lecturers, the availability of facilities, and the conditions of admission
of students to the institutions. In doing so, the Commission was conscious
of the significance of other issues related to music -in education, such as
inspection of schools and colleges. examinations, and the attitude of the
Cr,eneral public towards the subject.

The Present Government Policy

62. Participation in music and dance through observation and performance
is an important facet of emotional development of every child and was the
norm for every child in the traditional African society. As traditional socie-
ties disintegrated and Western life-styles were adopted during the colonial
and post-independent period, the process of acculturation was transferred
to the school situation but. unfortifnately, without making provision for
music education. This, it could be said, has impaired the emotional develop-
merit of the children. The Government recognizing this anomaly, has madeC,

an attempt to remedy the situation by introducing a policy on music educa-
tion. The policy aims at achieving the following goals:

(1) National Unity: By encouraging participation of scholars in perform-
ing mixed musics from all Kenyan ethnic groups regardless of language
barriers.

(2) National Development:
(i) By producing scholars who can practice and perform all compo-

nents of music and dance, and can device ways of recording
folk music for posterity.

(ii) By fulfilling economic i)eeds through undergoing a curriculum
that will promote the acquisition of skills to make musical
instruments for local and foreign markets; and by inspiring com-
mercial music performers with the necessary training background.

(iii) By stimulating social need s--encouragi ng participation in music
festivals thereby bringin g people from all walks of life together

C

to perform or see the activities on show.

(3) Individual Development (self-fulfilment): By encouraging identification
of talents and by promoting self-fulfilment of such talents amongI

scholars through their teachers.

(4) Social Equality: By applying educational policy on music equally in
all parts of the Republic.
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(5) Respect and Development of Cultural Heritage: By encouraging and
promoting organizations of cultural festivals in various parts of the

country and exposing the Kenyan youth to the various -items of our
national cultures.

To implement this policy, the Ministry of Education has, in the past, sub-

sequently introduced music at various levels of the educational system as

outlined below.

Music in Education at Various Leveh in the Educational System

63. Pre-Primary Level.—After several years of pre-primary education operat-

ing without a music syllabus, one was -introduced in 1971. While it was only
a bare outline, it nevertheless succeeded in emphasizing the -reat need of

children to participate in music activity at this level-though without saying .

how this was to be done, or how and where teachers to undertake thei pro-

gramme were to be trained. In the findings of the Commission this programme

was, however, not successful. Submissions from nursery school teachers

indicated that they had not had any training. The music lessons which they

held with children were, therefore, planned according to their own initiative,

and subsequently tended to be idiosyncratic. Furthermore, since the teachers

were more at home within Western nufsery songs they found it easier to
communicate - these to our children.

64. Primary and Secondary Level—From interviews conducted by the
Commission it was evident ihat there was a half-hearted approach in the

pre-independence era in designing and implementing music programmes for

primary schools. Syllabi were designed with emphasis on singing, but as in

,the case of pre-primary level, -there was no attempt to ensure implementation.

The -programme was therefore left in the hands of -individual teachers who

were not given any formal training, and who were mainly selftaught.

65. Submissions received ;by the Commission further indicate that the

situation has not improved significantly since independence, despite the fact

that a more concerted effort has -been made -in formulating a syllabus. But

even then, the syllabus remains vague, and so-called music lesson is merely

,i get-together for singing" usually as the responsibility of the so-called music

teacher.

66. The Commission noted that, inspite of the presence of a Government

policy, the operation of music in education had no clear goals. The impres-

sion given to most people was, ,therefore, that music and singing were synony-C^
mous and that its only goals were participation at the preliminary and final

rounds of the Kenya Music Festival or the occasional participation in national

day celebrations, if a school is lucky to be chosen to do so.

67. The Commission noted that the situation was -sli ghtly different for
the secondary school level. I-Jere there have always been s -pecific syllabi: the
Cambridge School Certificate and Higher Certificate now the Kenya Certifi-

cate of Education, and the Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education. The
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Commission observed, however, that despite this provision, the situation
has been exploited by only a few schools which have been lucky enough to

have the resources and teachers who are competent to undertake th^^ pro-
arammes. These have included former European schools, except for a few

other schools such as the Alliance Girls' High School. The situation in all
other secondary schools is not any different from that in pr .imary schools.

68. Inspite of the existence of a Government policy on music education,
the Commission observed however that there were a number of problems

which hampered its implementation. These were related to the curriculum,

equipment and facilities, scarcity of music teachers and the attitudes of
headmasters and parents towards the subject.

TABLE I

SCHOOLS PREPARING CANDIDATES FOR Music EXAMINATIONS

KENYA CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION

1980	 1981	 1982

Alliance Boys'	 Alliance Boys'	 Alliance Boys'
Alliance Girls'	 Alliance Girls' 	 Alliance Girls'
Liniuru Girls' 	 Limuru Girls'	 Limuru Girls'
Kangubiri Girls	 Turnuturnu Girls'	 Loreto Limuru
Nairobi School	 Thika School for the	 Kangubiri Girls'

Blind
Kenya High
	

Nairobi School	 Thika School for the Blind
State House Road Girls'	 Kenya High	 Nairobi School
Moi Girls High	 State House Road Girls' Kenya High

Kairnosi Girls'	 State House Road Girls'
Miwani Secondary
	

St. Mary's Nairobi
Kairnosi Girls'

TOTAL No. OF CANDIDATES

43	 81	 78

KENYA ADVANCEr) CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION

1981	 1982

Alliance Girls' Alliance Girls'

Limuru Girls'
Kenya High

TOTAL NO. OF CANDIDATES

0
	 U
	

13

V
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69. In the view of the Commission, the syllabi make no attempt whatso-
ever to achieve national goals of education (viz. national unit, development,
etc.). They are not only sketchy, lacking in detail, but also emphasize theo-
retical and abstract topics which though important, concentrate so much
on Western music that they are of little relevance to our situation. Dance
education and performance have been totally ignored altogether yet in African
practice music and dance are frequently inseparable.

70. Submissions from music teachers who are supposed to implement the
requirements of the syllabus complain of not being sufficiently furnished with
adequate information and guidance. Teachers therefore resort to the teaching
of singing, usually at the expense of other aspects of music such as'the playing
musical instruments which is one of the ways of eliciting special musical
skills and knowledge, as well as ensuring the inculcation of indigenous
musical norms. Enthusiastic, well-meaning but lacking in the necessary
know-how, the teachers confuse students because they feel they must teach
something.

71. The Commission further observed, that music teaching in higher classes
remain unsatisfactory. No attempt whatsoever has been made to introduce
African music at A-levels. Even in the 04evels programme where some
attempt has been made to do this, it has not been done systematically, so
the teaching of African music remains haphazard. In the opinion of the
Commission the curricular for primary and secondary schools might be
planned so that in addition to achieving the listed national goals, by the
time each student reaches the stage at which he takes 04evels, it should
be such that the student can be sure.of knowing some of the basic facts
abouthis nation's music. For example, is it unreasonable to expect him to
know all the types of Kenyan musical instruments, or the details of their
geographical distributions, together with something of their historical origins?
While at school every student should be made conscious of the special charac-
teristics of indigenous instruments, and helped to acquire some appreciation
of the actual musical parameters in which they give advantages over other
instruments. He might be taught to distinguish those instruments which have
developed from Islamic or West Asian prototypes, from those inherited from
other parts of Africa. It would be useful to know something of the differences
and similarities in sound construction and musical style of the instruments
when they are used in their countries of origin as compared to what they
are when used -in Kenya. Through this, -the student will learn to isolate and
recognize all those qualities which are nationally characteristic. The Com-
mission feels that on a broader front they should h'ave some idea of the
similarities and differences that relate Kenyan music to the other musics of
Africa, and how African music as a whole relate to the music of the rest
of the world, not just Europe.

72. In all, the Commission observes that, despite the existence of an A-
level syllabus, the situation is such that the music teaching tends to diminish
progressively, within -the school structure, with the greatest activity in the
primary, comparatively little at secondary, and even less at higher levels.
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73. Music education, as underlined in the policy, is for all children. The
Commission noted, however, that there is no special music education pro-
gramme anywhere for the training of handicapped children, or their teachers.

74. According to the operation of the Ministries of Education the Kenya
Institute of Education is charged with the function of developing curricula.
The Commission acknowledges -the fact that the K.I.E. has made efforts to
provide music syllabi by inviting individuals to constitute panels *to work
on the syllabi. It has, however, failed to rectify the shortcomings of the syllabi
referred to above. The Commission was critical of the composition of the
panels. The criteria by which members of the panel were recruited was not
clear.

75. In view of these observations the Commission, therefore, recommends*:
(a) That the music curriculum at all levels while providing sound theo-

retical basis, should be relevant specifically to the national goals of
education, and generally to our situation and 'culture.

(b) That with the above ends in view, music syllabi should be spelt out
in greater detail, O-and A-level music syllabi in particular, should
be scrutinized and brought up to date with these in mind.

(c)That a committee with members'drawn from qualified and experienced
music teachers who actually teach music programmes, should be set
up within the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology to
produce the appropriate syllabi which should then be made available
to the K.I.E. for ratificaton and implementation,

(d) That music syllabi should emphasize the theory and practice of tradi-
tional African music which is relevant to the child's environment.
This, however, should be done with the full awareness that there iY

a great deal of cross-cultural interaction in the present age.
(e)That teaching of music theory and performance should go hand-in-

hand.

(f) That though singing is an impartant part of music, it should. not. be
stressed at the expense of other 'aspects of musical activities 'and
training.

(g)That it is the right of every child to experience music. Special music
education systems should, therefore, be evolved for teaching music to
handicapped children.

76. Equipment and Facilities.—Books and other educational materials
including musical instruments are the basic tools for music instruction. They
must be available in the right qualities and quantities to the learners at the
time they are required, and at a cost they can afford.

77. Tihe Commission noted with concem that none of the institutions such
as the Institute of Education, Jorno Kenyatta Foundation, the Kenya Lite-
rature Bureau, and the Kenya Schools Equipment Scheme which are nor-
mally responsible for handling books and other * educational materi*al had
what are relevant to the teaching of music.
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78. Submissions received by the Commission durin g its inqUiTy revealed
that music books and educational materials were not available anywhere
in the country for purchase by individuals who wished to do so. The availa-
bility -of educatinoal materials such -as musical instruments, the Commission
was informed, was geriously affected by Government import restrictions. It is
obvious that no effective teaching of music can be undertaken without these
materials.

79. The Commission noted that some few schools especially the former
European schools had adequate and valuable musical ins4ruments, but
regretted, however, that in some cases there was apathy on the part of school
administration to look after them. Where such equipment was faulty it was
found that either the schools did not have the resources to repair them or
there were no facilities in the country for doing so. The Commission was
concerned particularly by the lack of relevant books. either for pupils or for
the teachers.

80. The Commission, therefore, recommends.-

(a) That equipment. and facilities for music teaching should be managed
by the Kenya Schools Equipment Scheme just the same as it is
done for other subjects, and that once distributedschools' administra-
tion must see to it that they are properly looked after. Education
officers must ensure that this is done. Where musical instruments are
damaged and require some repair, the teacher in-charge should take
appropriate action.

(b) That music teachers of noteworthy talents should be commissioned
immediately by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology to
write books for music teaching.

(c)That the Government should relax import restrictions on educational
materials related to the teaching of music, and if possible, reduce
import duty on such materials so that they could be easily afforded
by those aspiring to study music.

81. Teachers of Music.—Probably the greatest drawback in the implemen-
tation of music in education was the serious shortage of properly trained
teachers to undertake the teaching of music. Several attempts to deal with
the situaltion have not solved the problem. For example, the programmes
for producing music teachers for the training colleges and secondary school
teachers from Kenyatt-a University College, as underlined below, do not seem
to have had much success. Submissions from the teachers reveal that they
all find themselves ill-prepared for the task of teaching after they graduate
from K.U.C. and are faced by the actual tasks in the field. One way the
schools have attempted to deal with the situation has been to compel choi-r-
master to teach music although they have not had the -relevant training to
do so.

82. Another attempt, as far as secondary schools are concerned, has been
through an arrangement with the United States government to recruit music
teachers as part of the peace-corps programme. The Commission commends

0
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this programme for its us--fulness but observes that only a few schools bene-
fitted from it. It similarly observes that owing to lack of proper briefing and
also as a result of the difference between Kenyan and American music
education systems, these very enthusiastic well-trai-ned young musicians were
not always in a position to give -their best.1

83. The shortage of music teachers also results the lack of continuity
and disruption of music teaching which arises, for example, where -a contract
such as that of a peace-corps comes to an end and no replacement ismade.

84. The above observations have resulted in a vicious circle in which
because there are not enough trained teachers, no properly trained students
can be produced who can subsequently be trained as music teachers to in-
crease the number of the leachers. To 'break the vicious circle, the Commis-
sion, therefore, recommends.-

(a) That a series of crash programmes be mounted at existing teachers
training colleges during vacations for primary school teachers with
aptitude and interest in music to undergo . a course at which they
should be trained to eflectively handle the primary school syllabus
in its entirety.

(b) That the teachers who are adequately trained and certified should be
employed on a rotating basis to cover a given region, and that where
a primary school teacher is competent enough to teach at the secondary
level he should be promoted to enable him to do so.

(c)That seeing that it is not possible to provide music teachers for all
schools in the country as Government policies require, by far the
most consequential step to be taken should be the designation of at
least four secondary schools per province, which should be properly
equipped and adequately staffed for the teaching of music. The
number of such schools should be increased as funds and manpower
become available until eventually, alls-chools are provided for. Students
with special aptitude and interest should then be selected to attend
such schools, so as to feed the universities with the right kind of
material.

(d) That given the very serious shortage of music teachers in the country,
there should be minimum of unnecessary transfer of music teachers,
and where this is absolutely necessary, a music teacher should always
be replaced by another music teacher immediately.

(e)That traditional musicians should be made use of in schools, either
as subordinate staff or simply as tutors. In the latter instance they
could be rotated so as to serve several schools.

(f)That only accredited music teachers should teach music in the school.
(g)That outstanding music teachers should be recognized for their work

and be considered for promotion on merit. Where possible they should
also be given opportunities for further music study.

(h)That accredited music teachers should be evenly distributed through-
out all districts in the country.
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85. Attitudes.—Another factor which is affecting music in education is

the attitude of , the public, including parents, music teachers, and heads of

schools, towards the subject. The Commission received submissions from

music teachers criliciz^ing attitudes of headmasters. They complained that

headmasters were unwilling to allow them to conduct music lessons, and

that headmasters insisted that they teach other subjects, thus affecting their
morale and making them lose their interest. While on the one hand the

headmasters look forward to the choir when it performs at music festivals,
. on parents day, or when it entertains guests as the one activity which more

than anything else puts the school on the limelight they on the other hand,

appear to regard music as noise which diitracts other students when -they are

doing "more meaningful" subjects. It is this ambivalent in headmasters'
attitudes which makes cboirmasters, who see the choir as a way of getting -

public notice and even possible promotion, frustrated.

.86. The Commission noted that the teaching of music requires a lot of

dedication and involves the teacher in activities outside school hours. This

calls for a lot of sacrifice on the part of the teacher for which no recognition,
appreciation, or reward is given. This-, needless to say, leads to further

demoralization of the music teacher.

87. The attitudes of parents and the general public towards music as a

school subject is also a negative one. Music to most people means the choir.-

It must also be remembered that parents expect their children to study for
entryinto the modem sector of ithe economy. Because of such attitudes, such

skills as music are looked down upon as having no educational or economic

value in a modern society. In addition to this, the public, for some reason,
have'an abhorrent feeling towards musicians in general. Where such attitude

is held it makes parents dissuade theii children from taking up the study
of music even at its most elementary level, just in case the children are

tempted to take it up too seriously. This attitude may have contributed

towards students not being keen to take music at 0- or A-levels even if

there was a teaoher to teach the course.

88. The attitude of the ministry concerned has not helped the subject
either. Music is treated as a low priority area. This is true particularly in

primary schools where it is given only one period a week, a period which

more often than not, is used for teaching or revising other subjects. It is
usually the last period on a Friday afternoon when the children are too tired
to do anything else. The whole school is huddled together in one room at a

time when the other teachers take off for the weekend, leaving only the

music teacher to carry on.

89. In view of these problems the Commission therefore i-econimends:

(a) That music education must have a future which is recognized and

respected by students and the public. Apart from providing students

with'a meaningful hobby, music should al.^o be seen to be 
an 

at-eel

in which children can have gainful employment after leaving school.
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(b) That music and other cultural subjects in schools must be examinable
*k	 in the same way as any other subject. These should be included in

the General Paper in the Kenya Certificate of Primary Education
(C.P.E.).

Teacher Training Colleges

90. Up to 1974, Teacher Training Colleges operated independently and,

where a competent music tutor was available, there was an unspecified amount

of music teaching. Dictated by the need for rapid expansion of music edu-

cation, a quantitative approach towards the production of more teachers

was adopted in 1974. It became mandatory for all the students at all teachers

training colleges to take music and sit for a final national examination in it.

91. At the present moment, there are 17 (Siriba and Kagumo teachers

have been designated to train students in Diploma courses in the Humanities)

such training colleges which produce an average of 6,000 teachers per year

after they have undergone the training for two years. This implies that every

year 6,000 teachers who can handle music lessons are produced. It should,

therefore, logically be the case that every child in the Republic has a chance

to be taught music by a trained teacher. But, as everyone knows, this is not

the case.

TABLE 11

STUDENT POPULATION IN TEACHERS TRAINING COLLEGES

STUDENT POPULATION
NAmr^

I . Asumbi
2. Egoji
3. Eregi
4. Highridge
5. Kaimosi
6. Kagumo
7. Kamwenja
8. Kigari
9. Kericho
10. Kilimambogo
11. Kisii
12. Machakos
13. Meru
14. Mosoriot
15. Shanzu
16. Siriba
17. Thogoto
18. Migori
19. Kamagambo

TOTAL

17

1P

I

C

io

YEAR

1981
	

1982
	

1983

650
	

837
	

848
670
	

682
	

707
815
	

905
	

903
337
	

229
	

483
750
	

814
	

809
855
	

330
760
	

731
	

828
850
	

600
	

640
900
	

860
	

907
680
	

636
	

721
465
	

430
	

490
850
	

909
	

905
225
	

270
	

269
1,100
	

1,155
	

1,103
709
	

747
	

791
1,260
	

270
580
	

604
	

614
232

330

	

10,479
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92. The Commission received iubmissions from the public that this pro-
gramme has not been successful for a number of reasons. At present music
is not taught as a regular subject in schools. Thus the student who goes' to
teacher training college will not have had any previous knowledge intmusic.

LHe, therefore, starts learnin .- music from scratch during his training, an
exercise which in itself, undermines the objectives of teacher training where
a teacher is supposed to learn how 'to teach a subject after mustering the
content of that subject.

93. Some submi-issions attributed the failure of the programme to work-
load. According to regulations, a student is required to do a total of 14.
subjects which does not leave him much time to concentrate on any of
them, leave alone music which requires a lot of time.

94. It has been stated above that the study of music at the training
colleges is mandatory -for all students. The study of music like that of other
creative arts, require aptitude, talent and interest which cannot be guaranteed
to be possessed -by all studeats. Since students are forced to take music.
those who lack these attributes end up hating the subject. It is, therefore,
not surprising that after time and money has been spent on them, some of
them cannot even sing in tune by the end of their course.

95. A close examination of the syllabus by the Commission also revealed
that it was conceived without any reference to the existing primary school
music syllabus which the student-teachers are,supposed to handle after they
finish their course. Besides, it was too much oriented towards theoretical
aspects of Western music which was, nonetheless, covered only to a very
elementary level. In this respect, it ignored the practical aspccts of music
education which is a very important component of such education. It also
ignored the cultural background of the students by omitting the study of
African music altogether.

96. The success of learning a practical subject like music. to a very large
extent, depends on the availability of proper equipment and teachin- aids.
The Commission visited a representative sample of these colleges and was
surprised at the inadequacy of the supply of such equipment and facilities.
This, in the opinion of the Commission, was one of the reason which ham-
pered the success of the programme.

97. The attitude towards music examinations at the colleges also contri-
buted to the failure of the programme. Submissions from music tutors of
the colleges underlined the fact that the primary objectives of the students
is passing the final teacher training examination. Since the examination itself
is dominated by elementary items which test abilities related only to the
cognitive of knowledge aspects of music, which encourages memorization
of facts, it is not surprising that nearly all of them pass, so-me with distinction,
thus producing music teachers some of whom do not know any music at all.
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98. The above observations give a clear indication as to why these student-

teachers failed to teach music in primary schools effectively after finishing

their course. To expect a teacher, trained in stereotyped memory learning

to only an elementary level, to work in a school environment which places

a premium on a practical music programme, is to ask the impossible.

99. In the opinion of the Commission, these institutions, with some

modification, are well-placed to play 
an 

important role in producing trained

teachers who can also handle music. Consequently, the Commission, there-
fore, recommends.-

(a)That only talented students in music should be selected to take music
at this level.

(b)That students taking inusic should combine it ivith only one other
subject 

in 
creative arts.

(c)That the music syllabus be reviewed in order to inake it relevant to

the primary school s-yllabus. This ivill enable the student-teachers
to handle music lessons in primary schools inore eflectively when
they finish their course.

Colleges of Humanities

100. In 1982 a Diploma in Education (Humanities) course aimed at pre-

paring secondary school teachers xN .-ho are capable of teaching two Huma-

nities subjects to Form IV level was started at Siriba and Kagumo Colleges

of Humanities. In response to obvious demand by the country, the students

.for -this course are to be stretched to enable them to teach much of the A-

level courses in their respective courses. The Diploma in Education in music

at K.U.C. was, therefore, discontinued and transferred to the two colleges.

101. To be admitted to the course, a candida-te is required ^to hold a

minimum requirement of:

(a)A Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education or equivalent, with one

Principal Level pass and one Subsidiary Level pass, in the followingI
subjects: English, Geography, History, Kiswahili, Religious Education,

Home Economics. French, Music, Fine Art, and Mathematics.

(b)A Kenya Certificate of Education or equivalent, wifli four credit

passes, two of which must be in the subjects being studied in the

diploma course.

102. The Commission was particularly impressed by these entry require-

ments which were consistent for all students in all subjects. This was so

because, at K.U.C. musi& had been treated as a special subject and con-

cessions were given to students who, intellectually, did -not measure up toI
their counterparts studying other subjects.I

103. On inspecting the colle ges, the Commission realized, however, that

the whole course was ill-prepared. There were a number of issues which

needed to have been looked into urgently at the time if the course was to

succeed. It noted that all the necessary facilities relevant to the implemen-
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tation of the programme had not been provided. Similarly, the availability
of qualified 1tradned staff was not -taken into consideration. Without these
facifitiesand manpower, there is no wayby which the programme can succeed.

104. Owing to the neglect of music educa*tion over -the years, the issue
of the shortage of manpower has become one of national significance. It is,
therefore, necessary in the immediate future to look elsewhere for proper
trained manpower to undertake the task of training students in these colleges
until Kenya gets its properly trained music leachers.

105. In order that this Programme succeeds, the Commission recommends.

(a) That the original entry requirements be strictly adhered to, without
concession whatsoever, and that the selection of students should
include a practical selection examination to ensure that all those chosen
are musical material. 	 40

(b) That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology immediately
see to it that the departments of music at the colleges of diploma, are
properly equipped with all the necessary facilities for the teaching of
music.

(c)That qualified music teachers be recruited from other countries until
such time that Kenya can produce jts own staff.

106. On recommending the establishment of a College of Music in
Chapter Seven of this report, the Commission has emphasized the need to
integraie :the study -of music with other creative and performing arts. The
Commission observes with satisfaction the inclusion of the Study of Fine
Art in the Colleges of Humanities but regrets that this has not been integra-
ted in any way with -the study of music. Besides, the Commission observes, that
the Study of Fine Art -has been included only at Kagumo College and not
at Siriba whereas the study of music is available at both institutions and
that such study of music would benefit a great deal by close Ifiaison with the
study of Fine Art.

107. In view of the above observation the Commission recommends:

(a) That the study of Fine Art should be included in all the Colleges of
Humanities where music is studied.

(b) That the study of music should be closely integrated with the study
of Fine Art in the Colleges of Humanities.

University Level—Kenyatta University College
	 -9

108. After music had been accepted as a school subject up to A-level
it was only natural that its study should - be continued to the university.
Since the greatest single demand was for music teachers, it was necessary
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to have the training of teachers at the university as the first priority. Because

there was already a Department of Music at Kenyatta College it was the

logical place at which that training was to be effected.

109. Kenyatta University College has been offering a number of courses

in music since 1970. In the dnitial stages it offere ' d an S1 course Which was

later replaced by a Diploma in Education course. The diploma course has

now :been discontinued and transferred to the colleges of Humani^fies. In

1977 a Bachelor of Education degree course was introduced.

110. Curriculum.—Before making an assessment of the programmes

undertaken at K.U.C. the Comm ;ssion found it necessary to evaluate the

functions expected of the graduate of K.U.C. when he goes into the field.

I 11. The Commission 'received submissions, that according to the situation

in which the music graduate was going to work the following were the major

practical music activities expected of him:

(i)To train and conduct the school choir for social activities and for the

Kenya Music Festival;

(ii)To compose, arrange, or -adopt songs in European, African and

hybrid musical styles for performance by the school choir;

(iii)To train individual students to perform on various African and Euro-

pean musical instruments;

Ov) To train individual students to sing solo;

(v)To teach students traditional African songs from various ethnic groups;

(vi)To play the piano or organ accompaniments to singing during

assembly;

(vii)To undertake a certain amount of research, however elementary, in

traditional African music;	 I

0	 (viii) To adjudicate at music festivals.

112. In academic activities, he would be expected ito prepare students for

O-levels (in case of diploma students), and A-levels (in the case of B.Ed-

students).

113.With the shortage of trained music teachers in the country, a graduate

of K.U.C. having had the enviable privilege of formal training in music
will also be looked upon as the community leader in music wherever he was

posted, and will therefore be expected to be the chief consultant in all
matters related to music in the area. He will be expected to organize, run,

and advise on music courses as well as enter studenis for examinations.
The Commission received submission from the graduates underlining the

fact that the programme which they underwent did not prepare them in any

way for these tasks. In their view the programme was totally irrelevant to
their situation. In some cases appropriate topics listed in the syllabus were

never even covered.
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114. A close look at the curriculum reveals a number^ of anomalies. The

programme does not provide course content for each subject listed. The

Commission observed that in some respects, the diploma course fell far short

of O-level syllabus in the same way that the -requirements of the final

degree examinations fell short of the A-level syllabus. Too much stress

has been placed on Western music at the expense of African music despite

the fact that some aspects of this Western music is archaic, irrelevant to the

experience of the student, and of no functional value. The syllabus striously

overlooks contemporary trends in music as well as acquainiance with the

music of other world cultures. Th,^ Commission noted that it may be the

inadequacies and the shortcomings of the pro-Iramme which have led some

members of staff -to persuade and tratin !their students simultaneously for

foreign qualifications of external institutions of which they are the agents.

115. Equipment and Facilities.—It is essential that university education

should be provided with adequate facilities. This should ensure that maxi-

mum potential of students is fully harnessed towards achieving and fulfilling

the goals and objectives of university education.

116. In the Department of Music, the physical facilities are crumped

together in two buildings one of which is adjacent to the students' centre

where drinking, noise, and television excitement from other ' students, cause

a lot of interference.

117. The department has nine pianos for practice which are too few

for the number of students to be catered for. This has led the students to

scramble for -the pianos as there is no roster or organized pro grammes for

practice times. The Commission noted that a number of these pianos were

not even properly tuned or maintained.

118. In addition tothe pianos, the department has o1her Western musical

instruments as well as traditional African musical instruments. There is,

however, no proper provision made for the teachin g of these musical instru-
ments.

119. A library in any music department is also an essential and central
facility. There is no department of music of hi gh standin g which does not

have a thorough and adequate library systern to ^ack its training programme.

In addition to books and scores, such a library must have records, tapes

and listening facilities. The Commission was dismayed to find that the depart-

ment did not have s 

* 

uch facilities for use by students. It was also noted

that periodicals and other serial publications were lackin g especially those

concerned with music education. These are essential ingredients as they

contain information on the latest developments in music teaching for the

attention of staff and students.

120. In an attempt to evaluate the supply of library facilities available

in the department, the Commission sought opinion of a sample of staff and

students in listin- their various facilities which they thought were inadequate

and therefore required improvement. The sample of students listed the books
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relevant to their courses .. journals, reference materials, periodicals, and

audiovisual facilities. It is to be noted however. that the students had no

frame of reference with which to compare their 
own 

evaluation of the

necessary facilities, Among the staff. a general consensus was that the depart-

merit was so 1 -equipped general, that it was an anomaly :to regard it

as a department of music: it fell far short of the minimum requirements for

such a department.

121. Siudents and Admission.—Reco Fized universities all over the world,

have properly spelt out criteria for decidina who should be admitted for a

University Study Programme. In the case of K.U.C., the minimum general

requirements for under-raduate admission are as follows:

(a)A School , Certificate or General Certificate of Education, with passes

in five approved subjects, obtained prior to the sittin g of the Hi gherZ)	 -
School Certificate or Advanced level of the 'General Certificate of

Education.

(b)One of the following combinations of passes in the Higher School

Certificate examination or advanced level of the General Certificate

of Education.

W Two Principal or Advanced level passes not at the same sitting.

(ii)Two Principal or Advanced level passes not at the same sitting

provided they are both of Grade "C" or higher.

122. In addition to satisfyin g ^the university requirements, candidates for

the B.Ed. music course should have a pass at A-level (Music) East African

Advanced Certificate of Education, or any other equivalent certificate. In

exceptional cases candidates with a credit pass at O-level. (Music), East

African Certificate of Education or an equivalent certificate may be con-

sidered.

123. The Diploma in Education course had the following minimum entry

requirements:

(a)A candidate shall hold a School Certificate or East African Certificate

of Education. containing at least five passes which must include

English language (from approved list) taken prior to the sitting ofC,
East African Advanced Certificate of Education or its equivalent.

or

(b)Two Principal level passes (or equivalent).

or

(0 One Principal level pass and two subsidiary level passes taken at the

sarne sittin g (General Paper being counted as subsidiary subject).Z^

or

(d) One Principal level pass of Grade "D" or better. plus two subsidiary

passes taken in two sittings, or two Principal level passes taken inI
separate sittings, provided that at least one of them is of Grade "D"

or better.
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124. In addi6on to candlidates who satisfied the entrance requirements
other candidates could be admitted to music course as follows:

(a) Qualified teachers with at least two years teaching experience who
have demonstrated exceptional talent in composition, or performance
of music.

(b) Candidates who have passed higher levels of Theory or Practical Exa-
minations of Music administered by recognized examinations bodies
such as the Association Board of the Royal School of Music or
Trinity College of Music.

125. If these regulations were strictly adhered to, there would be hardly
any candidate qualified to undertake the courses of K.U.C. This is in view
of the fact that the teaching of music has been neglected in-schools. Music
students, therefore, have had to be admitted through concessionary measures.

126. The Commission noted, however, that these concessionary measures
were not spelt out and, as such, there were no specific minimum entry
requirements as would be the case with music training programmes elsewhere.

127. A submission from the Department of Music conceded that "most
of the students come with nothing but interest" which implies that the
admission criteria and requirements for music students are abstract and do
not specify clear academic standards. This tends to encourage a subjective
selection of students whose success in being admitted depends a great deal
on luck and favouritism.

128. The Commission noted the anomalythat the entry requirements for the
diploma course in music at the colle.(ges of Humanities were more specific
and therefore could be considered as being higher than those for the degree
course at K.U.C.

129. The Commission also observed with dismay that in a practical subject
like music, no attempt, whatsoever, was made to give the students a practical
aptitude test in music !before they were admitted, and ithat in some cases tone
deaf students had been admitted.

130. From these observations, it is clear that some music students are not
acceptable university material and hardly university music material. Some of
them are of very low academic quality. Besides, it must be emphasized that
the study of music, like other subjects such as physics and mathematics
cannot be started at the university because their mastery require a cumulative
acquisdtion of knowledge and skills, a factor which is over-looked in the
running of the Department of Music.

13 1. Staff and Teaching..—When Kenyatta College was upgraded to
university status, existing staff members were taken along regardless of
whether they were academically suitable for university teaching and research
according to practice in similar institutions the world over or i4ot. Also,
because of shortage of numbers it was necessary to give promotions and
assignments of responsibility re gardless of whether individuals showed ex-0
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ceptional teaching ability and academic success, as manifested 'through

research and publications of books or articles in journals based on original

research or not. This shortage of staff has made it difficult for proper draftingZ:)
and evaluation of programmes which has led to individuals having to carry

4D 
on and on irrespective of how well they were performing a given responsi-

bility. The quality in terms of academic qualifications, or ability and educa-

tional experience of the staff of a university department to a large extent

determine the success of the discipline and the department and such success

is in turn measured by the quality and quantity of personnel produced by

the department.

132. In spite of this serious shortage of trained personnel to take up teach-

ing posts in the department, it seemed that not much effort was made by

the department to recruit from outside the country as was always done by

other departments of the university. Instead, the department attempted to

rely on short-term soluvions such as -part-time members of staff who are not

able to give their undivided attention to the department.

133. The Commission also noted that in spite of the existence of a staff

development programme at the college. there was very little attempt made

by the department to recruit, streamline, or encourage suitable young Kenyans

to benefit from this programme in preparation for taking over responsibilities

in the department in the future, when others retire or leave.

134. The criteria for the recruitment of staff of the department came

under criticism from certain members of the academic staff of the university.

It was pointed out that unlike other departments whose requirements for

recruitment were regular and specific, here the requirements for staff recruit-

ment have sometimes been as woolly and undefined as the critefia by which

the students are admitted. Some submissions even claimed that some members

of staff listed qualifications which they did not possess.

135. Members of staff in the department are often called upon to serve

as consultants in their areas of expartise or to present papers at seminars

and conferences. Though they may be approached as individuals, part of

the credit for their service goes to the university in general and the depart-

ment in particular. The department of music, could particularly benefit from

materials from such operations. The Commission, -however, noted that where

this has happened the material has not always been deposited with the depart-

ment or the university college.

136. The Commission noted thai the department was seriously under-

IV	
staffed. At the time of its inquiry, there were 4 full-time members of staff

for 44 students giving a staff-student ratio of I : 11. This ratio, i't must beZ1
emphasized, is very high for a practical subject like music which require a

great deal of individual coaching. A ratio of 1:5 would have been more

favourable. As a result of this shortage, members of staff have to work longer
Is	

hours than their counte^rparts in other departments.
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117. The Commission observed that students were admitted at various
levels, some advanced and some bcginners. It Nvas difficult for lecturers to
satisfy all. In the past some members of staff have attempted to solve the
problem by splitting up the classes, bu-t this -has resulted -in increased teaching
load for themselves. The consequence now is that either the advanced
students a-re made to mark time, or the elementary students made -to get lost
in the process.

138. The provision of course outline for students by members of staff
is an important aspect of university teaching. Submissions from students
underlined the fact that this was not done.

139. As stated above, the department of music of K.U.C. is the only such
department in the Republic where all kinds of teachers can be trained. It
must, therefore, provide for the training of all students including those who
are handicapped. The Commission welcomed the fact that it admitted blind
studentsbut, however, regretted that there were no members of staff who were
specially trained to handle these handicapped students, and that there were
no special facilities for training them either.

140. Music is a practical subject and the department will, therefore, be
expected to put on musical performances of various kinds as a component
of the training of students. These concerts and other musical performances
organized -by the department could enrichithe social life of the whole univer-
sity community. The Commission observed that this was not the case and
a very good opportunity was therefore wasted.

141. Impact of Kenyatta University Graduates on the Teaching of Music-
The evaluation of the K.U.C. programme can onlY be made from the impact
that the students have made on the field of education as an answer to the
reasons for which the department was started. Submissions from the heads
of schools where these teachers were posted, and from members of public,
make serious allegations about the inadequacies of the students. Some of
them, it is alleged, are very weak academically. Othe'rs are unable to adapt
their teaching to the level of some classes in the secondary schools, as a
result of which some heads of schools categorically reject them.

142. The most embarrasing thing that K.U.C. graduates have to face is
being beaten at music festivals by primary schools teachers who have never
had any formal music training. A further embarrassment occurs when K.U.C.
trained teachers are posted to schools where some pupils have had an oppor-
tunity to learn music from childhood and, therefore, know more music than
they do.

143. The graduates, on the other hand, feel that the course which they
underwent lacked direction and was irrelevant to their work. The department
also lacked cohesion; there was indifference on the part of some members of
staff, who, instead of pooling their resources, often pulled in differentI

directions, so seeming to resent one another. All these have added to the
students' suffering, they said.	 1b
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144. The graduates further observed that the design of the co'urse,'in which
they were compelled to do one other teaching subject and professional studies
(Education), did not give them ample time to muster -the content of music.

145. Because of their inadequacies, and lack of confidence many music
graduates, the Commission noted, either abandon music and take refuge
in -teaching their second subject; abandon -the profession of teachin g alto-
gether, or prefer to -be posted -to teacher trainin g colleges where thte' pro-
grammes they have to undertake are of a very rudimentary nature, thus
frustrating the whole idea of trainin g teachers for secondary schools. In theirID

minds it would have been far better to , muster the subject before mustering
the art of teaching it, because they cannot teach what they do not know.
Some confessed that the only thing they learned at K.U.C. was what music
was about rather than music itself.

146. From ethics of education, the fact that some of K.U.C. music students
who are not properly trained are then posted to go and train teache'rs is
disastrous, since their being badly taught would be magnified many times
by their students who would in turn give inadequate teaching to their pupils
in schools, thus creating a vicious circle. It is only where there has been
good -training of teachers that one can expect intensive and effective -program-
mes, IQ be moun-ted in schools, from which ta-lented- pupils canbe identified.
These talented pupils having been I-aught properly can then proceed to get
education at the university: In this way, the vicious circle can be broken.

147. Perhaps the most important point to emerge from a scrutiny of the
K.U.C., programme is the lack of clearly defined objectives and standards.
Here it is obvious that though the role of the college is clear, the training
in music seems to lack direction. There are misconceptions* regarding the
functions of the course. Students themselves often feel that they have nothing
to aim for academically, except a certificate and improved remuneration
prospects, on completing the programme.

148. From the interviews conducted by the Commission, it became clear
that there :are some misgivings by the public about the role of K.U.C. In
particular, there wascriticism concerning the type of music graduate produced
by K.U.C. that is, whether education at K.U.C. has produced a music gra-
duate with motivation skills and knowledge that are appropriate to the
general development of music in the country. From the foregoing discussion,
it is evident that this is not the case.

149. The Commission therefore questions the validity of music qualifica-
tions offered by K.U.C. whether weighed against other qualifications of
K.U.C. and the University of Nairobi, or music qualifications. elsewhere. in
the world.

150. From these observations the Commission has been led to conclude
that the music programme at the K.U.C. has failed to take-off. In view of
this, the Commission believes that it is necessary to look in . to the whole
basis of music study at the university as a prelude to making its . recommen-
dations.

0
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151. The Presidential Working Party on the Second University received
criticisms directed towards the University of Nairobi, to the effect that the
university has not fulfilled its objectives and functions satisfactorily. Some
of the critics pointed out that the objectives stated for the University of
Nairobi were adopted from the University of London without modification,
and so do not relate to the cultural -and other requirements -of Kenya's rural
areas. It is the opinion of the Commission that the university has not contri-
buted to the cultural requirements of the urban area either, and that it must
be in thislight ,that the Presidential Working Party on the Second University
states:

The importance of university institutions in the regeneration of human
values and the development and spread of cultural values has been recog-
nized in other parts of the world. It is lamentably true however that the
important role of national culture has not been given sufficient prominence
in educational systems, including universities, in Africa. In Kenya the
national educational policy is that education must respect, foster and
develop Kenya's rich and varied cultures. It is realized that during the
many years of colonial rule, society was influenced by Western values and
ways of life to an extent that Kenyans tended to discard their African
traditional values and modes of life. It is important that the social values,
beliefs and traditions which survived the colonial mass media bombard-
ment and the test of time, should therefore be provided with the means
that will enable it to offer richer and more varied cultural experiences to
the students than has been hitherto possible in the educational system.

152. In presenting the objectives of the second university, the working
party further recommends the following as some of the objectives of the
second.-university:

(i)To provide university level of education for national service and
development which reflects the national cultural heritage.

(ii) To preserve knowledge and -,Aimulate the intellectual life and cultural
I development of the country.

153. Furthermore, -the Presidential Working Party of the second university
attaches a great deal of importance to a culturally rich social and intellectual
life of the entire university community. Accordingly, the structure of the
university should be aimed at facilitating the fulfilment of such a life.

154. In the opinion of the Commission, -the recommendation of the Presi-
dential Working Party of the Second University, must be universal. The same
recommendation should not only be directed to the second university for
which it was proposed, but also to *the University of Nairobi and to any other
university that will develop -in Kenya in the future.

155. Submissions reiterated that the Department of Music should be
established at the University of Nairobi, with immediate effect, and at the
Second University when it eventually starts functioning. Indeed the Commis-
sion would go so far as to add to the recommendation of the Committee on
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Visitation and Inspection of the University, which did not make any obser-
vations on music and the related fields of study, -that instead of splitting the
University of Nairobi into seven constituent colleges, the colleges should be
eight, the eighth one -.being a College of Performing and Creative Arts which

should house the Department of Music and Dance. The college should,
besides music, house departments of Fine Art, Design and Drama. *Such

departments of music, in collaboration with the departments of performing
and creative arts will implement the stated objectives of the university.

156. In addition, the Presidential Working Party of the Second University

recommends the establishment of a university cultural centre. The purpose

of such a centre, it goes on to say, "will be to facilitate cultural activities in
addition to others provided in the halls of residence or elsewhere inthe un-,-
versity. Properly designed, located and equipped, such a centre would,

through its ^ultural activities,. go a long way towards promoting the kind

of university envisaged." It is the opinion of the Commission that the

departments of music in association with the departments.of other perform-
ing and creative arts, would be the nucleus for such a centre.

157. Such departments, catering for students who meet the minimum

university entrance requirements and departmental requirements, would then

be offered a proper academic training in music leading to a Bachelor of

Music degree in order to provide the country with the highly qualified man-
power in music it so badly needs. After having trained fully, thus, in the

discipline of music, the graduates can be deployed in all sections of the
society where their services will be required. Some will even be able to set

up their own business in their profession. It is at this stage -that those who

wish to be teachers in music can then proceed to K.U.C. for postgraduate
courses in education.

158.The Commission further stresses that these departments of music

should also offer music courses in combination with other courses, leading
to a B.A. degree or offer optional courses to other university students, and
even to staff and all Ahose who wish to take music for any other reasons,

in order to broaden their minds in a subject that, more than most others,

forms part and parcel of everyone's daily life. In this way the erroneous

belief that those who study music can only be teachers, would be dispelled.
In addition to the academic functions of the department, it would also play

an important role in continuing education for members of the general-public,

as well as in conducting research.

159.The Commission fully agrees with the above observations concerning
music education at the university level, and therefore recommends. ,

(a) That Departments of Music and Dance offering a Bachelor of Music
degree and higher degrees be established at the University of Nairobi,
the second university, and any other future universities. It should
be set up within the framework of a college of Performing Creative
Arts at the University of Nairobi and within the framework of the
Faculty of Social, Cultural, and Development Studies, at the Second
University.
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(b)That' the present B.Ed. in Music be discontinued at K.U.C., and that

instead, a postgraduate Diploma in Music Education be established

at K.U.C. for those who have first degrees 
in music and wish to be

music teachers.

(c)That uniform requirements for admission of students to pursue music 	 16

courses be spelt out in detail and be equivalent to those 
in 

other

courses, and that they should strictly be adhered to. In consistenc^y

with practice In other practical subjects like Fine Art, music students
must undergo a special selection examination to ensure that they

are music material.

(d)That 'the universities should ensure that . adequate facilities for the

teaching of music are made available.

(e)That an adequate number of qualified staff be recruited to teach the
music courses, and that where necessary expatriate stall be recruited

since there is an acute shortage of local staff.

(f)That panels or boards constituted to appoint music stafl for university

or any other institution or organizzation should be composed of at

least a music specialist whose knowledge is equivalent to or 
is over

^and above the level of the post for which the appointment is to be

effected.

(g)That where members of stafl of the music department have conducted

research or written conference papers these should be deposited in
the department or with the university library.

(h)That cultural studies. should be made compulsory to all students in

the fitst.year, at the university.

(i)That the departments of music should be service departments oflering
music courses which other members of the university could attend.

(1) That the Departments of Music should take lead 
in organizing music

performance for entertainment of the university community.

(k) That students who are trained to teach 
in 

secondary schools should

not be posted to teachers' training colleges.

Music at other Institutions

160. Very many post 0 level training insti,tutions have sprung tip III

Kenya since independence; These include polytechnics, Harambee institutes
of -technology, agricultural -and veterinary training colle ges and institu-

tions, Co-operative College, Forestry Training School, Water Development

Training School, Medical Training School, Kenya Institute of Mass Com-
munication, Utalii College, institutes under the Ministry of Transport and

Commurii6ation and: the . Ministry of Works, such as Bandari Training

College, Railway Training School, the Central Training School at Mbagathi,
institutes under the Directorate of Personnel Management such as Kenya

Institute of Administration, Kenya Government Secretarial College. Police

Training College at Kiganjo, the National Youth Trainin g Cent'res, the Armed

Force' s'Trainiiig Itistitutions,and many more.
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161. The recommendation of the Presidential Working Party on the
Second Oniversity with respect to the enhancement of cultural life at univer-
sity, as referred to above, should not be confined to only the 2nd university
but should be extended to all post 0 level training institutions.

162. Music and dance serve as effective media of , relaxation to soothe
the mind and uplift the spirit, and is therefore, a subject whose enjoyment
should be encouraged . among young intelligent peoplethrough lessons in
music appreciation and performance, without limiting them to only students
of the university.

163. In view of the above observation. The Commission, therefore, recom-
mends that.-

(a) Cultural studies which should include the study of music appreciation
and active performance should be compulsory at all post-secondary
training institutions.

(b) All post-secondary invitutions should organize regular performances
of music and dance in which the local communities around the insti-
tutions should be involved.

Inspection

164. According to educational conversions in Kenya subject inspectors per-
form the main function of maintaining and improving educational standards
and should undertake the following responsibilities:

(i) Supervise closely the development and implementation of the schools
curricula.

(ii)Guide and assess the work of all schools.
(iii)Intensify in-service training for all teachers including tutors in teacher-

training colleges;
(lv)'Advise and guide heads of educational institutions and teachers on

their professional work and responsibilities.

165. The role of inspector in a school system is especially important in
the periods of development. They have a,special duty to scrutinize the edu-
cational system -to make Sure that the aims and objectives of education are
consistent with the national goals. They should be advisers and consultants
to teachers, and should help in the interpretation of the curricula. At the
same time they should be able to detect any problems pertaining to their
subjects and prescribe solutions. They must help the teachers to organize
the educational system in such a way as to reinforce willingness to look at
the objectives of education in the various subjects critically.

166. Submissions from members of the public emphasized that there is
no evidence that these functions of inspection in the case of music have been
effected in the Ministry of Education. In addition, submissions from teachers
indicated that to the best of their knowledge, no supervision of the subject
had been undertaken to any appreciable extent. The Commission believes
that inspection and supervision are very important parts of the educational
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system, and that the teachers must be constantly inspected and supervised.
It is only after a well established procedure of inspection has been established,
that the system of supervision can be relaxed.

167. In view of the above observation, the Commission therefore, addresses
itself 

to 
the ideals of good inspection. It asserts that the education of an

inspector must be well above that of the teacher. He must also be informed
about methodology, teaching techniques, and must be competent in classroom
practice.

In the case of music, there having been no programme of music
education before independence, it was not possible to have a Kenyan with
the necessary qualifications to undertake the post of inspector of music.
Therefore, during the period immediately preceeding independence, it was
necessary to employ expatriates to undertake the job. In 1968 it became
necessary to Kenyanize the post by appointing an individual who though
highly qualified in other fields did not have the necessary qualification and
the technical know-how for the supervision of music in its entirety. This was
contrary to the general regulations of the Ministry whereby inspectors are
usually appointed from amongst experienced persons holding at least a
recognized honours degree in the subject of his speciality whiclt he is going
to inspect.

169. Submissions received by the Commission stressed that this factor
has, more than any other seriously jeopardized the course of music education
in the country.

170. The Commission also observed that unlike in other subjects where
there are inspectors at provincial and district levels, because of shortage of 	 I*

manpower, music has had to con-tend with only one inspector until more
recently, when a second inspector was appointed.

171. In addition to inspection of music within the Ministry of Education,
music is also inspected in schools within the Nairobi City Council and at
the municipalities of Nakuru and Mombasa. The Commission noted with
satisfaction the diligent work undertaken by the music inspectors in these
areas and hopes that the idea will be extended to other municipalities.

172. The discussion of music inspection and evaluation has been restricted
to schools only. It is important, however, that such inspection and evaluation
should be extended to private as well as training colleges and other institu-
tions which teach music.

173. In order that the function of music inspection within the Ministry
of Education is done satisfactorily, the Commission recommends.- 	 it

(a) That the post of music inspector of schools should be taken over by
a body of music experts until the system of inspection is streamlined,
when properly qualified music educators with field experience can be
appointed to fill the posts.
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(b)That all municipalities should appoint music inspectors to undertake

inspection of the subject in schools within the municipalities.

(c)That eventually, music inspectors should be appointed to undertake
inspection of music in schools, colleges and private institutions not

only at national levels but also at provincial and district levels.

Music Examinations

174. Local and external music examinations in the country are administ-

ered by the Kenya Examination Council. These include 0 and A-level

examinations, practical and theoretical examinations of the Associated Board

of the Royal Schools of Music and Trinity College of Music, London. To
effect proper administration in this examination, it is necessary for the Kenya

Examination Council to employ an officer who has qualifications in music
and is conversant with regulations pertaining to these examinations. The

Commission observed thatthis was not ^the case. Submissions from the music
teachers underlined that because there was no such officer, there was a general

confusion over the whole administration of music examinations. They men-

tioned for example, that:

(i)Information about examinations did not get to the schools in time;

(ii)Scores and records of set works were not always available; and there

was confusion as to who would make them available;

(iii)Aural tests administered through recorded tapes, were often inaccurate-

ly played.

175. According to the Examinations Council persons selected as setters,

moderators, and examiners of local examinations "must be highly qualified

in the subject, with wide experience of the work expected to be covered

by candidates at the particular level being examined". The Commission
observed that this regulation is not followed in music. It noted with concern

that -the setting, moderating, administering, examining 0 and A-level

examinations in music, were monopolized by one and the same person for

many years, and only sometimes assisted by individuals some of whose

knowledge about music to those levels questionable. This has created a

situation where independent cross-checking from specialized positions may

be lost -as is the exercise of complete' objectivity. There is the other danger

that if errors occur, -they become harder to detect, -and even if errors do not

occur, objective assessment may be difficult to achieve.

176. Graded examinations in music are important ways of ensuring pro-

gress in the different aspects of music education. At the present time, all such

cxam-inations are administered by foreign bodies such as the Associated

Board of the Royal Schools of Music and the Trinity College of Music, both
of which are based in London. One of the essential aspects of being a sove-
reign state is to conduct ones own examinations. It is owing to this fact

that the Kenya Examinations Council was established. A time has now come

when these music examinations should also be -administered -locally by a local

examining body.
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177. In view of the above observations, the Commission, therefore, recom-
mends:

(a)That it is of paramount importance that only qualified music educators
be appointed by the Examination Council to administer all matters
pertaining -,to. the examinations in music.

(b)That the Kenya Examinations Council should recruit a fully qualified
musician to administer music examinations within the council.

(c)That the Examinations Council should involve all qualified Kenyan
musicians 

in 
the conducting of local examinations in music.

(d)That a local examinations body should be established to administer

the graded music examinations. This should be done within the set
up of the National College of Music recommended in Chapter 8.

Association of Music Teachers

178. In most countries in the world music teachers form an association
with the objects of safeguarding and looking after their common interest,

which is the teaching of music. In addition. such an associa-tion functions
as a forum of exchange and sharing of ideas. Normally such an association
would be complemented by a periodical so that information is disseminated
amongst members. It is opi Inion of* the Commission that ^Ihe -formation

of such an association would do a lot of good to music education in Kenya.

179. The.Commission, therefore, recommends.-

(a)That music teachers 
in 

the country ^hould form 
an 

avsociation with

the purpose of exchanging and sharing ideas common to their pro-
fession.

(b)That the Association of Music Teachers should be complemented with
a newsletter.in which ideas and Information can be dissipated to
members.

E
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CHAPTER 4—MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCE

Introduction
180. In this chapter there is an examination of the present state of music

and dance performance in the country. In the light of submissions received
by the Commission, detailed consideration is given to the ways and means by
which performances of music and dance can be enhanced in the Republic
for the benefit of all Kenyans, irrespective of who they are and where they
live.

181. There are diverse occasions for music and dance performance in !the
contemporary Kenyan scene. There are: traditional venues, state and national
occasions, which include secular occasions such as football matches, and
others where music feature in a secondary capacity; recreational venues;
and music staged at cultural and other festivals.

Traditional- Venues of Music Making
182. As stated in paragraphs 364 to 375 of the report, the musics and

dances of Kenya were in the past very functional and closely integrated
with the social organization, religious behaviour, economic activities, and
with political organization. They performed the function of accompanying
many activities though there was music and dance performed specifically
for entertainment as a recreational activi-ty or whenever required, within the
framework of the activities of some occasion.

183. The Commission has observed, that the situations in which types
of traditional music performances took place within integrated village life
which was previously found everywhere, no longer exist. Forces of change

4 and acculturation have seriously encroached into the traditional setting by
interfering with traditional institutions so that they occur only in pockets
of remote, isolated rural areas. The forms of traditional music performed are
consequently considerably reduced; only a few special ones connected with

0 rituals and occasionally festivals remain. Interviews and submissions indicate
that ibis precarious survival is owed mainly to -the efforts of small communi-
ties, individual practitioners and their dedicated fans, or to ritual specialists
who regard themselves as depositories of traditional wisdom and practice.
Even this limited existence can be seen only in some Kenyan communities
and not all. Besides, the Commission was informed that the little that was
left is occasionally interfered with b% Government officials through banning
and other restrictions. Whereas such interference becomes necessary in cases
of outbreaks of epidemic diseases such as cholera, -the Commission observed
that it is particularly unfortunate when such banning is motivated by either
personal or political interest.

184. Other forms of intervention which have influenced the quality and
quantity of performance adversely are the Government ban on local drinks
which, in the past .. helped animate festivities; difficulties by performing
groups to acquire licences before they can perform; and the insistence, some-
times, that songs should be sung only in Kiswahili. 	 I
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185. The Commission observes that the overall outcome of the situation

described above is that traditional performance strives to survive under diffi-

cult and uncertain circumstances, which can no longer be guaranteed or

supported by the failing traditional institutions. Authentic occasions -have be-

come few, irregular, and are no longer available to all members of the com-

munity. In -addition, the contexts in which they occur cannot be understood or

appreciated by everybody. Indeed there are certain members of society who

do not know that traditional music practices continue to exist in this country.

186. As observed above, the character of traditional music and dance was

influenced a great deal by the way of life to which they were linked so that

change in the social life pattern of the people has naturally affected the
practice of these art forms. Where rapid, social, political, and economic trans-

formations are taking place, as in urban are-as, the impact of change on music

and dance will be equally pronounced. All sectors of our societies, however,

are affected, albeit to various degrees. Effect of change is experienced to a

greater or lesser degree in most rural areas. Generally, most traditional occa-

sions of performance have almost completely disappeared in their original

forms. Along with the loss of such occasions, the -musician has, for a variety
of reasons, largely lost his traditional patronage, which included the support

of a knowledgeable and critical audience of which he was relatively assured
in the past. The traditional musicians in the contemporary situation is there-

fore largely ignored and perhaps even despised. They are consequently left
almost wholly to their own individual resources and are propelled, not sur-

prisingly, by self interest. ^In this kind of situation some performers are simply

trodden upon leaving only the shrewd opportunists to survive irrespective

of the quality of their performances.

187. For traditional performance of music and dance to thrive in the con-

temporary situation, it has to take place in non-traditional settings where

the artists perform to audiences with mixed cultural backgrounds out of the

original traditional contexts. Where this happens, then almost any contem-
porary venue will do as there are no more common inherited guidelines for

performance. In the rural areas the musician will occasionally on invitation,

but increasingly on his own initiative go to market places, local halls, or

any local occasions that provide an opportunity for him to perform.

188. Submissions reveal that the more enterprising musician, will migrate

to town to try his luck on a job after failing economically. Being largely

illiterate their chances of succeeding are not good. One of their first options

has therefore always been the hope of recording a few musical items from

their repertory with some recording company. This expectation has frequently

led to their exploitation, frustration, or inadequate remuneration. With in-

creasing desperation and loss of respect, some of them, even the most proud,

have found their way to bars in Nairobi estates, where they have been willing

to play for beer or a pittance.

189. The Commission notes that music and dance traditions will continu(,-,
to be impoverished unless new contexts for them are found or new associa-
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tions are formed which will continue to make use of them. We cannot rely
so much these days on the spontaneous groups which come together to per-
form music, songs and dances only when there is a ceremony or ritual.

190. The Commission observes that with the changed times it is -no longer
possible to give our traditional musics and dances opportunities for expres-
sion through the once popular -and long cherished -traditional occasions of
performance. A time has come when new occasions for the performance of
such musics and dances must be designed or allowed to develop. This design-
ing should involve the establishment of cultural centres for every community
at the sublocation level in the rural areas. These centres would -be under
the management of a sub-loca-tion committee headed by the assistant-chief.
Such a committee would organize individuals and groups of traditional per-
formers to perform -on specific days for the recreation and entertainment of
the general local community on a regular basis, and at convenient times.

CI

191. The Commission observes that -the establishment of cultural centres
need not cost much. It further obsetves that creativity and performance are
perhaps the prime factors of music and dance preservation and the surest
means of perpetuating music and dance traditions. Music and other perform-
ing arts can only live through performances. This means, among other things,
encouraging occasions in which music and dance were traditionally performed
as well as changing our attitudes to musicians and dancers who are the
backbone of such occasions. The expertise of such artists should be recognized
and used more frequently on national days, on radio and television, and in
schools -and teacher training colleges for teaching and demonstration. When
old contexts cease to exist or to be relevant, new venues should be substituted.
This can be realized through the organization of occasional performances
and music festivals at divisional, district, provincial and national levels,
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Which would give traditional musicians the chance to perform and revive
the musics and dances.

192. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a) That for traditional music and dance to be revitalized conditions should

be created which encourage performances in social contexts in which
they are traditionally performed.

(b) That the Government should refrain as much as possible from interfer-
ing with traditional occasions where music and dance still feature.

(c) That new contexts for performing traditional music and dance be design-
ed by establishing cultural centres for every community at the sub-
locational level in the rural areas, managed by a* sub-locational cultural
committee under the chairmanship of the assistant chief.

(d) That cultural committees be set up for each district to look into and
protect the role of music and dance in society.

V

Performance at State and National Occasions

193. As is widely known, music and dance performance in Kenya occur
at all state and national occasions, when the President is coming back to or
leaving the country, at Harambee meetings, when foreign dignitaries and

r7l
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heads of state visit the Republic, on the occasion of lighting of the Mayors'
Christmas trees, and to a lesser extent, wherever Government Ministers, the
D-Cs or P.Cs and other administrative officers go to attend any public func-
tions. Similar performances also occur on national days and days associated
with A.S.K. shows or even football matches.

Traditional Music and Dance

194. Traditional Music and Dance.—State and National occasions provide
one of ithe most significant forums for the performance of traditional music
and dance today. The Commission observes that the occasions tend to cater
for groups rather than individuals artists. Observations also indicate that
most of -these -performing groups consist lar gely of unemployed persons who
come lo-ether mainly through the convenience of livin g or working in or
near Nairobi, or in relative proximity to the venues where these events take
place. They therefore often with an opportunistic flare, take advantage of a
national need, and organize themselves to perform largely because they are
there rather than because they are lalented or necessarily excellent.

195. Submissions further reveal that the selection of groups participating
at state and national occasions left a lot to be desired. They indicated that
the same groups tended to be invited again and again, usually because the
performers formed mutually beneficial partnerships with some individuals,
usually politicians, whose praises they sung to the exclusion of all others and
who consequently chose them to perform every time, at the expense of even
better performers.

196. Other selections, the Commission was informed, were effected by
officers in the Ministry of Culture and Social Services, who regretably, were
often without training, proper briefing, or clear policy guidelines as to the
criteria for selection. The teams or artists invited are not always the best.
Quite frequently, more than right number of performing groups are invited.
Occasionally similar performances are invited at the same time which gives
rise to lack of variety. To make matters worse, no attempt is made to ensure
that all groups invited actually participate. In a situation where there is already
raised expectancy those not chosen are discouraged, and dignitaries who
make payment to participants do not help matters since they do so in a
haphazard manner.

197. The Commission observes that the content of traditional music and
dance when performed out of context is immaterial. What is important is
for the musician to charm the audience or patron even if this means shouting
empty slogans. Interviews with members of the public reveal that musicians
perform sporadically for these occasions without actively or meaningfully
involving their audiences, who watch from a distance or listen over the radio.
Such musicians frequently resort to sensa:tionalism and exhibitionism in a
desperate effort to stimulate their audiences. The Commission noted that
this kind of performance, especially where choirs sing ,ing traditional songs
are involved, inevitably leads to a certain loss of aesthetic sensibility which
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is detrimental to good performance. The lack of a critical sense in the use

of costume and ornamentation, in compositions and in execution 	 1^cI are exampic.

of this loss. The Commission observes that initiative is often taken without

co-nizance of the long history of music-making, its consolidated experience

Of styles or standaTds of excellence. The result is that no attempt is made aE

proper presenta-tion of a performance. Materials fro-in tradition at praotice are

used with minimum knowledge and appreciation of their musical merit of

potential. Men may perform women dances and vice versa without rhyme or

reason. The overall -loss of traditional context of performance and the emerg-

ence of new venues and patrons have -therefore given Tise -to a number of pro-

blems. Since the content of performanceis determined only with respect to the

new audiences and patrons, which the artist interprets ,to mean what the audi-

ence requires, confusion occurs, as the audience being heterogenous and,

having lost touch with its; cultural roots, its requirements are not clear or

streamlined. The Commission further observes in this connection that, quite

frequently, traditional music and dance costumes are based on parts of animals

such as the ostrich or the collobus monkey, the killing of which is prohibited.

Submissions reveal that where performers wear old skins, or costume they

appear to the public 
to 

be identifying with the past and so seem-in-, quite

inadvertently, to be anti-progress. From the Commission's investigation it was

evident that young persons were no lonver able to distinguish what is tradi-

tional costumes from what was the traditional mode of dress. This has a

detrimental effect on their attitude to the performance of traditional music

and dance.

198. A further evidence of a casual approach to presentation is seen in the

resource which the performing artists make to stereotype themes and forms.

This predilection is made worse by the general lack of rehearsals, and ignor-

ance about elementary aspects of presentation such as coming or going on

the stage .. and the use of the microphone. Performance is consequently

generally haphazard, amateurish, and,lacking in variety.

199. The lack of programme notes during such performances to aid appre-

ciahon, the Commission notes, further mars such performances. As,traditional

music continues to be performed out of their original context, the encourage-

ment of authentic appreciation must mean giving the audience an oppor-

tunity to a-ppreciale, -as faT 
as 

possible, ^the heritage of the performer, the

contexit and content of the performance by providing well written prograrn-

me notes.

200. Another result of the loss of sensibility is the occurrence of an ambi-

valent attitude of pride and shame with which tradiltionial music and dance

are frequently viewed. The Commission observes that ithe lack of confidence

in our own cultures as shown by this attitude may be attributed to the

lack of a clear national policy to be followed in this regard. It may also be

attributed -to the failure of tradi ,tional music and dance to provide gainful

employment.

V
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201. in conecilon with the issue of attitude, the Commission further notes
that the setting of the performance of traditional music and dance is such
that it creates a sharp division with regard to who paTtiCipates and who does
not. -Unfortunately the impression is given that performance is confined or
is more relevant to rural and the underprivileged people, and even worse,
that the lower social classes are merely being used for the entertainment of
the higher classes. The politician who joins in the performance does not
really belong, but is merely making a gesture. In African traditional situation,
in contrast, mass participation in music and dance is the rule in most cases.
Thus traditional dances which -have assumed national status and identity,
such as -the isukuti, could be performed on specific occasions, -for everyone
-to participate in.

202. The Commission, therefore, recommends.

(a) That the performances of music and dance on state and national
occasions cater both for groups as well as for individual artistes.

(b) That groups of traditional musicians form proper organizations at all
levels with a national association to which all the groups should be
affiliated.

(c) That criteria for the selection of artistes who perform at state and nation-
al occasions should be spelt out.

(d) That the Ministry of Cultural and Social Services personnel who are
involved in selecting musicians and dancers for such occasions shouid
be trained, and given proper briefing and policy guidelines for select-
ing participants.

(e)That groups or individuals selected must be the best in their genre or
region, and not just those who happen to be available or those who
wield influence.

(f) That all those participating should be given equal chances to perform.

(g)That there should be variety in any programme arranged for such
occasions. Similar or identical performances should not be invited
and presented at the same time.

(h) That a reasonable length of time should be allowed for those performing.

(i) Where dignitaries make payments to participants, this should be done
in an organized way and attempt should be made to ensure that
participants get a fair share.

(1) That a more serious and less casual approach to the presentation of
traditional music and dance should ' be required of those participating
in all public occasions. Proper rehearsals and presentation should be
insisted upon.

W That in order to give contemporary cross-cultural audience an oppor-
tunity to appreciate the heritage of the performer. well documented
programme notes covering background, context and content of the
performance should be provided.
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(h That opportunities for gainful employment be created in government,
parastatal, and the private sector for the traditional musicians.

(m) That mass participation in music and dance be encouraged. Traditional
dances which have acquired national status such as the "isukuti",
should be performed at appropriate times, for everyone to participate
in.

(n) That performance of traditional music and dance be enhanced in status
so that they form an inseperable feature of public occasions.

Brass Bands
203. Brass Bands.—The playing of brass, woodwind and percussion musical

instniments under the directorship of a conductor by the police military and
prison's bands, Starehe Youth Centre including the recently formed KANU
Band, is a carry-over from Kenya's experience as colonial dependency. The
military bands from which all the other bands have sprung were in their
initial formation named after the battalion -under which they served, such as
the Kings African Rifles. In those days, with limited transport facilities, the
primary purpose of such bands was to enable battalions to march on time,
boost morale when marching -to war, forget the fatigue of marching long
distances, and generally entertain.

204. Today the purpose of the military bands and its off-springs, which
are confined almost exclusively to Nairobi have assumed quite a different
role. The bands have become more ceremonial in carrying out such functions
as the playing of the National Anthem, forming of guards of honour, the
beating of retreat, and entertaining the public at state and national functions,
and at both civic and private parties.

205. The Commission observed that the numbers of such bands were
limited. Each of the military, police, administrative police, prisons, KANU,
had only one group, whereas the others such as the Air Force, Navy, and
the National Youth Service had nothing. Furthermore, as has already been
observed, the fact that all these bands are stationed in Nairobi means that
whenever they are required elsewhere in the country such as on the occasion
of Presidential visits into other districts, or whenever provincial or A.S.K.
show are held, they have to travel in order to undertake their functions.
It was also observed ithat, when such bands are playing in Nairobi on Na-
tional days such !as Mada-raka, Jamhuri and others. it is often the case that
other areas whore P.Cs, D.Cs, -and D.Os are officiating at similar functions,
have none.	 I

206. The Commission observes that, especially in the armed forces, Tecrea-
tion for members must be available all the time. Provision of such enter-
tainment need not be by bands working on a full time basis. An arrangement
can be made whereby musicians who have learnt to play instruments and
who are drafted into the forces to undertake normal military duties c' an be
called upon to form bands for each of the units. Thus every barrack, National
Youth Centre, Prison, and Provincial Police unit in-the Republic can have
its own band.
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207. The Commission- therefore, recommends:

(a)That all military and para-military units -such as the Air Force, Navy,
the Natoinal Youth Set-vice forin at least one, possibly more, bands.

(b)That such bands provide regular performances for their units' commu-
nity for purposes of recreation.

(c)That provincial brays bands perform on local occasions so that band,,
are imported from Nairobi.

(d)That the Armed Forces should have an arrangement for employing

musicians who undertake normal duties but who are also called upon
to form bands for their units or barracks.

(e)That KANU should have bands in each province and, eventually each
district.

208. The Commission observes :that the formation of bands has been
ignored by many of our schools, which should emulate the Starehe Boys'
Centre. At the moment only the Nairobi School and St. Mary's School in
Nairobi have such bands.

209. The Commission, therefore, recommends that secondary schools

should, with the assistance of the Ministry of Education, Science and Tech-
nology be encouraged to form their own bands.

210. The Commission observes th?t during the period before independence:
some of the bands referred to earlier were regularly used to entertain members

of the public in the parks during the weekends. The Commission regrets that
this is no lon cyer the case.t^

21 1. The Commission, therefore, recommneds that brass bands be hired by
municipal and urban councils to entertain the public in 

parks or other suitable
venues at weekends.

212. The recommendations underlined above would do a lot to enhance

recreation and entertainment to all units of the armed forces, all the time,

and to the public on national days every w*here in the country.

213. In addition, the Commission observes, that this would popularize

brass band music as an important genre of music. One result of this popu-
larity could be the proliferation of competitive and participatory festivals.,
including massed band performance of'this genre of music, adding to more
occasions of music performance being available to the public. It would
therefore be possible to have inter-base, inter-forces. and multi-group bands,

wheTe ^the G.S.U.,,the National Youth Service, Army Baittalions, and others,
take part on -a competitive or participatory -basis.

I	 ,

The Commission, therefore, recommends that a National Festival Organi-
zation be formed to organize festivals for all brass bands , in the count -y

4
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The Choir

214., The Choir another type of music often presented at state and national'
occasions is the choir which is a carry over from the Kenya Music Festival
Tradition. The Commission, however, finds it necessary to mention at this
stage, the -preponderance of choir music at state functions and other national
occasions, on the one hand, and on the other, the emphasis bn religious songs
and -hymns, which are inappropriate at such occasions, and arepresented at'

the expense of national and patnotic themes. Paft of the reasons for -this state

of affairs is the lack of training on instrumental performance at school.

215. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology should empha-
size instrumental music and dance tuition 

* 
at school so. that future

generations can have a diversity of musical performance. ,

(b)That choirs which are invited to perform at national *^oec lasions Thould
present songs the texts of which are relevant to naddhal -.aspirations,

#	 Popular Dance Music

216. Popular Dance Music also features on 'state and national days at
New Year's eve, the eve of national days, at Christmas, and occasions for

charity. The Commission observes that not all bands which participate are

good quality. Furthermore, in provincial aTeas,,Iocal musicians.complain that
only -performers from Nairobi are invited while they are ignored. -

The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That attention be given to the improvement of popular dance music all
over the country.

(b)That local groups be given a chance to perform on local occasions
along side groups invited from Nairobi.

217. The Commission observes that the quality of music on State and
National days are sometimes not good enough. This can be aWibuted to

lack of training (discussed elsewhere in the report), inadequate rehearsals,
absence of -a machinery for censorship so that only thC7 best are selected,

tha-t lack of ciiteria for selection, and Jn some cases, the Jack of variety

in traditional music and schoolchoirs. The Commission -has already noted
that content, particularly of hymns, is frequently irrelevant to the occasion,

and that the way -in which participants are selected is hapdrazard. The latter

point is particularly noticeable where delegation to visit the President bring
with them music groups which have beenselectedwith no particular criteria-
in mind.

218. The Commission further observes that occasionally music perform-
ances are also used by some individuals for various reasons including soliciting
favours from people in positions of authority and that the quality of -some

of these presentations also left a lot to be desired. High quality music
performance is paramount to the enjoyment of any music that is presented
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at any occasion. But where presentation is to people in positions of authority
such as the Head of State, for whatever reason, the necessity to ensure the

highest standard of performance Must Teign supreme.

The Commission, therefore, recommends that performance of music and
dance to the Head of State should be strictly censored by a body composed
of music specialists to ensure that only relevant music which was of the
highest calibre is presented.

Music in Worship

219. Music as part of worship 
is 

a feature both of African traditions as

well as the adopted religious like Christianity or to a lesser extent Islam.

It is therefore not surprising that over the last several decades efforts of
varying degrees have been made for introducing indigenous music intended

for prayer into the. church. Such. attempts have. been successful in other

African countries, -.particularly Zaire, Cameroon, Uganda, and even Kenya.
The Commission observes that though the main attention has tended to con-

centrate on bigger,mare established churches, some of the smaller breakaway

churches have, through naturally talented individuals, made a contribution

in this respect that is yet to be fully realized.

220. The Commission received submissions which suggest that despite

considerable increase in the use of hymns based on African music idiom

in the period after independence, there is a lingering belief in some old

conservative quarters that only European music can be used in church. The

Commission observes that.. this , is a delicate issue which requires a gradual

education of the worshippers to understand why the introduction of traditional

music in the church is necessary. It may even be necessary to remind them
that many of the hymns they now sing in the churches were, at one time

folk songs of some European peoples, and that harmony for four—part

singing was only applied to the songs much later.Z^

221. 11 e main problems, 4he Commission discovered from the submissions,

arose due to a nun?ber o 
* f 

reasons. One burning issue was whether the newly

composed, arranged, or adapted traditional music should be accompanied

by foreign musical instruments such as the guitar, piano, or organ, or of

whether they should be accompanied -by traditional musical instminents.

222. Another issue concerned the use or non-use of Western type harmony.

Kenyans now seem to enjoy singing in Western styles of harmony. The

numerous composition. newly created show this. A number of submissions

to the Commission indicated, however, that this practice tended to conflict

with the offer to use a truly indigenous African idiom in church music.

223. Related to the issue of hatmony is the question whether the new

settings in African style should follow the same patterns found in Western
hymns, or whether, the traditional patterns of "Leaderand response", should

be adopted.	
7
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224. Perhaps the most contraversial of these issues concern *fitting some
biblical topics to traditional tunes. The problem here.is one of choosing
a topic appropriate to a traditional tune. For instance, any music about
the resurrection of Jesus Christ should show happiness and triumph. In that
case the question that arises is whether the appropriate song should be adopted
from say a song previously sang after winning a battle, or whether it shouU
be that sang at the successful completion of a circumcision ritual.

225. The Commission observes that, on the whole, the point of view that
resists the introduction of African idiom in church music is gradually disap-
pearing. This is not surprising since it goes against the general belief, assumed
to apply to all cultures, that man expresses himself best in music t ' hat is
familiar to him; that music touches the soul of man and therefor& functions
as double prayer.

226. Generally, the Commission notes that churches have* found iumore
difficult to accept music which use dance movements despite the injunction
to praise the Lord in mind, body, and spirit. The view that , some rhythms
elevate to God while others bring man to himself belongs to thisarea of
concern. Despite the problems just outlined, there is inc' reasingly widespread
use of music in which participation through the use of the handclap and
body movement occur.

227. The Commission observed that a major drawback in the effort to
introduce African idiom in the church is the lack of trained musicians who
can compose in that idiom. It is therefore. necessary for N.C.C.K. to arrange
suitable music courses -for churchmen, and composers. While doing so, it
may also be necessary for the N.C.C.K. to brief the tutors at such courses
as what is expected of church music.

228. Submissions to the Commission a ' Iso showed that another handicap
that church choirs experience is the prohibitiv6 cost of musical instruments
such as organs, guitars, harmoniums which they need to use in the contem-
porary setting. This is especially so for rural churches which can hardly afford
to acquire them. The Commission observes that they will need substantive
assistance to do so.

229. The Commission further observed the occurrence of festivals in which
church choirs participate. These festivals have generated enormous enthusiasm
among the participants as well as the public, and choirs which participate
derive from the various, church organizations such as ' the Kenya Anglican
Youth, Kenya Christian Choirs, Kenya Catholic Choirs, Pentecostal Assem-
blies of God, Friends Choir, Church of God, and others. The Commissiori
also notes that rrrany of. these festivals are competitive rather fthan partici-'
patory.

230. The Commission. notes tbat some of the* songs sang at the festivals
are interesting, and in any case, such music provide valuable historical record
of the times in which they are composed. The . best. of them, at the very
least, need to be recorded,for posterity. The V.o.K. is already recording some
of these compositions, but the Commission observes that the effort is too
haphazard at the moment and is unnecessarily confined 

to 
urban churches.
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231. Submissions to the Commission indicate that church choirs, like

other choirs, have assorted problems which need attention. These include
the occurrence of professional jealousies, and the lack of competent adjudi-

cators to officiate at church music festivals. In the interviews, complaints
were also expressed concerning the general conduct of some of the church

choirmasters, which did not measure up to their expected professional
integrity. There were complaints, for example that some chur ich choirmasters

misused or swindled funds from the choirs. Such irresponsible actions by

choirmasters, the Commission was informed, often led to choirs disbanding.

232. In view of the observa-tons, the Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That more attention ^e given -to introducing church music based on
indigenous music idioms since man expresses himself best in music
most familiar to him and which constitute his most natural expression.

(b)That the church itself must play a leading role in the promotion of
traditional music -idioms in worship.

(c)That where there is resistance to the introduction of African idiom
in church music, there should be a gradual education of worshippers
to understand and eventually accept changes, and that both musicians
and clergy should make a corporate effort io achieve this.

(d)That church musicians be trained to compose hymns in African idioms,
and that seminars and workshops be organized with lectures on what
constitutes a theologically sound hymn. The people involved should
be those who have faith and they should be trained in a variety of
related skills including theology, music, linguistics, and poetry that
will enable them to compile hymn books that reflect the message
of the gospel in Africa.

(e)That a church body should be formed to write guidelines 
on composi-

tion, arrangement and adaptation of traditional tunes for use in church

(f)That a church commission consisting of qualified personnel with assist-
ance from churchmen of all denominations be formed under the
auspices of the N.C.C.K. to compile a joint hymn book. This com-
mission should gather

* 

and co-ordinate tunes from all over the country
bearing in mind that the different denominations have different
emphasis and that their requirements may therefore differ in detal.
A selection of the tunes in the original ethnic languages should after
being properly set, be produced, with translations in Kiswahili, and
compiled into books. In this way, it is hoped, new music which is not
dull, static, and at variance with African personality will be eliminated.
The task would also challenge pastors to work together in collaboration
with the commission in order to exploit music as a unifying factor.

(g)That the Government should give all possible assistance to help smaller
churches to acquire . organs, guitars, harmoniums which are too ex-
pensive for them to purchase.

(h)That -greater use be -made of indigenous musical instruments beyond
the kayamba and the drum, and that they be with greater musica!
flexibility.
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Y) That a national movement be formed to organize and co-ordinatc festi-
vals of religious music at all levels and in all areas of the Republic.

(1) That the venues of these festivals should rotate.

W That the best performances at the festivals should be recorded and
be issued on records.

(1) That all church choirs and their leaders should enforce. discipline among
their ranks. In particular they should eliminate undue jealousy, un-
desirable relation with female members of the choir, and the misuse
of funds.

(m) That the Voice of Kenya undertake more recording of church music
beyond what it is already doing, especially the recording of rural
churches singing in African idioms.

ie

	

	 (n) That the recommendations made concerning the use of traditional
music in church should equally be applicable to Islam.

Occasions for Music Performance for its own sake
233. The performance of music at the many occasions described in this

report usuallytakes place in a secondary capacity. There is often a pnmary
function to which music performance is simply appended. Occasions at which
music performance per se becomes the primary objective are few and far
between. In Kenya two such types of occasions are realized; the correct type
and the dance music-type.

234. In this type of occasion, music or dance is performed by professional
or pseudo-professional artistes to a passive audience. A number of.such per-
formances are organized locally and they involve various types of musics
and dances.

235. The most common is one organized by the Bomas of Kenya in
Nairobi which consists of a heterogenous group of individuals drawn from
different ethnic areas who are trained to perform choreographed and quasi-
traditional musics and dances.

236. Submissions to the Commission indicated, that the programmes of
the Bomas of Kenya were too commercialized and were aimed at what was
largely a tourists clientelle. The Commission also observed that for some
reason, the Bomas of Kenya is not fully patronized by the bulk of the city's
population except for a small number of Kenyan elite who gothere mainly
to expose their urbanized children to vestige of traditionalism. Moreover,
the Commission's inquiry reveals that the Bomas of Kenya, while drawing
upon several Kenyan traditions in an effort to create a new context and a
truly national image. could more regularly utilize available traditional artistes
and pay more attention to the nuances of performance as enunciated by
specialists of the items they select for presentation in their repertoire.

237. The repertoire of the Bomas of Kenya also came under criticism
from some submissions. The submissions felt that the repertoire was limited,

V

	

	 and there -was therefore a -great need to- make it truly representative of the
gamut of Kenya's traditional dances.
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. 238. The Commission is of the opinion that the Bomas of Kenya should
aim first and foremost at putting on performances for the entertainment of
the ordinary Kenyan citizens at venues which were easily accessible to them
and at cost which they could easily afford. Thus, the consideration of enter-
taining tourist should be of a very secondary significance.

239. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That the Bomas of Kenya- should aim at presenting Kenyan dances
in as much authentic style as possible.

(b) That the Bomas of Kenya should organize performances aimed at
entertaining wanachi at various venues within the city of Nairobi
as well as in the country-side . and, that the charges for attending these
performances should be such that the wananchi can easily aflord them.

(c)That the repertoire of the Bomas of Kenya should as far as possible
be representative of a wide range of the traditional dances of all the
various peoples of kenya.

240. In addition to the Bomas of Kenya, several other groups organized
by individuals also perform traditional music and dance mostly to tourists
in some hotels, especially at the coast. Occasionally they are called upon
to make overseas tours. The Commission observes that these performances
are not usually done in the interest of cultural development or with the inten.
tion of entertaining wananchi. In addition submissions voiced complaints
about their undesirable moral effects on the community, and more especially,
on young persons who maybe lured away from school to be members of the
gr1oups -

The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That the formation of dance groups should come under strict srrutiny
Of the Ministry of Culture and Social Services to safeguard the quality
of performance of such groups.

(b) That the Ministry of Culture and Social Services should draft thc
regulations under which these organizations should be formed, ensur-
ing that those who participated were adults, and were not exploited by
the organizers or the leaders.

241. Other performances of the concept type involves the performance of
the music'of other cultures, especially Oriental and Western cultures. There
are, for example, continual performances in Nairobi of the musics of other
cultures, especially Oriental and Western orchestral and choiral music by the
Nairobi Orchestra.and the Nairobi Music Society respectively.

242. In addition to the locally organized concert-type performances are
those organized through sponsorship of internationally renown artists by
embassies, airlines, private individuals, foreign cultural institutions such as
the * British Council, Gofthe Institute, FTench Cultural Centre, and others,
to perform Oriental and Western music and dance in Nairobi.
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243. The Commission has noted that this type of performance is patronized

almost wholly by non-Africans. The reasons for this are not clear, but it

could be partly because many Kenyan Africans have not been brought to
understand and appreciate that type of performance. It could also be partly

because the peformances take place late in the evenings at venues such at

the National Theatre which were inaccessible and unsafe except for those

with cars. The high entrance * charges to these performances could also bar

individuals from attending.

244. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That the bulk of the Kenyan population should be trained to under-
stand, appreciate and enjoy the musical practices of other cultures.
Such training should effectively start at school, but adults could also
be trained through the radio and television.

(b)That some of the performances of non-Kenyan music should be held
at places close to where Kenyans who do not own cars can attend
and the entry charges to the performances should be reasonable.

(c)That Kenyan Embassies abroad should strive to organize exchange
programmes of musical performances on a reciprical basis with the
countries who send artists to perform in Kenya.

245. Occasions at which dance-music type is realized are basically in night-

clubs, hotels, and restaurants. At these occasions popular dance music is

performed to an audience which may listen or dance.

246. Popular dance music has become an inseparable part of the social

life of contemporary Africa. In the recent past such music has also been very

popular in some rural areas -of Kenya until -the performance of such music

was restricted by the Government. Currently such -music is only performed

in some night clubs, hotels and bars in urban areas.

247. Submissions from the public also drew the attention of the Commis-

sion to the fact that some years back, a movement simply ^refdrred to as the
"Boogie", which belongs to this category of music performance, was intro-

duced in Nairobi whereby live bands played popular dance music for the
entertainment of young people and few adults at a number of venues in

Nairobi. The Commission was informed, however, that this movement was

banned after flourishing -for a few years because it encourage some unaocept-

able practices among the participants.

248. The presence of occasion at which dance-type music is performed is

very much welcome by the Commission which therefore regretted that the

forums for the occasions were not always situated in places where they were

easily accessible to the ordinary wananchi. Besides, the Commission observed,
the atmosphere at the venues was not always dignified neither oould the safety

of the attendants be guaranteed. In some cases the entrance charges were

also exorbitant.
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249. The Commission recommends:
	 6

(a) That the occasion at which dance-type music is performed should be
enhanced by encouraging proprietors of all hotels, restaurants, night-
clubs to put on live performances of dance-music.

(b) That urban and local authorities should arrange to .-put on live perform-
ances of dance-type music at the parks, social halls, cultural centrev
and other places,. especially at weekends, for the entertainment of the
wananchi.	 I

General Observations
250. The impression which may be given in the discussion of music and

dance performance in Kenya is that a lot of activities are going on yet this
is not. the case. In fact only very few people participate or get involved in
music making at the occasions which is contrary to the situation in traditional
society where musical performances was often for maximum participation and
involvement.

251. Submission received by. the Commission indicate that -the majority
of people have nowhere to listen or to get involved in music making. There is
also no way of knowing as to when and where there might be some sort of
music performance. Many such people in urban areas, are often confronted
with free and boring hours, pariticularly at weekends with no sources of
entertainment of any kind. Indeed, for many, the radio is the only source
of music listening.

252. The generally confused-state of musical performance in the country
in the opinion of the Commission amounts to musical starvation. The Com-
mission observes that this may partly account for the reason why the finalist
concerts of the Kenya. Music Festival ends up being so full. Some people are
even prepared to forgo office. work. during the festival week in order to attend
the festival . Te state of confusion is made more complex by the element of
alienation. Whereas the rural Kenyan has at least a forum for performance,
even where these have diminished in quafftity, the urban elite has literally
nowhere to go. When they attend ad hoc occasions organized for the enter-
tainment of the wananchi,. they are looked upon with suspicion, unless they
happen to be: guests of honour. The Commission observes that with change

Jn life style the recreational significance of musical performance must reign
supreme. There is therefore a great need to enhance music occasions. Sub-
missions received by the Commission indicated that such enhancement will
necessarily contribute to the improvement of the quality of life and to man's
spiritual fulfilment in general. Considering the pressures encroaching on
modem life, heightened as they have been in recent years by inflation which
continue to bite more and more, it is fortunate that music is one of the few
areas of activity which can restore sanity. Equally important is the need for
.Kenyans to make their own music. While the role and responsibility of
public authorities were recognized and affirmed in the submissions, it was
noted that in the promotion and development of music activities the role
of the state should -be that of a catalyst only and that artistic creativity Rhould
not be subjected to state control. It was suggested that one of the more effec-
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tive ways of promoting musical performance and development is to encourage
local initiative and participation rather than simply consuming music produced
by other people or by leaving everything to the state. In essence this means
emphasizing the approach to music as a living culture in which participation,
a strong feature of African music practice, is the overriding theme. We shall
be performing primarily for ourselves and -only secondarily to tourists. Parti-
cipation, especially in the dance, provides kinetic release which is particularly
valuable for young people and those in the armed forces. Musical activities,
the Commission observes-, are not elitist activities nor are they for the ordinary
members of the society only. It is an obligation that all should get involved.
A broad base for musical activities would also help restore to music forms
their humanistic role in the development of the individual and the national
personality.

253. A related principle to that of providing music for everybody is that
music activities should be available everywhere. The realities of the musical
needs of different people in different localities should be taken into account
so that music activities reach people in their day to day life. Thus, music
activities should be available, not only in urban areas and near the main
roads but also throughout the whole country.

254. Further submissions indicate that there is a need to recognize the
reality of the fact that young people form the greater part of the population
of Kenya. They form the most potent component of our musical activities.
For this reason, -they must be integrated -fully in the process of the develop-
ment and promotion of musical activities, not only at the national level but
also through cultural exchange. The relegation of young people to a passive
role in music activities would deny society its most vigorous agents of social
change and so distort the creativity of national aspirations. But while doing
so, it must be noted -that since musical activities affect attitudes, efforts to
integrate young people with the wider framework of national life must take
into consideration those greater economic and social changes which young
people experience. There is, therefore, a need to reconcile the rich musical
heritage of the past with the values of contemporary society so as to avoid
a crisis of identity. If these values are not reconciled, there may result a
generation gap or a spirit of alienation culminating in a general restiveness
among young people. For these and other reasons it will be necessary to
start the music education of our children early, stressing in the process of
doing so, the role of both family and school.

255. In order to encourage an authentic appreciation of traditional music
performance, and in view of the fact that traditional music will continue
to be performed out of context, contemporary audiences must be given the
opportunity to appreciate as far as possible, the heritage of the performer
and the context of the performance. We need to do this, not just for ourselves
but also in order to enable us to share our musical experiences with others.
There is a need to renew, revitalize, and to strength the musical links and
bonds of friendship and understanding among African countries, as also with
the rest of the world, through exchange programmes of musical performances.
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256. But as we strive for greater more meaningful participation in musical
activities, there is equal need to emphasize the principle of excellence and
high standards. We should not tolerate low standards of performance and
musicianship merely because we are performing for ourselves or drawing
upon our local traditions.

257. Fromthe above observations the Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That the state should strive to enhance occasions of music performance
by various artistes for the benefit of all wananchi in all parts of the
country.

(b) That mass participation in music performances by various sections of
the community should be encouraged as much as possible.

(c)That young people should be given plenty of opportunity to integrate
fully in the process of the development and promotion of musical
activities, not only at the national level but also through cultural
exchange with other countries.

,(d) That high standards of performances of music and dance must be
maintained at all times.
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41h PERFORMING GROUPS

Professional Groups

258. A review of the performance of music and dance scene in Kenya
reveals the need to set up permanent, national, full-time groups, governed
by carefully thoughtout policies. They. should perform regularly and thus
establish a truly professional music and dance tradition.

. 259. The Commission observes that at the moment there are no such
groups on merit, from trained -musicians coming from all over -the Republic.
They would be required -to produce a variety of musical activities such as the
choir ' dance music, music for brass band, traditional music, taarab, and

others.

260. The Commission also notes that a careful strategy would be required
at the beginning to ensure a viable start. Initially only three such permanent
groups should be launched, based, for purposes of convenience in Mombasa,
Nairobi and Kisumu for the Coastal, Central and Western Kenya regions,
respectively. They would need a co-ordinating administrative council to
ensure a standard pattern of administration, and subsidy from both public
and private funds. A properly managed subscription system might help make
the groups at least self-supporting.

261. The Commission is convinced thaA -if these nucleus groups turn out
to be as viable as expected, they should be expanded to other places. Such
expansion would entail the tightening up of their organization by paying
attention to the following factors:

(i) Each group should have a permanent nucleus, and pay its members
a regular salary.

(ii) Each group should give regular, preferably daily, performance at theZ)

home ground, weekly programmes in close urban areas, and regular
visits at suitable intervals to smaller places.

(iii)All members of the groups should receive continuous trainin g so as to
. expand their artistic and technical resources.

(iv) The repertory should include traditional music, choir, brass popular,
and other forms of music that reflect the musical heritage in Kenya.

(v)The different groups should exchange materials amongst themselves. In
addition the Commission recognizes international cultural exchange
programmes as a means of fulfilling the development of traditional
performing arts, and projecting Kenya's cultural image abroad, through
the Ministry of Culture and Social Services. 	

I

262. The Commission observes that inter-ethnic cultural exchanges can
create awareness and -appreciation of one another's music and dance heritage.
to provide a takeoff point for musical creativity on a national scale, and to'
foster national unity.
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263. Finally, the Commission observes, that groups would not require
large or elaborately equipped auditoriums. The music performances rely
for effect on human rather than on technical resources and can be performed,
in ,the open -air. New -forms should be evolved along the lines of the Bornas
of Kenya but with greater aesthetic sophistication for example, by fusing
African with European concepts as in the ballet. Culture is dynamic; allow-
ance should be made for new forms which are researched, choreographed,
and well presented, in order to give aesthetic satisfaction. The development of
a truly Kenyan musical sensibility and, hence . of significant advances in
music compositions could result from the interaction of different groups as
well as from the fusion of traditional music with foreign types of music. The
result is that the development of a peculiarly realistic Kenyan idiom could
generate its own avantgarde style.

264. Any attempt at ' solving the present impasse must*be comprehensively
conceived and be continued for a trial period of at least five years, since the
interaction between artist and audience needs a considerable time before it
can fructify.

265. With permanent professional music groups on these lines, it should
not be too optimistic to expect an outcrop of creative musical ideas without
which there can be no real artistic advance.

Private Performing Groups and Amateur Groups

266. In addition to National Performing groups, individual enterprise
could also be encouraged and assisted to set up their own professional groups.

267. The Commission also recognizes that amateur groups is yet another
source of music activity. Such groups could be organized on national basis,
by institutions on voluntary basis, according to residential areas, or by private
individuals.

268. The Commission observed that a number of performing groups such
as the Muungano National Choir, and the KANU Band, which are doing
excellent work have been formed along these lines.

269. The Commission, however, observes the need for vigilance in 'audi-
tions, in order to ensure recruitment from those with musical knowledge.
This, the Commission observes, will make the task of learning much easier
and quicker.

270. The Commission also notes that both of these existing groups are at
the moment based only in Nairobi.

271. As a general observation the Commission notes that established music
associations and organized permanent music and dance groups appear to be
easier to train for presentation than amorphous groups that only meet to
perform for particular occasions. The - contribution of. these groups, it is
noted, is not to preserve so much as to evolve, develop, re-interpret forms
which stem from accepted past norms.
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272. the Commission, therefore, suggests that voluntary groups like choirs,

or instrumental ensembles and pop bands, should be encouraged and that

more of such groups should be formed all over the country. This will help

stimulate creative workand voluntary contribution to fthe nation-wide promo-

tion of thetraditional and conitempmry arts.

273. Music performing groups organized on the basis of institutions would

enhance music performance. The Commission suggests that all institutions

do a lot to enhance music performance. The Commission suggests that all

institutions of learning, all employers, Government ministries, parastatals,
statutory :boards, private companies, army units, municipal companies, and

all organizations such as the Maendeleo ya Wana-wake from their 
Own 

InUsiC

performing groups in the same way they form football teams, and in some

cases netball teams. One would have for example, an institution such as the

V.o.K. forming its own music group. The intention would be to -have groups

performing different genres of music such as traditional music—portraying

a cross-section of Kenya musics and dances, brassbands, choirs, and others,

for purposes of entertaining themselves and the public. The Commission

0	 notes that vigorous tradi ttional dances can be used to keep fit members of
the armed forces and the poltice.

274. In line with the observation that employed musicians were more likely

to succeed in the profession than those who are not, the Commission is of

the opinion that there is need for musicians of various genres of music to be

employed by the authorities as regular members of executive or subordinate

staff, so that with the daily needs of the musicians catered for, they can

concentrate on music as a hobby. Similar opportunities should be created

for musicians in the police and in the armed forces.

275. The Commission noted, for example, that urban authorities in many
parts of the ^vorld play a leading role in the creation of entertainment for
their local citizens and that they also encourage the teaching of the perform-
ing arts to the schools under their authorities. In Britain, for instance, the

Borough Councils, municipal and county councils, often organize and main-
tain orchestras, or brass bands for this purpose. They perform to the public

peTiodically in the parks and gardens, and are of. permanent feature in the
process of music appreciation and enjoyment. We have also observed that

Nairobi City Council has a Music Adviser, whose services are confined to
the city council schools only, although he takes part in organizing and train-

ing a voluntary choir. This leaves a lot of room for the expansion of the
city's establishment of a brass band, as well as a troupe of traditional dancers
and instrumentalists.

276. The Commission was impressed to see that the Town Council of

Nanyuki, had its own dance hand of about six players, who were on their
payroll, on -the lines -being suggested here.

277. The Commission further observes that with the growth in the employ-
ment levels of both the Central Government and the public sector as a whole,

the issue of employment especially of musicians, remains one of the most
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serious problems confronting the trade. They cannot thrive on an empty
stomach. But within Kenya's mixed economy system, the Government cannot
be wholly or even primarily responsible for directly providing gainful employ-
ment for all Kenyan musicians. Rather, the Government should facilitate
and encourage the creation of productive employment opportunities by the
non-government sector such as private industries, schools, hotels and others.

278. The Commission observes that further enhancement of music perform-
ance can be done by encouraging each residential community, whether rural
or urban, to form different music groups. Rural communities could do so
according to the villages, while urban ones according to residential estates
such as Kaloleni, Majengo, Kileleshwa and so on.

279. The Commission is of the opinion that such groups could be orga-
nized on a voluntary basis and co-ordinated by the chiefs. Arrangements for
performing traditional music in urban areas could, for example, be organized
multi-ethnically as in the case of the Bornas of Kenya. Altum-atively such
groups could be organized according to ethnic units, so -that, for example.
a group such as the Akamba in a given community can form their own group
to perform their own type of music and dance.

280. The Commission observes that there is room for the formation of
voluntary private music groups. These, the Commission notes should be
greatly encouraged, and where possible, be provided with facilities such as
musical instruments, costumes, and practice rooms by the community.

281. From the preceding discussion it is evident that -the formation of
music groups at various levels would offer employment opportunities for
trained musicians. Some of the expenses of having to maintain such groups
could be met by the musicians themselves beirighired to perform at wedding
parties and private receptions or occasions in urban and rural areas. They
could also give regular performances in public parks, cultural centres and
other places.

282. It is evident that professionally qualified personnel would be needed
to keep -those bands run-ning, and to provide some opportunities for the on-
the-spot training for -the recruils. Furthermore, such ad hoc, non-institutional
groups which are cohesive, registered and organized, can involve themselves
in other developmental activities such as co-operatives and industry for which
they can secure loans.

283. The Commission having carefully thought and examined the oppor-
tunity of creating more music groups to perform music for public enjoyment,
and having considered the role the employers and authorities can play in
creating employment for instrumental musicians, has come up with the
following recommendations:

(a) That permanent, national fuXtime performing music and dancegroups.
governed by carefully thought-out policies be set up in order to estab-
lish a truly professional music and dance tradition in Kenya.
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(b)That initially three permanent groups be launched in Mombasa, Nairobi,
and Kisumu, with a co-ordinaling, administrative council to ensure a
standard pattern of administration and subsidized by both public and
private funds.

(c)That members of such groups be selected on merit from trained musi-
cians, on a national basis.

(d) That they produce diverse music programmes such as the choir, dance
music, brass, traditional, taarab, and others.

(e)That more groups be evolved along the line of the Bomas of Kenya
but with greater aesthetic and professional sophistictaion.

(f) That the professional groups participate in international exchange cul-
tural programmes.

(g)That an initial trial period of ai least 5 years be allowed for the idea
of permanent groups to mature, before alternatives are considered.

W That along-side professional groups, non-professional (part-time) groups
be established at national, institutional, residential and private levels.

0 That National Groups patterned in the lines of Muungano National
Choir and the KANU Band be formed all over the country.

(1) That institutional groups be patterned on the lines of football team
to perform a variety of genres of music similar to professional groups.0

W That vigorous traditional dances be used to keep the members of police
force, the armed forces, and students in good physical condition.

(1) That opportunities for employing musicians as executive or surbordinate
stafl be considered in various institutions including private companies,
and others.

W That the Nairobi City Council and other urban authorities maintain
bands to perform to the public in parks and other places at suitable
times.

W That the Government has a role to play in ensuring that musicians are
gainfully employed by facilitating and encouraging employment
opportunities by the non-government sector.

(o) That urban rural residential communities form a variety of music
groups and that they be organized on a voluntary basis co-ordinated
by chiefs.

(P) That private groups be encouraged and oflered public facilities to
practice and perform.

(q) That professionally qualified personnel be recruited to train and
organize the groups.

W That music groups should participate in development activities such as
co-operative and industry, for which they should secure loans.
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Venues of Performance
	 I%

284. For music and dance performance of the kind envisaged by the
Commission to flourish in the country, venues of performance should be

available in abundance to all, throughout the year, in close proximity to

where people live, at convenient hours and low cost, and if, possible, for
nothing.

285. All the music and dance groups discussed above should participate
in performances using available facilities by proper arrangements at con-
venient times. Such facilities include church -halls, school compounds and
halls, sports stadiums, parks, market places and others.

286. In addition, cultural centres of all kinds should be built -in both
urban and rural areas, at which musicians would perform for people to sing

and dance. Such cultural centres should be built on Harambee basis and

should take two forms. First, the construction of the necessary facilities

should be a community effort, which should, increasingly, take over

the responsibility of managing and maintaining the operations of- those
facilities. Each region should decide on a site and how to set about mobi-

lizing community resources for the construction. Secondly, the new emphasis

on the district as the basic unit for development will require that the Gov-

ernment allocates funds for the building of district cultural centres.

287. The Commission notes with surprise that at the moment schools
grounds are not being regularly used by the urban community, in a situation
where adults and, even more so, children lack recreational facilities, especially

.in some of the newer estates. Thus, schools, while operating as venues for

learning, could also serve as venues for performance, where workshops for

children to learn to perform instrumental music and dance, could be organized,
say, on Saturday mornings.

288. The Commission notes that the creation of cultural centres should 	
so

include the construction of a Complex for Performing Arts in Nairobi, which
should have adequate space, good acoustics, stage facilities, and allow for
good viewing from all parts of the auditorium.

289. The Commmssion observes the use -of musical performance at "non-
musical" occasions is particularly important in the effort to make the venues

more interesting. It is the opinion of the Commission that national occasions

such as agricultural shows, tree-planting days, sports days, lighting the
Christmas tree, football intermissions and others should be organized so as
to incorporate music performances as an important feature.

290. It has already been emphasized that mass participation in music
activity is a strong feature of African music practice. National dances such

as the Mbeni or Isukuti with their intensity and simplicity of appeal, and

other popular dances could be performed for everybody to ta^e part at
intermission or at the end of football matches, as well as at the different
national occasions.
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291. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That cultural centres -be established in both urban and rural areas at
which musicians would perform for people to sing and dance. These
should include district cultural centres.

(b) That a national complex for Performing Arts similar -to the National
Sports Compex be built in Nairobi.

(c)That special performances and workshops be organized for children at
weekends, for them'to learn to perform musical instruments and to
dance.

(d) That "non-musical" occasions such as agricultural shows be organized
so as to include musical performances as regular features.

(e)That at all public occasions be provided with opportunities for mass
participation in musical activity.

(f) That to.bring the youth together for self enjoyment, music workshops
which may - be called - National Youth Music Camps be run in - various
parts of the country where talented young people coming from diflerenj
provinces can get together continually for the performance of va'r'touy
genres of music under expert guidance ending in high quality concert
performances for the entertainment of the members of - the public.,

International Exchanges

292. While concentrating on performances in the country it is also import-
ant to consider international relations from the musical point of view. The
Commission is aware that exchange programmes of musical performances
is a two-way exercise which require a lot of funds. It however notes that
the possibility of Kenyan performing artists or groups being dependent on
external support should be avoided. Equally disrecommended is the situation
where Kenyan musicians and dancers gear their performance to other people,
such as totourists, andhardly ever to 1heir own nationils. On the other hand.
visiting artists should on general considerations, interact with Kenyan musi-
cians and perform to the masses of our people'rather than to elite groups.

293. The Commission, nevertheless, iveognizes that international cultural
exchanges are valuable for general development. There are two main areas
of attention. In the context of Africa, cultural exchanges through mini
"Festacs" could strenghten cultural ties and promote intra-African co-opera-
tion in social and economic matters. In the . context of the rest of the world,
they could expose our arts to other cultural experiences, and also pro-
world, they could expose our arts to other cultural experiences, and also pro-
vide a way of Kenya giving 'something: in return 

for what we get from the
international community. We should not be at the receiving end 

all 
the time.
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Festivals

294. Another venue for , music. and, dance performances is one -provided
at seasonal festivals'of music arid danc e*. Festivals in Kenya are at the moment
dominated by the Kenya Music FestiYal, an annual event during which many
music and dance performances take place.

205. Submissions from the officials of -the Festival Committee, underlined
that before independence the aim and objective of the Kenya Music Festival
was "To -encourage the study . and creation of music, verse-speak ing, public
speaking, and traditional dancing throughout East Africa"..

296. Submissions further underlined that the festival was started in 1927
And the participants at the time were solely Europeans living in Kenya. The
Kenya Mu sic Festival, which was then -sponsored by the British Council,
was aimed primarily at the promotion of - European music and-, as such, the
programme.of music presented was entirely European. The venue for the
festival was the Kenya National Theatre.

297. The Commission was further. informed that the Kenya Africans, also,
organized theii own music festival at Eastlands in Nairobi and this began
-in the 1940's.- The festival was held at the Kaloleni Hall in. Eastlands.

298.. These two music festivals- the Commission was informed, ran
independently for a. long time until.they were merged in 1968, and the per-
formance venue was..'.at the Kenya National Theatre. But even then the
participants and the audience were mostly Europeans even after independ-
ence when a few Africans were made members of the organizing body of the
festival.

.299. On the merging of the two festivals under the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology, other festivals, such as the Nyanza Music Festival
(later Western Kenya Music Festival), The Coast Music Festival, up-country
Music Fes;tival in Eldoret, which had hittherito alsothrived independently in
other parts of the country dissolved to give rise to the Kenya Music Festival
(K.M.F.) as we now know it.

- 300. The aims and objectives of the K.M.F. have been revised since
independence, and these are:,

6) To organize and direct an Annual National Music Festival in African,
Western, Oriental Singing, Dancing, Verse Speaking and any other
forms of . performing (musical) arts which the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology may approve.

60 To enco rage and develo talented music makers and artists.p
(iii) To promote parti quipation in International Music Festivals.
(iv).To emphasize,. the p. art of 

I 
African music in all singing, dancing and

instrumenta.l..playing.
(v) To merge al I the racial groups living in Kenya into organizing one

festival.
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NO To expand classes of the festival to include verse, choral, and public
speaking, traditional dancing to. suit .the both Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology and the Ministry of Culture and Social
Services.

(vii) To invite participation from the Ministry of Culture and Social Services
by including the activities for which the Ministry is responsible e.g.
cultural events, Iraditional dances from adult groups, as well from
school children.

301. The Commission was informed that the present syllabus of the
K.M.F. is made up of 134 classes covering singing, dancing, verse, choral,
and public speaking in Kiswahili, English, and French, as wen as instru.
mental playing. The syMbus c .aters -for all the races in Kenya: Africans,
Europeans, Asians and Arabs, th. us strenghten ing th

. e
, multi-raci

I :
al character

of the festival.

302. The Commission notes with satisfaction the efforts that have been
made -by the Kenya Music Festival Movement to achieve its objectives. We
particularly emphasize the fact that it is the one body that has ker yt the
musicaltorch burning in the country. It is the one activity which has in'spiTed
many young music enthusiasts to start a career in music and to carry on to
greater achievements.

303. The movement deserves further tribute for having become one of
the chief forums for music performance in our modern society, thus playing
a significant role in the transmission of some of our musical -practices which
might have already been forgotten.

304. Within its present otganization, the K.M.F. is run at various levels
(divisional, provincial, and national) by a number of committees. At the
district and provincial levels, these committees are composed mostly of edu-
cation officers from the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology in
the respective districts and provinces and a limited number of other members
of the public. The same organizational procedure is adopted atthe National
level with the supporting force of the festival committee being members who
are all residents of Nairobi.

305. The Commission was informed that all the various festival committees
work, to a large extent, independently of one another; those at a lower level
simply passing on performers to the higher . level after . their task . of selecting
the winners is done.

306. While'recognizing the good work of the festival movement, -the Com-
missionnoted, however, that the festival movement had not made much
effort to accomplish its set objectives.' For example, there were no signs to
indicate that talented music makers and artists had been encouraged or
developed nor was there any attempt'whatsoever to promote'Kenyan partici-
pation in international music festivals. These are excellent objectives in the
promotion of music performance which the movement should'strive to achieve
by any possible means.
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307. The Commission also noted that the Kenya Music Festival Move-

ment did not operate. ,according to any constitution. The Conunission was

informed that there Was a.constitution but it had not been ratified, and the

movement had not even been registered. This anomaly therefore resulted in

the movement being operated under undefined rules and regulations. Thus

a number of submissions received by the Commission from members of tlic.

public during its inquiry, for example, questioned -the criteria by which the

office bearers and members of the Kenya Music Festival Comminee and exe -

cutives at the various levels were chosen. Some questioned the duration of

the tenure of -the membership to the committee, while others critized the

.dompositionof the committees. which they -felt was not always representativ..

enough:of all the different shades of music opinion' n the country.

308. A number of submissions also stressed that the K.M.F. movement,

being a servant to all music lovers in the country, ought to have an open

membership to all music lovers in the same way 
* 

as the Agricultural Society

of Kenya does. In this way, these music lovers would have a chance of airing

their views about the general running of the movement.

309. Submissions. from members of the public and some committee mem-

bers further emphasized that during the period When there were two Minis-
tries of Education (Basic and Higher) the running of the committees by

officials from the two Ministries jointly or severaIlly, often resulted - in strife,

rivalry and show of strength to one another. The ' Commission regretted this

attitude because musical performances should aim at giving joy to organizers

and participants alike.

310. For the fulfilment of the objectives of the Festival Committee, the

movement was financed by:

W An anmial grant ftom the Government of Kenya through the Ministry

of Education.

GO Registration fee charged for participation in the Kenya Music Festival.

(iii) Money raised through gate charges during the festival.

.00 Money raised through advertising and other voluntary contributions.

31 L'The Commission was informed by the Festival Committee that these

funds were however not adequate. They could hardly be enough to sponsor

the participants and publicize the festival events to the public to enable

better attendance. This resulted in a situation where good performers who

could not afford their own passage toand accommodation at the venues of the
performances not attending. It also resulted in members of the public not

attending the festival performances because they were not informed.

312. Even though the Kenya Music Festival is open to all, irrespective

of age sex and race,a close look at -those whoparticipate in itt reveals that

these ^articipants are mostly pupils and students from primary and secondary
schools with a few students from Teacher Training Colleges and other insti-
tutions - with 'hardly any - non-institiftional' adulf . participation. In' the View

of the Commission this comes about because the organization of the festival

has been dominated almost wholly by the Ministry of Education.

16
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313. Thus, even though the Commission was inforimed'that performafice
of traditional , music and dance by nQn-school., groups would come under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture 6.rid- Social Services, there is no
evidence that this has ever taken place. Only a very limited number of -tradi-

tional musicians repeatedly perform at the festival but purely through their

personal initiative. Thus one traditional instrumentalist has won his section

every year because he has been the only entrant to his class. . - 	 1

31^. Closely related to the issue of performances of traditional music is

t^e'^ne of costume. In July, 1982, His Excellency the President made an
announcement emphasizing the use of costume that was appropriate in the

presentation of traditional music. However, since that announcement the
whole matter has not been clarified by the K.M.F. movement to the partici-

pants. Instead, some officials of the Ministry of Education, it would seem,

have interpreted "appropriate costume" to mean the wearing of khangas,

tartared clothes or singing bare-chested. The Officials of the Ministry, while
demanding -that traditional music be performed in costumes, have not clari-

fied the issue either. This has led many choirmasters into a lot of confusion.

315. According to the observation of the Commission, a movement of

the magnitude of the K.M.F. should have a policy of making high quality

recordinggs which would then be properly catalogued -and kept safely in a

repository. Copies of the recordings would indeed ;be made and sold to the

public who would want to acquire them, thus providing a source of revenue

to the movement. The Commission was surprised that despite the relatively

long history of the festival no such policy existed.

316. In addition to having such a repository for its recordings, the Com-

mission observed that it was of paramount importance for the K.M.F. move^
ment to have a comprehensive library of sheet music which it should have,
accumulated through its long history and from which a variety of set-pieces)

could be selected.

317. This was, however, not the case. One of the functions of the K.M.F.
Committee at the national -level is to select music to be used as set-pieces.

The Commission was informed that having made the selection, the Committee
arranges to acquire single copies of each of the set-pieces and then photo-

copies to distribute them to all the inquiring participants. This is a very

serious breach of the copyright laws.which, in the opinion of the Commission.

must be discouraged in the strongest terms.

318. According to the K.M.F. regulations, only 40 participants are allowed

to take part in a choir. -So, even though several schools participate the

Commission observes -that only a small percentage of the schools 'population
does ta:ke part in such music performance. In addition, since pdAicination

in the music festival is voluntary, not all schools participate. /only those
schools with competent choirmasters, and those which get supp6Tt from. the

headmasters take part.
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^319̂) A closer look at the participants also indicates that the majority

a
 re
re ricans, with- a few Indians and hardly any Europeans. The non-parti-

cipation of Europeans is surprising in view of theJact that the K.M.F. move-
ment was founded by Europeans who participated in large numbers till very
recently andthat the festivals music syllabus is still predominantly European
oriented.-

320. A further look at the presentations at the festival shows that there

is over-emphasis on choral music and . choir performance at the expense of

dance and instrumental music. Even then each choir usually presents just

one set-piece, which in some cases may last as short as 40 seconds. Choir-

masters are thus compelled to rehearse this on piece over and over again

for upto six months if they are good enough to qualify to participate at the

national level after the preliminary rounds. This repeated rehearsal on one

piece, in the opinion of many choirmasters and -the choir members naturally

exhausts the patience of both the choirmasters and the choir members.

321. From the above observations, the Commission is of -the opinion . that
the'naffie "Ken*ya Music Festival" is a misnomer. The organiz. ation. . could
have been well called the "Kenya Schools Choir Festival" with a mere

invitation to the other performers.

3 22. Before Kenya Music Festival was taken over by the Ministry of

Education, there existed in the Country a number of autonomous music
festival movements. In preparation for participation at these various music

festivals, the organizers ensured that choirmasters were always invited to
attend a one week long choirmasters course in which they were taught

rudiments and theory of music, sight-singing, conducting, inte ,̂ Pretation of

music and other matters related to music performance.

323. Submissions from choirmasters to the Commission have indicated

that apart from a few sporadic instances, no more such courses -are run and

the choirmasters are often at a loss to interprete the music set-pieces or to

development -has been a quantitative rather than a qualitative one. Since
many choirmaster

* 

s are not conversant with what is, expected of them, -they

repeat the same mistakes year after year without having facilities for im-

proving their knowledge.

-, 324. One of the main objectives of the K.M.F. movement should be
continued progress. In the opinion of the Commission, there has been some

progress over the years, but, as already stated, this has been a quantitative
rather than a qualitative one.

. 325. Submissions from members of the public emphasized that faster
progress could be effected by the K.M.F. movement through a system of

feedback from participants and adjudicators on which they could act. Adjudi-
cators should, for example, be required to deposit copies of their comments,
as well as , write. reports of their views and recommendations about the
festival. The participants, -and, indeed, members of the public, should also

be involved in the general running of the K.M.F. through their comments

and reactions.
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\326J Completions are organized by the K.M.F. at various levels starting

a
 t Me

t e location level in some areas through the division, district, provincial,

and finally the national level. -At the preliminary levels, the competitions

take place mostly in churches, school halls, municipal or county couficil'
halls or other such places. At the national level, the competitions take place

at the amphitheatre of the Kenyatta InternationaI Conference Centre.

327. Submissions from choirmasters to the Commission underlined the fact

that even though, not acoustically appropriate these venues were tolerable

for choir. performance but most inappropriate -for other items such asdance.

Even K.I.C.C., which is an excellent conference centre, was not designed

for multi-purpose use and is equally unsuitable as* a venue for music and dance

performance.

328. Further to this, these venues for performance have limited capacity,

and as such, can accommodate only a limited number of audience and never

the participants. This, in the opiniou of . the Commission, denies the partici-

pants the chance to enjoy and learn from^ the mui sic'and dance m.rformances

of other participants.

329. Some submissions also emphasized that the venues were not always

close to the participants so getting there always involved a lot of organization

and expense which not many could afford. Concern was shown particularly

by participants from up-country who qualified to participate at the national

level. Owing to lack of adequate finances for accommodation some partici-

pants, they said, had to arrive by train in the morning, perform during the

day and leave by train the same evening. They also felt that since the

national music festival always took place in Nairobi, ,members of the public

from up-country were constantly denied the opportunity to witness the

occasion.

'
^3^0,, The chief objective of the festival movement is competition and the

chie interest of the participants centres on "beating" one another. The con-
tent, style and mode of presentation of their performance is therefore, all in

all, addressed to ithe adjudicators with almost total disregard for the audience.

Thus we find that the mode of presentation has over the years crystalized
into a stereotype form in which choirs arrange themselves in a semi-circular

formation in front of a conductor and a microphone on an indoor stage. In

this style of presentation, traditional music is performed with limited move-

ment and scope which does not constitute a proper presentation of the items.
The conductors themselves on the other hand have felt that they were indis-

pensable and have had Ao b-6--p-rJesent even if they had no musical function

to perform. In some cases they got involved in exhibitionism and clownish

movement to amuse -the audience in -the hope that these actions may earn

mark 
I 
for the choir.

'^3'J^. The Commission observes that traditional music and dance is in-
creasingly performed inappropriately at the festival. For example, children
tend to sing wrong songs or inadvertently misplace them. They create

imaginary incidents which are then mixed up in irrelevant combinations.

thus making a mockery of tradition. Traditional decorum in which there
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are separate songs for men and women, or for different age groups, are
frequently confused and judicious use of costume is neglected. In some cases
there is sensationalization of -music in order to appeal to the adjudicators.
This form of presentation, the Commission observes, has undermined the
authentic presentation of traditional music because traditional musicians
seeing-it and believing that it is the "modern" way of presenting traditional
music and dance have -tended to imitate it.

332. The adjudicators invited to -officiate at the music competitions, the
Commission was similarly informed, have had no training whatsoever in
adjudication as no such training is available anywhere in the couniry. Most
of them -thefefore.re'lied on their'exp'erience as former or current participants
in the festival. Some, it was alleged, had no experience of any kind in the
festival while -others had 

no 
music knowledge or the cultural background

of the music and other items being presented. The result of such non-uni-
f ormity in knowledge and experience inevitably resulted in the adjudicators
giving contradictory remarks in their adjudication which subsequently con-
fused the choirmasters. In addition some adjudicators were accused of being
biased.

333.- The Commission observes that if analogy is made with, foot-ball, nearly
everybody who has been to.a school is familiar with the rules of the game.
yet only specially trained ai)* d accredited people officiate as referees at foot-
ball matches ! Why then could it be, that with music, whose ways and rules
are not spelt out or easily acquired, anybody with only some knowledge
or interest can be called upon to adjudicate?

: 334. According to the regulations of the K.M.F. those who win in the
various classes are usually awarded certificates, and trophies which they
return after a year. Submissions from choirmasters, however, expressed an
opinion that even though there were many such trophies at the national level,
this was not the case at -the preliminary stages. Here, many winners were
not awarded anything because of scarcity of trophies. Some submissions
also expressed a wish that winners should, in addition, be given presents
such as book tokens from -which , the whole school could benefit while the
choir -leaders could also be awarded individual certificates for :the part they
have played.

335. To addJo the festivity of the occasion, a number of guests are
usually invited, including a guest of honour who also officiates as the person
to present the certificates ai;d trophies. As a mark of respect, some of the
distinguished guests including the guest of honour, are requested by the
organizers of the festival to give speeches before 'the presentation of certifi-
cates and trophies. Submissions received by the Commission indicated that
some of the speeches given by the guests at these occasions are not relevant
to'the occasion while some tend to be very long, thus keeping the participants
and the audience waiting too long. Some submissions also lamented that some
of the public figures and senior government officials, did not fully support
the festival inovement because, w*hen.they were invited as.guests. of honour,
they simply sent proxies ior'ead speeches on their behalf.
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336. It has always been a convention of the K.M.F. that a limited ilumber

of those who excel at the national level are invitedto participate at a finalist.
concert. It -has also been -adopted as- a convention over the last several years

that a representative number of participants are similarly invited at the end

of. th6festival to perform to the Head of State at a State Concert.

337. The Commission, however, received disturbing submissions regarding

the haphazard manner in which the selection of those who participate in the

finalist and state concerts is conducted. Those chosen are not necessarily

winners neither are the adjudicators consulted. Submissions expressed anxiety

that -the choices are in some cases -politically motivated. Influential members

of the Festival Committee, it was alleged, enforce their decision on others

to ensure that some participants who were known to them are. given a

chance to perform. This supposition is particularly hard to bear when some

of those so selected are subsequently promoted by the Head of State at the

function.

I . 338. The competitions of K.M.F. are scheduled to take place between

May and July every year. The Commission was informed that this period,

being the rainy season in certain areas, some participants got into problems

in getting to the venues of the competition. The timing of the Kenya Music

Festival in July in Nairobi also came under criticism from some choirmasters

because of the cold season in Nairobi at the time which sharply contrasted
with the weather -in -the areas wherethey come from and which, they believed,

affected their performah6e. Besides usifig Nair'obi as the . permanent annual

forum for holding the festival, members of the public in the provinces were

made to feel that they were cut-off from the centre of things, and as such,

they were denied the opportunity to listen to the best performers of the festi-

val. A number of submissions suggested that the venue for the Kenya Music

Festival should be rotated on the same lines as that of schools drama festival.

339. Submissions from the organizers of the festival at various levels to

the Commission underlined that the duration of the festival at any venue

is usually scheduled to take place over a minimum period possible. This

period ranges between one and two days at the location or divisional level

to three weeks at the national level. The Commission observed that the

K.M.F. movement has, in recent years, become so popular that there has

been a large increase in the number of participants, all of whom must be

accommodated within the duration of the particular level of the festival.

This has in certain cases resulted in some sessions of the festivals ending as

late as 3 a.m. in the morning to the inconvenience of all those involved.

Needless to say what problems the choirmasters have -to get involved in with

their young children.C^

340. There is a regulation which requires that a number of winners, such

as at the district levels, must represent their areas at higher levels of the

festival, such as at the provincial level irrespective of the quality of their

performance. . This . arrangement, the, Commission observed, favours poor

participants being invited from areas with low standards of performance
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at the expense of better performers from areas with high standards of per-
formance but who do not qualify because of the limited number of those
who can be invited to perform at the higher level of the festival.

341. The Commission observed that where representation necessarily
resulted in a very large number of participants taking part in any one class
it created problems for the adjudicators in assessing the performance of all
the participants in a proper manner. The Commission believes that an adju-
dicator can effectively execute his work properly only when in any one parti-
cular class participants do not exceed sixteen.

342. A number of submissions also criticized the three weeks duration
of the national festival in Nairobi. The Commission did not, however, find
any validity in this since the classes of the competition were very well
arranged and any one participant did not have to stay in Nairobi for more
than 2 or 3 days to perform in classes relevant to the performer. The Com-
mission, however, noted that the duration was rather long for the officials
and -the organizers of the festival as it kept them away from -their places of
work for that length of time.

343. Another issue which was raised in the submissions to the Commission
was1he fact that participation in the K.M.F. at the national level presupposes
that the participants will have won consistently at every level of the festival
from the lowest. Since the divisional or locational level of the festival,. which
is the lowest, takes place in early May and the national level takes place
in July, the submissions emphasized that the participant who goes through
the whole range would have spent a good part of 3 months preparing for
the various levels of the festival. Where the participants were school children,
this arrangement must interfere with their school work as they would have
to spend the whole term on the undertaking.

344. In scrutinizing the K.M.F. syllabus, the Commission found it com-
prehensive in that it covered all manner of verse speaking, as well as diverse
genres of music of different cultures. The Commission was, however, of the
opinion that this being a music festival, verse speaking could comfortably
be eliminated and transferred to diama festival to which it is a little more
related than music.

345. As already stated earlier, the Commission found too much emphasis
on Western choir-style performance with very little attention to traditional
music. Apart from classes 94, 95, 96, 97 which are on traditional African
instruments and class 98 which is on traditional dance, the only other class
which could be referred to as being traditional was the one on "African
folk-song" the title of which is vague and undefined. Folk-songs, being music
for the ordinary people in ordinary community, tend to be short, simple and
repetitive. Since such songs are not likely to earn good marks at the festival,
the choirmasters end up stringing a number of such songs together into a
medley or end up composing son gs in what they believe to be a folk-song
style. Thus, this class of performance at the K.M.F., which many believed
to be truly African, was actually a complete deviation from what it was
supposed to be.
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1 346. Western choral music which is very heavily relied on, on -the other
hand, is irrelevant to our culture. Thetexts of some of them are completely
meaningless to our children. However, there have been attempts in recent years
to invite compositions from local musicians to replace some of these western
songs.- But submissions from choirmasters underlined that these local com-
positions tended to be experimental, amateurish and some were badly
transcribed. In addition, some were composed in ethnic languages which were
not understood by all the performers.

347. In recent years the K.M.F. has introduced classes for "Own Compo-
sition" and adaptation or -arrangement of African tunes and melodies
respectively. In the opinion of the Commission, these classes have shown a
lot of promise though a number of choirmas ,ters are still at a loss in under-
standing what the classes are about. The Commission notes further that many
choirmas-ters have also found difficulty in realizing their creative potential
as, a result of lack of adequate training. Thus, many are not able to transcribe
the music that they have composed, adapted or arranged.

349. A further look at the syllabus also reveals that a lot of classes are
not clearly defined with respect to who should participate or what is , expected
in their class. For example, participation in primary school classes is left
open without making reference to the ages of the participants, yet it is well
known that children go to school at a much young age in -the urban areas
and at a comparably older age in the rural areas. This arrangement the
Commission observes, gives an unfair advantage to the schools from rural
areas for when the two types of schools compete in one class together because,
the older pupils will have more developed voices. Similarly, some classes
are simply described as "Pianoforte solo—Bach Class" without specifying
the level of competence required. The Commission observes that a Minuet
from the Anna Magdalena Book is just as much a Bach piece as is the
Goldberg variations and yet there is no way that the two could belong to
one class. It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish between the two in the
syllabus. It has, also been observed that remnants of colonial definitions have
been carried over without question as could be seen in such descriptions
of classes as "Folk-songs of any nation, African style".

349. The Commission has already observed that the syllabus of the K.M.F.
is fairly comprehensive. It notes, however, that certain genres of music and
dance have been overlooked. For example, there -are -no classes for Taarab
music, group recitations such as the Kamba Myali, and acrobatic dance
displays. There being no class in which such performances can be presented,
they are sometimes presented in some already existing classes where they
don't quite seem to belong. This, needless to say, creates a number of prob-
lems in adjudication.

350. Kenya is -multi-racial community in which one of the aims is for
the people of different races to live together in harmony. One way'of fostering
this harmony is through the mutual exposure to and understanding and ap-
preciation of one another's cultures of which music and dance are suprem,_-
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components. The Commission, however, observes that even though the
K.M.F. makes effort to include performances of different racial groups in
the country, the objective is not fully realized. For example, rather than
integrate performances of Indian and African participants, these are divorced
and scheduled for different days of the festival as a result of which the audi-
ences are equally polarized.

351. A further look at the syllabus indicated that there are regulations
which participants should observe, such as the number of people allowed to
participate in a class, the time allowed for each performance, and so on.
The sylla-bus is mute on the penalties to those who in-fringe the regulations.
There is also no clear way of checking whether a regulation has been infringed
upon. Submissions received by the Commission during its inquiry indicated
that this being the case wrongdoers who are stumbled upon were subjected
to haphazard penalties. To enforce the regulations and penalties, adjudicators
are often called upon to assist. They are sometimes required to count the
number of participants or time their performances and then make arbitrary
decisions on whether -certain unspecified number of marks should be de-
ducted, or whether -the whole performance should he disqualified.

352. Participation in the K.M.F. at the national level is mostly for parti-
cipants who will have won in their various classes at the locational or divi-
sional level through the district and provincial levels. The Commission noted
however, that there are a number of classes in which participants can enter
to participate directly without going through the process of 'elimination.
Some submissions to the Commission were critical of such participation
through direct entry for a number of reasons. Firstly they stressed that it
resulted in complacency on the part of participants, because they were able
to reap the glory of participating at the national level anyway, irrespective
of the quality of their performances. In some cases it resulted in poor quality
performances being staged at the national level where only high quality
performance would be expected. It also favoured participants in and around
Nairobi in these classes.

353. In the light of the above review of the Kenya Music Festival, the
Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That instead of the Kenya Music Festival Movement encompassing
all institutions under one umbrella, a new structure be adopted whereby
each category of institution in the country organizes and runs its own
music and dance festivals as follows:

0 Kenya Schools Music and Dance Festival (to include participants
from primary and secondary schools).

(it) Kenya Colleges (including universities, institutes, and other post- i
school institutions) Music and Dance Festival. Participation. in thiN
festival can be extended to non-institutional performers.
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(b) That in addition to the schools and colleges festivals which are basically
institutional, there should be additional festival movements to cater
for non-institutions such as the armed forces, government departments,
municipalities, parastatals, traditional dance groups,' dance bands,
church choirs and others, respectively.

(c) That the new festival movements should draft well spelt-out constitution
under the umbrella of their Ministries, adapting the relevant obiectives
of the present Kenya Music Festival Movement and encouraging all
manner of music making.

(d) That in drafting the constitution, verse speaking should be excluded
and be transferred to the drama festival.

(e) That it should be mandatory for all the relevant institutions to parti-
cipate in their respective music and dance festivals.

(f) That the national festivals of the respective institutions should be rotated
and be held in other provincial capitals such as Mombasa and Kisumu
which have facilities to hold the festivals.

(g) That such festivals should not have congested music and dance pro-
grammes. Schools festivals, for example, should be organized such that
they must end by 5.00 p.m.

(h) That the regulations governing such festivals should be clear and
straightforward.

(P That where large numbers of entries are recorded as in the case wilb.
primary schools, the elimination series of the festival should begin at
locational or divisional level and that only a minimum number of
entries be organized to participate at the national level.

(j) That all choir and dance classes should be compulsory for all institutions
or participating groups.

(k) That the finals of schools music and dance festival be timed to take
place during the first week of August holiday so that-

(i) the learning period of pupils during terms time is least interfered
with;

(ii) accommoddtion of participants in schools close to the venue of
performance is made possible.

(1) That the college's festival be arranged to take place at the time of year
that is convenient to all the participants.

(m) That the Festival Committees ensure that music for set-pieces are all
available and ready for purchase in good time.

(n) That copyright laws should not be infringed through the photo-copying
of set-pieces.

J
	 (o) That there should be set-pieces in dances (from different parts of the

country) as well.
(p) That there should be set-pieces for mass choir participating in the

festival, and that the pieces should mark the opening and the closing
KI
	 of the festival.
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(q) That set-pieces in music should be confined ' to official languages.

(r) That certificates and awards, including trophies, should be availablc
at all levels of the festivals and should also be awarded to all partici-
pants including choirthasters and, where possible, these awards should
include functional items such as book tokens, agricultural implements,
tools and similar objects.

(s)That participants should be made to stay in the performance venue
and watch the performances of other groups to help with the improve-
ment of their performance skills and techniques.

W That there should be a system of training and accredidation . for all
adjudicators who may be called upon to officiate at competitive festivals.

354. Another festival movement which has sprung up in recent years is
the-Annual Cultural Festival Movement. This type of festival, initially started
in Kisii and later spreading to Maragoli, Teso, Baringo and other places,
are basically expositions of the general cultures including music and dance
performances of the respective ethnic groups.

355. The Commission observes that these cultural festivals Are Jargely
organized by individuals who attimes spend -their own -money to finuiice the
activities. These festivals only got off the ground because individuals came
together and refused to give up even when it seemed things were desperate
and the Department of Culture came in only after -things were on the move.
Recently the President issued a directive that all districts in the country
should have annual cultural festivals. The Commission supports the Presiden-
tial directive and suggests that -the Department of Culture should got more
involved in the planning and organization of the cultural festivals. It means
that officials from the department will in consultation with district cultural
committees, be involved right from the initial stages of identifying the dates
of the festival and items to be presented at the festival.

356.. In the light of the above observation, the Commission, therefore,
recommends:

(a) That non-competitive cultural festivals should be organized -by the
department of culture according to cultural regions or zones of the
different ethnic groups such as Mijikenda, Taita-Taveta, Kamba..
Central Bantu (Kikuyu, Embu, Meru), Kalenjin, Maasai, Kuria, the
Luo, Teso, Interlacustrine Bantu (the Luyia group), Gusii and so on,
and should take place at every district.

(b) That each of these festivals should adopt a culturally significant name
encompassing the ethnic group in the district such as Kirinyaga liestival
for the Central Bantu, Mwanyagetinge Festival for the Gusii, Ramogi
Festival for the Luo, Kalenjin Festival for the Kalenjin peoples and
such like.

W That members of the ethnic groups from throughout the Republic. Thould
be encouraged to attend, their own festivals, and that while doing so
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they should invite friends from other ethnic groups to attend with

them 
in 

the hope that this would foster understanding and appreciatioll

of one another's cultures thus helping to eliminate tribalism.

(d)The festivals be planned to take place over three - days starting on a

Friday and that the state should assist by giving those attending such

festivals the Friday ofl to enable them to travel to their respective

home areas for the festival celebrations.

(e)That the venues for the cultural festivals should be rotated within the

area or region.

(f)That the timing for the various district cultural festivals should be

staggered by the planners so that their occurence are spread through-

out the year.,

(g)That all the cultural activities should aim at the highest standard of
presentation.

(h)That cultural exchanges should be encouraged among the differentt

cultural areas to enhance the quality and varieties of performance.

Members of music and dance groups from other ethnic zones could

be invited on a reciprocal basis to participate in the festivals of different

areas.

U) That a district team under the leadership of the D.C., and with guidance

of the District Cultural Committee, should be established as the major
force and vehicle for the management of cultural festivals.

357. In addition to the Kenya Music Festival and Cultural festivals, there

are a number of other festivals in the country in which music features pre-

dominantly. One such type of -festival is for church music which has already

been discussed. For -the last -two years the embassies of the European countries

in Kenya have also held a' music festival of European music to which leading

musicians were invited to participate. The Goan Community in Nairobi also
organizes small music festivals on similar lines.

358. "Pop" music groups also organize some competitive festivals, though

not on a regular basis. It is hoped that those competitive festivals of "Pop"

groups will develop at different levels into annual events as that of the K.M.F.

during which certificates, trophies and other rewards, such as musical instru-
ments, will be awarded.

359. A number of ethnic or religious groups in the country, such as the

Hindus, Moslems, Scotsmen, and others, also hold festivals which are basi-

cally religious or ethnic in which music and dance feature. .

360. The Commission views with satisfaction the presence of these festivals

in this country for their manifestation of diverse possibilities of music and
dance performances to the widest possible audiences. It has also observed

the need for the organization of music and other festivals throughout the

country which helps in renewing interest in active participation. The Com-

mission notes also that ' the organization of performance progrl ^m' 'mes and
festivals promotes inter-ethnic understanding. Although a number of festivals
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for different genres of music and dance as well as for different institutions or
g roups are organized in 

die country, the Commission feels, -however, that this0
present organization is not good enough. It anticipates that there should be a
forum where there will be an exposition of the -bes-t of each genre ' of music,
dance and other artistic expressions -the peoples of Kenya can offer.

361. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a) That there should be non-competitive Grand National Kenya Music

and Dance Festival in Nairobi annually, preferably in December
during which the best representatives of all competitive festivals would
be invited to participate, and that invitation for participation should
extend to all perfomers i. rrespective of race, class or creed. ' This grand
festival should start with pomp pageantry and colour on Jamhuri Day
and should last for about 10 days, with events taking place in various
venues all over the city should be organized by a National Music and
Dance Festival Committee whose membership should be representative
of all musical shades in the country.

(b) That there should be festivals organized at the same level as the A.S.K.
shows at districts (including urban councils, city council) levels in
December, the week before Christmas, during which the best-of all
forms, and categories of music, dance and other artistic expressions
fronz different institutions, bodies or groups within the district are
presented on a non-competitive basis.

(c)That all participant at these non-competitive festivals should be award-
ed tropies and certificates of participation.

(d) That the National Music and Dance Festival Committee should organize
inter-institutional festivals for mass participation, such as a brass
band music festival for different groups and levels. -

(e)That the - festivals should be organized * by officials of the particular
institution or organization who must arrange courses for the various
leaders of the different groups. They would be assisted in this by
the National Mus ic and Dance Festival Committee in. collaboration
with the Ministry of Culture and Social Services.

(f) The festivals should be properly organized on. the same basis as foo fball
clubs with detailed, carefully organized progi lamme of events.

(g) That all the festivals' committees should organize the recording and
archiving of all music and dance presentation s at the respective festivals.

362. In recommending the timing for the grand festival .. the Commission
was conscious of the fact that in December, the participants from schools
will have finished their examinations while with - schools in Nairobi being
on vacation, there should be abundant accommodation for the participants
from up-country.

Uses and Functions.of Music in Kenya Societies

363. Having. discussed the contemporary -scene of music -an* d dance - per-
formance in Kenya and made recommendation, the Commission finds it
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necessary to discuss the general uses and functions of-music and dance which

though referred to here in the situation of Kenyan Societies are to some
extent universal and also relevant to all peoples of all generations.

364. When we speak of the uses of music, here, we are referring to the

ways in which music is employed in human society, especially to the habitual

practice or customary exercise of music either as a thing in itself or in con-

junction with other activities. In traditional society music is part of social

life, not separated from it. Though this body of music and dance tradition
is diversified in detail, according to different ethnic groups in Kenya, we

find the following generalizations in the uses of music in the societies.

365. Music is used in activities -related to -technology and ^Wconomics.
For example, Kenyan societies have work songs including such types as

canoe-paddling songs, songs v) accompany -the grinding of -grains, harvesting
of crops, the carrying of goods, and so forth 

* 
Song accompanies the -tech-

nology of medicine as well as its practice, and it is used to assure a good hunt,

good fishing, or their activities and contribute to the general economy._

366. Music is also used in social institutions, which comprise social organi-
zations, education, and political structures. Social organization is marked
at almost every point by song. The life cycle music includes birth songs, with
special sub-division -for multiple -births; lullabies, naiming 'songs; -puberty songs,
love and marr. iage songs; funeral songs; family and clan songs; songs of social
associational groups; and many others of equally specific social application.

Political structures are constantly involved with songs, as in praise songs
for political events and desired political aims and so forth.

367. Yet another use of music is realized in belief systems and control

of power. Religious beliefs are expressed through musical prayer, myth and
legend set to music, divination songs, cult songs, songs. of religious functiona-
ries, and others. The control of power is often through songs of application;
magic songs for curing, bunting and many other activities w* hich require
super-natural assistance; songs of spirits and other super-human phenomena;

melodic invitations; and so forth. It is also acknowledged that music is used

in aesthetics which can be divided into graphic and plastic arts, folklore,
music, dance and drama. Music and the dance have an inseparable relation-
ship; and drama, in Kenyan societies, almost by definition includes music.
Folklore -and music are found in conjunction with great frequency as parts

of the same performance, when songs -form a part of a folk ta-le; through

the use of proverbs and poetic language in song texts in the closest association
with music. In addition, special kinds of language are - conveyed by music
devices as in drum, whistle. and trumpet languages; secret languages are
also used frequently in music.

368. When we turn to the functions of music we mean the specific effec-
tiveness . of , musical elements whereby the y fulfil the requirements of '
situation by answering
searching primarily for

Kenyan societies.

a purpose' objectively defined. This has inviolVed
generalization which are equally applicable to all
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369. We recognize the function of emotional expression. There is con-
siderable evidence to indicate that music functions widely and on a number
of levels as a means of emotional expression. One of the outstanding features
of.song texts is the fact that they provide a vehicle for the stimulation and
expression of ideas and emotions not revealed in ordinary discourse.

370. 
On a more general level, however, music seems clearly to be involved

with emotion and to be a vehicle for its expression, whether such emotion
be special or general. The emotion may be religious exaltation; grief; longing
or passion; joy; excitement; exaltations of -the a ge; and others. Underlying
all of these in a greater or lesser degree is the general function of stimulating,
expressing and sharing of emotions. There are songs that evoke moods of
tranquility, protest, anger, nostalgia, sentiment, group rapport, religious feel-
ing, party solidarity and patriotism to name a few. Thus music can also
function as a social safety valve for the release of religious sentiments. It
permits the musician to say, and the consumer to hear, what would otherwise
be forbidden, provided that-

(i) the.utterance is formulated in a manner which is recognized as art,

(ii)the actual content of -the utterance -is defined as subordinate to its form,
and

(iii)the utterance is understood to be repudiable.

371. Another function of music is to provide aesthetic enjoyment which
it does by evolving attitudes implicit in and cultural values held about music
and dance performance, qualities which are not necessarily outwardly evident
in -the objects of such ae&thetic attention, and which may, in some ways, be
unique to the music of specific ethnic or racial cultures.

3 '72. Related to' aesthetics is' the function of entertainment which in the
Kenya situation, as in other African contexts, has a special dimension.
Entertainment is not always for its own sake; it may be combined with cer-
tain practical social functions, as already outlined under the various uses of
music. In effect this means that there is no conflict between art and utility.
Music and dance entertainment may be linked up with functional programmes
such as national development in social and economic fields.

373. Yet another, perhaps the most important function of music, is that
of communication. Music, however, is not a universal medium of commu-
nication. Though the music of different communities of Kenya bear certain
elements in common, it does not follow that they are necessarily mutually
intelligible in all respects. But despite this possible obstacle to inter-ethnic
commurucation, music still communicates something to those who under-
stand its idiom, and in the case of son-, it may communicate direct informa-
tion to those who understand , the language in which it is couched. In so
doing, sometimes partly by symbolically representing things, ideas, and
behaviour, music can also solicit actual physical response as at dance, in
War or at work. Music ' can therefore be' used to further national goals and
aspirations simply by communicating what these are in son-0*	 &
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374. Further still music is an important agent'of culture which it helps
transmit by-

(i) inducing cultural attitudes, and bringing about conformity to social
norms;

(ii)affirming the validity of social institutions and religious rituals; and

(iii) by playing a part in ensuring conformity and stability of culture through
which young people are brought up to understand, appreciate, and
accept their culture, thus contributing to the integration of a society.

375. Finally, music also contributes to the unification and integration of
society. It brings both the satisfaction of participating in something familiar
and the assurance of belonging to a group sharing in similar ways of life
and maintaining similar art forms.

376. The Commission believes that these observations encompass but a
fraction of the uses and functions of music in Kenyan societies; and yet
they indicate the enormous range of activities in which music plays a part,
sometimes tangentially but often centrally. The importance of music, as
judged by the sheer ubiquity of its presence is enormous; and when it is
considered that music is used both as a summatory mark of many activities
and as an integral part of many others which could not be properly executed,
or executed at all, without music, its importance is substantially magnified.
There is probably no other human cultural activity in Kenya which is so all-
-pervasive and which -reaches into shapes, and often controls so much of
the behaviour of Kenyans.

377. The intrinsic value of music and dance referred to above by the
Commission has in effeetbeen summed upby Zoltan Kodaly when he says:
"Music is a soul—stimulating element of vital importance which cannot be
substituted by anything else. Those who cannot enjoy it die of spiritual
deficiency. Well-balanced inner life cannot be imagined without music. There
are some regions of the soul into which only music is throwing light". It is
in this -light that, -the Commission suggests, music and dance should be viewed
universally.

378. The Commission has gone to great lengths to emphasize the import-
ance of music in traditional Kenyan societies. There is no doubt that the
societies themselves are changing, but change or no change, mankind remains
virtually the same and the importance of music in society must continue.

379. In the opinion of the Commission, Kenya's situation has denied the
public the opportunity to enjoy the best there is in the performances of
music, dance and other artistic expressions in the country. The Commission
laments that the whole field of music and dance in the country is very seriously
improverished in terms of quantity and quality. In addition, the general organ-
ization of performances is not sufficiently streamlined.
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380. Wd.,iffirm music enjoyipent for all Kenyans at every possible occasion
and with minimum efforts or expense. Subsequently, the Commission has
made suggestions and recommendations concerned with theimprovement of
the si-tuation. If the recommendations underlined here are adopted, We hope
that there will be abundance of quality music and dance performances for
everybody everywhere. in thecountry.

It
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CHAPTER 5—MUSIC IN THE MEDIA

Introduction

381. Listening and viewing of music and dance in the media (the radio,
television, gramophone, film) are an extension of the presentation of live
performances of music and dance. The uses and functions of music and
dance performance discussed in Chapter 4 are, therefore, applicable -to the
presentation of music and dance in the media. In this 6apter,the Commission
outlines the extent to which the media including the press have been used
with this idea in mind. I i doing so, the Commission was conscious of the fact
that these media, especially the radio, have widely diversified audiences
whose whole range of musical tastes should be catered for.

The Voice of Kenya

382. The Voice of Kenya (V.o.K.) of the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting is entrusted with, among other things, the responsibility of
informing and educating the people and providing them with a wide range
of entertainment through the radio and television.

383. More than any other, the V.o.K. is the medium mosdavailable to the
public and, in its function of providing a constant source of entertainment,
the presentation of music is the most dominant. For example, in the radio
the number of hours allocated to music broadcast far outweighs those allo-
cated to allthe other programmes put -together.

384. The Commission has already observed that one of the chief functions
of music is to provide aesthetic enjoyment and entertainment even while
serving other practical or social functions in society. But does the music
played over the radio and television by the V.o.K. achieve this function to
every listener?

385 * Submissions received by the '. Commission empha-sized -the fact that
this was not the case. The population of Kenya is diversified, with the bulk
of it living in the rural areas. The musical experience of this rural population
does not go much beyond their respective traditional musics. This is the
music from which the rural population are likely to derive the most aesthetic
satisfaction and entertainment.

386. An examination of the V.o.K. programmes reveals that authentic
traditional musics and dances are ignored. In this way, the entertainment
of a very large portion of Kenyan population is deliberately not catered for.

387. Further examinations of the V.o.K. programmes on television also
indicated that presentations of traditional dances were totally inadequate
despite the fact that the television is an excellent medium for the presentation
of such dances.

388. An even closer scrutiny of the music programmes revealed that the
bulk of the music presented by the V.o.K. in their programmes is alien. This
has been particularly true in the *case of the General Service which is almost
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totally dominated by. Euro-American "pop" music, and though for the

National Service, some Kenyan guitar music is included in the programmes,
a lot of what is played is pop^lar guitar dance music. This, in the opinion of

the Commission is a great shame. The V.o.K. must be the media through

which the national identity of the country must be manifested. The need

to present genuine Kenyan music on the V.o.K. programmes cannot therefore
be overemphasized.

389. While highlighting ' "pop"' music and excluding traditional music,
there are also several other genres of music which are either totally ignored
or -half-heartedly presented by the V.o.K. but which could also appeal to

other sections of -the Kenyan population. These include other -popular music
from other parts of Africa, taarab, various ty-pes of Indian music, othe:

types of popular Western music such as Country and Western, Jazz, classical.
and others.

390. The reasons giveniby the staff of Voice of Kenya for -the domination
of the programmes by foreign music were -that -there was only a limited

number of tapes and otherrecordings of Kenyan music in -their collection, and

also, that there was a feeling that Kenyan music was not popular arnong -the

listeners of the V.o.K. because the music was not of sufficiently high quality.

39 1. The. Commission accepts this as a possible valid explanation but it

must also be borne in mind that the problem Kenya is experiencing in this
'respect -is one of alienation which has come up as a result of cross-cultural

influences that the whole world is undergoing because of improved means

of communication. In the view of the Commission,- it is because of this

alienation that even signature tunes, background music, music accompani-

ment , for advertisements on the V.o.K. ate nearly always foreign of are
arrangements of foreign tunes.

392. The Commission realizes that the cross-cultural influences are an
inevitable aspect of our timeand there is no way by which Kenya can isolate

itself from it. But while -accepting tM.*s,- we must emphasize again that it
cannot be done at the expense of our music. Kenya is a sovereign .. state with
great-music potential4rom which, with some proper planning and organ-i-
zation, it could be self-reliant. If it is true, as suggested by the V.o.K. staff,
ihat there ' is' not enough tapes and recordings of Kenyan music that vMs of
sufficiently ' high quality then, again, something has tobe done to solve thiq
problem.

393. As,mentioned elsewhere in this report, this foreign music has certain
negative effect on our cultural integrity. But the massive importation of such
music necessitated by the demand of Kenyans whose interests in them was
Al§o - created'..by 'the V.o.K. and other sources also brings about economic

constraint since the country has to spend a lot of foreign exchange in its
importation.

394. The necessity for the V.o.K. to provide aesthetic satisfaction and
entertainment to the listeners has become more important now in the media

than 'ever before, Since, as already stated, there has been enormous decrease
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in the incidences of musical activities in the rural areas and almost total
non-existence of music performances in the urban and pseudo-urban areas,
the bulk of Kenyan population has to rely almost exclusively on the radio
for the provision of their musical requirements.

395. In summary, the Commission is of the opinion that the V.o.K. is
meant to serve all and be mindful of the entire Kenyan society which must
include the minority and majority groups whether such categorization of
groups is with respect to age, ethnic origin, religion, level of educational
attainment, or any other.

396. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the V.o.K. should-

(a)organize a inarket research to find out which. genres of music appeal
to the different sections of the community and to ensure that such music
was broadcast for them in sufficient quantity at listening timev which

-were appropriate to them;

(b)strive to broadcast traditional music to reach most of those who will
derive aesthetic satisfaction and enjoyment from such music,

(c)strive to promote Kenyan music of various types by limiting. the trans-
mission of non-Kenyan music to 20 per cent of the total number of
listening hours of the broadcast time,

(d)ensure that signature tunes, background music, music for advertisement
used in its programmes are mostly Kenyan.

397. The above observations should not be interpreted to mean that -the
V.o.K. has failed completely in achieving its objective of providing entertain-
ment through music in its programmes. There is a section of the Kenyan
population, albeit, rather small, which derives a great deal of pleasure from
the programmes. Submissions from this section of the population did empha-
sizes, however, that there were a number of problems which the V.o.K. could
look into to improve its programmes.

398. Lack of variety in the music presentation referred to above was one
of the points stressed. Some of the submissions underlined that the preponder-
ance of guitar music, even to the extent of infiltrating and dominating the
"Kipindi cha Wanajeshi" where one might expect some amount of military
type of music, almost bordered on the exhaustion of the listeners patience.
The only alternative to guitar music is choir music which has assumed a very
dominant position in recent years.'

399. As if lack of variety was not enough, the V.o.K. programmes were
marred by too many repetitions of certain recordings. Sometimes these record-
ings were played several -times within a day. Some submissions from certain
V.o.K. staff underlined that these repetitions came about simply as a result
of a selfish attitude adopted by some of the disc jockeys. In order to please
themselves or others, they repeatedly play their favourite records or those
of their friends or their ethnic groups. In some cases the repetition came a out

A	
as a result of inducement, through bribery, from producers of record com-
panies for the promotion of the sales of these recordings. Some repetitions
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came about because some personnel of the V.o.K. went as far as smuggling
such records to the broadcasting house to use them, rather than selecting
records from the V.o.K. library as is required by regulation. Thus the normal
functions and objectives of the V.o.K. are transformed to that of commercial
promotion from which the V.o.K., except one individual, does not benefit.

400. While catering for the population as underlined in the recommenda-
tions above, the Commission recommends further:

(a) That each section of the population should be presented with a variety
of its kind of music.

(b) That songs and musical pieces can be repeated in the radio and tele-
vision programmes, but with some moderation.

4.01. To ensure that broadcast of records which were being promoted did
not interfere with the normal programmes of musical presentations, the
Commission further recommends that—the V.o.K. should start special com-
mercial programmes on the radio and television for the sole purpose of pro-
moting new releases of records. In this way the V.o.K. can generate additional
revenues from the record producers.

4,02. Submissions welcomed the attempt of the V.o.K. to use local music
in its programmes -even though on the, television, some were used as filters.
A great deal of concern was, however, expressed towards the quality of such
local music which left a great deal to be desired. Criticisms of the q 

I 
uality

of music were directed -towards elements of composition, performance and
recording. The compositional elements mostly referred to were concerned
with melodic shapes and forms, harmony, orchestration, and the overall form
of the music. Criticisms of performance underlined some problems of into-
nation and vocal quality, as well as a general lack of competence in instru-
mental performance. Some of the criticisms were directed at the low quality
of the recording themselves. They felt that in comparison to the records
coming from outside the country, these recordings of Kenyan music were
poorly done and the pressing of the records was also poor. Where the music
was presented on television such as "Nyimbo za Dini" and "Just a Moment",
the additional problems referred to were concerned with poor production,
photography, and sound recordings.

403. It is the opinion of the Commission that the V.o.K. can do a lot to
ensure that only Kenyan music of the highest quality was broadcast. The
Commission emphasizes that strong measures must be taken by the V.o.K.
to ensure that -the quality of such programmes was commensurate with similar
pro'agrammes it imports.

404. The styles of presentation of music programmes by the V.o.K. also
came under criticism from the general public. On the -radio, most of the
programmes are integrated with greetings and requests for the music record-
ings to be played. Submissions underlined that the programmes tended to
hi ghlight greetings and music was relegated to a secondary position. Many,
indeed, stressed that greetings unduly interfered with the music. There

V
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were many individuals who simply wanted to listen to music without having
to listen to greetings. In these programmes the disc jockeys also interfered
unduly with the music presentation through verbal interruptions, some-
.times going -to the ex-tent of :busting into song in accompaniment to the music
presented. Some submissions from those who sent greetings also complained
that their requests were not honoured.

405. Music does not figure prominently on the television and the V.o.K.,
-as already stated, has not exploited the excellent opportunity afforded by this
media for the presentation of dance. At the moment there are only a few
regular music programmes. The other music programmes are incidental,
haphazard, and unplanned.

406. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a) That there should be periods of continuous presentations of music on

the radio which should be uninterrupted. Any verbal explanations
could come at the beginning or at the end of the programmes.

(b) That there should be more music and dance programmes on the tele-
vision.

W That music should not be used on regular basis simply to fill up gaps
between programmes.

407. Another point of criticism from -members of thepublic was on trans-
mission time on radio. There was a general feeling that Voice of Kenya
seems to cater for office workers only. This is evident from the fact that
broadcast times on the National and General Services somehow coincide with
times when office workers are out of their places of work. During the office
hours, , the General Service closes down while the National Service is taken
over by schools broadcast. There are very many people who would appreciate
listening to music on the radio during those times at their homes or places
of work (where these are not necessarily offices) such as factories, building
.sites and many other places some of which operate for 24 hours.

408. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a) That the schools broadcast should have its own channel.
(b) That the other services should go on continuously until midnight when

one of the stations should stay open playing variety of music for the
rest of the night until 6 o'clock the following morning.

409. Submissions from listeners in certain areas of the Republic under-
lined that the reception and quality of the Voice of Kenya programmes on
the radio and television in some regions were very poor. The people in such
areas were, therefore, tempted to tune their radio receivers and TV receivers
for programmes of stations from neighbourin g countries. About 35 per cent
of all the people interviewed indicated that they listen to foreign radio stations.
This has resulted in their exposure lo, and appreciation of foreign music in
preference to their own music. The Commission was, however, assured by
submissions by members of staff of the Voice of Kenya that this problem
was under review and that the situation would be improved -throughout the
country with the installation of booster stations in many parts of the -country.
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410. Another chief function of music referred to in Chapter 4 is com-
munication. While the V.o.K. is aiming at providing entertainment 'andC,
aesthetic satisfaction through music, the Commission feels that it is well-

placed to highlight this other significant function of music. Analysis of song

,texts of the bulk of the music presented on the V.o.K. reveal that many dwelt

on love and marriage themes, and that some could almost be regarded

as immoral. Some others are irrelevant. They have. no national, social or

cultural relevance to the aspiration of the people. Besides, many of these

songs are presented in ethnic languages and therefore reach only small sections

of the population at a time, while others are presented in languages .. such as

Lingala which hardly anybody understands. As stated earlier, music is one

of -the most effective mass communication tools especially in the T^hird World

where illiteracy is still a major handicap, and where audio-visual and motor

techniques have bigger impact than the written word. The V.o.K. should,

therefofe strive to select music that will inform and educate the public through

the media, thus enhancing its other objectives of providing information and

education. For example, the V.o.K. could emphasize songs which highlight
positive national values, such as patriotism, unity, development, honesty,

and hardwork and those that condemn national ills such as tribalism, cor-

ruption, dishonesty, violence, disregard of traffic regulations and others.

411. The entertainment factor of music and dance make them very appeal-

ling means of reaching the people. Unfortunately their full potential has not

been exploited in the Third World, Kenya included. The majority of these

countries have not realized that music activi-bes can play the important role of
mobilizing people into the national consciousness and full participation in

national matters. In this sense music activities go beyond mere entertainment. 4
412. Where the V.o.K. presents music programmes to commemorate

national days, the music selected for such programmes should be relevant to

the particular day. For example, music presented for the Madaraka Day

should inform and educate the public what this national day is all about. 	 6

413. Where music is presented witb the aim of communication, the V.o.K.

should st-rive to communicate in Kiswahili. In this way the message embedded

in the song text would be certain to reach a wider audience.

414. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That the V.o.K. should strive to present music, the text of which inform
and educate the public 

on positive national values and those which

condemn social ills.

(b)That music presented for the commemoration of the national days

should have textual relevance to the particular days being commemo-

rated.

(c)That music aimed at informing 
or educating the public should if possible

be presented 
in Kiswahili so as to reach a wider audience.
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415. As stated above, music communicates direct information through
song texts to those who understand the language in which it is couched but
there is -yet another form of communication through musical performances
which is shaped in terms of cultural values which only those brought up in
a particular culture can understand and appreciate.

. 416. Submissions from the members of the public expressed concern that
some foreign musical programmes presented by the V.o.K. on Television while
being excellently produced and presented communicated hidden nuances
which were contrary to -the -traditional values of the peoples of Kenya. It may
be true that some of the nuances, highlighted in the presentation of -this
music, such as sexual connotations, are universal but their presentation dn the
African traditions is very strictly regulated by context in which they occur.

417. Though it is not to be disputed that this type of music and dance
presentation can entertain and relax the mind, the Commission is of the
opinion that that form of entertainment can also be used for destructive
purposes. That music is not meant to make us better Kenyans. It may, in
some instances, take us away from the path of discovering oursclves. It may
also see * k to persuade us to define our music through standards set by other
traditions. The Commission is convinced that however harmless many of
the imported Western style "pop" music may seem, being the result of deca-
dent Western morals it may easily have negative influence on our opinions
and attitudes.

. 418. The Commission, therefore, recommends that any musical programmes
presented by the V.o.K. should not infringe upon the cultural values of the
peoples of Kenya.

419. The Commission has emphasized, elsewhere in the report, the need
to preserve traditional musics to our people for their aesthetic enjoyment
and entertainment. There is yet another reason for the presentation of tradi-
tional music in the V.o.K. programmes which is the preservation and disse-
mination of our traditional music. The rate of cultural erosion resultin c, from
Western influence has had far reaching effect on the practice of our music.
The V.o.K. is a powerful medium through which the preservation
and dissemination can be effected. It is through this medium that we can
regain our cultural consciousness, and pride. In addition to sound, traditional
music has strong visual elements of dance and costume without which its
significance and aesthetic appeal cannot be fully realized. It is. therefore,
important that there should be an inclination towards presenting traditional
music on television rather than on the radio.

420. The Commission strongly believes that broadcasting in Kenya is an
essential and integral component of national development, and the services
rendered must act as the predominant national instruments for the preser-
vation and stren ' gthening of national, social and cultural heritage, and identity
of the Kenyan people.
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421. In addition to the recommendation about the presentation of tradi-
tional music by the V.o.K. for the purposes of dissemination and preservation
made in Chapter 2, the. Commission further recommends that, such presen-
tation of traditional music should be representative of all the ethnic groups
in Kenya.

422. Another important function of the V.o.K., as far as music is con-

cerned, is to educate the listeners about different types of music so that they

can understand and appreciate the diverse types of music. Music in the
contemporary scene is a complex, many sided phenomenon, ,the apprehension
of which calls for a certain preparation, not only of the individual but also

of society. Presentation of new music and dance forms, for example, need

an informed and appreciative audience. The public should, therefore, be

educated through the media to respect and appreciate the compositions and
presentations cpf different types of music in the V.o.K. or anywhere elsewhere
such music may be presented. Hand-in-hand with educating the public about

music in general, the V.o.K. is an excellent medium for informing the public

about what music performances were going on and where they will be taking
place. Where traditional music is concerned, such education about one

another's musics :and dances can foster understanding and toleTance by
elinunating prejudices -and biases which exist a-bout one another's musics

as a result of ignorance and lack of understanding.

423. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a)That the V.o.K. should organize special programmes in which members

of the public are educated to appreciate and enjoy different type^
of music.

.0

(b)That the V.o.K. should organize special weekly programmes to inform

the public of musical events in the country and where and when they
were taking place.

	424. As can be seen above, many submissions from members of the public
	 0

have been critical about music programmes presented by the V.o.K. The
Commission, however, commends the V.o.K for what it has been doing,
realizing -the veTy difficult Circumstances under which it has been operating.

The Commission was informed for example,that no policy -has been drafted

for the V.o.K. since independence. The objectives stated for the V.o.K. as
they stand now were in effect adopted at independence from the then Kenya

Broadcasting Corporation without modification and, therefore, do not relate
to the cultural development and social requirements of Kenya today.

425. The Commission has noted with regret this lack of official Govern-
ment policy on broadcasting and the absence of guidelines as to how the
above function of the media which is only stated in the outline in the current

development plan, could be impl.-mented in the absence of such guidelines.
It is therefore no wonder that despite all the efforts of the Voice of Kenya

	

the presentation of -music programmes have not always satisfied the people 	 0

for which they were intended.
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426. In N^iew of the criticism directed towards the V.o.K. the Commission

Is observed that mass media has great potential for good or evil, and, the

Government has the responsibility to frame a clear and well-defined policy

of operation in the light of research, which would ensure the wise and con-

structive use of the media.

427. For the V.o.K. to be clerar about its functions, it is, therefore neces-

sary that it should have a -policy to operate on. The Commission, therefore,

recommends that the Government must formulate a comprehensive policy

under which V.o.K. should operate.

428. With the formulation of a policy to guide the operation of the Voice

of Kenya stated above, the Commission feels that there are a number of

things which the Voice of Kenya could do in order to improve its program-

me's of music presentation. Paramount to the improvement and success of

the programme is -the need for the V.o.K. to set up a special department

to handle all matters relating to music programmes and any other program-

mes which may have some reference to music.

1 429. As music is a special subject which can only be administered by

trained individuals, the V.o.K. should ensure that it employs some-

body. with quality music training and administrative 
* 

ability to head the

department. Such a person would then be assisted in his work by a number

of other individuals who have similarly had adequate music training. The

Commission observes that there was no such a department or such a person

in the set-up of ,the V.o.K.

430. In order to implement the policy effectively, it will also be necessary

for -the V.o.K. to set up a Music Advisory Council. Such a council

would be responsible for-

(i)instituting a censorship Board or Committee to ensure that all manner

of music programmes presented on the Voice of Kenya were suffi-

ciently acceptable in quality, content, and relevance;

(ii)ensu^ring -that a code of conduct was formulated for the V.o.K. staff
who handle music programmes, and that they all operated within

the regulations of code of conduct.

In this way, there will be a prescribed disciplinary procedure within which
anyone who infringes the regulations can be dealt with. Such a council

should consist of, among others, members of the general public who are

conversant with. and interested in the development of music. The Director

of Broadcasting and the head of the Music Department could be ex-officio

members of the council.

43 1. 'The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That the V.o.K. should set up special department of music to handle

all matters relating to music broadcast within its set-up.
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(b)That this department should be headed by ail individual with quality
music training and administrative ability.

(c)That the head of this music department should be assisted in his work
by a number of individuals who are also trained in music.

(d)That the V-o-K. should set up a Music Advisory Council to ensure that

matters relating to music within its policy, were properly handled.

(e)That the council should consist of some members of the general public
. who are conversant with and interested in the development of music.

(f)That the Director of Broadcasting and the head of the Music Depart-
ment be ex-officio members of the council.

432. The success of any programme hinges to a very large extent on the

quality of personnel employed to effect the programme. It was evident from
the inquiries of the Commission that the V.o.K. is suffering seriously

from lack of trained personnel in different areas of music who can efficiently

undertake the work of the production of music and dance - programmes.
Submissions emphasized ^the need for :training of media professionals and

technicians. Without such personnel, however, positive the intent-ions the
V.o.K. w

e
re a-bout good presentation, such attempts would be fruitless.

The Commission, therefore, recommends that the V.o.K. must ensure that
all personnel, including technicians, who handle music programmes should

be properly trained to improved both the quantity and quality of locally
produced programmes.

433. The Commission has already underlined the preponderance of foreign
music programmes on the V.o.K. Kenya as a sovereign state must,

at least after twenty years of independence be self-reliant in matters which

are within its control. There are many issues which are not within her juris-
diction to handle, such as world economic recession; the determination of

price of import commodities such as oil, cars, and other manufactured goods;

t he pricing of our exports such as coffee, tea, and others. But music is not
one of them. We have a great deal of music potential in this country which

must be exploited to the full for our benefit.

434. One of the reasons given for the dominance offoreign music on the

V.o.K., as already stated, is -that there was only a limited number of record-

ings of Kenyan music in the V.o.K. collec-tion. The Commission has failed
to accept -this. On inspecting the V.o.K. premises the Commission learned

that there was a fully equipped recording studio which has fallen into disuse.
In addition to this very well-equipped indoor studio, the V.o.K. also has

very expensiveand excellent equipment for field recordings.

435. What is obvious from the observation of the Commission is that the
V.o.K. has hardly made any attempt :to make use of these facilities

to record local musicians so as to build an adequate repertoire of local music
for its use. There are very many able Kenyan musicians in the country -who

do not get the opportunAyto record their music commercially but, who, with

inclination and sense of purpose on the part of V.o.K., can be organized
and recorded for its use. In this way some of the money spent by the V.o.K.
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for hiring foreign music programmes or paying royalties to musicians out
of the country would be -usefully utilized to pay these local musicians who so
desperately need it, thus saving the country some foreign exchange.

436. Another reason given for the preference of foreign music by the V.o.K.
is that Kenyan music was not of sufficiently high quality. But whereas it may
be true in so far as Kenyan "pop" music is concerned since there are no
training facilities in the art of composition and performance and the musicians
are nearly always self-taught .. the same could not be said of our traditional
music. There is no yardstick by which such traditional music could be assessed
in relation to any other type of music. As far as "pop" music is concerned,
it would have been expected that the V.o.K. realizing thatthe music was not
of good enough quality would have made some effort to improve such
quality by using facilities available to it to run in-service courses oT mount
basic training courses for musicians whose music -they wish to record, ensur-
ing that these recordings were of technically high quality. The impression one
gets is that the V.o.K. is only looking for ready-made materials without any
discrimination and are satisfied with the materials irrespective of their quality.

437. Information available to the Commission indicate that in some African
countries, as is generally established in many overseas countries, it is the prac-
tice for broadcasting institutions to have their own resident music groups
to provide these institutions with seme of their musical requirements. It Is

the opinion of the Commission that the V-o.K. could do well to organize
such groups within its set-up. Initially the participants in these groups need
not be employed specifically to take part solely in the performances of these
groups. Instead, musically trained individuals can be employed to undertake
any other jobs in the establishment and only participate in musical perform-
ance when needed. Eventually the musicians could be employed solely to
participate in musical programmes.

438. The Commission has emphasized the need for the V.o.K. to use
local music programmes. This must not be interpreted as a wholesale condem-
nation of the use of foreign music. As said earlier, Kenya cannot be isolated
from the mainstream of the worldwide melting pot in which high speed cul-
tural interracton is taking place. There are many excellent musical program-
mes produced in other countries, the content and quality of which are relevant
to our situation and which we could also use with selective discrimination.
But Kenya as sovereign state cannot pride itself by constantly being at the
receiving end. It must also contribute to this melting pot by producing pro-
grammmes of high enough quality to exchange with those of other countries
on an equal basis. Such exchange programmes can be effected through
organi7ations like URTNA, Unesco and others.

439. In the process of presenting Kenyan music on -the V.o.K., the Com-
mission recommends:

(a) That the V.o.K. should use its facilities, such as studio and others, to
record the music of local musicians. In this way some money spent on
foreign programmes and musician y could be used in paying local
musicians.
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(b) That the V.o.K. should run in-service and basic training courses for
musicians it wishes to record, thus ensuring that their recordings were
of technically high quality.

(c)That the V.o.K. should organize its own music groups; initially parti-
cipants in these groups could be hired on part-time basis but eventually
they could be employed as lull-time performers. This will creatc jobs
for local musicians within the V.o.K. establishment.

440. Realizing that Kenyan music was just as important as any other and
that the V.o.K. cannot always be at the receiving end, and always looking for
ready-made materials, the Commission recommends therefore:

(a) That the V.o.K. should use foreign music programmes or materials
but with selective discrimination.

(b) That the V.o.K. should effect exchange programmes in music with
organizations such as URTNA and Unesco.

441. An establishment such as -the V.o.K. must have a comprehensive,
well documented and catalogued library and archives of musical materials.
Submissions from the V.o.K. staff expressed anxiety that their library . and
archives were not comprehensive enough, neither were their musical materials
well documented or well catalogued.

442. Safety of music materials recorded or acquired by the V.o.K. is of
paramount importance. Once materials are deposited in the V.o.K. library
or archives effort must be made to ensure that they are retained for posterity.
Because of shortage of funds for new tapes, Voice of Kenya very often uses
its old -tapes by erasing materials :that had hitherto been recorded. I ' n this
way, a lot of music items which are important are lost. Thus, music recordings
by Voice of Kenya serve only a momentary purpose instead of being pre-
served in its library or archives for future use.

443. The Commission also observed that where deposited, musical mate-
rials existed only in single copies. No efforts were made to make additional
copies; The Commission further observed with dismay that all musical mate-
nals ofthe V.o.K. were housed in one place, which is the broadcasting house.
This, in its opinion, was a very risk y state of affair for in case of accident or
disaster, all materials would be lost.. It would be far 'better if copies of these
materials were also deposited in other places as suggested in Chapter 2.

444. The V.o.K. library and archives are about the only places in which
musical materials have been deposited over a period. It is, therefore, the
only place where members of the public wishing to listen to such materials
could go. Submissions received by the Commission during its inquiry s!ressed
the fact that the library and archives of the V.o.K. were out of bounds to
nearly everyone except a few members of the V.o.K. staff. It is the opinion
of the Commission that the V.o.K. should, in one of its Tepositories, be firtted
with listening equipment where members ofthe public can go and listen and
view some of these musical materials.

40
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445. The Commission, therefore, recommends the the V.o.K.—

(a)should catalogue and document well all its musical materials,

(b)should not erase existing recording on tapes and films, they *should be
kept in the V.o.K. library or archives for posterity;

(c)should make multiple copies of its music materials and deposit them
in more than one place for safety;

(d)should ensure that one of such repositories of the music ' '̂i materials
should be equipped with listening and viewing facililties and be acces-
sible to the members of the public.

4446. The Voice of Kenya is the one institution which more than any other

belongs to the public. While striving to achieve its objectives of serving the
public, -it is imperative that the opinion of that public should be sought to

find out if the objectives were in effect being achieved.

447. The Commission in it^ findings came to a conclusion that no attempts
were made by the V.o.K. to find out the opinion of the public concerning

what music programmes are presented and how they are presented. The
Commission has observed that in the absence of such evaluation and criticism

the V.o.K. continues presenting its musical programmes without feeling the

need to change course or alter them and so can easily go astray without

realizing it. Perhaps, even more importantly, such as immunity to outside

criticism means that the V.o.K. is entirely dependent on self-criticism, thus

being oblivious to the sentiments of the public that it is, in the first instance,
out to serve.

448. In view of -the above observations, the Commission recommendT
that—the music Advisory Council of the Y.o.K. should institute a system

consultation and feedback from members of the public of all its programmes,
as to the content and manner of presentation of music when designing and

ensure that the public sentiments were borne in mind when designing prog-
rammes.

449. In addition to presenting musical forms to the members of the public
with the intention of making them understand and appreciate those forms,

as described above, the V.o.K. has an additional responsibility of exposing
new forms of music and dance performances. Such new forms may involve

new developments which have resulted from experimentation by trained
artists.

450. Radio and television in particular can be us6d for realizing practically
all the development objectives for music, dance and other performing arts
programmes—for promoting growth and development by providing new
outlets for concerts of traditional music as well as dance and drama. In this
way the media would help in developing and crystallizing informed critical

opinion on which musicians can rely.

451. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the V.o.K. should be
used for the , exposition of new forms of music and dance which are the
results of initiative and experimentation and that members of the public be
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given the opportunity to express their feelings whether these experimentationv
were pointing towards the right directions and so deserving to be developed
further.

Other Media
452. The emphasis on the use of foreign music is not limited to the V.o.K.

The Commission noted that recorded music made available to membors of
the public at hotels, airports, railway stations, and other places through
public address system, juke boxes, hi-fi systems at discotheques and 'at other
public places, as well as background music to locally produced films and
documentaries, is similarly dominated by foreign music. The Commission
has already underlined the fact that Kenya, with its limitless musical potential,
must be self-reliant in its musical requirements on the V.o.K. The same
sentiments must also be expressed regarding the use of music on these other
media.

453. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That at least 80 per cent of recorded music and records played ill hotels,
restaurants, shops, airports, discotheques, and other places mut be of
Kenyan origin.

(b) That films and documentaries which are produced in the country should
use local music as background or incidential music.

454. To ensure that these recommendations are implemented, it will be
necessary that a certain number of music inspectors are appointed within
the Department of Culture of the Ministry of Culture and Social Services
to ensure that the regulations about the use of Kenyan music at public places
and films and documentations are effected. The Comomission, therefore,
recommends that—music inspectors be appointed by the Department of Cul-
ture to check that the regulations about the use of Kenyan music at public
places and in films and documentations are effected.

455. The press is, in some way, an extension of the V.o.K. and as such
all that have been recommended for the V.o.K. can apply to it. The press
should, therefore, play a part in educating the public by explaining to them
the different kinds of music that exist in Kenya, and by running a column in
music. In addition,the press should also disseminate information about when
and where musical and dance performances I-a-ke place, including what new
record releases were available in the market.

456. In the light of the above observations, the Commission, therefore,-
recommends that—the press should take a more active part in informing and
educating the public about music and dance activities taking place in the
country.
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CHAPTER 6—MUSICIANS
Introduction

457. The importance of music and dance in society has been underlined
in Chapter Four of this report. Without the musician such important goals
cannot , be realized as he is the agent through which music and dance perform-
ance is effected. His role in the whole process cannot therefore be over-
emphasized.

458. In Kenya two 'main categories of musicians can be recognized-.
traditional musicians and contemporary musicians. In this chapter the Com-
mission examines the training facilities and resources available to these
musicians to enable them to perform their music to the best of their ability.
In addition, the Commission examines to what degree their services are
recognized, whether they are usefully utilized and whether they are adequately
rewarded for any such services.

Traditional Musicians
459. In Kenyan traditional societies a musician, no less than any other

individual, is also a member of society. His Tole as a musidan is not divorced
from that of ordinary life, but he is nonetheless recognized, acknowledged
and respected as a specialist in his profession.

460. The role of a musician in society is -to perform in a variety of diver-
sified number of social and ritual occasions in the process of which he is
basically to educate, inform and entertain his audience. Where the need arises,
he may also evoke physical response, express emotion, or uplift the spirits
of those who listen to him. In so doing, he will emphasize and perpetuate
the social and cultural values of his society.

461. A musician's contribution may be acknowledged only by recognition
of ability unaccompanied by any form of emolument but very often he will
receive some payments in the form of money, or gifts in the form of property.

4.62. In order for him to acquire the skills necessary to play this role in
society, he has to undergo various forms of training and exposure to musical
situations. Such training is however not given to everybody. Music, in most
instances, is regarded as a talent to be discovered and fostered, and where
that is the case, the individual can attain high levels of performance through
their achievement. But there are also other individuals who become musicians
through being ascribed the role by inheritance through kinship.

463. The Commission has underlined elsewhere in the Report to what
degree foreign influences have undermined our traditional practices, including
music and dance performance and hence the part played by musicians in
society. The Commission similarly observed that our children are getting
less and less interested in acquiring the techniques and skills of traditional
music and dance, either because they have to pay much attention to school
work or simply because they associate such practices with the past.
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464. Traditional musicians have a role in preserving and disseminating
our music and dance traditions. As is well known, however. the traditional
practice of passing on musical knowledge from parents to children in the
homes or through social experience and apprenticeship is becoming less and
less the rule. Because of formal education, fewer and fewer children learn
music and dance through the old system. The teaching of traditional music
and dance, therefore, needs to be emphasized in schools and colleges. This
would ensure that traditional music and dance knowledge is transferred to
the present generation who will become musicians, composers, instrumenta-
lists, singers and dancers to take over from aging musicians and dancers.

465. The Commission, therefore, recommends-

(a) that the teaching of traditional music and dance should become all
essential part of the school and college curricula;

(b) that traditional musicians and dancers be employed to teach and
demonstrate their art in our schools and colleges, including the univer.
sity and be paid appropriate professional fees.

466. With the diminishing of traditional occasions for music and dance
performance, musicians, as outlined in, Chapter Four, have had to look
elsewhere to perform their music. This essentially involves musicians perform-
ing in new non-traditional settings which are invariably out of the original
contexts.

467. Earlier in the report the Commission observed that the traditional
musicians, both in the rural as well as in the urban areas, have tried a variety
of new forums in an attempt to find alternative lucrative venues for perform-
ance. Submissions to the Commission show that where these efforts fail, they
have been prepared to accept any opportunity available to them. Thus we
find some traditional musicians, largely on their own initiative, playing at
night clubs, bars, market . places, or privately in homes , of friends or clans-
men.

468. The Commission further noted -that, in order -to survive, some tradi-
tional musicians who are not necessarily the best, have been willing to form
certain symbiotic relationship with individuals or institution which sponsored
them to perform, for example, on national and state occasions, and at cul-
tural festivals.

469. The performance of traditional music and dance at national and
state occasions has already been discussed in the previous chapter. The Com-
mission observes that despite sponsorship just referred to, attention given
to the welfare of traditional musicians and dancers, when they are invited
by chiefs and other government officials to gather for such occasions, leave
a lot to be desired. Submissions to the Commission indicate that adequate
transport arrangements are not always made where musicians have to travel
far to the venues of performance. Furthemore, owing to poor administrative
arrangements they are made to wait too long at the venues. They may be
asked to be at a place at 5 a.m. even though the actual performance starts
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at 12 noon or later. When it -becomes necessary -to spend the night at the place
of performance, suitable arrangements for accommodation are not made.
As if this were not enough, they are seldom fed properly. The usual meal
for each -person in a period extending from -morning till evening is a bottle
of soda with half-loaf of bread. In addition, where they have spent their
own monies on transportation from -their villages to the place of assembly,
they are not always compensated. In addition to these problems, not all
those musicians invited are actually asked to perform, and when they do,
they justparade past without being given adequate time to demonstrate their
skills. All in all musicians are not given incentive or encouragement for the
services they Tender to the country. In short, they are exploited. They purchase
and maintain their own dance costumes and musical instruments, and they
leave their own work or sacrifice their business hours to -help promote the
cultural image of the country.

470. As already outlined in an earlier chapter, and also alluded to above,
one of the problems that the traditional musician has to cope with on such
occasions is thAt of undue political influence, a factor which has serious
adverse effects on his profession. Submissions received during the interviews
held by the Commission reveal that one such deleterious- influence is the
insistence that the traditional musician should deliver his song in Kiswahili.
Another more insidious one, is the demand by certain individuals behind
the scenes, with political motivation, that their praises be sung as a pre-
condition to promotion and selection to perform at public occasions. The
Commission observes that this practice tends to kill freely inspired composi-
tion.

471. Urban settings at which traditional musicians perforrn include hotels,
bars and private homes. Apart from what has already been said about such
settings, the Commission observes that -the association that traditional music-
ians have with patrons in such settings is frequently exploitative. The
musician, or groups of musicians, are not always adequately remunerated
for their efforts. Thoug the hotels and bars which employ such musicians,h
do a stifling job by giving traditional artist an opportunity to earn a living,
they could do even better by employing traditional musicians as regular sub-
ordinate staff who are called upon to perform as or when the need aiises.

472. One of the strongest reasons for advocating regular employment
for musicians is the fact that in the contemporary situation the traditional
musician is made use of only occasionally, if at-all. Since he is economically
in a weak position, and cannot support himself and family by his music
he is open to temptation and exploitation, especially by unscrupulous record-
ing companies.

473. The Commission observes that the Government has, within limits,
a role to play in ensuring that the traditional musicians is gain-fully employed
beyond the mere provision of subsidies for travelling performers on national
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days and other occasions, as is presently the case. But the Commission further
observes, however, -that at the moment, expectations are raised far. beyond
what the Government alone can do.

474. Occasionally the musician is also asked to perform for research
purposes. Some of the researchers involved pay handsomely, or even overpay;
others do not. There is a conflict here, where on one hand the field is spoiled
for other bona fide researchers, and on the other, the artist is exploited. In
the opinion of the Commission some figure of remuneration -to traditional
musicians should be set as a guide, where the material collected from him
is purely for research.

475. Traditional musicians who release recordings of their music do so
in two ways: either as -a private venture or through material originally inten-
ded for -research but -which are latei published.'Where the latter situations
occur the Commission is of the opinion that -the musician must be paid ac-
cording to copyright laws. The agreed figure with -regard to collecting research
data should in no way -be regarded as commercial payment that absolves the
researcher from this obligation.

476. Another venue available Lo -the traditional musician releasing record- 	 V

ings of their music is through the commercial recording studio. Traditional
artists were among the earliest to make use of such facilities in Kenya. The
Commission observes that though traditional musicians, like other musicians
have many problems in such undertakings, the crux of the matter is that they
are not always paid their dues according to copyright laws.

477. Further submissions to the Commission reveal that traditional musi-
cians play to culturally mixed -audiences -in unusual contexts, which may
include performing indoors or before a microphone. This results in perform-
ances that tend to be haphazard, poorly organized—a situation not conducive
to the available traditional repertoire being fully exploited. The Commission
observes that for best results in the contemporary settings, traditional musi-
cians need to be trained both to acquire new techniques as well as to
maintain the knowledge and skills handed down to them.

478. With all the various problems he has to face, it is not surprising that
the traditional musician is frustrated, and that a lot will need to be done
before he can regain his morale and self-respect. Many submissions suggest
that it is this unfavourable situation rather than the lack of talent that in-
hibits the ability of the Kenyan musician to produce good music.

479. Traditional musicians and dancers, irrespective of where they come
from, are people with similar goals and aspirations. The Commission is of
the opinion that traditional musicians as a group would stand to benefit by
forming their own association, perhaps, organized according to divisions or
districts. As part of the objectives of that association and in contribution
to development, the musicians should in addition organize co-operatives.
Further still, in order to cater for and to protect their interests, all the tradi-
tional musicians in -the country should collectively form only one nationall
association.
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0
	 480. In view of these considerations, the Commission recommends:

(a) (i) That prominent individuals and all good groups of traditional musi-
cians and dancers be recognized and given a chance to participate on
national, state and other occasions.

(ii)That only those invited to actually perform be asked to attend such
occasions, and that they should be given adequate opportunity to
demonstrate their artistry and to explore their repertoire.

(iii)That in organizing musicians for such occasions they should be
provided with adequate transport, food and accommodation.

(iv)That they should be reimbursed for transport and other expensev
incurred in the course of travelling to venues of performance.

(v)That they should be given some honoraria for their services. Guide-
lines should be drawn out by the Ministry of Culture and Social
Services as to how much should be given. As a further incentive, those
performers who excell should be rewarded with functional objects
like blankets, and other items.

(b) (i) That ways and means should be devised to provide regular employ-
0
	 ment for musicians and dancers.

(ii) That hotels in particular and other private institutions which use the
services of traditional musicians should employ such musicians as
regular subord* inate staff who would be called upon to perform as
and when the need arises.

(iii) That the Government has o role to play in ensuring that the tradi-
tional musician is gainfully employed even though it cannot carry out
the whole alone. Private commercial bodies and other institutions
should also be involved as suggested above.

(c) That where music material intended for research purpose is later pub-
lished for commercial use, the musician must be paid according to
copyright laws.

(d) That, similarly, where musicians make commercial recording they
should be paid their proper dues according to copyright laws.

(e) (i) That traditional musicians and dancers are particularly vulnerable
to exploitation by various agencies and so should be protected by
relevant legislations and cultural policies.

(ii) That in general, these should ensure that they are properly com-
pensated in research, for example, a figure should be set as a guide,
line for their remuneration. Such a figure should not be regarded as
commercial payment. Similarly their employment as subordinate stajff
by hotels, for example, should be subjected to normal laws regarding
minimum payment as well as additional recompense for performing
music.

(f) That freedom of artistic expression should be protected, and the musi-
cians encouraged to produce freely inspired compositions.
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(g) (10 That musicians in a division or district should form an association
to cater for and protect their interests.

Qi) That as part -of the objectives of such an association, in order to
further the developmental needs of its members, the musicians should
in addition form a co-operative.

(iii) That all the regional associations should togetherform one national
association of Kenyan traditional musicians.

Contemporary Musicians
481. The issue of professionalism in music defined in terms of whether

a musician depends entirely on his musical skills for economic support has
not featured in our discussion with respect to traditional musicians in Kenya.
Traditional musicians -, as already mentioned, are not wholly dependent on
their skills but as ordinary members of the society, they sustain themselves
through subsistence farming or through other means of gainful employment.

482. In examining musicians in the contemporary setting we encounter a
different category of musicians, the professional musicians whose livelihood
depend entirely on his musical skills. Under this category we have the brass
bands musicians who are employed specifically by the Armed Forces, the
police and prisons to provide the musical needs of the employers, and the
popular dance musicians who perfoim contemporary "pop" music of.their
own creation, some of which are modelled principally on traditional music
while others are hybrid types of African and Euro-American music including
imitations of Western "pop" music.

483. Submissions from members of the brass bands indicated that they
were well catered for in employment and general welfare. The submissions,
however, indicated that they lacked hIgh-quality training which has resulted
in inadequate intonation, phrasing and the general int&pretati ' on of music
they perform. The Commission was informed, however, that some few mem-
bers of these bands had been given,the chance to go and study their instru-
ments overseas but -that the exercise had not been a useful one since the
courses were mostly on interpretation of advanced music requirin g high
degree of irditial competence on the instruments and advance knowledge
in the theory of music which the trainees did not have.

484. In view of the above observations, the Commission recommends-
that a programme of high quality training be initiated locally for those
who perform in brass bands.	 .1

485. Submissions from musicians engaged in dance type music, indicate
that they are not as content as their counterparts in the brass bands. The
Commission was informed that these musicians were plagued with many
problems.

486. Many submissions stressed the lack of training facilities. Most of
these musicians were therefore self-taught: They learned their art ih'an
informal way by ear. Music is a specialized art which requires very high
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quality training from any one engaged in it for a successful execution of the
art. The Commission therefore observed with regret that ,there is no training
institution in the country where these performers could either study popular
music, learn properly to acquire some amount of skills and advanced tech-
niques on the instruments they use in their performance, seek professional
advice, if need be, or learn to write or arrange music for dance bands. The
provision of such training facilities, the Commission observed, has led to
great success of this type of music in certain African countries such as Zaire,
and there is no reason why Kenya could not emulate this example. This
lack of training facilities has, in the opinion of the Commission, contributed
much to the very low standards in the composition and performance of
Kenya's popular music, which in turn has resulted in -the constant use of
non-Kenyan music on the radio and television. The lack of training in the
technique of music practice, which subsequently leads to lack of competence
in composition, has also led the musicians to got involved in -too much copy-
ing of music from foreign lands.

487. The Commission also observed that there was a general lack of
specialization in the different aspects of the music profession amon ast these
musicians. In nearly all cases a musician was expected to be the lyricist, the
composer, the orchestrator, and the performer; yet these branches of the
profes. sion were highl 

I 
y specialized, each requiring special talent and training.

488. Moreover, it came to -the notice of the Commission that some musi-
cians just could handle "strange" foreign instruments. Such musicians were
not always aware that the quality of a musical instrument is not necessarily
directly proportional to the quality of music performed on them. There are
instances, particularly on television where musicians have been content
merely to display flashy equipment without producing music of comparable
sophistication.

489. In view of the above observations, the Commission recommends:
(a) That training facilities offering long-term and short-term programmes

in music, should be initiated for musicians in the country.
(b) That seminars, workshops, and in-service courses should be organized

for practicing musicians all ove y the country so that they can improve
their standards of music composition and performance.

(c)That experienced musicians in the country should be used as instructors
on the training programmes.

(d) That the different aspects of specialization in music need to be recog-
nized and musicians trained accordingly in the specialities.

490. Another problem frequently mentioned in the submissions, was -the
high cost of musical instruments. There were indications that musicians

fA were finding it difficult to purchase modern instruments because prices were
too high. Practising musicians were therefore content to hold onto their
old instruments which were inevitably deteriorating in quality, while up-
coming musicians could not make a start at all. Some submissions also
indicated that owing to import restrictions, certain desired instruments were
iust not available.
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491. With the inability of the musicians to purchase their own instruments
the only venue available for -them to practice for any specific programmes
was in special studios which offered musical instruments for hi!re. This
arrangement was, however, very expensive to the musician. In addition,
the musicians also encountered unfamiliar musical instruments, the proper
use of which they were not sufficiently briefed in.

492. The Commission notes with concern the high cost of musical instru-
ments andtherefore recommends:

(a) That in order to lower the high cost of musical instruments so as to
enable musicians to acquire good quality musical instruments the
Government should consider lowering duty levied on imported musical
instruments; and providing a-rsistance to the musicians through loans
in the same way as it doe' s to other organizations such as the Ministry
of Agriculture.

(b) That the Government should relax import restrictions so that desired
musical instruments can be made more available.

(c)That a system of hire-purchase of musical instruments by musicians
be initiated.

493. The realization of music talent which may eventually lead to success
in music profession depends entirely on such talent being discovered by an
individual or institution which subsequently gives the budding musician a
springboard from which he can start operating. In this respect the discovery
of talents in the music profession is like that of other creative and performing
arts. Having been discovered, the musician depends fully on the patronage
of an institution or the public at large for his art to flourish: the arts can
hardly flourish without the support of some form of patronage.

494. Submissions received by the Commission indicated that in Kenya
there are hardly any individuals or institutions which can sponsor musicians
to start off in their profession. Kenyan musicians, therefore, find it very
difficult to make a start. They have, therefore, to rely entirely on their own
initiative and resources in the endeavour to become members of the music
profession.

495. Having decided to be a musician, the individual is then faced with
an unlimited number of problems, some of which have already been discussed
above. Te immediate problem he encounters at this stage is one of organiza-
tion. The musician has to decide whether he has to perform alone, start his
own band or join an already existing band.

496. Another problem which is of more serious consequences is where
to perform. It has already been underlined in Chapter 4 that opportunities
do not exist where these musicians can perform. While there has been rapid
growth in the employment levels of both central government and public
sector as a whole, the issue of employment, especially of musicians, remains
one of the most serious problems confronting the profession within Kenya's
limited economic system. Even areas where they could easily be employed
have increasingly been monopolized by discos in recent years.
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497. Yet another problem which these Kenyan musicians have to contend
with is one of competition from foreign bands. With the lack of proper music
training, which is further compounded by an impoverishment of musical
instruments, many of the Kenyan musicians cannot stand against these foreign
bands with their very well trained performers and their sophisticated musical
instruments. It is, therefore, not surprising that proprietors of hotels, casinos
and night clubs, where live music performances take place, prefer foreign
bands at the expense of local bands.	 I	

–

498. The Commission regrets that the deficiencies referred to above have
necessarily led to the one-way flow of musicians into Kenya with no reci-
procation of a similar flow of musicians from Kenya to other countries. An
observation similar to the one made about the development of Kenyan
music for foreign consumption in the media on exchange basis is, therefore,
equally applicable here.

499. The Commission observes that the reliance on discos in night clubs
and the hiring of foreign musicians at places where Kenyan musicians would
have performed also deprived the local musicians of their livelihood and
dampened their creative enthusi'asm.

500. Submissions from up-country musicians to the Commission also
underlined that they were often looked down upon in their own local areas
in preference to musicians from Nairobi. Thus whenever there were occasions,
such as national days, and social celebrations during C-hiistmas, when live
performances of music and dance were required, local musicians were ignored
and, instead, those from Nairobi were invited. This, the Commission observes,
undermines the morale of these musicians.

501. The Commission observes that, whereas it is true that the Government
cannot be wholly or even primarily be responsible for directly providing
gainful employment to all Kenyan musicians, it can use its machinery to
facilitate and encourage the creation of employment opportunities for them.

502. From the above observations, the Commission, therefore, recom-
mends:

(a) That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and the Minis-
try of Culture and Social Services should design ways and means by
which young talented musicians and amateur musicians can be dis-
covered and given opportunity for proper training in music. This will
lead to the production of well-trained talented musicians in the country.

(b) That the Government should use its machinery-

(i) to ensure the patronage of Kenyan musicians by hotels, bars, night
clubs, and individuals who organize public music performances
by passing a legislation to minimize, and if necessary to outlaw
the use of disco music or non-Kenyan musicians in the country;

(ii) to ensure that Kenyan musicians were adequately remunerated
when hired to perform;

V
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(iii) to ensure that Kenyan musicians were given opportunity tc share
performance time with discos or foreign . musicians, when neces-
sary.

(c) That the Ministries concerned should make the necessary arrangements
for the local musicians to be given crash training programmes in
music to ensure that their music performances are of high onough
quality to replace, as soon as possible, the part played by discos and
foreign inusicians'at public musical functions.

503. The Commission has observed the dominance of live music perform-
ances in Kenya by foreign musicians. This is not necessarily to condemn
the music which they perform. Much of their music is of very high quality
from which Kenyan musicians stand to gain a lot. The use of non-Kenyan
music also provides variety to the Kenyan public. What we have emphasized
is that, such musicians cannot be employed in Kenya at the expense of
Kenyan musicians. The Commission welcomes the use of such foreign musi-
cians but only on an exchange basis.

504. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a.) That the Government should discourage the use of foreign musicians

in the country by limiting the issue of entry and work permits to such
musicians.

(b) That the rate of taxation on the earning of foreign musicians in the
country be increased.

(c) That the foreign exchange allocation to promoters who wish to invite
visiting musicians from abroad be strictly restricted.

(d) That a system of exchange with musicians from diflerent countries
be eflected on reciprocal basis.

(e)That more opportunities for music performance should be created for
Kenyan musicians. For example, they should be hired by municipal
and urban councils to play at parks, market places and other public
places for the entertainment of the public, especially at the weekends.

(f) That local musicians should be given priority to perform in their own
areas instead of inviting musicians from Nairobi and elsewhere, and
that where musicians are invited from Nairobi, such local mus-icians
should be invited to share platform and perform in turn with them.

Recording Industry

505. Apart from gaining remuneration from regular employment and
from institutions and some members of the public, with which they make
contractual arrangements, musicians are able to obtain income from record-
ings of their music with various companies engaged in the industry.

506. The music having been recorded and pressed into discs must then
be promoted. The public must be made aware of new releases so that they
can buy them. Promotions can be effected through the Voice of Kenya and
newspapers. In this respect the Commission was made aware of dissatisfaction
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ainon- musicians who complain that for records to be played on the radio,

the disc jockeys, and s6metimes even the writers of newspaper columns,

had to be bribed if a musician or a music group were to be featured on the

radio or the papers. For a band to appear on the television, for example,

complicated private arrangements with producers of music programmes are

to be effected.	 I

507. In spite of promotional difficulties the Commission observes that the
music industry is a possible goldmine for Kenyan musicians. There are many

Kenyans who, under normal circumstances, would hardly have a chance -to

patronize the musicians directly at venues of live performances but yet do

so indirectly by purchasing disc or cassette -recordings of these musicians

to listen to through domestic facilities they possess such as record-players and

radio-cassettes. This, ^the Commission observes, is one of the most common

ways in which many Kenyans listen to music: statistics show that the sales

of gramophone records -and cassette tapes in Kenya continue to soaT.

508. The Commission however notes that though these facilities are a

veritable goldmine to musicians the possibilities available have not been

fully exploited or utilized, and where attempts have been made to do so, they

have not always been done to the benefit of the musicians.

509. Submissions received by the Commission concerning the matter

indicated that availability of commercial recording facilities was far from

adequate. In the firstinstance nearly all the recording studios were located

in Nairobi, thus not being readily available to up-country musicians except

at great sacrifice of time and travelling expenses.

510. In contrast, there was an indication that, for Nairobi musicians and

musicians who venture from up-country, there were almost more than enough
recording studios. This, in fact, was to such an extent that many studios
were lying idle, and some were on the verge of winding up; yet -the musiciam",
were far from being content. They complained of high recording fees which

they could hardly afford, and where they did not have instruments and had
to rely on hiring instruments belonging to the studios, the hiring rates for
these instruments were too high for many of them to afford. The musicians

also complained about the lack of venues for practice thus, again, having

to rely on studios, the hire of which were equally expensive. This resulted
in some items being recorded which were not only poorly composed but

were also poorly rehearsed and therefore of very low quality.

5 11. Where the musician himself bears the expenses involved in the whole
field of music recording, which includes the expense of pressing and mass-

reproducing his music, the situation is equally -tou gh, expensive, and un-

profitable. First, the musician decides on a suitable label which costs between

Sh. 800 -and Sh. 2,000. He then takes his music to the studio and pays for the

price of a lape at about Sh. 300, and charges on studio facilities at Sh. 400

per hour. He also has to pay the East African Record Company a sum of

Sh. 920 for a single, or Sh. 2,000 for a long playing record stamper. If the

recording artist is satisfied with the recording, he has to pay for the minimum



release of between 200 and ^50 records at Sh. 4.50 per record. ^he promotion'
and selling of a record is the sole responsibility of the musician. To produce
350 records, a musician must, therefore, have at least, Sh. 3,000 for a single
record, or Sh. 6,000 for a long playing record.

512. Individual ventures by up-coming musicians, or any musician for

that matter, except for those who can claim to be successful, of which

there are not many, is therefore out of the question. Musicians have therefore

to recordthrough. record companies. Only -the companies have the means to

,afford the charges for the hire of studios and instruments, where necessary,

and the facilities for paying V.o.K. and newspaper staff to eventually promote

and subsequently boost the sale of a record. Under this arrangement the

company first listens to the musicians compositions and decides which items

it wishes to record. The selected items are -then recorded and the musician
paid on the spot an advance of between Sh. 300 and Sh. 500. This advance
is recovered by the company from the royalties due to the musician when

records are sold. The musician is paid some commission, ranging between
- / 3 0 cents and KSh. I on every record that is sold.

513. The sadest submissions received by the Commission throughout its
work were, however, those concerned with the war that goes on between

the musicians on the one hand, and the producers, record companies, and

even leaders of music groups on the other. Those involved in the music

recording industry together with leaders of music groups working either
singly or in various permutations and combinations, the Commission was

informed, have caused the musicians so much concern that recently some

musicians in desperation, drafted and submitted a memorandum to His
Excellency the President if he could intervene.

514. One submission after another emphasized the manner in which musi-
cians were exploited by these bodies who were often described as corrupt,
unscrupulous and having mercenary tendencies. Manyindeed underlined -that
the bodies were all out to exploit the musicians for their own gains.

515. These bodies provided services, yes, -but usually at great expense to the
musicians who in most cases were completely ignorant of their legal rights

according to copyright laws of Kenya. But even if they were, the musicians
were often too poor to wait for their royalties, and instead settled for the

payment of a certain sum of money, subsequently losing any rights on the

recording. An arrangement such as this favours the producer where, for

example, a record becomes a hit.

516. The musicians further complained that records sometimes took too

long to come out and very often not enough were pressed. Occasionally they
were cheated by the recording comlyanies themselves who claim that the record
"did not come out" only for the record to be heard later in the shops. Under
such circumstances, the musician is, strangely enough, happy that the record
came out but, all the same, he loses everything. There was one interesting

case in which a music group, having recorded their music, and having heard
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their record being played over the radio were going to press for their claim

when the recording company demanded that they pay for the "losses" it had
incurred on issuing a record which, it claimed, had not sold!

517. The Commission also noted that even enlightened musicians were

often not shrewd enough to launch legal proceedings against record com-

panies even when they were aware that a criminal act had been committed

against them. Many felt they could not afford the lawyers fees for such pro-

ceedings and therefore left matters to stand as they were.

518. Thus with no royalties and with decreasing public support of live

performances as the music of particular artistes go out of fashion, musicians

are bound to get poorer with age. This is so notwithstanding the fact that

their recorded music could still sell and thus go a long way to help them in

their old age.

519. From the above observations, it is evident that in the opinion of the

Commission, the musician is either paid a paltry sum when he undertakes

recording through a recording company, and has little hope for further profit;

or, where he undertakes his own expenses, he has to raise a relatively sub-

stantial sum without ensuring that correct royalties will be paid to him as

there is no way of accounting for the number of records cut by the manufac-

turing company. At the moment, the artist is not covered by "mechanical"

rights; in fact, to date, the recently formed Musicians' Performing Rights

Society has not included Mechanical Rights in its constitution.

520. Submissions from recording companies however underlined that theirs

was a high nsk business. It wasalways a "short in the dark" because there

was noway of knowing in advance, which -recording will sell or will not sell.
Besides, even if a record sold, most records were not of lasting musical

value, and as such sales were effected over a very short time indeed, before
a recording was relegated into oblivion.

521. Certain submissions also indicated that the sales for any recording

was always limited to a very small number. This was due to a number of
reasons. For exeample, they indicated that unless a song was sung in Ki-
swahili, a recording had only a parochial circulation within an ethnic com-

munity, and that such records, including those sung in Kiswahili, hardly
appealed to markets outside Kenya because the quality of their technical

and musical content were not always very high. Some submissions indicated
that since the price of records was not controlled retailers charged high

prices which could not be afforded by many customers.

522. Another -reason given for the low sales figures of records was that

there were no cheap record players in the country which many people could

afford and as such only those few people who could afford the expensive
iecord players subsequently bought the records. Other listeners preferred to

buy cassettes to discs because cassette player now come in combination

with radios, and were, ij ^ addition easier to handle.
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521. Yet another reason given was that enlightened Kenyans have increas-
ingly acquired a taste for non-Kenyan music and as such preferred imported
records to locally manufactured ones, both for taste as well as for the satis-
faction of listening to recordings undertaken with high quality technology.
Submissions from this section confirmed this allegation. They claimed that
the Kenyan market was flooded with substandard recordings since recording
companies were willing to virtually record any -item which was presented
to them without censor and suggested that such quality could be easily
improved if only a censorship board was introduced to ensure that only good
quality music was recorded...This step, they added, would spur musicians
to pay more attention to the quality of their products.

524. Further submissions from the recording companies underlined that
the recording industry was far from being satisfactory. In the first instance
the industry was dominated by a foreign company which did not respect
copyright laws.

525. The attention of the Commission was also drawn to the fact that
there was only one pressing plant in Kenya which was overloaded and despite
its working at full capacity could not turn out records in good time. Besides
this delay, the pressing plant also catered for a number of countries in
Eastern and Central Africa which lead to congestion, resulting in the pressing
of Kenyan recordings being further delayed.

526. Further submissions from the recording companies also indicated that
they were faced with serious financial hardships as a result of government
restriction on foreign exchanges as well as the high duty imposed on tapes
and recording facilities. Because of these obstacles they could hardly improve
their technical facilities. Many were. therefore using outmoded recording
machines which could hardly compete the recordings done in other parts of0

the world using the latest high quality recording facilities. This lack of modem
quality equipment combined with the prohibitive increase in the price of
reel tapes in recent years, means that record companies can neither produce
high quality recordings needed, nor reasonably cut down on the cost of
records.

527. Faced with all these problems, the recording companies felt that they
were doing their best for music in the country, considering the difficult
atmosphere in which they were operating.

528. In summary, the Commission observes that the country's record
industry is existing under very difficult conditions. It is plagued by several
flaws and shortcomings such as bad recordings, lack of guidance for artistes,
poor marketing promotion and others all of which are in dire need of improve-
ment.

529. The Commission further observes that while the country had talent
and -potential market, the exercise of exploiting this market to the full could
not be undertaken because the country did not provide incentives for people
wanting to invest in the industry. These included high duties charged on
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musical equipment and import restrictions which could only.do  harm to an
industry still in its formative stages. It is therefore not strange that an
industry that once boasted of an annual consumption of nearly 4 million
singles and over 300,000 LPs and cassettes, not to mention the thousands
of others sold in the export market has nothing to reflect to that magnitude
of trade.	 I

530. If the Government is to succeed in rejuvenating and aiding -the
growth of the industry, it must provide incentives to investors by charging
low duties and easing import restrictions for those importing raw and finished
music equipment and products necessary in the running of a music industry.

531. From the above observations, the Commission recommends:
(a) That in view of the fact that the music industry is a possible goldmine

for musicians to obtain increased income from, availability of facilities
for recording their music should be explored.

(b) That this being the case, the public should be made aware of new
record and cassette releases through the media, so that people can
buy them. In so doing-
(i) the channels of promotion of local music should be shared through
magazines, the Kenya Times and other newspapers;

(ii) the V.o.K. should have special programmes through which songs
and music of Kenya musicians can be popularized on the radio and
television as much as they do to foreign musics,

(iii) the V.o.K. establishes a policy for controlling the playing of record-
ings over the radio so that all musicians get fair coverage,

(iv) specific effort be made to eliminate or minimize the exploitation
of musicians by disc jockeys and feature writers.

(c) That facilities for listening to music recordings such as record-players,
radio-cassettes, and tape-recorders should be made available to the
public at prices they can afford, by lowering duty on them.

(d) That the V.o.K. recordings siudio which is fully equipped should be
utilized to the maximum for the benefit of the musicians.

(e) That a better distribution of commercial recording studios should bc
made by establishing new ones up-country, to give better access to
rural areas, instead of concentrating everything in Nairobi.

(f) That in order to enable musicians to "quire good quality instruments,
and in order to enable them to aflord recording fees, the cost of
hiring instruments or studios, and the manufacture and distribution
of recordings, a system of loans for musicians, comparable to that
given by the Agricultural Finance Company' to farmers, should be
initiated.

(g) That a body should be formed to audition and censor all music that
is going to be recorded to ensure that only music of the highest quality
was recorded commercially.
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(h) That musicians should be given legal protection to ensure that they are
not exploited or cheated by the commercial sector of the music industry.

0 That musicians should be educated about their legal rights as outlined
in the Copyright Laws of Kenya.

(1) That international conventions and regulations relating to music record- 	46

ings should be ratified and adhered to by Kenya. These include-

Q) the Rove Convention of Piotection of Performers,-

(-ii) the Universal Copyright Convention; and

(iii) the Mechanical Rights Regulation.

W That the Government should enact legislation to check piracy and

plagiarism of records played in the public address systems, juke boxes

as well as on music played in record shops.

(1) That there should be Government regulation governing royalties paid

to musicians fok their recordings.

(m)That legal aid should be provided to those musicians who have been

cheated by businessmen and record companies.

(n)That in order to help raise the quah tity of record sales the price of

records should be controlled.

(o)That the number of pressing plants in Kenya should be increased in

order to ease congestion and to expedite production of Kenyan music.

(p)That the Government should rejuvenate and aid the growth of music

industry by providing incentives to investors through charging low
duties and easing import restrictions for those importing raw and fini-

shed music equipment and products necessary in the running of the

industry.

(q)That there 
is 

need for a mechanical rights to be incorporated in the

constitution of the Musician's Performing Rights Society.

532. Closely related to members of the public patronizing musicians

through the;buying of their recordings for private li gtening is their patroniza-
tion by listening to the musicians over the radio. As already mentioned in

Chapter 5, music broadcast constitutes a major proportion of the Voice of
Kenya broadcasts. In effect such broadcast of a record affords it the widest

audience possible.

533. According to ^erforming rights regulation a musician should be

remunerated according to an accepted formular any time his record-is broad-
cast over the radio.

534. Submissions from musicians indicated that this Copyright Law has
hitherto not been honoured. No payment has accrued to them in this particular
regard for many years. The Commission has however, welcom ed the forma-

Lion of the Musicians' Performing Rights Society which is charged with the
responsibility of ensuring that the regulation was implemented. The Com-

mission also observes that the Performing Rights Society has only recently
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been formed and its impact has not as yet been fully felt. It is the hope of
the Commission, however, that the society is going t6 discharge this duty
to the benefit of the musicians.

535. Further submissions from the musicians regarding the broadcast of
music over the radio also indicated that the choice of records played in the
air was not done fairly. As a result of influence on the V.o.K. staff somo
musicians had an unfair advantage over others in having their records re-
peatedly broadcast. The Commission regrets this practice and recommends:

(a) That the criteria for selecting records to be broadcast over the radio
be spelt out in detail and be implemtnted accordingly.

(b) That disciplinary action should be taken against any V.o.K. stafl who
infringes the regulation pertaining to the selection of records for broad-
cast over the radio.

536. The Commission has observed that the infringement of Copyright
Laws for musicians has not been confined to the unscrupulous producers and
record companies or the Voice of Kenya*as discussed above. Further infringe-
ment of the laws also takes place in all public places such as discos, bars,
hotels, restaurants, shops--iincluding record-shops and such similar places,
where 'musicians' records are played or piped without any means being devised
for keeping tract of the number of -times a record is used for purposes of
implementing copyright laws.

537. In view of this observation the Commission recommends-
that the Musicians' Performing Rights Society should ensure that copyright
regulations are observed very strictly. To effect this, it should employ inspec-
tors to keep tract of recorded music played in all public places and shops
and thus ensure that the musicians whose recordings are played were re-
munerated accordingly.

538. Perhaps the greatest single evil confronting music recording industry
in the present age is piracy. International reports also affirm that piracy is a
threat bewuse it is widespread, because it damages the legitimate recording
industry and the beneffits the legitimate industry brings and because it attacks
the economic and general well-being of any country where it continues to
reign unchecked. Pirates are no longer small traders and petty criminals.
They are large, well organized and fraudulent operators with estimated sales
of US$1,100,000 in ' 1980 alone. Such a figure shows the demand for pirate
product, but it must be realized that the cheap and usually inferior quality
records and tapes only benefit the consumer in -the short -term. Pirates exploit
the market created by the legitimate industry but their sales undermine, and
in some cases have destroyed, local recording industries. This in turn leads
to loss of employment, revenues and encouragement for artistic creativity
provided by the legitimate industry.

539. It can, 1herefore, be seen that piracy involves the re-recording for
re-issue of music materials already recorded without paying any attention
whatsoever to the rights of the original artiste the producer or the recording
company-
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540. As already observed, the evil of piracy -being a global one, has resulted
in many bodies losing literally millions of pounds every year. Kenya is not
an exception to this evil and Kenyan musicians, producers and recording
companies are similarly losing quite a lot of money through this illicit music
business.

541. The fight against piracy need to be carried out on a broad front.
Though the recording industry is committed to the fight against piracy, it
cannot hope to succeed by acting alone. The Government should recognize
that piracy is harmful to the state and that legitimate producers need the
sympathetic support of the Government and legislative bodies. The active
involvement of police and customs authorities must be backed up by an
understanding judiciary which is not lenient with pirates. Police forces should
be encouraged to take an interest in piracy as a crime by itself, and not just
when pirates are engaged in other activities such as drug trafficking, forgery
and smuggling. Similarly, customs authorities, where necessary, must be
encouraged to involve themselves more with the control of pirated goods.
In many countries, the provisions of the Paris Union and Madrid Agreement
for seizure on importation of pirate and counterfeit recordings are not used
effectively. Adherence to such conventions should be strict if piracy is to be
beaten.

542. The need for Government action was emphasized by two major
international conferences which dealt with the problem of record piracy.
At its 4.6th General Assembly held in Stockholm in 1977 Interpol considered
the piracy of both records and motion pictures and passed a resolution recog-
nizing the need for Government action. In March, 1981 the World Intellectual
Property Organization convened a Worldwide Forum on the Piracy of Sound
and Audio-Visual Recordings, attended by Government representatives and
experts from all round the world. Many speakers recognized the need for
Governments to be active both in law-making and enforcements and this
was highlighted in a unanimous resolution.

543. Experience has shown that given adequate laws and enforcement
procedures, and the necessary commitment by the industry, piracy can be
tackled in any part of the world. In the opinion of the Commission, the Gov-
ernment, therefore, needs to be very vigilant about the practice of piracy
by introducing legislation which is aimed at curbing it altogether.

544. The Commission, therefore, recommends.

(a) That appropriate and adequate laws to curb piracy be enacted where
they do not already exist.

(b) That enforcement procedures should be developed along a broad front
on which both Government and recording industry should collabo.
rate. Piracy is equally harmful to the state as it is to industry.

(c) That in enforcing anti-piracy laws the activities of police and customs
authorities should be backed up by an understanding judiciary which
is not lenient with pirates.
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545. The Commission observes that the hosts 'of ills underlined above which

face the profession of music in Kenya are bound, in their combined and

cumulative impact, to affect both the individual personality of the musician

as well as the practice and performance of his profession.

546. Being professional musicians who, because of lack of employment,

are unable to earn enough to live on, means that the life of ^ a musician in

Kenya is very difficult. Many of them are very poor and tend to get poorer

with age. In fact very few musicians in Kenya can be said to have good finan-

cial prospects. The Commission finds the situation ironical when viewed

against people of the same profession in Western. world where a number of

these ills have been minimized. Musicians in those countries are some of the

richest persons in society.

547. The extreme conditions of poverty in which Kenyan musicians find

themselves inevitably lead to a number of problems. In the first instance

many good musicians being scared of the consequences of their profession

are -likely to abandon music as a calling. In this way many are lost. Those who

persist, eventually abandon the profession because popular music, being like
fashion, even able musicians sooner or later discover that they cannot prac-

tice their art because their music no longer appeals to a receptive audience.

The Commission observes that such musicians could yet be utilized to train

or organize younger musicians if suitable facilities and arrangements were

made. Music is a life-time profession. The society must continue to utilize

all its musicians in one form or another all the time, if valuable musical

knowledge and experience is not to be lost.

548. Another consequence of poverty is poor realization of talent and

ability. It would be too much to expect the musicians to produce their best
on empty stomachs. Since the musicians cannot produce the best music be-

cause they aire poor, they subsequently cannot be hired or recorded, thus

developing a vicious circle: the musician being poor cannot realize his best

and is therefore unlikely to be employed and so he must remain poor.

549. Similarly, being poor results in musicians being exposed to exploita-

tion: they sell their rights to the producers and record companies so that they
can get enough to live on if only for the fleeting moment.

550. The poverty of musicians can also be reflected in outward appearance

e 'dent in poor clothing and the -impression of leading a rough life. TheseA

external features may eventually be internalized in the form of a lack of

seriousness of purpose in life, easy life, broken homes, and even loose morals.

551. Another consequence of poverty is 'that the musicians as a group are

always in a state of flux. Bands seem to be plagued with problems of organi-

zation: they form and break up easily; and musicians are always trying their
luck elsewhere, thus appearing to be people with no employment, and of no

fixed abode.
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552. Closely related to bands breaking up is the lack of unity among
musicians. Musicians hinder their own progress by "professional" jealousy,
and occasionally by outright tribalism. There are too many music organiza-
tions with similar objectives, yet they see each other as rivals. As a result
there are frequent brea-k-ups; of bands and organizations owing to lack of
commitment and professionalism. Many of the music organizations, being
tribally based, are disunited to such an extent that even the delegation which
went to see the President ocmsisted only of some, not all, the music organiza-
tions in the country. Thus as a group, musicians are weak, and are lacking in
a common puTMse. This weakness, -the Commission observes, could be
counteracted by the formation of a single association able to keep a united
front, and to speak with one voice and mind in matters of common interest
to the profession, such as organizing a strategy for fighting the ills referred to
above.

553. All this disunity invariably leads to members of the public looking
down upon the music profession. The impression created by musicians that
their profession is uncertain, that "pop" musicians have an unbecoming
character and that musicians are wakora who cannot be trusted and are,
therefore, people who have failed in life, though a false one, helps foster this
view. There is, however, no inherent truth in it. The poor dress of some "pop"
musicians is purely a reflection of the fact that they are jobless. When employ-
ed musicians are usually very sen;sitive* and meticulous about how -they dress.

554. It is the opinion of the Commission that a way should be designed
by the Ministry of Culture and Social Services through which employment
should be found for musicians. As mentioned earlier inthisreport, musicians
could, for example, be employed by parastatal organizations to do all manner
of jobs as executive or even subordinate staff, who are called upon to perform
music on behalf of such organizations, which would in turn collect money
on behalf of the musicians. If so employed the musicians are likely to succeed
more than if left-on-their-own for -it would help elinuinate anxiety and uncer-
tainty that they experience. With their salary thus assured musicians can
realize themselves to the highest possible degree.

555. From the above observations the Commission recommends:
(a) That ways and means should be devised by the Ministry of Culture and

Social Services for musicians to be employed.
(b) That music groups be organized on the same lines as other organiza-

tions such as football clubs with trusted and conscientious directors,
managers and trainers, who should be paid accordingly.

(c) That all music groups, should be registered.
(d) That each group instil discipline among its members and also control

its finances.
(e) That only one national organization should be formed for all musicians

of the same category of music, for example, all "pop" musicians
should belong to one organization.
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(f)That music groups should further form co-operative unions to which

all members should subscribe. Such a co-operative could, for example,

be responsible for the promotion and distribution of records for its

members.

(g)That there should be a government legislation which gives the Per-

forming Rights Society the right to know -the number of records

pressed by any record company in the country.

(h)That the Voice of Kenya should co-operate by giving that "return" of

records played to the^ society so that the recording artist can be correct-

ly paid the monies due to him.

(i)That musicians whose music have fallen out of fashion, but who are

well versed in their profession and are still dedicated, should be

utilized to organize and train younger musicians.

Amateur Musicians

556. We have so far discussed professional musicians: traditional musi-

cians, and quasi-professionals musicians. The Commission observed that there

was a host of other musicians, mostly amateurs, and other musicians who

take music merely as a hobby. This group includes choirniasters, composers

and even the general public for there is also a sense in which everyone is

a musician.

557. Music is an all pervading aspect of everyone's life, and the more

one understands it, the better it is for him, for he will enjoy the music more.

It is therefore necessary to provide facilities for all amateur musicians to

get music education in the special area of their interest. The requirements

for such music education and appreciation, need to be at low cost, and
according to the requirements of the individual person. These would perhaps

best be carried out through the training facilities offered by an extra-mural

programme. The content of such a programme could include problems of

tTanscription and the handling of African harmony,theory, appreciation instru-
40 

mental perfonnance, composition, conducting, and special courses for the

handicapped. It could also include availability of opportunities for music per-

formance.

558. In view of the above observation the Commission recommends.

(a)That amateur musicians should be identified and all the necessary help
and encouragement in the form of employment, further training, etc.,
be given to them.

(b)That privately trained music specialists or musicians should be employ-
ed, if qualified, to teach music in primary schools and other educational
institutions to ease the shortage of music teachers in the country.

(O .That the amateur musicians in the country should be fully utilized in
development programmes.

559. For the full and effective realization of the music profession to the

benefit of the musician and the appreciative public, certain basic requirements

are a prerequisite.
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560. The Commission has already recommended an association for each
category of musicians in the country. It now further observes that a holding
body to be called "Kenya National Musicians Association" should be formed
to which all other categories of musicians should be represented, and which
should also be open to members of the public to join. Such a body would
be equivalent to the Agricultural Society of Kenya, and should play an active
role in the running of the National Festival of Music and Dance. The body
would further strive to iTon out the jea-lousies and personal differences of
various categories of musicians in the country which have tended to interfere
with the overall development of music.

561. Certain facilities are also necessary if musicians are to realize them-
s , elves fully and so be of service to the public which must respect the profes-
sion. One of these facilities is the establishment of a music industry in the
country in which musicians could play a leading role.

562. Such an industry could undeT.take the manufacture and repair of
traditional and non-traditional musical instruments, and costumes for use
by artists. The musicians would also make a deliberate effort to create market
and demand for these products.

563. Related to enterprises such as these, would be the formation of a
central music shop, with branches in the provinces under the auspices of the
Kenya Musicians Association. These shops should be fully equipped to
undertake the sale of music products such as recorded music or discs and
tapes, printed music, music manuscripts, and musical instruments. The manu-
facture or local assembly of record players and radios is another enterprise
which the Government also needs to encourage as a means of saving foreign
exchange.

564. Coupled with these requirements should be the establishment of a
locally owned recording sw&o and a government-sponsored national music
recording company in the country. It should be equipped and manned by
professionally trained technicians, in order to produce high quality recordings.
The recording staff of the studio and company should also be qualified
musicians and not merely technicians trained to handle automatic gadgets.

565. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That a holding body, the Kenya National Musicians Association, be
formed to which all categories of music groups be represented, and that
membership for the association should be open to members of the
public. Such a body would cater for the interest of all types of musi-
cians and music lovers in the country. It would also draw up a code
of ethics and other regulations and bye-laws governing all matters
pertaining to the music profession in the country.

(b) That a music industry be established in the country to encourage the
manufacture and repair of equipment, small cottage industries organ-
ized on a co-operative basis, the expansion of record pressing plant
facilities, the opening of a central music shop under the auspices of
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the Kenya. Musicians Association, the establishment of a local owned

recording studio and a Government sponsored National Music Re-

cording Company.

General Observations

566. We have gone to great lengths to underline the predicament of

musicians highlighting a number of problems which those who join the

profession are likely to encounter. This is not to imply that they are blemish-

less. Though the bad conduct of musicians was said to be the result of poverty,

not all of it can be attributed to it. There are some musicians who are simply

rough and inconsiderate. Related to this issue is the lack of professional

code of ethics, especially with respect to "pop" musicians and some church

choirmasters. Questions, were also raised over the participation of minors

in dances for tourists. The Commission, therefore, recommends that Music,

being just as respectable profession as any other, should have a code of ethics

to make musicians carry themselves in a disciplined manner.

567. Musicians are equally guilty of plagiarism. On the whole there is

too much copying of other peoples compositions. The result is that in the

field of popular dance music individualismhas almost -been destroyed. Copying

and presentation of stereotyped compositions have also resulted in the near

obliteration of ethnic nuances. Not so long ago it was possible to tell the ethnic

origin of musical piece by its music style, rhythm, and melodic form. This

is now becoming more and more difficult as groups have developed similar

musical styles, -which apar-t frombeing distinguish^wbleby language -alone bear

no other means of identity. This state of affairs will eventually lead to lack of

variety, which may be undesirable.

568. Submissions to the Commission also indicated that musicians tend

to append titles such as professor, doctor to their names. Such titles are mis-

leading if not inaccuTate, and should be discouraged. The Commission, there-

fore recommends that-

(a)a deliberate eflort should be made to encourage initiative and origina-

lity in the composition of Kenyan popular music,

(b)musicians should desist from appendi^g ficticious titles to their names.

569. Further submissions to the Commission also indicated that a number

of pop musicians had a tendency to copy blindly musicians from foreign

countries by wearing long unkempt hair or simply dressing shabbily. The

Commission is of the opinion that Kenyan musicians should desist from such
practices and that the musicians' association should introduce regulation

to discourage such practices.
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CHAPTER 7—TRAINING OF MUSIC PERSONNEL
Introduction

570. For an effective implementation of music and dance development
programmes which have been recommended in this report, proper quality
training for musicians and other personnel who will implement the program-
mes is of paramount importance. In this chapter, the Commission therefore
outlines the feasibility of proper training program-me undedining thenecessity
for such a programme to be so diversified as to cover the training of ail types
of personnel connected with music as well as those in other performing and
creative arts.

National College of Music
571. Training in music in the country to date has been that existing in

very few institutions, such -as Kenyatta University College, teacher training
colleges, Kenya Conservatoire of,Music and some few private music insti'tu-
tions or establishments. Recently, a diploma course for music teachers was
introduced at the colleges of humanities at Kagumo and Siriba.

572. It has already been underlined elsewhere in this report that the
training in music at Kenyatta University College and the teacher training
colleges have not been successful because of various reasons such as inade-
quacy of training and teaching facilities.

573. Further to this, it has already been recommended in this report
that there should be strict adherence to and maintenance of the admission
requirements to -the university, as well as the colleges of humanities. This
will close the doors for the bulk of the people seeking admission because
not many Will qualify and will, therefore, not have any place to go. The
Kenya Conservatoire of Music and the other private music institutions, on
the other hand, train only amateur musicians who simply want to make music
for their own enjoyment and, with their limited resources, will not be in
a position to admit all interested people to their study programmes. Yet
the Commission realizes the need for trained manpower at certain levels,
and provision must, therefore, be made to train and utilize the talents and
ability of the increasing number of people needed to handle music and other
performing arts development pro grammes in this country.C

574. The music profession is diverse, comprising such areas as research,
performance, composition and others. Teaching is only a small part of it.
Since it is not only academic personnel like teachers from the university
and teacher training colleges who are required to implement music pro-
grammes, the Commission -realizes the need for proper quality training for
musicians of all types. Music technicians, and other performing and creative
arts personnel are, besides, needed to help with the effective implementation
of music and dance programmes.

575. The Commission has observed that whenever there has been a need
for trained personnel in any field i p the country to handle and implement
Government development programmes, the setting up of special training
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programme to produce the required manpower has been the answer. Indeed,
it was precisely because of this need that the Government set up the Wamalwa
Commission in 1972. Submissions from musicians regretted, however, that
in spite of the manpower needs of the country in the field of music, the
Warnalwa report which deals with Government training policy, objectives
and programmes in the light of the then foreseeable itraining priofities and
recommendations for changes, did not mention training in music. This may
have been so because music was not a Government priority item then, but a
timehas now come when it hasbecome necessary to review the music training
programmes in the country.

576. From the above observations, the Commission recognizes that the
demand for professionally trained musicians in the country is higher than
it has ever been. Above all, we have a greater realization that the country's
task is to train an increasing number of people able to handle all'the music
development programmes in the country which cannot be handled by the
existing music training institutions even after their training facilities have
been improved on the lines already suggested. Besides, the unnecessary frag-
mentation of training facilities due to lack of proper planning is clearly
wasteful in terms of resources. Effective music training requires special
teachers and instructors who are in very short supply in Kenya, and it also
involves the provision of expensive infrastructure and equipment. It follows
that music training, should be conducted on a national basis to make the best
use of scarce and costly resources. The Commission, therefore, recommends
that a College of Music should be established in the country to provide quality
training for all music personnel. The personnel to be trained should include
teachers, performers, composers, researchers, and others who will handle
music education, performance, and research programmes in the country.

577. The Commission recognizes that development in the country should
be national and already most national institutions are situated in Nairobi.
To encourage uniform development in all parts of the country, the establish-
ment of new institutions should be located outside Nairobi when the need
arises. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the College of Music
should be located at any suitable area other than Nairobi.

578. Although other performing and creative arts are not part of the
Commission's terms of reference, these arts are closely inter-related to music,
and as such, it is important that provision for their study is also made at the
college. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the College of Music
should be planned in such a way that when need arises, provision can be
made to incorporate programmes or coursis in other performing. and
creative arts.

579. The development of the character of an institute or college depends
on its organiization and administration structure, as well as on the founda-
tions laid down in the initial years by both staff and students. The Commis-
sion gave consideration to various types of physical design for campus models
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suitable for residential life and programmes relevant to the philosophical
framework, national ethos, educational objectives and models of administra-
tion and management that would enable the college to develop its own
unique character. The Commission feels that when new buildings for the
college are being considered, single-sited model should be borne in mind
because it is cheaper to set up; the same facilities can be used to meet the
needs of many more disciplines including dance and drama. It is, therefore,
better to make use of common infrastructure and personnel which will create
room for multi-disciplinary interaction.

Scope of the College's Training Programmes
580. The programme at the proposed College of Music should provide

for enrolment in correct courses leading to local qualification. Two types of
course programmes should be taken at the college. The first should be regular
long-term courses and the other short-term courses for those who need some
kind of vocation or in-service courses. Theregular long-term courses should
involve the professional training of music teachers, performers, technicians
and composers. Courses should also include special programmes for training
teachers who are to undertake the training of physically handicapped children.

581. Hitherto, training programmes have been designed for those handling
music lessons in schools, who are usually choirmasters. Now the country
needs proper music teachers and other professionals who are well qualified
to handle music education and other programmes. There is confusion in the
public mind as to what a choirmaster is and what a music teacher is: people
think that they are identical. Yet there is a big difference between a choir-
master and a music teacher. The first distinction is one of function. The
choirmaster imparts a limited range of practical skills. The music teacher
is concerned with much more and requires a much wider knowledge. The
choirmaster is to be recruited from gifted "singers" and should be given a
comparatively short training on how to impart his skills. The music teacher,
on the other hand, is a professional teacher and should, ideally, be recruited
from the ranks of experienced musicians.

582. The training of music teachers for primary schools has for some years
been carried out at the teacher training college. The training of teachers
has been one of the highest priorities of the country. In terms of numbers
the problems of providing adequate training for primary teachers is the big-
gest problem. There is a great deal of evidence that the current standards
for recruitment of teachers are too low. In consequence there are now many
music teachers of moderate musical attainment; most of the teachers of music
are not qualified enough to handle their vocation confidently.

583. The Commission believes there is need for a new type of course or
programme to be designed to equip the music teacher with all the music
skills and knowhow. Today's schools have new structures and functions, as
well as new calibre of students and, as such, the country needs good quality
teachers to handle such situations.
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584. Initially it may be necessary to design crash programmes at the new
college to accelerate the training of teachers and other musicians to meet
the immediate needs of the present music development programmes. This
would subsequently be followed by long-term training programmes for the
teachers as manpower requirements become adequate when the two pro-
grammes can run side-by-side. The Commission, therefore, recommends that
the college of micvic should mount courses including crash programmes for
the training of music teachers.

585. Programmes for the initial preparation for teacher training courses
should be based on, first, an analysis of the work to be done by the teachers.
Secondly, there should be a carefully worked out programme of on-the-job
in-service training. Thirdly, there should be a reinforcement of this on-the-job
training by periodical full-time off-the-job training courses at training institu-
tions. In order to implement a nationwide training of this kind, it will be
necessary for the college to train a sufficient number of lecturers to give the
systematic in-service training to the teachers. The Commission recommends:

(a) That the training of the lecturers for the college of music should start
immediately.

(b) That the lecturers should be drawn from ex-Kenyatta University College
music graduates.

(c)That before taking up their training duties these graduates should be
promoted or otherwise rewarded for their additional responsibilities.

586. When these lebturers are trained and a systematic programme has been
started, there will be the need for their training to be backed-up by formal
off-the-job courses. These should be shorter duration courses that will increase
their output. This kind of continuing training programme oriented to the local
syllabus will eventually lead to achievement of local qualifications at the
college on similar lines with those of the Associated Board of the Royal
Schools of Music, or of the Trinity College, London.

587. The Commission further observes that the government should induce
teachers who are talented in music and are selected to undergo the course
of training suggested here by granting them study leave with pay. This would,
in the opinion of the Commission, open the course to many more individuals
who would otherwise not be interested because of full commitments. The
Commission, therefore, recommends that teachers who are selected to under-
go courses in music teaching should be granted study leave with pay from
the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

588. In addition to the training courses for music teachers and lecturers,
the college of music should, also, provide training for music performers,
musicologist, researchers, composers, technicians specializing in manufacturing
and repair of musical instruments and dance costumes, and others to help
them acquire new skills and improve upon what they already know. The
college should also give performers in particular, a broad artistic direction
and support they need to produce the kind of high quality performances
acceptable to all.
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589. Besides the long-term and short-tetrn c0tir geg , opportunities should
be created at the proposed College of Music for administrators and cultural
officers as well as research assistants and other personnel who will help
with the actual planning and implementation of programmes of music per-
formance, research, documentation and dissemination.

Curricula
590. Various programmes of study at the college should be designed

to suit the needs of particular training programmes or requirements. How-
ever, in order that the teaching programmes at the college produce graduates
with not only the required qualifications but also the right skills, the type'
of curricula given should be those that combine theory with practice. Educa-
tion at the college need to emphasize the combination of the acquisition of
both theoretical knowledge and technical skills which are necessary for the
practice of music. The training must make the required emphasis on the
necessity to be able to cope with the demands of the music performance
programmes. A greater amount of instruction time must therefore be spent
on the practical aspect of the training programme so that the college can
provide teams of trained musicians and technicians who can translate the
ideas of artists into a living experience.

591. With regard to special courses that will be run at the college, the
Commission feels that the employers of the trainees should be involved
in determining the type of training their employees require i.e. the syllabuses
should be geared towards the needs of the trainees. The training programmes
for music teachers and church choirmasters for example, should be sanctioned
by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, and the Kenya Council
of Churches respectively. A closer liaison must, therefore, be established
between the trainers and their clients; the organizations which are sending
the people for training. This implies that there is the need for task analysis
which will affect not only the content but also the methods used in training. It
also implies that the effectiveness of all training must be carefully evaluated.
The objectives of the training programmes must be defined and understood
not only by the trainees and their clients, but also by ' those actually under-
going the training programmes.

592. Music is an art of communication, hence the need for trainees to know
English and Kiswahili. A good knowledge of English and Kiswahili is import-
ant for musician-trainees and, as such, the Commission feels that both
languages should be taught at the college to enable the trainees to be able
to write and speak both languages well after graduation.

593. It has been made evident to the Commission that one of the social
problems to be dealt with in the country is the attitude that education is limited
to the schooling period, between infancy and attainment of adulthood. This
erroneous belief further goes on to assume that schooling should provide
ev, eryone with all the knowledge and skills required to meet all their occupa-
tional needs for the rest of their lives. The Commission believes in the concept
and practice of lifelong continuing education which should be opened to
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eve rybody; schooling is only a part and may not always be the most significant
part. Furthermore, the Commission reiterates that even for the musically
educated people, the complexities and changing nature of the responsibilities
they hold make it mandatory for them to go on acquiring new knowledge
and skills throughout their lives. The college should therefore offer training
opportunities to students, amateur and professional musicians and others on
extension or inservice basis, and also to teachers, choirmasters and music
adjudicators through special vacation on week-end orientation courses during
which workshops, lectures. for specialized training for the physically handi-
capped.

594. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That special inservice music courses should be organized at the new
music college for various individuals or groups of individuals accord-
ing to their needs and requirements.

(b) That other training programmes besides the regular teaching program-
mes should be organized at the college of music for cultural officers
and others who need such training in the country.

Extension Courses

595. The Commission feels that in addition to its regular programmes
the college should offer extension courses leading to the diplomas of the
college or external diplomas of the colleges of humanities. In this way it
would open its doors to a much wider number of students who would like
to further their academic studies but are not able to undergo the conventional
residential courses offered by the colleges. These extension courses, the Com-
mission observes, would be necessary for the following reasons:

(i) There may exist a number of candidates who qualify for the diploma
course in the colleges of humanities but, due to lack of residential
space and academic facilities they cannot be absorbed into the colleges.

(ii)Practising teachers would also take the opportunity to further their
education without disrupting their productive employment.

(iii) The External Diploma Programme will have double benefit in that
those who register will be able to work and learn at the same time.
This will especially be a bonus to teachers because the classroom
situation will provide an instant and continuing opportunity to practice
what they will have learnt.

Ov) A much wider student population can be reached at a comparatively
cheaper cost.

596. Experience from various similar study programmes around the world
shows that it is essential to include some form of face-to-face sessions in
the programme because here we are dealing with a case where a student's
situation is essentially one of physical isolation from the tutor. The importance
of this personal contact, no matter how slight, must therefore be stressed
because of the significance of visual and aural contact over and above tuition
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through correspondence. The exact nature of such sessions varies from pro-
gramme to programme. In some situations, the face-to-face requirement is met
when the distance learner meets with the course tutor at specified periods
during the course of his study. In other situations, groups of students are
brought together into organized residential sessions. Such sessions may be
useful if they are used for review and practical lessons rather than organized
lectures which may bore students who have questions to ask.

597. Two alternative approaches for the residential requirement are sug-
gested here-

W students should be asked to attend organized residential sessions at
a convenient central place during their academic year. This time
would be used to teach essential topics that cannot be taught at a dis-
tance, for example, methodology of field work, construction of musical
instruments, discussions, simulations, remedial work and so on. Idealy
the residential courses could involve the students for two consecutive
weeks in order to minimize travel costs, but it should be possible to
vary the duration for certain students who may require extra coaching;

(ii) a regional approach should be used whereby students meet in various 	 to

regions close to their places of work so that tutors meet with them
there for specified periods.

598. The first alternative is suitable for the programme since use of certain
resources and facilities which are difficult to transport may be required. In
line with this alternative there should be at least three face-to-face sessions
every academic year for the external diploma students as follows:

Q) A seven to ten days orientation period at the beginning of the pro-
gramme when the student will be briefed on techniques of private
study, assignment writing, feedback, etc.

(ii) A two weeks period half-way through the academic year which will be
used as review of the progress the student is making.

(iii) A two weeks session just before the examinations which will be used
as a further review as well as a revision session.

(iv) At this stage, the question of how well prepared a student is to sit the
examinations will be looked into and the necessary guidance provided
to students in their revision.

599. The Commission observes that in addition to the courses described
above, the external students should be engaged in project work which should
form part of every teaching situation particularly at tertiary levels. This
should start with a contract between a student and his tutor in which it is
discussed and agreed about the student's projected study plan, means of
obtaining information, and final goal. The student should then research his
project on his own, guided more or less by his tutor, and make use of local
facilities, resource persons and museums and libraries. The finished piece
of work, if it is approved by the examiner is then awarded the agreed mark.
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Individual project work has in the recent years been regarded as an accepta-
ble route towards academic or professional qualification in many tertiary
institutions.

600. The nature and methods of assessment of external. students will deter-
mine the quality of education provided to them. In this connection it has
already been indicated that for the -purpose of comparability of academic
standards and to ensure the credibility of external diploma awards, external
students should register and sit for the same examinations as internal students.

601. It is important that adequate training is provided to all tutors involved
in the external degree programme. A comprehensive training programme
should be planned and conducted by university staff experienced in distance
teaching methods and techniques. In this connection the Institute of Adult
Studies should be expected to play a leading role in the training of tutors
and other personnel engaged in the pro'gramme. The training should start
before the actual course writing commences and will thereafter be conducted
at regular intervals. Attendance to the training sessions should form part of
the contract between the university and the course tutors.

602. The methods of training of tutors and other . participants for the
programme should include workshops, seminars and use of training manuals
and, handbooks, and the scope of training should cover such areas as planning
and production of distance teaching materials, the methods and techniques
of distance teaching, the preparation of students study guides and the evalua-
tion of external students specially for the purposes of continuous assessment.

603. From the above * observations, the Commission recommends that-
the College of Music should organize extension courses leading to diploma
qualification of the college as well a,, those of the colleges of human'ities.-

Certification
604. At present, a number of courses are aimed at taking foreign qualifi.

cations or a training for foreign qualification simultaneously with training for
the local qualification. We believe that this is an unnecessary duplication of
effort and that, where training is geared to a foreign qualification, this involves
the trainees in having to assimilate a great deal of useless knowledge. The
Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That all training for musicians at the college, should be aimed at obtain-
ing local qualifications and that training for foreign qualification in
music should be restricted.

(b)Diplomas should be given to graduates undergoing long-term courseV
or programmes, and certificates should be awarded to persons who,
take short-time courses.

Admission Requirements

605. The entry requirements for applicants for diploma and certificate
courses should be determined by the Board of Governors of the-College.
However, the Commission feels that candidates for diploma "courses should
possess, at least 5 passes in the "0" level certificate examination, including
music.
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606. Due to the large number of potential applicants, the admissions

procedure should be as stringent as possible so as to ensure that only candi-

dates who have a real interest for the course and who are likely to complete
their studies are selected. In this connection there should be an aptitude test

and interview for all the candidates who satisfy the above admission require-

ments before the final selection is made. The Commission, therefore, recoin-
mends that there should be aptitude testing and interviewing, board at the
new College of Music to select candidates for all courses.

Staffing of the College

607. The primary aim in the recruitment of staff for the College of Music

should be the appointment of suitably qualified Kenyans for all posts if

possible. This, however, is unlikely to be possible immediately since there

is shortage of personnel. Expatriates with acceptable qualifications and ex-

perience should be carefully selected and appointed in areas where there
are no adequately qualified Kenyans. Such appointments should be on contract

terms so as to ensure that no competent Kenyan is denied employment. To

maintain a creditable academic image both nationally and internationally,

all appointments should be given on the basis of merit. The Commission,
therefore, - recommends that qualified Kenyans should be appointed to fill

posts at the college. A few qualified expatriates should be recruited whenever
necessary.

608. The Commission realizes the need for staff development of the

college.. There is a need for a scheme planned for the college which should

identify potential Kenyans and offer them scholarships and fello^vships or

study leave for further training locally or abroad. The Commission, therefore,
i^c6mmends that a comprehensive staff development programme should be
established at the College of Music at every stage of its development.

609. Whenever, possible, the training needs of the college should be met

with optimum use being made of Kenyans as the trainers. We recognize that
in certain areas it may be difficult to Kenyanize the trainers fully for some-

time. A suitable arrangement is to be made for training projects to be con-

sidered from the start as joint ventures in which there will be an integrated
team of Kenyans and outside advisors and lecturers. From the onset, Kenyans

must have a worthwhile share of the work and be fully responsible for the

part. They must then be - trained or developed systematically so that their

share of the work responsibility is increased progressively to the point where

they are in complete charge.

610. Arrangements could be made with various donor agencies for a
package involving secondment of expatriate staff while Kenyans are under-

going training. The college should also be able to facilitate the exchange of

material and lectures from comparable institutions from neighbouring African
countries. Another way of meeting current deficits in the highly specialized
skill and knowledge in music is through the use of short-term consultancy

services from local and overseas experts.
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611. Another particular form of specialized training which the Commission

believes to be of particular value is the granting of study-leave or sabbatical
leave to qualified persons to pursue a course relevant to the music pro-
grammes, locally or abroad. Well designed programmes or tours for staff
of the college to observe or study how things are done in other countries
should also be encouraged when funds are available.

Establishment

612. The college should not hesitate to start in a modest way with the
appointment of a director and a few lecturers and gradually incTeased staff
as the work is expanded or as resources become available. The establishment
proposed hereunder should, therefore, be regarded as an estimate of wiiat
will be needed at some future date when qualified Kenyans are available
and can be appointed so that an appropriate staff training scheme can -be
worked out.

613. Ideally the college would require, for a start, a staff consisting of-

(a) a principal;

(b) a team of lecturers, tutors, demonstrators, technicians;

(c) a team of administrative and secretarial staff.

The principal must be an administrator and a professional musician. In
addition, he should be a man of the. highest calibre and must be able to
command the respect of staff members, of trainees, and of other people such
as government officials, clergy, members of the public with whom the nature
of their work brings them in contract. It will be his responsibility to direct
the training programmes of the college, liaise with various ministries and
other bodies, and work out scheme for training various group 's of musicians
and national teams whenever necessary. He should also work out an ex-
change programme, at a later period, for material and teachers from compa-
rable institutions.

614. The training staff should be men with professional experience in their
specialized music fields. In addition they should be versatile in other fields
in music so that they can be fully utilized. They must also be people with
experience who have demonstrated success in their work as practitioners.
These lecturers must be prepared to become professionals in the training
work. This implies that they must take the trouble not only to keep conti-
nually up-to-date in their own speciality, but also in the philosophy, metho-
dology and techniques of training.

The CoWng and Financing of the CoUege

615. The provision of the required financial resources to meet the building
costs and both the basic capital needs and initial recurrent costs for the run-
ning of the new College of Music is of paramount importance. The present
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economic situation in the country due to high inflation, world-wide recession
and other economic constraints makes it difficult to get the required funds
needed to implement immediately the establishment of the college and its
training programmes.

616. In this circumstance every possible resource must be tapped and every
precaution taken to ensure a good beginning and a smooth running of the
college. The Commission recommends that the college should start operating
in a modest way with a small stafl and student intake at the possible time
in a temporary building, until funds are found for putting up new buildings
for the college.

617. It is of course a waste of national resources to construct facilities
before it is known that the staff and other resources will be available to
operate and maintain them. The avoidance of idle capacity requires assurances
in advance of the commitment of funds to development projects, that the
recurrent and foreign exchange costs of operation and maintenance can be
met and that qualified personnel will be- available through co-ordinated
training programme if these are required. It would be simpler if the finances
needed for the College of Music could be covered by special subvention
from the government. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the
financing of the college should be considered for inclusion in the formal
budget after assessment of the recurrent implications and staff requirements
of the college. Efforts should also be made to obtain outside aid for , expen-
diture on equipment, vehicles and research'

618. The College of Music is planned to promote the growth, documenta-
tion and dissemination of music and the other performing arts in the country
and, as such, all the resources of the people must be pooled together to make
this dream a reality. Like it is in traditional society where people come to-
gether on their own accord to perform music and dance for particular
occasions and ceremonies or rituals so should all Kenyans come together in
the Harambee spirit with a corporate effort to help to sponsor and support
the college.

619. If these personal efforts that will inspire the international com-
munity, funding agencies, foreign bodies and organizations and even countries
to assist the college financially and with manpower in its establishment and
management.

620. But while we believe that, as far as possible, all the training of music
personnel should be done locally, there is still likely to be a place for overseas
training in a limited number of fields, mostly technical. Such fields will include'
piano tuning and skills in repairing and maintaining musical instruments.
These are fields or areas of study where the cost of setting up local training
programmes would be costly . and prohibitive. The Commission recommends
that overseas training should be made available to.a. few trainees to specialize
in technical training for which the numerical need of the country is not
very great.
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621. The successful achievement of music education programmes or objec-
tive depends much on good training which requires adequate provision of
human resources, technical and other physical facilities as well as the funds
which are necessary to finance the acquisition of all the essential requirements.
Like any other developing country, Kenya continues to experience relative
shortages of the resources , to meet all national development needs. The
resources that the country possesses must, therefore, be utilized to maximum
benefit.

Equipment
622. Equipment and supplies are important requirements of the college

for its training programmes. Besides rooms to be allocated for offices, lectures,
library, archives, listening rooms, storage, practice, concerts and other perfor-
ances, the colleges needs text books, teaching aids and musical instruments
and such facilities as recording, filming and other equipment for the prepara-
tion of educational materials in the form of kits of. slides, film strips, sheet
music, booklets and others.

623. In the present circumstances of fiscal constraint, every effort must be
made, when procuring materials for the college, to obtain the lowest available
prices. Materials and equipment should be standardized in every feasible way
not only to secure lower prices through quality purchase but, also to reduce
subsequent costs of repair and maintenance.

Private Music Institutions
624. The Commission has observed that besides the Kenyatta University

Coliege and the college of humanities, there are some private music institu-
tions in the country which include the Kenya Conservatoire of Music.

The Kenya Conservatoire of Music
625. The Kenya Conservatoire of Music is an independent non-profit

making organization which was established in Nairobi in 1944. It has had
two main objectives, namely the teaching of conventional Western classical
music to people of all races and, the improvement of the standard of musical
appreciation and performance in Kenya by the presentation of frequent
concerts of mostly Western music by visiting artists. In 1952 the conserva-
toire's activity was enhanced by the inauguration of a ballet school under the
direction of Madame Vera Zerkowitz.

626. Throughout its history, many Kenyan musicians have benefited from
the services of the Conservatoire of Music. Submissions from members of the
public acknowledge the excellent work that the conservatoire has undertaken
over the years. They nonetheless questioned the validity of an institution
which, even after 20 years of Kenya's independence, has not made much effort
to include'in its programme the promotion and teaching of indigenous musics
and dances of the people of this country. The Conservatoire prepares candi-
dates for only the external Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music
and other foreign music examinations.
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627. The Director of the Conservatoire of Music has made it known to the 	 0
Commission that the Conservatoire has major problems in finance and accom-
modation which need to be solved before he could improve and expand the
present teaching programmes to include traditional music and dance inst-
ruction.

-0

628. The Commission, therefore, recommends:
(a) That the Government should help the Kenya Conservatoire of Music

with finances so that more staff and accommodation can be acquired
to expand its teaching programmes to include traditional indigenous
music and dance courses.

(b) That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music, in conjunction with the Mini-
stry of Education, Science and Technology and the proposed College
of Music and the Universities should prepare candidates for ' local
Kenya oriented music examinations, the standards of which should
be equivalent to the overseas music examinations.

(c)That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music should strive to establish
branches in other urban areas in the Republic.

(d) That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music should aim at training musi-
cians to an advanced level comparable with similar institutions else-
where in the world.

Other Private Music Schools

629. In addition to the Conservatoire of Music, private tuition in music
goes on in private institutions such as the African Inland Church School of
Music., and in other private schools where the programmes followed are
-idiosyncratic. There are also a few private tuitions given by individual
music specialists to students but since private music instruction is expensive,
these facilities are only exploited by wealthy parents.

630. All over the world music education is never a government priority
and, as such, the Commission feels that at this stage it is necessary to have
official government support and encouragement to private enterprises for
setting up.music institutions such as the Kenya Conservatoire Of Music in
the provinces. If enhanced, this idea, the Commission believes, will help
improve the standard of music performance. About two decades of official
sponsorship of music education in the country has shown clearly that musical
development can be painfully slow if the private sector does not take lead
in professional training of musicians.

63 1. Music education is expensive and private sector cannot handle things
on its own. The Commission is of the opinion that expansion of Government
facilities should, therefore, extend to the private sector. The Government
should, however, give better guidance and control the training offered by
private music institutions. The Government should assist the private institu-
tions with funds grants or in the form of guaranteed loans to assist talented
musicians to get further training. Such loans or grants will help these institu-
tions *to purchase equipment and supplies for their teaching programmes.
In view of the above observations the Commission recommends:

0
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(a) That the Government should support and encourage private enterprises
aimed at setting up music institutions.

(b) That these private music institutions or schools should prepare students
for local National Music Examinations and should include traditional
. music and dance instruction in their teaching programmes.

W That such private music schools or Institutions should be subjected
to inspection by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
to ascertain that their programmes of study, equipment and other
facilities are of the required standard in quality.

Sponsorship of Music Students
632. It has been observed by the Commission that appropriate govern-

mental and institutional support or sponsorship for talented individuals to
study music and for training personnel to carry out music and dance develop-
ment programmes in the country is needed and priority should be given to
this when funds are available.

633. The Commission, therefore, recommends:

(a) That the Government should sponsor amateur and professional musi-
cians, administrators and cultural officers, academic and technical
personnel and others who need further training (whether short-term
or long-term training programmes) to help with the planning and
implementation of programmes of performances, research and teach-
ing.

(b) That the Government, through the ministries of Education, Science
and Technology and Culture and Social Services, and the Directorate
of Personnel Management should provide scholarships for local and
overseas music training.

W That these ministries should also solicit for funds from donor agencies
such as Unesco, and Ford Foundation, as well as other sources to
help with the training of music and dance personnel, purchase of
equipment and research.

634. The Commission realizes the need for the college to provide special
training for different institutions or organizations according to their require-
ments. For example, the church organization may organize a course for
church choirs for which it would sponsor the trainees.

635. The Kenya Music Trust was established some years back in the
country to sponsor persons talented and interested in taking courses in
music. The Commission, however, thinks the Trust should extend its sponsor-
ship to teachers and other musicians outside Nairobi who would like to take
music lessons at the Conservatoire and elsewhere. At present it looks like
the Kenya Music Trust only caters for people in Nairobi and those interested
in Western music. Submissions from the public indicate that the Trust should
also sponsor those interested in taking lessons in other music.
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636. The.Commission recommends:

(a) T hat the Kenya Music Trust should extend its sponsorship in music
training to musicians outside Nairobi.

(b) That the Music- Trust should not only sponsor training programmes
but should also spread its activities to include sponsorships of lectures,
and performance -programmes that promote traditional music and
dance throughout the country. The . Trust could, for instance, help in
-financing short-term vacation courses in music, as well as research
in music

(c)That more organizations similar to the Kenya Music Trust should be
established in the country.
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CHAPTER 8—IMPLEMENTATION

637. In this report the Commission has attempted to cover all matters
related to its terms of reference. All recommendations made are considered
important in the development and preservation of music and dance in Kenya.
It is recognized, however, that not every recommendation can be implemented
at the same time. Some recommendations will require immediate decision
and action, while others may have to wait. The Commission has, therefore,
deemed it necessary to indicate how it envisages these recommendations
being implemented.

638. The Commission observes that the development and prese rvation of
music and dance is an on going process. To ensure that it was done effectively
and that the recommendations made in this report were implemented it is
necessary that a Permanent Presidential Music Commission is set up within
the Office of the President in the same lines as that of Soil Conservation and
Afforestation to see to such implementation. The Commission would then
liaise with and prompt the relevant Government ministries, institutions and
organizations to ensure and cross-check that the implementations of the
recommendations were properly interpreted and that they were effectively and
properly executed.

The Commission would further see to the setting up of viable national
music organizations such as National Music Council, National Society of
Music Education, National Jeunesses Musicales, National Council of Tra-
ditional Music, National Society of Music Libraries and others which would
subsequently be affiliated officially to the parallel international organizations
under the auspices of Unesco.

639. Once the Permanent Commission has been set up then selection of
staff who will need training and development to carry out the projects as
has been described in the report should start in earnest. It is expFcted, however,
that before this gets under way the necessary finances will have been made
available and arrangements for training and implementation finalized so that
they can get under way once the trainees have been identified and the
institutions established.
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CHAPTER 9—REFLECTIONS

640. In the process of compiling this report, the Commission became aware

that there were some very important matters which did not directly touch

on any of its terms of reference. Some of these issues appeared to be important

in the long-term development and preservation of music and dance in the

Republic. The Commission therefore thought it wise to raise these issues in

this chapter as reflections on the future, for the consideration of appropriate

authoriti^s in the country.

641. In Chapter 7 stress has been placed on the need for a National

College of Music to train artists in all fields of music and dance and thus

improve the quality of performances within the country, emphasis has, how-

ever, been placed on the fact that the college should not only concentrate

on music training alone but should also cater for the other performing and

creative arts. Stress has also been placed on the need for the enhancement

of music and dance education in a programme of cultural studies at all

institutions of learning in the Republic, including universities. This is in

recognition of the fact that music is just but a component of culture. Being

a Music Commission we have a duty to argue out the importance of music

to the nation. This is not to say that the other cultural components are not

as important, they are very important. If another Commission were to be

set up to look into any of the components, the arguments from their findings

would be just as convincing. This is as much as to say that the the importance

of music and dance in Kenyan Society cannot be treated in isolation. It is

in total association with all the other cultural components to which they are

closely related. The success of the implementation of our findings here must

therefore be seen within the context of a cultural totality safeguarded by a

truly genuine Kenyan Culture Policy—a body of operational principles,

administrative and budgetary practices; and procedures which provide a

basis for cultural action by the state, and which should be determined accord-

ing to our own conception of culture, our social economic s stem, politicaly
ideology and technical development.

64
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2. The Commission noted that Kenya, a nation rich and proud of its

cultural heritage, had no such cultural policy, even after twenty years of

independence, and that matters 'pertaining to culture have been left to take

their own course without any set up guidelines. The Commission received

submissions that the absence of such a cultural policy has contributed to

almost total ineffectiveness of the Department of Culture ever since its

inception. Accordingly, the Commission suggests that serious consideration

be given to the drafting and enacting of a cultural policy without further

delay in order to provide a legal basis and a structure of principles within

which the Government can monitor and review cultural activities.

643. The Commission also observes that the Voice of Kenya is a very

powerful medium for shaping and determining public attitudes whose role

has yet to :be defined precisely and explored to the maximum for the benefit

of the country. Such exploration, the Commission observes, cannot be effected
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without a constitution in which the aims and objectives are fully spelt out
within the bounds of a national cultural policy. It is the opinion of the Com-
mission, therefore, that the V.o.K. should as a matter of urgency draft
a constitution to operate within. Such a constitution must have clear aims
and objectives that reflect the cultural policy of our nation.

644. The establishment of a National Council of Arts and Culture would
be an important step in the co-ordination of this area of concern in the same
way that the National Council of Science and Technology is doing in the
scientific and technological matters.

645. Another matter considered by the Commission was that Kenya cannot
isolate itself from the mainstream of the world's development in music and
dance. She must be part and parcel of this mainstream by drawing from
it while at the same time contributing to it. Such contribution, the Com-
mission observes, could be effected through affiliation with, and active parti-
cipation in the activities of international music bodies, organizations and
festival movements. The Government should, for example, attach a lot of
importance to and encourage, through sponsorship, the exchange of perform-
ing artists as well as the participation of Kenyan scholars through the contri-
bution of scholarly papers at international conferences.

64-6. Yet another important issue considered by the Commission was the
need to explore the possibility of using music in therapy especially to the
mentally afflicted. Music has a definite favourable subjective relaxing, anxiety
relieving, euphoric, tranquilizer psychic effects in psychosomatic, clinical
conditions, as well as in neurotic and senile reactive depression cases, which
has long been realized in our traditional societies, but is now ignored. The
Commission observes that this use of music has been applied with great
success in so'me parts of the world including Eurcipe and America, and that
there is no reason why Kenya could not do the same.

647. Finally. the Commission observed that there was a general lack of
education on the part of the general public in connection with the singing
of the National Anthem. The Commission observed that not many people
participate in the singing of the Anthem, although it has excellent text. The
words echo the recognition and the deep conviction of all mankind, irres-
pective of class, creed or ethnic origin, that the affairs of men are in the
hands of God. They challenge Kenyans to devoted service. Above all they
remind Kenyans of their privileged heritage of splendour and should inspire
them to the highest aspirations towards peace, love, unity, liberty and justice.
Thus, the words should go a long way to help us achieve the goals which
our ruling party Kanu and our Government are fostering in the country
through the reinforcement of National mottos of Harambee and Nyayo. There
is no doubt the words of the Anthem have stood the test of time. They did
not only reflect the immediate spirit of achievemdnt and rejoicing at the time
of independence, but also anticipated the continued hopes of generations yet
to come. It is, in the opinion of the Commission, important that all wananchi
should as a matter of course, participate in the singing of the National Anthem
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at all occasions when 'It is performed, so that they are constantly reminded
of what it stands for. Further to this, there should be a legislation to the
effect that all leaders including civil servants and all manner of public servants
must be conversant with the tune and text of the National Anthem before
they are appointed to their posts. Related to these issues is whether the text
of the National Anthem should be translated into the various national
languages, so that those wananchi who do not know English or Kiswahili
can also get the essence of the text. These are all issues on which some decision
also need to be made.
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LIST OF MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 1—Introduction

Paragraph

19 That the material it gathered during its work should be handed

over to those who will be appointed to implement the recommen-

dations -made in this report, ,-to provide a ba-sis of information

on the views of -the public and i-ts expectations in the field of

music and dance in the country.
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Chapter I—Research, Dissemination and Development of Music and bance 	 0

Paragraph
35 (a) That the country must have a music and dance research policy

which should be relevant to national aspirations within the
broad framework of the national research effort.

(b) That an autonomous central research body, which may be named
the National Music and Dance Research Committee, be formed
to implement the policy. The body which should have adequate
space for its operation and for the storage of mateni als collected,
could be affiliated to an already existing institution, such as the
University of Nairobi. It should be composed ofindividuals who
have wide know-ledge and experience in music and dance re-
search including those with experience in cultural research and
administration.

36 That the Central Research Committee should ensure that therz
are funds available for an accelerated programme for the
training of local research personnel either in local Institutions
or abroad. The Committee should liaise with the various re-
search institutions that need the services of the persons to be
trained.

38 That musically articulate citizens within the community including
members of the administration staff should be given the neces-
sary basic training and mobilized to undertake research and
collection of data in their local areas on part-time basis.

40 (a) That an inventory should be taken by the Research Committee
of all facilities and equipment that were voted for or donated
to the Government or research institutions for research in music
and dance in the country.

(b) That the Research Committee should ascertain that the facilities
and equipment are effectively utilized and properly maintained.

(c) That the Government should restrict the acquisition of equipment
in the future to a few proven quality models whose agents are
established in the country and who can therefore be relied upon
to supply spare parts and to maintain such equipment.

41	 That all research in music and dance in the country be co-ordinated
by the Central Research Committee.

46	 That the Central Research Committee:

(a) Should deal with clearances of researchers to obtain permits for
all research projects in the field of music and dance on behalf
of the ministry which is responsible for research in the country.

(b) Should define, create, and commission specific research projects,
some of which may be taken jointly by scholars or researchers.



W Should organize joint research projects with African and ovet-

seas universities and institutions.

(d)Should organize seminars and educational programmes on such

topics as research methodology, techmques of recordings, theoryI
-and notation of African music and dance, computer analysis

and others.

(e)Should ge-t grants from the Government and elsewhere to operateZ^
resea,rch projects.

(f)Should acquire music and dance materials of -non-Kenyan Origin

through lia^ison with individuals, institutions, organizations such

as Unesco, URTNA and others through cultural exchange

progammes for the purpose of comparative research studies.

48 (a) That all the original recordings be deposited in the Archives of

the Central Research Committee. Apart from being used for

making the initial copies, these original recordings should never

be played.

(b)That copies of these originals be deposited at least at two other

repositories distributed over a wide geographical area to ensure

safety in case of a national disaster.

(c)That other copies should be made available to -be used by the
public at other institutions such as 

at 
public libmnies, district

cultural centres, museums and others.

(d)That copies of research materials collooted from -any district

should be deposited in the district cultural centres eA -the parti-

cular district.

(e)That a parliamentary act be enacted to protect, prohibit and
control the exportation of music and dance materials.

52	 (a) That the Government formulates a policy forthe dissemination
and propagation of traditional music and dance.

(b)That the Central Research Committee ensures that this Govern-
ment policy is implemented.

(c)That forums, such as cultural centres, where music and dance
can be perfonned -be created.

(d)That the Voice of Kenya intiroduces special programmes on radio
and television which specialize in traditional musics and dances

of the various ethnic groups in Kenya. These programmes. 0
should be properly presented and explained so as to enhance

the understanding, appreciation and enjoyment by those who
listen to or view them.

(e)That public libraries, museums, cultural centres and other insti-
tutions are provided with music and dance materials and fitted

with audio-visual facilities, thus catering for listening and view-
ing by members of the public.
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(f)That the mobile unit of -the Mi-rdstiTy of Information and Broad- 	 IA

casting be provided with films on traditional music and dance,
-to show within its programmes of public education and enter-
tainment.

(g)That the Kenya National Museum and its branches should
acquire a large, and systernalic collection of genuine traditional0
musical instruments from all parts of Kenya for disp,14y and
demonstration.

(h)That demonstrators should be employed to perform on those
instruments so that besides the visual satisfaction got from
viewing the instruments, the public can a4so hear what the
instruments sound like.

57 (a) 'Mat Italented composers, choreographers, and other artists be
given quality training and their talents and creativity be TeCOg-
nized.

(b)That having been tradined, they should be given the freedom
to exercise their talents and creativity in an environment
conducive to. creativity.

(c)That the composers, choreographers -and other artists should
be given all the necessary facilities to realize their potentialities.

(d) That a critical sense in the use of traditional and new appropriate
costumes be inculcated through formal training at a suitable
institutions of musicians and choreographers; and further, that
new composers and social innovators be challenged, especially
by our tradition of music and dance performance, to create not
only aesthetically satisfying forms of music and worthwhile
institutions for our new experience -but also those that reflect
in breadth and seriousness our na .liona4 goals and aspirations.

58	 That a special fund should be set aside specifically for research and
promotion of music and dance development in the country.

60 (a) That Kenya National Folk Music and Dance Society should be
enhanced and that it should work hand-in-hand with the
National Music and Dance Research Committee.

(b) That Kenya National Folk Music and Dance Society should be
affifliated. to -the International Council for Traditional Music
of Unesco and that its members should be sponsored by the
Government to attend the World Congresses of the council.

0
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Chapter 3—Music Education

Paragraph

75	 (a) Thatt the music curriculum at all levels while providing sound

46

	

	 theoretical basis, should berelevant specifically tothe -national

goals of education, and generally to our situation and culture.

(b)That with the above ends in view music syllabi should be spelt
out in greater detail; 0 and A-level music syllabi in parti-

cular, should be scrutinized and brought up to date with these
in mind.

(c)That a committee with members drawn from qualified and experi-
enced music teachers who actually teach music prog-rammes,

should be set up within the Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology to produce the :appropriate syllabi which should
then -be madeavailable to the K.I.E. for ratification and imple-
mentation.

(d)Tihat music syllabi should emphasize -the theory and practice

of traditional African music which is relevant -to the child's

environment. This, however, should be done with the full

awareness -that there is a great deal of cross-cultural interaction

-the present age.

(e)That teaching of music theory and performance should go hand-

in-hand.

(f)That though singinĝ, is an important part of music, it should not
be stressed at the expense of other aspects of musical activities

and training.

(g)That it is - the Tight of every child to experience music. Special
music education system' should, therefore, be evolved for
teaching music to handicapped children.

80 (a) That equipment and facilities for teaching should be managed
by the Kenya Schools Equipment Scheme just. in the same as

it is done for other subjects, and that once distributed, schools'

administration must see to it that -they are properly looked
after. Education officers must ensure that this is done. Where

musical instruments are damaged and require repair, the teacher

in-charge should take appropriate action.

(b)That music teachers of noteworthy Wents should be commis-

sioned immediately by the Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology to write for music teaching.

(c)That the Government should relax import restrictions on educa-
tional materials -related 

to 
-the teaching of music, and if possible

reduce import duty on such materials so that they could be
easily -afforded by thoseaspiringto study music.
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84	 (a) That a series of crash programmes be mounted at existin g teach-0

ers training colleges during vacations for plriMa-1-Y school teachers
with aptitude and interest in music to undergo a course at which
they should betrained to effectively handle the primary school
syllabus in its entirety.

(b) That the -teachers whoart adequately trained and certified should
be employed on a rotating basis -to cover a g iven region, andC

that where a primary school teacher is competent enough to
teach at the secondary level he should be promoted to on-able
him to do so.

(c)That seeing thal it is no ,- possible to provide music teachers for
all schools in the country as government policies require, by
far the most consequential step -to be taken should be the desi g

-nation of at least four secondary schools per province, which
should be properly equipped and adequately staffed for -the
leaching of music. The number of such schools should be in-
creased as funds and manpower become available until even-
tually, all schools are provided for. Students with special
aptitude and interest should then be selected to attend such
schools so as to feed the universities with the right kind of
material.

(d)That given the very serious shortage of music teachers in the
country, -there should be minimum of unnecessary transfer of
music teachers, and where this is absolutely necessary, a music
teacher should always be replaced by another music teacher
immediately.

(e)That traditional musicians should be made use of in schools,
either as subordinate staff or simply as tutors. In the latter
instance they could be rotated so as to serve several schools.

(f)That only accredited music toachers should teach music in the
school.

(g)That outstanding music teachers should be recognized for 'their
work and be considered for promotion on rnorit. Where possible
they should also be given opportunir6es for further music
study.

(h) That accredited music teachers should be evenly dis:Uibuted
throughout a-D districts in the country.

89 (a) That music education must have a future which is recognized
and respected by students and the public. Apail from pro-
viding students with a meaningful hobby, music should also
be seen to be -an area in which children can have gainful
employment after leaving school.
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(b) That music -and other cultural subjects in schools -must -be exa-
minable in the same way -as any other subject. These should
be included in the General Paper in ;the Kenya Certificate
of Primary Education (K.C.P.E.).

99	 (a) That onily talented students in music should be selected to take
music at this level.

(b)That students taking music should combine -it with only one
other subject in creative arts.

(c)That the music syllabus be reviewed in order -to make it relevant
,to the primary school syllabus. This will enable the student-
teachers to handle music lessons in primary schools more
effectively when -they finish their course.

105 (a) That the original entry requirements be strictly adhured to, with-
out concession whatsoever and that the selection of students
should -include a practical selection examination to ensure that
all those chosen axe musical material.

40 (b) That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology should
immediately see to it that the departments of music at the
colleges of diploma are properly equipped with all the neces-
sary facilities for the teaching of music.

W That qualified music teachers be recruited from other cauntnies
un1i4 such time that Kenya can produce its own staff.

107 (a) That the Study of Fine Art should be included in all the Colleges
of humanities where music is studied.

-01	 (b) That the study of music should be closely integrated with -the
study of fine art in the colleges of humanities.

159 (a) That departments of music and dance offering a Bachelor of
Music degree and higher degrees be established at the Uni-
veisity of Nairobi, the Second University and any other future
Universities. It should be set up within the framework of a
college of performing and creative arts at the University of
Nairobi and within the framework of the Faculty of Social,
Cultural, and Department Studies, at the Second University.

(b) That the present B.Ed. in Music be discontinued at K.U.C., and
-that instead, a postgraduate diploma in Music Education be
established at K.U.C. for those who -have first degfees in music
and wish to be music teachers.

0 That uniforrn requirements fOT admission of students to -pursue
music courses be spelt out in detail and -be equivalent to those
in other courses, and that they should strictly be adhered to.
In consistency with practice in other practical subjects like
fine art, music students must undergo a special selection
examination to ensure that they are music material.
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(d)That the universities should ensure that adequate facilities for
the teaching of musicare made available.

(e)That an -adequate number of qualified staff be recruited to leach
the music courses, and that where necessary expatriate staff
be recruited since there is an acute shortage of local staff.

(f)That panels or boards constituted -to appoint music staff for
university or any other institution or organization should be
composed of at le-ast a music specialist whose knowled ge is
equivalent to or is over and above the level of the post for
which the appointment is to be effected.

(g)That where members of staff of the music department have
conducted research or written -conference papers these should
be deposited in the department or with the university library.

(h) That cultural studies should be made compulsory :to all students
in the first year a-t the university.

U) That the departments of music should be service to departments
offering music courses which other members of the university
could attend.

(1) That the departments of music should take lead in organizing
music performance for entertainment of the university com-
Munity.

W That students who are trained to teach music in secondary
schools should not be posted to teacher training colleges.

163 (a) That cultural studies which should include the study of music
appre,6ation and active performance should be compulsory
at all post-secondary mining institutions.

(b) All post-secpndary institutions should organize regular -perform-
ances of music and dance -in which the local communities
around the institutions should be involved.

173 (a) That -the post of music inspectors of schools should be -taken
over by a body of music experts until the system of inspection
is streamlined, when properly qualified music educators with
field experience can be appointed to fill the -posts.

(b) That all municipalities should appoint music inspectors to under-
-take inspection of the subject in schools within the murucipa-
li-ties.

W That eventually music inspectors should be appointed to under-
take inspection of music in schools, colleges and private insti-
tutions not only at national levels but also at provincial and
distTict levels.

177 (a) That it is of paramount importance that qualified music educa-
tors be appointed by the examination council, to administer
al-I matters pertaining to the examinations in music.
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(b)That the Kenya Examinations Council should recruit a fully
qualified musician to administer music examinations within
,the council.

(c)That the examinations council should involve all qualified
Kenyan musicians in the conducting of local examinations in
music.

(d) That a local examinations body should be established to admi-
nister the g.-aded muslic examinations. This should be done
within the set-up of the National College of Music recommend-
ed in Chapter 8.

179 (a) That music teachers in the country should form an association
with the purpose of exchanging and sharing ideas common
totheir profession.

(b) That the Association of Music Teachers should be complement-
ed with a newsletter in which ideas and information can be
dissipated to members.

0
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Chapter 4—Music and Dance Performance	 S

Paragraph

192 (a) That for traditional music and dance to be revitalized, conditions
should be created which encourage performances in social

contexts in which they are habitually performed.

(b)That the Government should refrain as much as possible from

interfering with tradional occasions where music and dance

still feature.

(c)That new con-texts foT performing traditional music and dance
be designed by establishing cultural centres for every com-
mu-nity at the sub-locationai level in the rural areas, managed

by a sub-locational cultural committee under the chairmanship

of the assistant chief.

(d)That cultural committees be set up for each district to look

into and protect the role of music and dance in society.

202 (a) That the performances of music and dance on state and national
occasions cater both for groups as well as individual artists.

(b) That groups of traditional musicians form proper organizations

atall levels with a nar6onal association to which all the groups

should be affiliated.

W That criteria for the selection of artist who perforim -at state and

national occasions should be spelt out.

(d) That the Ministry of Culture and Social Services personnel who

are involved in selecting musicians and dancers for such

occasions should be trained, and given proper briefing andI
policy guidlines for selecting participants.

(e)That groups or individuals selected must be the best in their
genre or region, and not just -those who happen io be available

or those who wield influence.

(f)That all those participating should be given equal chances to

perform.	 I

(g)That there should be variety in any programme arranged for

such occasions. Similar 
or 

identical perfon-nances should not

be invited and presented at the same time.

(h)That a reasonable length of time should be allowed 
for 

those

performing.

(h That where dignitaries make 'payments To participants, this
should be done in an organized way and attempt should be

made to ensure that participants get a fair share.Z^

(1) That a more serious and less casual approach to -the presenta-lion

of traditional music and dance shoud be required of those
participating in all public occasions. Proper rehearsals and

presentation should be insisted upon.
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W That in ordor io give contemporary cross-cultural audiences an
opportunity to appreciate the heritage of the performer, well
documented progranime notes covering background, context
and content of the performance should be provided.

(1) That opportunities for gainful employment be created in govern-
merit, parastatal, and the private sector for the traditional
musicians.

W That mass participation in music and dance be encouraged.
Traditional dances which have acquired national status such
as !the isukuti, should be performed at appropriaAe times, for
everyoneto paxticipate in.

(n) That performance of traditional music and dance be enhanced
in status so that they form an inseparable feature of public
occasions.

207 (a) That all military :and para-mili,tary units such as the Air Force,
Navy, -the National Youth Service form at least one, possibly
more, bands.

(b)That such bands provide regular performances for their units'
community for purposes of recrmt.iDn.

(c)That provincial brass bands perform on local occasions so that
bands aTe not imported from Nairobi.

(d) That the Armed Forces should have an arrangement for employ-
-ing musicians who undertake nor-mail duties but who are also
called upon to form bands for Their units or barracks.

(e)That Kanu should have bands in each province and, eventually
each district.

209 That secondary schools should, with theassistance of the Ministry
of Education, Science and Technology be encouraged to form
their own bands.

211 That brass bands be -hired by municipal' and urban councils to
entertain the public in parks or other suitable venues at week-
ends.

213

	

	 That a National Festival Organization be formed to orgaruze
festivals for -all brass bands in the country to participate in.

215 (a) That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
should emphasize instrumental music -and dance tuition at
school so that future generations can have a diversity of musical
performance.

(b) That choirs which are invited to perform 
at national occasions

should present songs the texts -of which are -relevant to national
aspirations.

V
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216	 (a) That attention be given to -!the improvement Of popular dance
music all over the country.

(b) That local music groups be given a chance to perform at local
occasions alongside groups invited from Nairobi.

218 That performances of music and dance to the Head of State should
be strictly censured by a body composed of music specialists
to ensure that only relevant music which was of the highest
calibre is presented.

232 (a) That more attention be given to introducing, church music based
on indigenous music idioms since -man expresses himself best
in music most familiar to him and which consmute his most
natural expression.

(b) That the church itself -must play a leading role in the promotion
of traditional music idioms in worship.

(c)That where there is resistance to the introduction of African
idiom in church music, there should be a gradual education
of worshippers to understand and eventually accept changes,
and that both musicians and clergy should make a corporate
effort to achieve -this.

(d)That church musicians be trained to compose hymris in African
idioms, and that seminars and workshops be organized with
lectures on what constitutes a theologically sound hymn. The
people involved should be those who have faith and they
should -be trained in a va-rdety Of related skills including
theology, music, linguistics, and poetry that will enable them
to compile hymn books that reflect the message of the gospel
in Ahica.

(e)That a church body should be formed to write guidelines on
composition, arrangement and adaptation of traditional tunes
for use in church.

(f)That a church commission consisting of qualified personnel with
assistance from churchmen of all denominations be formed
under the auspices of the N.C.C.K. -to compile -a joint -hymn
book. This Commission should gather and co-ordinate tunes
from all over the country hearing in mind that the different
denominations have different emphases and that their requi-
rements may therefore differ in detail. A selection of the tunes
in -the original ethnic languages should after being properly set,
be produced, with translations in Kiswahili, and compiled into
books. In this way, it is hoped, new music which is not dull,
static, and at variance with African -personality will be elimi-
,nated. The task would also challenae pastors to work together
in collaboration with the commission in order to exploit music
as a unifying factor.
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(g) That -the Govern 

* 
ment should give all possible assistance to help

smaller churches to acquire organs, guitars, harmoniums which
are too expensive for them to purchase.

W That greater use be made of indigenous musical instruments

beyond the kayamba and the drum, and that they be used
with greater musical flexibility.

W That a national movement be -formed -to organize and co-ordinate

festivals of religious music at all levels and in all areas of the
Republic.	 I

(j) That the venues of these festivals should rot-ate.

W That ithe best performances at the festivals should be recorded
and be issued On records.

(1) That all church choirs and their leaders should enforce discipline

among their -ranks. In particular they should eliminate -undue
jealousy, undesirable relation with female mernbers of the
choir, and -the misuse of funds.

(in) That the Voice of Kenya undertake more -recording of church

music beyond what it is already doing, espedally -the recording
of rural churches singing in African idioms.

W That the recommendations made concerning the use of tradi-
itional music in church should equally be applicable to Islam.

239 (a) That the Bomas of Kenya should ^aim at presenting Kenyan
dances in as much authentic style as possible.

W That the Bonias of Kenya should organize performances aimed
at entertaining wananchi at various venues within the City
of Nairobi as well as in the country-iside and that the charges
for -attending these performances should be such that the
wananchi can easily afford them.

(0 That the repertoire of the Bomas of Kenya should as far as

possible -be representative of a wide range of the -traditional
dances of the various peoples of Kenya.

240 (a) That the formation of dance groups should come under strict

scrutiny of the Ministry of Culture and Social Services to

safeguard the quality of performance of such groups.

(b) That the Ministry Of Culture and Social Services should draft
the regulations under which these organizations should be
formed, ensuring thatthose who participated were adults, andZ'
that they were not exploited by the organizers or the leaders.

244 (a) That the bulk of the Kenyan population should be trained to

understand, appreciate and enjoy the musical practices of other

cultures. Such training should effectively start at school, . but
adults could also be trained through the radio and television.
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(b) That some of the performances of non-Kenyan music should
be held at places close to where Kenyans who do not own cars
can avend and that the entry charges to the performances
should be reasonable.

(c) That Kenyan embassies abroad should strive to organize ex-
change programmes ot musical performances on a reciprocal
basis with the countries who send artists to perform in Kenya.

249 . (a) That the occasions at which dance-type music is performed
should be enhanced by encouraging proprietors of all hotels,

7restaurants and night-clubs to put on live performances of
dance-music.

(b) That urban and local authorities should arrange to put on live
performances of dance-type music at the parks, social halls,

	

cultural centres and other places especially at weekends, for 	 V

the entertainment of the wananchi.

257 (a) That the State should strive to enhance occasions of music
performance by various artists for the benefit of all wananchi
in all parts of the country.

(b)That mass participation in music performances by various
sections of the community should be encouraged as much as
possible.

(c)That young people should be given plenty of opportunity to
integrate fully in the process of the development and promotion
Of musical activities, -not only at the national level but also
through cultural exchange with other countries.

(d) That high standards of performance of music and dance must
be maintained ait all times.

283 (a) That permanent, national, full-time performing music and dance
groups governed by carefully thought-out policies be set up in
order to establish a truly professional music and dance tradi-
tion in Kenya.

(b) That initially three such permanent groups be launched in Mom-
basa, Nairobi and Kisumu, with a co-ordinating, administrative
council to ensure a standard pattern of adtnini&tration and sub-
sidized by both public and private funds.

0 That members of such groups be selected on merit from trained
musicians on a national basis.

(d) That they produce diverse music programmes such as :the choir.
dance-music, brass, traditional, taarab, and others.

(e) That more groups be evolved along the lines of the Bomas of
Kenya but with greater aesthetic and professional sophistica-
tion.
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(f)That the professional g roups participate in international exchange
cultural programmes.

(g)That an initial trial period of at least 5 years be allowed for the
idea of permanent groups to mature, before alternatives are
cons-idered.

(h) That along-side professional groups, non-professiona4 (part-time)C,

groups be established at national, institutional, residential and
private levels.

U) That National Groups patterned in the lines of Muungano
National Choir and the Kanu Band be formed all over the
country.

(j) That institutional groups be patterned on the lines of football
team to perform a variety of genres of music similar to the
professional groups.

W That vigorous traditional dances be used to keep -the members
of police force, the armed forces, and students in good physical
condition.

(1) That opportunities for employing musicians as executive or sub-
ordinate staff be considered in various institutions including
private companies, and others.

(m)That the Nairobi City Council and other urban authorities
maintain bands to perform to the public in parks and other
places at suitable times.

(n) That the Government has a role to play in ensuring that musi-
cians are gainfully employed by facilitating and encouraging
employment oportunities by the non-governmenI sector.

(o)That urban and rural residential conununities form a variety of
music groups and that they be organized on a voluntary basis
co-ordinated by chiefs.

(p) That private groups be encouraged and offered public facilities
to practice and perform.

(g) That professionally qualified personnel be recruited to train and
organize the groups.

(r) That music groups should participate in development activities
such as co-operaftives and industry, for which they should
secure loans.

291 (a) Thaft cultural centres be established in both urban and rural
areas at which musicians would perform to other people. These
should include district cultural centres.

(b) 71at a National Complex for performing arts similar to the
National Sports Complex be built in Nairobi.

(c)That special perferrmances and workshops be organized foi-1

children at weekends, for them to learn to perform musical
instruments and to dance.
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(d) That "non-musical" occasions such as agricultural shows be
organized so a-, to include musical performances as -regular
features.

(e)That at all public occasions be provided with opportunities for
mass participation in musical activity.

(f)That to bving the youth together for self enjoyment, music work-
shops which may be called National Youth Music Camps be
-run in various parts of the country where talented young people
coming from different provinces can get together continually
for the performance of various genres of music under expert
guidance ending in high quality concert performances for the
entertainment of the members of the public.

353 (a) That instead of the Kenya Music Festival Movement encompas-
sing all institutions under one umbrella, a new SITUCtUre be
adopted whereby each category of institution in tihe country
organizes and runs its own music and dance festivals as
follows:

(i) Kenya schools music :and dance festival to include partici-
pants from primary and secondary schools.

(I, 1) Kenya colleges (including universities, institutes, and
other post-school institutions) music and dance festival.
Participation in this festival can be extended to non-insti-
tutional performers.

(b) That in addition -to the schools and colleges festivals which are
basically institutional, there should be additional festival move-
ments to cater for non-institutions such as -the armed forces,
government departments, munlicipa. I i ties, parastatals, traditional
dance groups, dance bands, church choirs and others, respec-
tively.

0 That the new festival movements should draft well-spelt out
constitutions under the umbrella of their Ministries, adopiting
the relevant objectives of the present Kenya Music Festival
Movement and encouraging all manner of music-making.

(d)That in drafting the constitution, verse speaking be excluded
and be transferred tothe drama festival.

(e)That it should be mandatory for all the relevant institutions
to participate in thei-r respective music and dance festivals.

(f)That -the national festivals of the respective insti-tul-ions should
be rotated and be held in other provincial capitals such as
Mombasa and Kisumu which have faciiities to hold the festi-
vals.

(g)That such festivals should not have con gested music and dance
programmes. Schools festivals for example should be organized
such that they must end by 5.00 p.m.
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(h) That the re ,,ula-tions -overniw, such festivals should be clear0	 C^	 C,

and straight forward.

G) That where large numbers of entries are recorded as in the
case with primary schools, the elimination series of the festival

should begin at locational or divisional level and that only a

minimum number of entries be organized to participate at the

national level.

(j)That all choir and dance classes should be compulsory for all
institutions or participating groups.

WThal the finals of schools music and dance festival be timed

to take place during the first week of Augustholiday so that-

(i) the learning period of pupils during term -time is least

interfered with;
Gi) accommodation of participants in schools close to -the

venues of performance is made possible.

(1) That the colleges' festival be arranged to take place at the time

of the year that is convenient to all the participants.

W That the festival committees ensure that music for set-pieces
are all available and ready forr purchase in good time.

W That copyright laws should not be infringed -through the phc4o-

copying of set-pieces.

(o)That there should be set-pieces in dances (from different pa.rts

of -the country) as well.

(p)That there should be set-pieces from mass choirs participating

in the festival, and that the pieces should mark the opening

and the closing of the festival.

(q)That set-pieces in music should be confined to official languages.

W That certificates and awards, including trophies, should be availa-

ble at all levels of ^the festivals and should also be awarded

to all participants including choirmasters and, where possible
-these awards should include functional items such as book
tokens, agriculture implements, tools and similar objects.

W That paruci-pants should be made to stay in -the performance.
venue and watch the performances of other groupsto help with

the improvements of their performance skills and techniques.

W That -there should be a system of training and accreditation for

all adjudicators who may be called upon to officiate at com-

petitive festivals.

356 (a) That non-competitive cultural festivals should be organized by
the department of culture according to cultural regions or zones

of the different ethnic groups such as Mijikenda, Taita/Taveta,

Kamba. Central Bantu (Kikuyu, Embu, Meru), Kalenjin,
Masai, Kuria, the Luo, Teso, Inter] acustrine Bantu (the Luyia

group), Gusii and so on, and should take place at every district.
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(b) That each of these festivals should adopt a culturally significant
naine encompassing the ethnic group in the district such as

ZD

Kirinyaga Festival for the Central Bantu. Mwanyagetinge
Festival for the Gusii, Ramogi Festival for the Luo, Kalenfin
Festival for the Kalenjin peoples and such like.

(c)That members of the ethnic groups from throughout the Republic
should be encouraged to attend their own festivals, and -that
while doing so, they should invite friends from other ethnic
groups to attend with them in -the hope -that -this would foster
understanding and appreciation of one another's cultures thus
helping to eliminate tribalism.

(d)That the festivals be planned to take place over three days, start-
ing on a Friday, and that the state should assist by giving those
to their respective home areas for the festival celebrations.

(e)That the venues for the district cultural festivals should be
rotated within the area or region.

(f)That the timing for the various district cultural festivals should
be stagered by the planners so that their occurrence are spread
throughout -the year.

(g)That all the cultural activities should aim at the highest standard
of presentation.

(h)That cultural exchanges should be encouraged among the
different cultural areas to enhance the quality and varieties of
performance. Members of music and dance groups from other
ethnic zones could be invited on a reciprocal basis to participate
in the festival of different areas.

W That a district team under the leadership of the D.C., and with
guidance of the District Cultural Committee, should be esta-
blished as the major force and vehicle for the management
of cultural festivals.

361 (a) That there should be a non-competifive Grand National Kenya
Music and Dance Festival in Nairobi annually, preferably
in December during which the best representatives of all com-
petitive festivals would be invited to participate, and that
invitation for part-icipation should extend to all performers
irrespective of race, class or creed. This grand festival should
start with pomp pageantry and colour on Jamhuri Day and
should last for about ten days, with events taking place in
various venues all over the city. It should be organized by a
National Music and Dance Festival Committee whose member-
ship should be representative of all musical shades in the
country.

W That there should be festivals organized at the same level as the
A.S.K. shows at disvict (including urban councils, Oilty council)
levels in December, the week before the Christmas, during
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which -the best of all forms .. and catog-ories of music, dance

and other artistic expressions from different institutions, bodies

or groups within the district are presented on. a non-competitive

basis.

(c)That all participants at these non-competitive festivals should be

awarded trophies and ceptificates of particilyation.

(d)That the National Music and Dance Festival Committee should

organize inter^institutional festivals for mass participation, such

as a brass band music festival for different groups and levels.I

(e)That the festivals should be organized by officials of the particu-

lar institution or organization who must arrange courses for the

various leaders of the different groups. They would be assisted

in ft.*s by the National Music and Dance Festival Committee

in colla-boTa-tion with the Ministry of Culture and Social

Services.

(f)That festivals should be properly organized, on the same basisI

as football clubs with detailed, carefully organized programme

of events.

(g)That all festivals' committees organize the recording and aTchiv-

ing of all music and dance presentations at the respective

festivals.

El

a
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Chapter S—Music in the Media
Paragraph

396 WThat the V.o.K. should organize a inarket research to find out
which genre of music appeal to -the different sections of the
community and to ensure that such music was broadcast for
them in sufficient quantity at listening -times which were appro-
priate to them.

(b) That the V.o.K. should strive to broadcast traditional music
to reach most of those who will derive aesthetic satisfaction
and enjoyment from such music.

(c)That The V.o.K. should strive to promote Kenyan music of
various types by limiting -the transmission of non-Kenyan music
to 20 per cent of the total number of listening hours of the
broadcast time.

(d)That the V.o.K. should ensure thait signature tunes, background
music, music for advertisement used in its programmes are
mostly Kenyan.

400 (a) That each section of the population should be presented with
a variety of its kind of music.

(b) That songs and musical pieces can be repeated in the radio
and television Programmes, but with some moderation.

401 That the V.o.K. should start special commercial programmes Oil
the radio and television for the sole purpose of promoting,
now releases of records.

406 (a) That there should be periods of continuous presentations of
music on the radio which should be uninterrupted. Any verbal
explanations could come at the beginning or at the end of
programmes.

(b)That there should be more music and dance programmes , on
the television.

(c)That music should not be used on regular basis simply to fill-up
-ag ps beitween programmes.

408	 (a) That the schools broadcast should have its own channel.
(b) That the other services should go on continuously until mid-

night when one of the stations should stay open playing variety
of musics for the rest of the night until 6 O'clock the following
morning.	 Z7

414 (a) That the V.o.K. should Strive to present music, the text of
which inform and educate the public on positive national values
and those which condemn societal ills.

(b) That music presented for the commemoration of The national
days should have , textual relevance to the particular days
being commemorated.
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41 (c) That music aimed at informing or educating the public should
if possible be presented in Kiswahili so as to reach a wider
audience.

418 That any musical programmes presented by the V.o.K. should not
infringe upon the cultural values of the peoples of Kenya.

421	 That such presentation of traditional music should be representation
of all -the ethnic groups in Kenya.

423 (a) That the V.o.K. should organize special programmes in which
members of the public are educated to appreciate and enjoy
different types of music.

(b) That the V.o.K. should organize special weekly programines to
in-form the public of musical events in the country and where
-and when they were taking place.

427 That the Government must formulate a comprehensive policy under
which the V.o.K. should operate.

431 (a) That the V.o.K. should set up a special department of music to
handle all matters relating to . music broadcast within
its set-up.

(b)That this department should be headed by an individual with
quality music training and administrative ability.

(c)That the head of this music department should be assisted in
his work by a number of individuals who are also trained in
music.

(d)That the Voice of Kenya should set up a Music Advisory Coun-
cil to ensure that matters relating to music within its policy
were properly handled.

(e)That the council should consist of some members of -the general
public who are conversant with and interested in the develop-
ment of music.

(f)That the Director of Broadcasting and the head of the Music
Department be ex-officio members of the council.

432 That the Voice of Kenya must ensure that all personnel, including
technicians, who handle music programmes should be properly
trained to improve both the quantity and quality of locally
produced music programmes.

439 (a) That the V.o.K. should use its facilities, such as studio and
others, to record the music of local musicians. In this way some
money spent on foreign programmes and musicians could be
used in paying local musicians.

(b) That the V.o.K. should run in-service and basic training courses
for musicians it wishes to record, thus ensuring that their
recordings were of technically high quality.
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W That the V.o.K. should organize its own music groups; initially
participants in these groups could be hired on part bme per-
formers. This will create jobs for local musicians within Ihe
V.o.K. establishment.

440 W-Tb-at the V.o.K. should use foreign music programmes or
materials -but with selective discrimination.

(b) That the V.o.K. should effect exchange progranunes in music
with organizations such as URTNA and Unesco.

445 (a) That the V.o.K. should catalogue and document well all its
musical materials.

(b) That the V.o.K. should not erase existing recordings on tapes
and films; -they should be kept in the V.o.K. library or archives
-for -posterity.

W That the V.o.K. should make multiple copies of its music mate-
rials and deposit them in more than one place for safety.

(d) That the V.o.K. should ensure that one of such repositories of
-the musicai l materials should -be -equipped with listening and
viewing facilities and'be accessible to the members of the
public.

448 That -the music Advisory Council of -the V.o.K. should institute
a system of consultation and feedback from members of the
public of all its programmes, as to the content and manner
of presentation of music programmes, and ensure that the
public sentiments were borne in mind when designing program-
mes.

451 That the V.o.K. should be used for the exposition of new fonns
of music and dance which are the results of initiative and
experimentation and that members of the public be given the
opportunity to express their feelings whether ;these expenmen-
tations were pointing towards the right directions and so de-
serving to -be developed further.

453 (a) That at least 80 per cent of recorded music and records played
in hotels, restaurants, shops, airports, discotheques, and other
places must be of Kenyan origin.

(b) That films and documentaries which are -produced in -the
country should use local music as back-ground or incidental
music.

454 That music inspectors be appointedby the Department of Culture
to check that the regulations about the use of Kenyan music
at public places and in films and documentaries are effected.

456 That the press should take a more active part in informing and
educating the public about music and dance activities taking
place in the country.
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Chapter 6—Musicians

Paragraph

465 (a) That the leaching of traditional music and dance should become

41	 , an essential part of the school and college curricula.

(b) That traditional -musicians and dancers be employed to teach

and demonstrate their art in our schools and colleges, includ-
,ing the university and be paid appropriate professional fees.

480 (a) (i) That prominent individuals and all good groups of traditional

musicians and dancers be recognized and given a chance to

participate on national, state and other occasions.

(ii)That only those invited to actually perfon. n be asked -to attend
such occasions, and that they should be given adequate oppor-

tunity to demonstrate their artistry and to explore their reper-
toire.

(iii)That in organizing musicians for such occasions they should be

provided with adequate transport, food and accommodation.

Ov) That they should be reimbursed for transportand other expenses
incurred in the course of travelling to venues of performance.

(v) That they should be given some -honoraria for -their services.
Guidelines shou14 be drawn out by the Ministry of Culture
and Social Services as to how much should be given. As a

further incentive, those performers who excell should be re-

warded with functional objects like blankets, and other items.

(b)(i) That ways and means should be devised to provide regular
employment foT musicians and dancers.

60 That hotels in particular and other private institutions which
use the services of traditional musicians should employ such
musicians as regulax subordinate staff who would be called

upon to perform as and when the need arises.

(iii) That the Government has a role to play M" ensuring that the
traditional musician is gainfully employed even though it can-

not carry out the whole task alone. Private commercial bodies
and other institutions should also be involved as suggested
above.

(c)That where music material intended for research purposes is later

published for commercial use, the musician must be paid
according to copy^right laws.

(d)That, similarly, where musicians make commercial recording

they should be paid their proper dues according to copyright
laws.

(e)(i) That traditional musicians and dancers are particularly vul-
nerable to exploitation by various agencies and so should be
protected by relevant legislations and cultural policies.
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(ii) That in general, -these should ensure thaf they are properly

compensated for their efforts. Where they participate in re-

search for example,- a figure should be set as a guideline

for their remuneration. Such a figure should not be regarded

as commercial -payment. Similarly their employment as subor-

dinate s-taff by hotels, for example, should be subject to normal

laws regarding minimum payment as well as additional recom-

pense for performing music.

(f)That freedom of artistic expression should be protected, and the

musicians encouraged to produce freely inspired compositions.

(g)(i) That musicians in a division or district should form an

association -to cater for and protect their interests.

(ii)That as part of the objectives of such an association, in order
to further the developmental needs of its members, the musi-

cians should in addition form a co-operative.

(iii)That all the regional associaAions should together form one

national association of Kenyas traditional musicians.

That a programme of high quality -training be initiated locally for

those who perform in brass bands.

(a)That training facilities offering long-term and short-term pro-

grammes in music, should be initiated for musicians in the

country.

(b)That seminars, workshops, and in-service courses should be

organized for practicing musicians all over the coun-try so that

they can improve their standards of music composition and

performance.

(c)That experienced musicians in the country should be used as

. instructors on the training programmes.

(d)That the different aspects of specialization in music need to be
recognized and musicians trained accordingly in the specialities.I

492 (a) That in order to lower the high cost of musical instruments so
as to enable musicians to acquire good quality musical instru-

ments, the Government should consider lowering duty levied
on imported musical instruments; and providing assistance to

the musicians through loans in the same way as it does to other
organizations such as the Ministry of Agriculture.

(b) That the Government should TelaX import restrictions so that

desired musical instruments can be made more available.

(C) That a system of hire-p^irchase of musi,^al instruments by musi-

. cians be initiated.

502 (a) That the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and
the Ministry of Culture and Social Services should design ways
and means by which young talented musicians and amateur

0

484

489
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musicians can be discovered and given opportunity for proper

-training in music. This will lead to the production of well-

trained -talented musicians in the country.

(b) That the Government should use its machinery-

i) -to ensure the patronage of Kenyan musicians by hotels,

bars, night clubs, and individuals who organize public

music performances, by passing a legislation to minimize,

and if necessary to outlaw the use of disco music or -non-

Kenyan musicians in the country;

(ii)to ensure that Kenyan musicians were adequately remu-

nerated when hired to perform;

(iii)to ensure that Kenyan musicians were given opportunity

to share performance time with discos or foreign musi-

cians, when necessary.

0 That the Ministries concerned should make the necessary

arrangements for the local musicians to be given crash training

programmes in music to ensure that their music performances

are of high enough quality to replace, as soon as possible, the

part played by discos and foreign musicians at public musical

functions.

504 (a) That the Government should discourage the use of foreign

musicians in the country by limiting the issue of entry and

work permits to such musicians.

(b)That the rate of taxajtion on the earning of foreign musicians

in the country be increased.

(c)That the foreign exchange allocation to promoters who wish
to invite visitin- musicians -from abroad be strictly restricted.0

(d)That a system of exchange with musicians f^om different coun-
tries be effected on reciprocalbasis.

(e)That more opportunities for music performance should be
created for Kenyan musicians. For example, :they should be
hired by municipal and urban councils to play at parks, market

places and other public places for the entertainment of the
public, especially at the weekends.

(f)That local musicians should be given priority to perform in their

own areas instead of inviting musicians from Nairobi and else-

where, and that where musicians are invited from Nairobi, such

local musicians should be invited to share the platform and

perform in turn with them.

531

	

	 (a) That in view of the fact that the music industry is a possible

goldmine for musicians - to obtain increased income from,

A

	

	
availability of facilities for recording their music should be

explored.
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(b) That this being -the case the public should be made aware of
	

0

-now record and cassette releases through the media, so that
people can buy them. In so doing-

(i)the channels of promotion of local music should be shared
through magazines, the Kenya Times and other news-
papers;

(ii)the Voice of Kenya should have special programmes
through which songs and music of Kenya musicians can
be popularized on the radio and television as much as
they do to foreign musics;

(iii)the Voice of Kenya establish a policy for controlling the
playing of records over the radio so that all musicians
get fair coverage;

Qv) specific effort be made to eliminate or minimize the exploi-
tation of musicians by disc jockeys and feature writers.

W That facilities for listening to music recordings such as -record
players, radio-cassettes, and tape-recorders should be made
available to the public at prices they can afford, by lowering
duty on them.

(d) That the Voice of Kenya recording studio which is fully equip-
ped should be utilized to the maximum for the benefit of the
musicians.

(e)That a -better distribution of commercial recording studios should
-be made by establishing new ones up-country, to give better
access to rural areas, instead of concentrating everything in
Nairobi.	 r_:

(f)That in order to enable musicians to acquire good quality instru-
ments, and in order te enable them to afford recording fees,
ithe cost of hiring instruments or studios, and the manufacture
and distribution of recordings, a system of loans for musicians,
comparable to that given by the Agricultural Finance Company
to farmers, should be initiated.

(g)That a body should be formed to audition and censor all music
that is going to be recorded for commercial purpose to ensure
that only music of the highest quality was recorded commer-
cially.

(h) That musicians should be given legal protection to ensure that
they.are not exploited or cheated by the commercial sector of
themusic industry.

W That musicians should be educated about their legal rights as 	 'W

outlined in the Copyright Laws of Kenya.

(1) That international conventions and regulations -relating to music
recordings should be ratified and adhered to by Kenya. These
include-
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(i) the Rome Convention of Protection of Performers;
GO the Universal Copyright Convention; and

(iii) the Mechanical Rights Regulation.
W That the Government should enact legislation to check piracy

and plagiarism of records -played inthe public address systems,
juke boxes as well as on music played in -record shops.

(1) That there should be a Government regulation governing royal-
ties paid to musicians for their recordings.

W That legal -aid should -be provided to those musiciatis who have
been cheated by business men and record companies.

(n)That in order to help raise the quantity of record sales the price
of records should be controlled.

(o)That the number of pressing plants in Kenya should be increased
in order to ease congestion and to expedite production of
Kenyan music.

(p)That -the Government should rejuvenate and aid the growth of
music industry by providing incentives to investors through
charging low duties and easing import restrictions for those
importing raw and finished music equipment and products
necessary in the running of -the industry.

(q) That there is need for a mechanical rights to be incorporated
in the constitution of the Musicians' Perfornung Rights Society.

535	 (a) That the criteria for selecting records to be broadcast over the
radio be spelt out in detail and be implemented accordingly.

4. (b) That disciplinary action should be taken against any V.o.K.
staff who infringes the regulation pertaining to -the selection of
records for broad-cast over the radio.

537 That the Musicians' Performing Rights Society should ensure that
copyright regulations are observed very strictly. To effect this,
it should employ inspectors to keep tract of record music play-
ed in all public places and shops and thus ensure that the
musicians whose recordings are played were remunerated
accordingly.

544 (a) That appropriate and adequate laws to curb piracy be enacted
where they do not already exist.

(b) That enforcement procedures should be developed along a broad
front on which -both government and recording industry should
collaborate-Piracy is equally harmful to the state as it is to
industry.

W That in enforcing anti-piracy laws the activities of police and
customs authofities shouldbe backed up by an understanding
judiciary which is not lenient with pirates.
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555 (a) That ways and means should be devised by -the Ministry of
Culture and Social Services for musicians to be employed.

(b) That music groups be organized on the same lines as other
organizations such as football clubs with trusted and conscien-
tious directors, managers and trainers, who should be paid
accordingly.

(OThat all music groups, should be registered.
(d)That each group instil discipline -among its members and also

control its finances.
(e)That only one national organization should be formed for all

musicians of the same category of music, for example, all
Cc-pop" musicians should belong to one organization.

(f)That music groups should further form co-operative unions to
which all -members should subscribe. Such a co-operative
could for example, be responsible for promotion and distri-
bution of records for its members.

(g)That there should be a Government legislatiion which gives the
Performing. Rights Society the right to know the number of
records pressed by any record company in the country,

(h)That the Voice of Kenya should co-operate by giving the
"return" of records played to the society so that the recording
artist can be correctly paid the monies due to him.

(h That musicians whose music have fallen out of fashion, but who
are well versed in their profession and are still dedicated,
should be utilized to organize and train younger musicians.

558 (a) That amateur musicians should be identified and all the -neces-
sary help and encouragement in the form of employment,
further training, etc. be givento them.

(b) That privately—trained music specialists -or musicians should
be employed, if qualified, to teach music in primary schools
and other educational institutions to ease the shortage of music
teachers in the country-

W That the amateur musicians in the country should be fully
utilized in the planning and implementation of the country's
performing arts development programmes.

565 (a) That a holding body, the Kenya National Musicians Association,
be formed to which all categories of music groups be represent-
ed, and that membership for the association should be open
to members of the public. Such a body would cater for the
interest of all types of musicians and music lovers in the
country. It would also draw up a code of ethics and other
regulations and bye-laws governing all matters -pertaining to
the music profession in the country.	 I
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(b) That a music industry be established in the country to encom-
pass the manufacture and repair of equipment, small cottage
industries organized on a co-operative basis, the expansion
of record pressing plant facilities, the opening of a Central

AP 
Musicians Association, the establishment of a locally owned
recording studio and a Government sponsored National Music
Recording Company.

566 That music, being just as respectable profession as any other,
should have a code of ethics to make musicians carry them-
selves in a disciplined manner.

568 (a) That a deliberate effort should be made to encourage initiative
and originality in the composition of Kenyan popular music.

(b) That musicians should desist from appending fictious tides to
their names.

13
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Chapter 7—Training of Music Personnel

Paragraph

576 That a college of music should be established in the country to
provide quality training for all music personnel. The personnel
to be trained should include teachers, performers, composers,
researchers, and others who will handle music education,
performance, and research programmes in the country.

577 That the college of music should -be located at any suitable area
other than Nairobi.

578 That the college of music should -be planned in such a way that
when need arises, provision can be made to incorporate pro-
grammes or courses in other performing and creative arts.

584 That the college of music should mount courses including crash
programmes for the training of music teachers.

585	 (a) That* the training of the lecturers for the college of music
should start immediately.

(b) That the lecturers should be drawn from ex-Kenyatta University
College music graduates.

0 That before taking up their training duties these graduates
should be promoted or otherwise rewarded for their additional
responsibilities.

587 That teachers who are selected to undergo courses in music teaching
should be granted study leave with pay from the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology.

594 (a) That a special in-service music course should be organized
at -the new music college for various individuals or groups of
individuals according to their needs and requirements.

(b) That other training programmes besides the regular teaching
programmes should be organized -at the college of music for
cultural officers and others who -need such training in the
country.

603 That the college of music should organize extension courses leading
to diploma qualification of the college as well as those of the
colleges of humanities.

604 (a) That all training for musicians at the callege, should be aimed
at obtaining local qualifications and that training for foreign
qualification in music should be restricted.

(b) That diplomas should be given to graduates undergoing long-
term courses or programmes and certificates should -be awarded
to persons who take short-time courses.
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606 That there should be an aptitude testing and interviewing board at
the new college of music to select candidates for all courses.

607 That qualified Kenyans should be appointed to fill posts at the
college. A few qualified expatriate should be recruited when-
ever necessary.

608 That a comprehensive staff development programme should be
established at the college of music at every stage of its deve-
lopment.

616 That the college, should start operating in a modest way with a
small and student intake at the earliest possible -time in a
temporary building, until funds are found for putting up new
.buildings for the college.

617 That the financing of the college should be considered for inclusion
in the formal budget after assessment of the recurrent impli-
cations and staff requirements of the college. Efforts should
-also be made to obtain outside aid for expenditure on equip-
ment, vehicles and research.

620 That overseas training should be made available to a few trainees
to specialize in technical training for which the numerical need
of the country is not very great.

628 (a) That the Government should help the Kenya Conservatoire of
Music with finances so that more staff and accommodation can
be acquired to expand its teaching programmes to include
traditional indigenous -music and dance courses.Z'

(b) That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music, in conjunction with
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and the pro-
posed College of Music and the Universities, should prepare
candidates for local Kenyan oriented music examinations, the
standards of which should be equivalent to the overseas music
examinations.

(c)That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music should strive to establish
branches in other urlyan areas in the Republic.

(d) That the Kenya Conservatoire of Music should aim at training
musicians to an advanced level comparable with similar institu-
tions elsewhere in the world.

631	 (a) That ithe Government should support and encourage private
enterprises aimed at setting up music institutions.

(b) That these private music institutions or schools should prepare
students for local National Music Examination and should
include traditional music and dance instruction in their teach-
ing programmes.
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0 That such private music schools or institutions should be sub-
jected to inspection by the Ministry of Education, Science
and Technology to ascertain that their programmes of study,

equipment and other facilities are of the required standard in
quality.

633 (a) That the Government should sponsor amateur and professional

musicians, administrators and cultural officers, academic and

technical personnel and others who need further training
(whether short-term or long-term training programmes) to help

with the planning and implementation of programmes of per-
formances, research and teaching.

W That the Government, through -the Ministries of Education,
Science and Technology, and Culture -and Social Services, and
the Directorate of Personnel Management should provideC)
scholarships for local and overseas music training.

W That these Ministries should also solicit for funds from donor

agencies such as Unesco and Ford Foundation, as well as
from foreign embassies, individuals or any other sources to

help with -the training of music and dance personnel, the pur-
chase of equipment, and research.

636 (a) That the Kenya Music Trust should extend its sponsorship in

music training to musicians outside Nairobi.

(b) That the Music Trust should not only sponsor training program-

mes but should also spread its activities to include sponsors-hips
of lectures, and performance programmes that promote tradi-

tional music and dance throughout the country. The Trust

could, for instance, help in financina sbort-term vacation
courses in music, as well as research inmusic.

0 That more organizations similar to the Kenya Music Trust
should be established, 

in 
the country.
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A PPENDIX 2

ORGANIZATIONS, DEPARTMENTS AND INDIVIDUALS THAT ATTENDED
INTERVIEWS AND/OR SUBMITTED MEMORANDA

COAST PROVINCE
Frederick G. C. Mutulu, Mnarani Primary, Box 40, Kififi.
Edward Kahindhi, Rilbe Primary, P.O. Ribe.
Alex Joe Nguzo,Box 32, Kilifi.
George Konde, Mavueni Primary, P.O. Kilifi.
J. J. Katana, Chief Tezo Location, Box 29, Kili-fi.
T'homas Alukongo, D.S.D. Officer, Private Bag, Kilifi.
Wycliff Katana, Fumbini Primary, P.O. Kilifi.
Mwairnbe Dalton, Shariani Primary, Box 17052, Vipingo.
Yolanda Firth, Porini Dance, Box 58, Kikambala.
Fredrick Mkando, Box 49, Kilifi.
Joshua Mwavita, Box 1, MaIiindi.
Augustine K. M. Mbui, Box 22, Kilifi.
Wilson Okeyo, D.S.O., Private Bag, Kilifi.
Baryn Tsuw.i, Box 58, Kilifi.
David Kutisha, Box 16, Kilifi.
Isaiah Charo Malau, Box 49, Kdifi.'
T'homas T. Odhiambo, Box 62, Kilifi.
Mrs. Janet Baya, Malsangoni School, Box 62, Kilifi.
Anthony M. -Sanga, K.O.M. Ltd., Box 67, Killifi.
Joseph Maroko, Mtondia Primary, Box 56, Kilifi.
Samuel David Kazungu, Box 90213, Mombasa.
Jacob Joshua Kibungi, Box 81011, Mombasa.
Washington Makhoka Ojiambo, Box 82376, Mombasa.
Maurice 0. Okemba, Box 80960, Mombasa.
James N. Gitau, Box 95023, Mombasa.
Anthony G. Arunga, Box 90534, Mombasa.
Walter Mwanjala, Box 90130, Mombasa. 	 a
Carey Otieno, Box 83775, Mombasa.
James 0. Odwa, Box 931563, Mombasa.
Israel Wazome, Box 81962, Mombasa.
Sumart J. Mwanjala, Box 81883, Mombasa.
Daniel T. Oketclu, Box 80917, Mombasa.	 i-I

Moris L. Tumu, Box 90200,:Mombasa.
Joseph K. Hilliard, Box 90202, Mombasa.
Stan-ley Thuo, Deputy P.C., Coast Province.
J. R. Mwak-ugu, P.D.S.S., Box 82573, Mombasa.
A. Mtwanguo, P.D.S.S., Box 82573, Mombasa.
Samwel Kirombo, Box 90214, Mombasa.
Luka Galgalo, P.C., Coast Province.
Rodgers Chilango Machache, K.A.C., Box 67, Kil-ifi.
John Kitsao Kallindo, Box 52, Kilifi.
Joseph E. Onyango, Box 48, Kilifi.
David K. Shaha, K.C.N. Ltd., Box 49, Kilifi.
Harrison Katana, Box 4, Kilifi.
Johana A. Mwalwala, Box 42, Kififi.
John Chenze, Box 40, -Kihfi.
Mrs. Ellen Gibson, Box 15, Killifi.
Agnes Mwake, Box 90603, Mombasa.
Naomi Wanjala. Box 81074, Mombasa.
Beatrice Tinga, Box 81074, Mombasa.
Mrs. Flora Kireti, Box 80160, Mombasa.
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Beatrice Machaxia, Box 82160, Mombasa.
Alice Kadenge, Box 88538, Mombasa.
Joyce Rwogize, Box 81962, Mombasa.
Sarah Mugomba, Box 83125, Mombasa.
Arnold Mwambanga, Box 80072, Mombasa.
Magdalene Mwamburi, Box 81962, Mon1basa.
Hope M-utua, Box 83125, Mombasa.
Vilgilance Mwanj^la, Box 90130, Mombasa.
Mary Samba, Box 90130, Mombasa.
Esther Venant, Box 90231, Mombasa.
Grace Nandwa, Box 99193, Mombasa.
Salome Kamani, Box 90290, Mombasa.
Patience Wanjala, Box 81962, Mombasa.
En-Lily Dama, Box 93904, Mombasa.
Kauchi A. Chivumba, Box 27, Kwale.
Meabi M. Neanochi, Box 27,,Kwale.
Maurice :M. Luphande, P.O. Sarriburu, Kwale.
Hari Karisa, Box 88, Kwale.
Jennaro M. Gitao, Box 6, Kwale.
Mwianasiti Bowana, P.O. Kwwle.
Chekaya, Councillor, Sarnburu South, Kwale.
Ernest Mulogo, Box 7, Kwale.
Hassan E. 0. Ondego, P.O. Mutuga.
C.P. -Mrizi (Mrs.) ASDO., Box 27, Kwale.
Alfred K. Julo, Adult Teacher.
Sahmu C. Mbana, P.O. Kwale.
Mkuba Nzole, Chairman, Muvunyo South NgGma, Kwale.
Ziro Bonibodi, Chairman, Mavunyo South Ngoma, Kwale.
Petro M. Chajkaya, Chairman, Pured-i Ngoma, Kwale.
Said Bungele, Sengenya Group, Kwale.
Nasomo Luwasa, Sengenya Group, Kwale.
Omari Mwanyota, Sengenya Group, Kwale.
Mavumba Si-ndi, Chief, Samburu South, Kwale.
Mwandogo Ndoro, Chairman, South Group Ranch.
Alice Chikejo, Adult Teacher, South Kwale.
Dominic Lale, Adult Teacher, South Kwale.
A14i Rasiud Wernbe, Assistant Chief, Tiwi, Kwalle.
Matia Athuman-i, M.W.O. Leader, Waa Location, Kwale.
Serf Said Rimo, Tsikitsi-leader, Diani Location.
Juma Suleiman, Ukunda Location, Kwale.
Matano Zani, Diani Location, Kwale.
Alima SwAehel, Waa Location, Kwale.
Said Salim Mwamaqegano, Ukunda, Diani Location, Kwale.
Peter Majele, S.D.A.,Box 27, Kwale.
Fatuma Ndondo, Waa Location, Kwale.
Juma H.!Mad-zitso, Vice Chair-man, K.C.C., Kwale.
Mwanasiti Mbwana, Kwale District.
Mwanatumu Nara, Box 27,,KwMe.
M-wanakombo Nara, Box 27, -K-wale.
D. M. Mutua, P.O. Kwale.

4%	 Salimu Mbwana, Box 21, Kwale.
Samwel Ochieng', Box 36, Voi.
Mrs. Grace Ouma, Box 1, Voi.
Mr. Richard Ndambo, M-kwachunji, Private Bag, Vai.

Idd-i Nyoka, Kalela, Box 6, Voi.
Godfrey Mwashigadi, Ndome Primary, Private Bag, Voi.
Mrs. Mary Ayub, Kalela, Schooll, Box 1, Voi.
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Samwel Nyambu, Mwacbafwaza Primary, Box 1016, Voi.
Japhet H. Mwarago, Mwanyambo Primary, Box 62, Voi.
Dickson Baya, M-wangoka School, Box 1044, Wundanyi.
Samwel Mwangeka, Mdundonyi Primary, P.O. Wundanyi.
Richard Mwangelka, Voi Town Council, Voi.
John Kdungu, Box 62, Voi.
Gilbert Mwanyuma, Ngolia Tailoring, Box 198, Voi.
Clement Mwanburi, Mamda Primary, P.O. Mgange, W-undanyl.
T. W.Marara Box. 1, Voi.
Sanuny Mwangeka, Werugha PosW Agent, Via Wundanyi.
Dixon Stephano, Mbale, P.O. Iriwa.
Ocb^ieng% Box 158, Voi.
Rughendo David, Box 1066, Wundanyi.
Dixon Nyarabu, P.O. Iriwa, Vol.
Wilick 1. Mwachia,Box 1042, Wandanyi.
Jezree Mwaurnba, 'Mariwenyi School, P.O. Voi.
Catherine Mwandawiro, Box 1058, Wund-anyi.
Teresia. Razungu, Box 1011, Wundanyi.
Adl-in Nyambu, Box 1024, Wundanyi.
Jazreel Mwaumba, Mariwenyi Primary, Voi.
Gidion Mwacilenge, Ngambonyi Primary, Wundanyi.
Stephen Kilelu, Werugha Po5tal Agent, P.O. Weruga.
Evans Nj.umbwa, Werugha Postal Agent, P.O. Weruga.
0. Mwangom-be, Werugha Postal Agent, P.O. Weruga.
0. J. M. Kilini, Werugha Agen-^ Via Wundanyi.
Samwel 0. Blasto, Box 1066, Wundanyi.
Japhet H. Mwarogo, Box 62, Voi.
Mr. Juma A. Mwarandani, Box 158, Voi.
Mr. Ammon ,M. Mwatela, C.V.P., Machinon Road, ViaMombasa.
Lydia K. Mwandime (Miss), ASDO, Box 1050, Wundanyi.
Benson Mwawunganga Councillor, Box 1066, Wundanyi.
ThoTnas; Mawora, Box 39, Mwatate.
Eshton K. Mwalengu, Box 1064, Wundanyti.
Gerald M. Nyarnbu, Box 1001, Wundanyi.
Abdullah Gachu Bilbali, Box 1058, Wundan.yi.,
Jane Jilani (Mrs.), Box 1011, W-undanyi.
Ruth A. Kilonga, (Mrs.). Box 1001, Wundanyi.
Mrs. Clarice Mwashingadi, Box 1001,,Wundanyi.
Alexa^nder Kubo, D.O.'s Office, Wundanyi.
H. M. M%valugho, County Council, Box 1066, Wrundanyi.
Derick K. Magenyi, Box 1004. Wundanyi.
Jimmy Livai, Tlaila^Werug^ Postal Agent.
Washuma Wesa, Box 1004, Wundanyi.
Olewa Owiti, J. D., Box 1077. Wundanyi.
Kimani Karebe, Information Department, Kilifi.
David Odhiambo, Box 95023, Mombasa.
Zablon K. Sifa, Box 85257, Mombasa.
Joshua Wangio, Box 90290, Mombasa.
Raymond K. Maru, Box 81628,:Mombasa.
Fanuel 0. Ogada, P.O. Mombasa.
Stephen N. Njeruh, Box 93904,Mombasa.
Johnson S. Zowe, Box 98748, Mombasa.
Symon Ochieng', Box 82048, Mombasa.
Samuel Kiroimbo, Box 90214, Mombasa.
John Odera Aloo, Box 98299, 'Mombasa.
Samson Masaku, Box 85257, Mombasa.
Patrick Rimba Tsuma, Box 81962, Mombasa.
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tdwin A. 0. Kodande, Box 82276, Mombasa.
David P. Odhiambo, Box 86252, Mombasa.
Edwin E. 0. Abonyo, Box 95023,Mombasa.
Joseph Kingoo, Box 16, Tana.
Ndaa Tune, Box 98857, Mombasa.
Ali Tengah, !Box 95185, Mombasa.
K. S. Ngowa, Box 36, Kaloleni.

EASTERN PROVINCE

Simon Makato, Lumbwa Primary.
Michad S. Muoka, Box 50, Karnbu.
John Kifonzo, Box 194, Machalkos.
James ,Kya:lo, ,Box 459, Machakos.
Anthony Kiiiu, :Box 65, Kathnzweni.
Peter Akwali, Box 124, Macakos.
Gershon M. Muteti, Box 81, Nunguni.
Milcah Mutisya, Box 180,Machakos.
AnnahMutiso, -Box 38, Athi River.
Francis M. Mutiso, Box 869, Machakos.
Josephine Kilonzo, Box 38, Ath-i River.
Timothy!Mwithd, Box 638, Machakos.
Jonathan Warnbua Kituli, Box 48, Mbiuni.
Francis Kikwati Silingi, Makyau Primary.
Daniel Kimongo Kilonzo, Box 461, Machakos.
Josphat -Kababu, Box 335, Macha-kos.
Issac 'Mutisya, Box 194, Maohakos.
John ^Nyagab, Box 823, Macbakos.
Daniel Makosi, Box 20, Tawa, Machakos.
Joseph Kingoo, Box 16, Tawa, Machakos.
Masga Mulinge, Box 35, Kilkima, -Machalkos.
William M. Wambua, Box 822,,Macbaikos.
Martina Mutanu, Box 138, Machakos.
Patrick Nzioka Peter, Box 38, Mitaboni.
David K. Ngili, Box 1143, -Kangundo.
Alex Mutuku -Muthani, Box 1070, Kangi^pdo. -
Christopher Obiero Mobegi, Box 124, Macha;kos.
Ron. K.)Mullwa, Box 44, Tala.
Charles Muhtini WanYbua, Box 99, Masii, Madbakos.
Joseph Wambua Ndiro, Box 149, Machakos.
Francis Ameyo, Box 853, Maohakos.
Saidi Dende, Box 850, Machakos.
Patrick Musai, Mburnbuni, Machakos.
Nelson M. Maingi, Box 546, Machakos.
Walter M. Mutune, Box 737, -Macbakos.
William Kilonzo, Box 657, Machakos.
Christine M. Munovi, Box 26, Athi River.
Rose K. Benjamin, Box 26, Athi River.
Mrs. Leah Mwan'iki, Box 26, Athi River.
Peter M. N-gui, Box 229, Machakos.
R. W. Kioko (Mrs.), Box 29. Machakos.
Sarnmy M. Wanfta, Box 54, Tawa, Machakos.
Patricia Kjoko, Box 707, Kimutwa, Machakos.
M,biga Kiuvu, Kim-utwa, Machakos.
Jackson N. Kflundo, Box 8, Okia, Machakos.
Joseph M. M-uthoka, Box 233, Machakos.
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Ngola =, M. P., Box 1, Mwala.

Sammy Ndunda Mutinda, P.O. Miu.
Simon M. Nzoka, Box 56, Siathani.
Paul F. N. Musambi, Box 335, Kitui.
Stephen X. M-utisya, Box 571. Kit.ui.
Joshua M. Kaloki, Box 311, Kiwi.
Mrs. Grace M. J. Mutinda, Box 359, Kitui.
Mr. Fred Kathemba, Box 378, Kitui.
Fred N. M-ungasya, Box 5, Kitui.
J. B. Kamau, Box 35, Kitui.
Julius M. Masauloi, P.O. Mugwani.
Solomon N. Nda-mbaki, Box 81, Kitui.
Francis Muanga, Box 314, Kitui.
James Mukingu, Box 35, Kitui.
Moses M. Wambua, Box 21, Kitui.
Willy Musinga, Box 761, Machakos.
Johu Muh Musyimi, :Mwa-lyo Dancers.
Julius Kithdka, Mwalyo Dancers.
Munyama Kitonga,Mwalyo Dancers.
Gideon Naoo Musambi, P.O. Koma, Kitui.
Joseph Savali Malinga, P.O. Koma, Kitui.
Geoffrey M. Muungami, Box 598, Kitui.
Joshua M. Mumo, Box 35, Kitui.
John Francis Pereira, Box 506, Kitui.
Sammy M. Mutia, Box 31, Kisasi.
Peninah Nzasu, Kavati Dip.
Francis M. Muli, Box 4, Mutomo.
Stanislaus M-unyoki, Box 422, Kitui.
G. M. Malusi, Education Officer.
Mrs. Alice Kalavi, CDA (SS),. Kitui.
Mrs. Ana Naiaki, CDA, Kitui.
Mrs. Rosalia Mutunga, CDA, Kit.ui.
Mrs. Alima Mulandl, Kabati Dip.
Julius Musyimi, Kiat-ine, P.S., P.O., Tulia.
N. M. Maluk, Box 33, Kitui.
Plisila Kitheka, Women Dancers, Kitui.
Syomii Kimonzi, Women Dancers, Kitui.
Bosco K. Mulandi, CDA, Kitui.
Kyalo Kibwea, Box 2272, Kitui.
B. Njuk-i Mnjau, Box 6049, Runyenje's.
Edward Njiru, Box 36, Em-bu.
Muriithi S. Gatema, Box 76, EnIbu.
Josiah Njiru Joshua, Box 224, Embu.
John Albert Njiru, Box 213, Embu.
Beniface B. M-usyaka, Box 48, Karaba Njeru.
Alvan R. Njeru, Box 414, Embu.
Peter N. Muringi, Box 140, Embu.
Albert Njeru Kinga, Box 217, Embu.
Sarnwel Magara, Box 192, Embu.
Titus N. Ndaru, Box 192, Embu.
Silas M. Njoka, Box 847, Embu.
Silvester Njiru, Box 6076, Runyenjes.
Gladys Mugo, Box 232, Embu.
Nuhiga 1. Z. Moses, Box 573, Embu.
Gai-ta J. Ireri, Box 6035, Runyenjes.
Samwel Kavanda, Box 6073, Run-yenjes.
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Robert Mugane, Box 6057, kunyenjes.
James N. Muriithi, Box 6063, Runyenjes.
Bernard N. Gichovi, Box 573, Embu.
Peter Gakiavi, Box 6032, Runyenjes.
Simon M. Wanjama, Kigari Teachers College, Embu.
Kjambi B. Muturi, Box 1024, Embu.
Anthony Mwirigi, Box 125, Meru.
Silas Kirigia, Box 698, Meru.
Festus Mugambi, Box 216, Meru.
Bonu Diba, Box 216, -.*Meru.
Leonard Kirimi, Box 1162, Meru.
Justice L. Mwenda, Box 180, Maua.
Constance K. Njira, Box 931, Meru.
Kaaria D. T., Box 46, Meru.
Stephen WMarete, Box 6, Meru.
Joseph Kiruki, Box 61, Meru.
Nyaga. Blasio, Box 109, Meru.
D. K. Wahome, Box 56, Isiolo.
Andrew Odiadi Paul, Box 75, Isicolo.
Kithinji Kwiriga, Box 53, Isio-lo.
Abdilatif S. Kassim, Box 53, Isiolo.
Adam Roba, Box 56, Isio1o.
Joseph Nyongesa Kweyu, Box 87, Isiolo.
Munyando George Oliver, Box 87,,Isiolo.
Amina 1, Godana, Box 53, Isiolo.
Asii Fayo Ahmed, Box 53,,Isio-lo.
Ahmed Abdi Ramata, Box 56, Isiolo.
Abdi Kadir Hussein, Box 56, Isiolo.
Mrs. Ash Sayo, Box 53, Isiolo.
Regina E. Nabwire, Box 171, Isiolo.
J. M. Gituke, Box 53, Isiolo.
A. K. Njinju, Box 56, Isiolo.
L. K. Kosilbet, Private Bag. Isiolo.
Nganwa Benson, Box 188, Meru.
Julius Macharia, Box 256, Embu.
Elisha K. Jonathan, Kigari Primary, Enybu.
Benjamin Ireri, Box 638, Embu.
Justus S. Ngari, Box 207, Em-bu.
Silas Njiru, Box 220, Embu.
James Ngari, Box 618, Embu.
J. W. Ndirirtu, Box 8, Embu.
Michael Waweru, Box 6063, Runyenjes.
Silvano Mutokaa, Box 149, Embu.
Amos Njiru Mwangarie, Kiritiri TAC, Ki-ritiri.
Robinson M. Karani, Mak-ima Primary.
Gaita J., Box 6035, Runyenjes.
Samuel Kavanda, Box 6073, Runyenjes.
Joseph S. Njagi, Box 215, Embu.
John Kariuki, Box 6022, R-un-yenjes.
Sisto Njeru, St. Peter's Primary.
Pellanzio Njoka, Box 6098, Embu.
John Njeru, Box 6096, Runyenjes.
Joseph Guceca, Nyagari Primary.
Gladys Mugo, St. Peter's Primary.
Mtluga 1. Z. Moses, Box 573, Embu.
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1. M. Njuguna Abeo, Box 8, Eznbu. 	 Ej

Peter N. Muringi, Embu County Council, Box 140, F-mbu.
Barnabas Muerna, Box 61, Makueni.
Jonathan W. Katuh, Box 48, Mbiuni.
Theresiah Mush-yoki, Box 262, MachAos.
Sincion Makato, Kithiani, 'Machakos.	 ,a
Josephine Kilonzo, Box 38, Athi River.
Michael S. Muoka, Box 3,Mtito Andei.
Fruncis M. Mutiso, Box 869, Machakos.
Joseph W. Ndivo, Box 148, Machakos.
Ndania Patrick, Box 230, Meru.
Alifense M. Kamelo, Box 866, M-achakos.
Samson M. Marwa,Box 866, Machakos.
Alfred Munyoki, Box 20, Mwingi.
Embu Music Teachers, Embu.

NORTH EASTERN PROVINCE

Salan Ahmed, Box 42, Garissa.
P. R. Onyango, Box 245, Garissa.
Japhet K. Kornbe, Box 42, Garissa.
Christopher Obanda, Box 42, Garissa.
Cornelius Marangu, Box 49, Garissa.
Henry Wambua Makasa, Box 42, Garissa.
Peter KimanziMutali, Box 42, Garissa.
Alexander Matu, Box 42, Garissa.
H M. Arnanli, Box 42, Garissa.
M. Charies Matuaruhiu, Box 85, GaTim.
S. A. Nuno, Box 42, G-arissa.
A. M. Abdille, Box 8, Garissa.
M. A. Sheikh, Box 289, Garissa.
Abdi Fatah Sheikh, Box 57, Garissa.
Mwanzia J. J., Box 94, Garissa.	 ,a
Joseph M. Musydka, Box 42, Garissa.
G W. KariUki (Mrs.), Box 42, Garissa:
J. M. Keraro, Box 85, Garissa.
W. Ndomb-L Box 207, Garissa.
A. A. N. Stambi, Box 207, Garissa.
E. Bare, M/Gashe Primary, Garissa.
M. K. Digale, Box 207, Garissa.
J K. Yagan, D.C., Garissa.
Benson M. Kaaria, P.C. North Easlem Province.
Raymond Osiro, Deputy Area Librarian, Garissa.
S. Radu, Secretary, Z. W.Darure, Box 207, Garissa.
Maharned Kori, Social Services, Box 207, Garissa.

NAIROBI PROVINCE

Andrew Kanyotu, Box 21352, Nairobi.
David 0. Orinda, Box 72641, Nairobi.
Mrs. Gertrude Anyika, Box 73875, Nairobi. 	 a
Felistas Wang'ombe, Box 17249, Nairobi.
Margaret Muigwi, Box 17249, Nairobi.
Linet Akoko, Box 17249, Nairobi.
Mrs. D. Munywoki, Box 57678, Nairobi.
Mrs. Angeline Okumu, Box 21104, Nairobi.
Catherine D.Munuhe, Box 69777, Nairobi.
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Jacob Luchesi, Box 44400, Nairobi.
John Madege, Box 40791, Nafirobj.
Jenipher Odhiambo, Box 17249, Niirobi.
Wilbroda, Okemo, Box 17249, Na:ir(ybri.
Henry Thuo, Box 24768, Nairobi.
Paul M. Kangethe, Box 24768, Nairobi.
Francis J. Mutetti, Box 17160, Navirobi.
Miss P. Akello, Box 17160, Nairobi.
Mrs. Teresia Munyuki, Box 45046, Nairobi.
Mrs.Mary Njeri Nd-un-gu, Box 57365, Na:irdbi.
Mrs. Faturna. N. Chege, Box 43005, Nairobi.
Mr. Peter Ciitauh Ng'ang'a, Box 31318, Nairobi.
Josiah Ayieko Mochama, Box 20723, Nairobi.
Benson Odol-wa Ndede, Box 30456, Nairobi.
Sarnwel KaTanja, Box 30124, Nairobi.
Karumu Twela, Box 47015, Nairobi.
Len.ny F. Wang'ang'a, Box 22799, Nairobi.
Mrs. M. Wasike, Box 17016, Nairobi.
Mrs. Teresa Mwa, Abuya, Box 57507, Nairobi.
Malcom Floyd, Box 30047, Nairobi.
Simeon Bulemi, Box 68091, Nairobi.
Mrs. Evah Oduor, Box 41693, Na-i-rdbi.

ap	 Mrs. Leah Ochieng', Box 56209, Nairobi.
Praxedes Masila, Box 21104, Nairobi.
GertrudeM. Wafula, Box 21461, Nairobi.
George Massumbuko 1mvelle, Box 18120, Nairobi.
R. D. Wambugu, Box 30429, Na!irobi.
W. B. Wasike, Box 30342, Nairobi.
G. W. Mathali, Box 17249, Nairobi.
N. 1. Thuku, Box 41842, Nairobi.
P. K. Karania, Box 30043, Nairobi.
Caleb Okumu Chrispo, Box 45134, Naircfbi.
Jaei Omolo, Box 17023, Nairobi.
Frederick Owino Okoyo, Box 41660, Nairobi.
Isaac. Muitherero, Box 23302, Nairobi.
Grace Michemi, Box 17024, Nakobi.
Hannah Kagotho, -Box 17023, Nairobi.
Phyllis Malombe, Box 17023, Nairobi.
Joyce Scott, Box 21010, Nairobi
Marekia J. G., Box 19109, Nairobi.
Regina Kasyoka, Box 45963, Nairobi.
GraceMwelle, Box 45963, Nairobi.
Rose Lunan-i, Box 30497, Na-irobi.
Esther N. Philip, Box 45144, Nairobi.
Beatrice Inaiani, Box 45144, Nairobi.
Josephat Adeya, Box 17249, Nairobi.
John Kariuki, The Standard, Box 30080, Nairobi.
John Kioko, Box 52575, Nalirobi.
Kanya Amon, Box 17106, Nairobi.
Mrs. Akech, Box 17106, Nairobi.
Reuben Abwonyo, Box 60156, Nairobi.
Miss Lilly Makoha, Box 30286, Nairobi.
F. Mutako, Box 53138, Nairobi.
M. Okanga, Box 30035, Nairobi.
Mrs. Marion Kiiti, Box 17016, Nairobi.
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Justus Omoro, Box 40416, Nairobi.
Richard M. Nthama, Box 53138, Nairobi.
George Mutua Kavita, Box 30286, Nairobi.

W. E. Orninde, Box 43167, Nairobi.
B. 0. Gumba, Box 49849, Nairobi.
Jacob William Muanda, Box 52575, Nairobi.
Peter Njenga Njoroge, Box 31394, Nairobi.
Hassan Pancho, Box 16072, Nairobi.
Xavier A-Imeida, Box 41660, Nairobi.
Lucy Wambui, Box 3004, Nairobi.
Wilson Majale, Prison Training College.
Gladjl ys Aduda, c/o Box 18120, Nairobi.
Matano Meoya, Box 18120, Nairobi.
Mrs. Jane Ogonga, Box 56209, Nairobi.
Mrs. Jane Akande, Box 56209, Nairobi.
Mrs. Jane Mary Hondek, Box 68091, Nairobi.
Elly Ochieng'Orinda, Box 72641, Nairobi.
Mrs. Rose Kikuyu, c/o Muungano N. Choir.
Jacob Matuku, St. Stephen's Choir, Nairobi.
Christopher Sikuku, St. Stephen's Chair, Nairobi.
I Ndirangu, Box 17191, Nairobi.
Brother Michael, c/o Box 17016, Nairobi.
Ernest Imbali, Box 17061, Nairobi.
Mrs. Maria Wanza Musyoki, Box 10442, Nairobi.
Jacob Matuku, Nairobi.
Jacob Joseph Macharia, (Kenya Railways), Nairobi.
Siras Muiruri, Box 46124, Nairobi.
Daniel Njoroge, Box 46124, Nairobi.
Paul Mutonga Wanganangu, Box 46124, Nairobi.
Wallace Ngugi, Box 41879, Nairobi.
Jane Waithira, Box 41879, Nairobi.
Grace Wan-firu, Box 41879, Nairobi.
Peter Njoroge, Box 32258, Nairobi.
Wairimu Nganga, Box 41879, Nairobi.
David Za-lo Okuku, Kenyatta University College.

George R. Pereira, Kenyatta University College.

DavidM. Waweru, Kenyatta University College.
Kaania D. T., Kenyatta Univenzity College.

N-gugi A. Gichuhi, Kenyatta University College.

Onyango Allan Eliud, Xenyatta University College.
Obiero C. Mobegi, Kenyatta University College.

Oruta G. Kombo, Ken-yatta University College.
Ojud,he P. A., Kenyatta University College.

Grace W. Mureithi, Kenyatta University College.
Esh,iobunjira J. Okaalo, Kenyatta University Co-Ilege.
The Most Rev. Manasses Kuria, Archbishop, Nairobi.
Dawson M. Marami, Box 30456, Nacirobi.
B. S. Onyango,University of Nairobi.

Professor R. Ogendo, University of Nairobi.

Professor R. Odingo, University of Nairobi.
Gad Z. Owi-ti, Box 40251, Nairobi.

Dr. Miriam Were, Kenyatta National Hospital, Nairobi.
Dr. J. H. Oluoch, Box 46024, Nairobi.

Mrs. Joan Okudo, Kenya Polytechnic, Box 52428, NaiTob'i.
Mrs. Eunice Mathenge, Box 23041, Nairobi.
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Henani Wangwa, c/o Ngong Forest Primary, Nairobi.
Mrs. Catherine Ombeva, Muthurwa. Primary, Nairobi.
John Kimeli, Prisons Choir, Box 30556, Nairobi.
Paitriclk Kay Sanaa, Kenya Ra:ilways Headquar-ters.
Elisha Ndanyi, Friends Centre, Nairob-i.
Solomon Liyosi, Box 44400, Nahrobi.
S. D. Wachira, Box 21104, Nairobi.
Mathews K. Mwalwa, Box 13024, Nairobi.
Janet Kioko, Box 13024, Nairobi.
Rodgers F. Esihkati, Box 57365, Nairobi.
David Arnunga, Nairobi.
Looban Juma Tolo, Nairobi.
Gabriel Warnalwa, Box 53864, Na:irobi.
R. Andrews, Act Randa.
Betty Tett, Andrew Crawford Productions Ltd., Nairobi.
Nickson Ndungu, A.C.P.I. Ltd.
Andrea Tapper, Box 62103, Nairobi.
Avhumani Abdullkadir Senengo, Box 31510, Nafira&i.
Daudi M. Kabaka, Box 60156, Nairobi.
G-iddy Mendza, Box 45900, Nairobi.
Moses Oyoo, Box 73577, Nairobi.
Austin D. Odhia,mbo, Box 51747, Nairobi.
James M. Opa-la, Box 20705, Nairobi.
Cosmas M. Ochieng', Box 20705, NaIiTobi.
Benson 0. Ndebo, Box 30456, Nairobi.
Nebato Mwaura, c/o D. M. Thingo, Box 30197, Nahobi.
James Yongo, Box 47043, Nairobi.
Rajab Chumbu, Box 28777, Nairobi.
Mable Minishi, K.S.T.C., Box 30596, Nairobi.
Daniel N. Njenga, Box 313942, Nairobi.
Lukas -Mugo Kareu, Box 16341, Nairobi.
Lenny F. Wang'ang'a, Box 22799, Nairobi.
Yaitya, Kenya Prisons Band, Box 30586, Nairobi.
Geoffrey Ngao, Box 13000, Nairobi.
Asan Oneya, Box 51957, Nairobi.
George Mut.ua Kavita, Box 30286, Nairobi.
Edwin Fred Onyango, Box 73741, Nairobi.
Fund-i Konde, Box 46809, Nairobi.
Samuel K. Kazende, Box 45201, Na-irobi.
Cassim Konbo, (M.P.R.S.K.), Box 28777, Nairobi.
Kenyanya Edward, Box 30528, Nalirobi.
David Amunga, Box 28171, Nairobi.
William Tabu Osusa, Box 55542, Nairobi.
Ernest Kariuki, Box 58815, Nairobi.
John N. Kamau, Box 30008, Nairobi.
Reuben Abwonyo, Box 60156, Nairobi.
Miss Lilly Makokba, Box 30286, Nairobi.
E. Akach, Box 5, Kikuyu, Nairobi.
F. Mutdko, Box 53138, Nairobi.
M. Okanga, Box 30035, Nairobi.
Mrs. Marion Ki,iti, Box 17016, Nauirobi.
Jusrus Omoro, Box 40416, Nairobi.
Ochi-la Odera, Box 47855, Nairobi.
S. Wanjama, Kenyatta Utuyersity College, Nairobi.
B. K. Muthuri, Kenyatta University College, Nairobi.



Richard M. Nthama, Box 53138, Nairobi. 	 -0

George Mutua Kavita, Box 30286, Nairobi.
W. E. Ominde, Box 43167, Nairobi.
B. 0. Gum-be, Box 49849, Nairobi.
N. 1. Thuku, Box 41842, Nairobi.
Paul Kamanba Kanyanja, Box 30043, Nairobi. 	 -4
Otieno Alego, Kenyatta University College.
Mwesa 1. Mapoma, University of Lusaka, Zambia.
D. 0. Amayo, Universal Music Centre, Nairobi.
Rev. B. M. Mwindi, Box 48268, Nairobi.
Maurice Cardinal Otunga, Box 14231, Nairobi.
Prof. J. M. Waithaka, Box 43844, Nairobi.
Prof. R. Murungi, Box 43844, Nairobi.
Dr. D. C. Swift, Box 433844, Nairobi.
Dr. S. N. Mutunga, Box 433844, Nairobi.
J. N. Kathendu Masya, Box 43844, Nairobi.
W. G. Mwangi, Box 43844, Nairobi.
E. Keino, Box 43844, Nairobi.
L. Tendo, Kenyatta University College.
E. M. Njiru, Kenyatta University College.
Mumbi Kabuo, Kenyatta University College.
James N. Nganga, Kenyatta University College.
J. J. Nyaga, Kenyatta University College. 	 0

J. Nandwa, Kenyatta University College.
Prof. Mathew K. Malleche, Kenyatta University College.
Dr. P. N. Kavy-u, Kenyatta University College.
L. M. Mungai, Kenyatta University College.
J. M. NYamu, Kenyatta University College.
L. M. A. Pires, Kenyatta University Coflege.
Annetta Miller, Kenyatta University College.
Keziah Habwe, Kenyatta University College.
Anne Kanini Nzioka, Box 60494, Nairobi.
Peter T. Mbuthuri, Box 73022, Nairobi. 	 -i
Ruth A. Owino, Box 43844, Nairobi.
William Kimard, Box 43112, Nairobi.
Mbri-thi J. Mutua, Box 58662, Nadrobi.
Marekia J. G., Box 74109, Nairobi.
Wambua L. M., Box 30163, Nairobi.
Rose W. Gathithu, Box 60230, Nairobi.
Jahn W. Kamenyi, K.I.E., Box 30123 *1 Nairobi.
J. Onono Paddy, Box 73741, Nairobi.
Dr. Asante Darkwa, Box 3023 1, Nairobi.
A. Kinara, Box 67374, Nairobi.
Enrico Oweggi,'Box 54738, Nairobi.
S. Luchebelely, Box 43875, Nairobi.
Obonyo Digolo, Box 43844, Nairobi.
M. P. R. S. K., Box 28777, Nairobi.
Wilberforce Keke, Box 84065, Nairobi.
Dr. Osaga Odak, Box 67374, Nairobi.
Joseah K. A. Sang, Box 30533, Nairobi. 	 51

Kenya Society of 'Musicians, Nairobi.
Inspectorate, Higher Education, Nairobi.
Peter S. Benjamin, Box 84516, Nairobi.
Kenya High Schocol, Box 30035, Nairobi.
L.W. Wanjau, Box 49210, Nairobi. 	 0
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David 0. Orinda, Nairobi.
Nicholas B. Ganira, Nairobi.
E-lisha Ndanji, A.r.c., Ziwani, Nairobi.
B. P. Lereitan, Kenyatta University College, Nairobi.

A	 CENTRAL PROVINCE

B. N. Njonjo, 267, Thilka.
James Kin-yanjudi, General Kago Primary, Box 636, Thika.
Stephen Ndirangu, Q.R.S., Tbika.
Peter Mganga, Box 356, Thhika.
Abanuel Okoth, ThAa Primary for the Blind.
Joseph J. Gitau, Joytown School, Box 326, Th^ka.
Joseph Karanja, St. Patrick Choir, Thhika.
Paul N. Mwanilkj', School for the Blind, Thika.
James Njuguna, Gatumaini Primary, Thika.
Richard Gachokka, Th-Aa Primary.
Henry J. Mwaura, M-ustim Primairy, Box 645, Tbika.
John Mamam, Box 789, Thika.
Elizabeth Wambui, Box 789, Thika.
Win-fred Wai-kao, Box 258, Thika.
Mrs. Ruth W. Mutonga, Kisiwa Primary, Thika.
Mrs. Kibathi, Box 645, Thilika.
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Mululu,;Box 787, Thika.
Mrs. Gkhuku Peter, School for the Blind, Thdka.
Mrs. Beatrice Gitau, Queen of Rosary, Box 886, Thika.
Mrs. Teresia Waiganjo, Box 240, Thika.
Gabriel -M. Shifirwa, Twi.ga, Box 23, Ruiru.
Damaris Njoki Kamau, Box 1151, -Mika.
Joyce Wakuu, Kiandutu, Thika.
Vengenia Wanjilku, Kiandutu, Thika.
Joyce Nieri, T.U.D.C., Tbika.
Panninah Wanjiru, 'Iblika.
E. Wangongo, Kiandatu, Thika.
Gathord Ndingu, Kiandutu, Tbika.
Jane Wangui, rlvka.
Wanjiru Kihato, 'nika.
Jane Wanji-ru, Thika.
Ahn-ia Njoki, Tbika.
Jacinta M. Kamau, 7bika.
Mary Wanjiku Kiiru, Thika.
Princilla Multhoni, Thika.
Warnwari Museith, Thika.
Amina Issa Jane, Thika.
Haddja IsmaA, Thika.
Stephen Muland-i, Thika.

Armstrong Mangai, Thika.

M-waindi Muamed, Th-j'ika.

Damaris Wanjiku, Tbika.

Charles E. Karanja, Box 40, Kjanyaga.

Eunice Kariko, Box 213, Kerugoya.
Patricia W. Runo, Box 28, Kerugoya.
Cyrus N. Njeru, Box. 44, Kianyaga.

Paul K-inyua Kiragu, Box 398, Kerugoya.
David M. Kariuki, Box 70, Kerugoya.

Cyrus Kamutu Marclus, Box 267, Kerugoya.
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John Kieba, Mutitu Primary, Box 5, Kerugoya.
Peter Mutuota, Box 53, Kerugoya.
Wilson Kanyangi, Box 8 Kagio.
Gerald Muchiri Ndambiri, Box 29, Wanguru.
Stanley Mugambi, Kiangungu, Box 73, Kerugoya.
Emanson Silas Kiura, Kiandai School, Box 35, Kianyaga.
Humphery Kamau, Box 95. Kerugoya.
Jane Nyawira, Box 107, Kerugoya.
Raphael A. Mwai, Box 107, Kerugoya.
Charles Kagwi, Box 12, Kerugoya.
Gabriel M. Kagwe, Box 1, Kerugoya.
Richard Mwa-i, Box 12, Kianyaga.
Jackson Njagi, Box 39, Ki-andegwa School.
Mary Njiru, Kerugoya Primary, Box 64, Kerugoya.
Symon Muchiri, Box 30, Kliar^yaga.
Elizabeth Mabuti, Box 30. Kianyaga.
Mbaji A. Kirigia ., Box 18, Kianyaga.
Peter Mwangi Chege, Box 12, Wanguru.
Benson Kirugi Njagi, Box 62, Kerugoya.
Samuel Machin:i, Box 1, Sagana.
Muchiri Mathu, Box 44, Kerugoya.
Th^aka Mani, Box 44, Kerugoya.
Wambui Weigwa, Box 44. Kerugoya.
Wairimu Ngigi, Box 44, Kerugoya.
Da-m-aris Wamutitu, Box 44, Keragoya.
Newton Kigotho, Box 15, Wanguru.
S. M. Muiruti, Box 16, Wanguru.
Alex Njog-u, Box 40, Kianyaga.
Sophia M. Ga,timu, Box 367, Kerugoya.
Gituku James Ngari, Box 13, Kianyaga.
Lizzie N. Gathiga. Box 29. Kerugoya.
Kariuk-i Danson. Box 21, Kianyaga.
Joseph Ngoroi, Box 124, Kianyaga.

Anrde,w K. Mulugi, Box 56, Kerugoya.
Joseph M. Ngari, Box 55, Ka-ratina.
Mfano J. Njage, Box 179, Kerugoya.
Elias G. Mzungu, Box 92, Kerugoya.
Veronica W. Gichoh-i, Box 68, Kerugoya.
Beatrice Karani, Box 350, Kerugoya.
Jane L Njuguna, Box 64, Keru.-oya.
Jane N. Kimanyi, Box 238, Kerugoya.
J. M. Mutemi, Ag. District Commissioner, Kirinyaga.
J. C. Cheboi, District Officer, 11, Kerugoya.
Jesi Muthon-i, Box 24, Kerugoya.

Njogu Kaririu, Box 92, Kangai.
Julius Njiru, Box 92, Kanga-i.
GeoraTd Warui, Box 92, Kangai.
Mrs. M. Ma:ganjo, Box 215, Kerugoya.
Mary Wangech-i, Box 80, Wan-g-aru.
Dorcas Kagio, Box 80, Wanguru.
DaTnaris MLrtfioni, Box 80. Wangaru.
Eficanda Wanjik-u, Mahigain-i Tebere.

Lucia Wambui, Mahigaini Tebere.

Joyce Githinji, Nutritionist, Kerugoya Hospital.

Janet Mitharno, F.P.A.K.. Field Education, Nd-ia.
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Priscillar Wambui, Mahigaini, Mwea.
Esther Kanuthu, Box 92, Kangai.
Easter Wathitha, Baragwi Location, Box 41, Kianyaga.
Leah Muthoni, Box 384, Kerugoya.
Nicasio Gicira, Box 97, Sagan.a.
Nlhogo Robinson, Kiathi School, Box 3, Kianyaga.
Kariuki Danson,'Box 61, Kjanyaga.
Ruth Wanja, Box 2, Kerugoya.
Joseph Ngorori, Box 124, Kianyaga.
Phelis Njokii, Box 2, Kerugoya.
Mary Muthoni, Box 2, Sagana.
Joyce Maina, Box 217, Karatina:
Mary Wanjiru, Inoi, Box 1, Kerugoya.
Lilian Muthoni, Inoi, Box 1, Kerugoya.
Jane Gachuri, Inoi, Box 1, Kerugoya.
John Kieba, Mut?tu Primary, Box 56, Kerugoya.
Cecilia W. Gicira, Box 1, Kerugoya.
Francis M. Miano, Kia-mbwe Polytechnic, Kerugoya.
Isack M. Mathu, Box 44, Mutira, Kerugoya.
Tbiaka-mani, Kerugoya.
W-ambui Weigwa Mutiri, Kerugoya.
Watira Gitari, Mutira.
Walirimu Ngigi, Mutira.
Damaris Wairtitu, Mutira.
Peter Njue Kagai, C.D.A., Gichugu.
Joseph Gathingu, Box 1, Kerugoya.
James G. Muuru, C.D.S., Mwea.
Sisily Wawii-ra, Gichugu.
Eunice Wawira, Gichugu.
Grace Ikebu (Mrs.), Kerugoya.
Naster Mabuti, Gichugu, Kerugoya.
Rose Wawira, Gicbugu, Kerugoya.
Susana Muringo, Gic-hugu, Kerugoya.
L. Muraya, Box 118, Murang'a.
J. K. Mugi, Box 118, Murang'a.

J. N. Ndimigah, Box 118, Murang'a.

Protosia C. N. Gathendah, D.S.D.O., Box 176, Murang'a.

P. G. Ngugi, Box 118, Murang'a.

H. G. Mwa-ura, Box 485, Murang'a.

James K. D. Ngurnba, Box 90, Murang'a.

Elijah Gachanga, Box 237, Murang^a.

Daniel K. A. Sang, Box 461, Murang'a.

Patrick 0. Wafula, O.C.S., Mura.ng'a.

Naomi Njiru, D.R.P., Murang'a.

Anna On-yango, D.E.T.O., Box 68, Murang'a.

L. Njuguna (Mrs.). D.A.E.O., Box 68, Muranga.

C. K. Macharia, Town Clerk, Muran& Municipality.

D. Wang'londu, Information Officer, Box 136, Murang'a.

A. A.Mondoh. D.O. Kigurno, Box 59, Maragua.

K. M. Rintari, Box 7, Murang'a.

Ndungu T. M., Welfare Officer. Box 205, Murang'a.

Ruel Mwangi Ng'ang'a, Box 59, Muragua.

Tom Oloo, Koiganjo Pallice College.

Ralybinson Mwangi, Kgwandi Primary.

Samuel Kamiri, Kagarii Primary.
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Rubben Njoroge, Kiambuiri Primary.
Kariuki, Munyu Primary.
Elizabeth Juma, Tet.u.
R-ilian Wanjugu*1 Wamagana.
BUabeth Muteru, Mwanji Primary.
Eunice Kago, Temple Road Primary.
Isaac Ngunjiri, Nyerj* Primary.
Geoffrey Weru, Kiambuiri Primary.
Win Wanfiru, Wamagana PrimaTy.
David Ndirangu, Kagumo College.
Paul 11konya, Kamwenja College.
John D. Owino, Othaya Approved School, Box 420, Othaya.
Laban Mungwenga, E.A.B.C., Ru-iru.
Ishmael Okumtz, E.A.B.C.. Ruiru.
SaTnwel Mutisya, E.A.B.C., Ruiru.
Thomas Ougo Ngare, E.A.B.C., Ruiru.
David Thuk.0 Wamahiga, Ting'a-ng'a C. Mission, Box 190, Kiambu.
Syliphanus Temesi, E.A.B.C., Ruiru.
Bwana Njoroge, Kiambu.
Rebinda Wambui, Githunguri.
Njoki Kagori, Githunguri.
Stephen Gitau, Kiambaa.
Job Chebor, Box 312, Kikuyu.
Rachael, Otienda, Box 242, Ruiru.
Njambri, Box 220, Limuru.
Esther, Box 139, L-imuru.
Nyamatwe, Box 139, Limur.u.
Wanjiku Ndungu, Box 39, Limuru.
Gathoni Njoroge, Limuru.
Wa-thuku Ngano, Box 139, Limuru.
BAemary Beke, Box 136, Limuru.
Nduta Thafau, Box 136, Limuru.
Grace Gathoni, Box 1, Lim-uru.
Hannah Wamweru Mbugua, Box 139. Limuru.
Njan*4 Muiruri, Box 139, L-imuru.
Naomi Wambui, Box 98. Uplands.
Elizabeth Wambui, Box 98, Uplands.
N. Mate Runyenje, Box 9, Kiambu.
Stephen K. Njuki, Box 176, Kiambu.
J. W. Munyasia, Box 32, Kiambu.
J. M. Wanyoike. Box 152, K-iambu.
Joseph Muiruri, Box 152, Kiambu.
Kibiko Kamau, P.O. Banana Hill.

Njeri Gitete, Box 1, Limuru.

W-amaitha Kang'erhee, Nyathuna Primary.

G-athoni Kingo, Kiambu.

Veronica Njoki, Banana Hill.
Lillian Wariara, Banana, Kiambu.

Joyce Nyokabi Mugo, Banana, Kiambu.
Phylis Wanjiku, Box 1, Ga2tundu.
Muthoni Njoroge, Box 1, Gatundu.
Elizabeth Wanji^ku. Box 1, Gatundu.
Waitaka Ki-bororo, Box 1, Ciatundu.
Mwatha Karari, Box 1, Ga-tundu.
Njuguna Mugi, Ohania.

Grace Wamuhu, Box 2, Ruiru.
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Mary Nyakeru, Box 2, Kikuyu.
Mirthoni Madharia, Box 30, Kikuyu.
Mwara Karanja, Box 30, K-Auyu.
Daniel Muthami, Mutothuini.
Maria Wambui, Box 51, Kikuyu.
Mary Wanjini, Box 51, Kikuyu.
Wanjiru Kagojya, Box 166, Ruiru.
Rebecca Waringa, Box 166, Ruiru.
Jeremiah Wanyoike, Private Bag, Ruiru.

Boniface K. Karanja, Private Bag, Ruiru.
Joseph Muraya, Private Bag, Rairu.
John K. Gichuhi, Box 324, Kikuyu.
Lucy Kinyanjui, Box 290, Kiambu.
Alice Njoki, Box 42, Uplands.
Hannah Njerj, Box 42, Kjkuyu-
Rakel Nyamaru, Box 5, Kimende, Maiathia.

Ruth Wanjiru, Box 45, Uplands.
Henry Gathu, Box 55, Githunguri.
Cyrus Njogu, Box 55, Githunguri.

Rose Nyambura, Box 42, Uplands.
P. S. Arima, A.E.O., Box 80, Githunguri.
Rosemary Nyoka^bi, Box 41, Githunguri.
Mrs. Tberesia W. Wainama, Box 345, Kiambu.
Mrs. ,Mary W. Ndungu, Box 345, KianYbu.
Margaret Nyokabi, Box 50, Githunguri.

Gladays W. Kamamu, Box 314, Kiambu.
Stephen Chege, Box 727, Kiambu.
George Kingu, Box 170, Gatundu.

William Okoth, Box 23, Limuru.

Lucas Mugwanja, Box 156, Kiambu.

Manasseh N. Nacton, Box 61, Matathia.
Peter Karoga Mwangi, Box 158, Umuru.

Peter MWrurj G. N., Box 47, Gatundu.

Ngethe Magua, Box 64, Kikuyu.
Stephen Muthama Mwangi, Box 10, Limuru.
Stephen Korio Gachihi Box 243, Kiambu.
Kega Winnie Wangari, Box 109, Kikuyu.

V Francis Njoroge, Box 506, -17hika.
Raphael Otindo, Box 242, Ruiru.
Job Chebor, Box 312, Kvkuyu.
Stephen M. Gitau, Box 3 1, Banana Hill.

Henry Gathu, Box 55, Githunguri.

P. S. Warjani, Box 80, Githunguri.

N. M. Runyenje, Box 9, Kiambu.

Stephen Ngigi Mwangi, Box 284, Kianlbu.
Rachael Wanfiku M-bugua, Loreto School, Box 64, Kiambu.

Fidelis Sheet, Loreto School, Box 64, Kiambu.

Moses K. Gitau, Box 466, Kiambu.

Francis Kinyua, E.A.B. & C., Ruiru-

Janies Ole-%ve S. E.AB. & C., Ruiru.

Milika Gathoni, Box 224, Limuru.

Mrs. Salome Njoki, Box 135, Kikuyu.

Mrs. Pelagia, Wangari, Wangige Market, Lower K&bete.

Mrs. Serah Wangari, Wangige Market, Lower Kabete.

Mrs. Mary Mbere Kamangu, Box 51, Kikuyu.

T. -M. Ndegwa, Box 266, Nyeri.
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1). N. Njenga, Box 26,Banana HA.
Polyearp Kateregga, Box 1647, Thika.
Murang'a Teachers, Murang'a.
Noah E. W. Omolo, Box 7, Kikuyu.
Daniel Ndembi Njenga, Box 26, Banana Hill.
Henry -Mutasya, Box 5, Kikuyu.
John Kamau M. Box 333, Ruiru.
P. Karumba K. Box 333, Ruiru.
Daniel Nyangi, D.E.O., Kerugoya.
Mrs. Naomi Mlbugua, Box 162, Limuru.
David Kungu, Box 1647, Thfka.
Francis Kinyua Kariith-i, E.A.B. & C., Ruiru.
Daniel Ndambi Njenga, Box 26, Banana Hifi.
Anthony Kimani Peter, Box 38, Kikuyu.
Revel M. Np-ngo, -Box 720, Murang'a.
Lucy W-ambui Kariku, Box 333, Ruiru.

RIFT VALLEY PROVINCE

David Shkandi, Box 1207, Kitale.
John Okuku, Box 986, YOtale.
Festus Makete, Box 614, Kitale.
James Mudanya, Box 70, Tongaren.
Fanuel Muhindi, Box 578, Kitale.
J. 0. Aimba, Box 365, Kitale.
Francis Siambi, Box 107, Endebess.
Joram L. Sambasi, Box 477, Kitale.
Wence'laus S. E. 0twane, Box 1948, Ki-tale.
Christopher K. A. Rotich, Box 525, Kitale.
Petir Wa-lucho, Box 795, Kitale.
William B. Mmbanga, Box 1296, Kitale.
Christopher K. Mathenge, Box 203, Kitafe.
Moses Nailbei G. K., Box 56, Kitaie
C. K. Kwalia, Box 911, K itale.
Edward Misoga Kapretwa, Box 1576, Kitale.
Christopher Nyongesa, Box 1576, Kitale.
Enock Musheba M-ukunza, Box 34, Endebess.
Warshington Asembe, Box 1460, Kitale.
Mwicbuli Samuel, Box 260, Kitale.
SimiyuTom Justo, Bax 281, Kitale.
Sammy Kibet Maiyo, Box 556, Kitale.
Mahaka, "SS" Maloba, Box 295, M. tale.
Lawrence Kij'ru, Box 284, Kapenguria.
Ombong^i A. M. Francis, Box 284, Kapengur^a.

Ltike Juma Ambaka, Box 159, Kitale.

Georgina Achungo Walobwa, Box 682, Kit-ale.
Emmanuel J. Nyongesa, Box 17, Kitale.
Enos Lukalo Kibande, Box 450, Kitale.

Richard Namasaka, Box 21, Kitale.

Joseph T. Kaaria, Box 50, Narok.
Charles N. Tialal, Box 44, Kilgoris.

J. M. Koisaba, Box] 29, Narok.

I.B. Taruru, Box 52, Kilgorls.
J.G. Mwaura, Box 18, Narok.
D. Kibbunyd, Box 88, Narok.

K. Mulei, Box 15, Narok.
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J. X. ole koonyo, Box 4, Narok.
J. 1. Otmde Marenya, Narok.
Nonnan Nzalba, Box 45, Narak.
John B. 0. Juma, Box 45, Narok.
D. Tiampa-ti (Mrs.), Box 18, Narok.
S. 0. Abeid, Box 18, Na-rok.
Veronficah Karei (Mrs.), Box 129, Narok.
Mary Masikonte, Box 4, Narak.
Phylfis N. Kamay, Box 129, Narolk.
Rodah N. Katumpe (MTS.), Box 129, Naxok.
Saul Y. Shilabo, Box 18, Narok.
Nelson ole Naisho, Box 49, Narok.
Karanja Ngumo, Box 18, Naiok.
Sekj, S. P., Box 45, Narok.
Joseph M. Maingi, Box 47, Narok.
Rosehiary Shira, Box 52, KAgords.
Annah Nefly N. Edollia, Box 4, Narok.
Salome Kapeen, Box 4, Narok.
Joseph Njau Gichia, Box 4, Narork.
Zalkayo J. Nchoe, Box 18, Narok.
Juma Safim Saidi, Box 270, Narok.
R. Mw-ango, Box 7, Namanga.
Mrs. P. Nangurai, Box 25, Kajiado.
Nahadbon Muchai, Box 25, Kajiado.
Rachel Naik-Lmi, Box 9, Magadi.
Jenipher Lente, Box 34, Namanga.
Jane Manka, Box 25, Kajiado.
Menga, Box 42, Kajiado.
M-wango, Box 42, Kajiado.
Sin-riyu, Box 19, Kajiado.
N. Ndiflay, Box 33, Kajiado.
Mrs. E. N. Kishoian, Box 88, Ngong.
Mrs. Polong, Box 34, Kajiado.
Mrs. Ndilay, Box 34, Ka!^ado.
D. P. M. Nzoma, Deputy D.B.E.O., Kaji-ado.
R. N. Kjinyanjui, D.B.E.T.
E. S. Kishoyian, B.E.O., Ngong.
S. 1. Aurna, Box 95 .. Kajiado.
C. L. Ngesa, Box 1, Kajiado.
Mrs. Rose M lbatli-i, Box 35, Kajiado.
Naomi N. Bamoti, Box 35, Kajiado.
Noomdamat Sateke, Box 11, Kajiado.
Totayo Mposiaro, Box 35, Kajiado.
Nai-modo Longasati, Kajiado.
Nordcato Lenyfl(a, Box 17, Kajiado.
Em-Ay Tutufi, Box 44, Kaji-ado.
Jedida Kosopa, Box 44, Kajiado.
I-konnet Ntoro, Box 44, Ka^ado.
Tait&i Kores, Box 35, Kajiado.
Teresialli Kboi, Box 33, Kajiado.
Jeremiah Mwanza, Box 72, Kajiado.
Nahasho,n ,Mucha:i, Box 7, Namanga.
Martin Mwanga, Box 42, Kajiado.
Gideon Mmranga, Box 42, Kajiado.
EbraW, m Tunu, Box 125, Kaj iado.
John Nyonyo, Box 31, K-ajiado.
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Nathanean Ndflay, Box ^3, kajiado.
Mwangu, Richard, Box 7, Namanga.
S. M. Jakaft, Box 35, Kaijado.
011r. Stephen C. Yator, Box 44, Kalbamet.
Phillip K. 0hesire, Box 87, Kabarnet.
Stephen C. Livoywa, Box 44, Kabamet.
Peter B. Kolei, Box 32, Kabarnet.
Rhoda Chetad-am, Kaptere, P.O. Kabartonjo.
Joseph M. Njuguna, Maigutwo School, Kabartonjo.
Salina Cherogony, Box 51, Kvbamet.
Alexander Tomno, Box 67, Kaba:rnet.
Wycliffe Waswa Lusweti, Box 21, Eldama-Ravine.
Jacofb Lugatia Nyaranga, Box 157, Eidama-Ravine.
Mrs. Eunice J. Nyaranga, Box 157, Eldarna-Ravine.
Joseph K. Marindanyi, Box 16, Kabarnet.
Harun Tonnie Mbuth-ia, Box 181, Eldama-Ravine.
Jethro Cbe)bii, Box 28, Kabamet.
Mathew KilYkebat, Box 10, Kabarnet.
Fred Atoli, Box 49, Eldama-Ravine.
David Kimavi, Arama Primary.
Christopher Chepyen, Tenges Primary.
Nancy Kimuge, Ka-pteTe, P.O. Kabaxtonjo.
PaW, Tallam, Box 100. Kabamet.
Mrs. Kisa, Box 16, Kabamet.
P. Lange, Box 23, Eidama-Ravine.
David Kanin, Box 76, Kabamet.
Tbomas Shayo, Box 51, Kabamet.
Charles Ocbemior, Box 87, Ka-barnet.
J. C. Yeyo, Box 364, Iten.
J. 0. Mukolwe, Box 217, Iten.
1. K. Bortai, P.O. Kapsowar.
B. K. Chepkong.
I Kangoro, Box 287, Iten.
Christopher Chebii, P.O. Cheiemit.
John Okaallo, Box 288, I.ten.
Cleophas N. Kinisu, Box 339, Iten.
Francis Lelit.. Box 973, Eldoret.
Esther Arusei, P.O. Chebjemit.
Philip Ayabei, P.O. Kapsowar.
Daniel K. Chelimo, P.O. Chebienrit.
J. K. Kerebei, Box 49, Iten.
Stephen Lelit, Box 474, Iten.
Salina Kiptum, Box 973, Iten.
Agnes Rotich, Box 973, Iten.
Miriam Berm, Box 210, Iten.

Wilson Cheboi, Box 3046, Bldoret.

Nazardus Kang'eri, Box 3046, Eldoret.

Anne Kjgen, Box 973, Eldoret.
Mary Lelilba, Box 1620, Eldoret.
Lucy Cathleen Kiriga, Box 973, EMoret.
Nelson Fwtamba, Box 285, Iten.
Vincent Wabwire, Box 116, Hola.
Priscilla Bud-botich, Box 10, Ainabkoi.

Grace Albert, Box 1146, Eldoret.
Sylvester Yator, Box 2125. Kitalle.
Dishon Nyadera, Box 361, Iten.
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James ole Moergo, Box 347, lien.
Daniel 0. Esuba. P.O. Tambach.
Mastamet D. K., Box 214, lien.
Okombo N., Box 214, lien.
J. M. 1-mbwan-ga, Box 300, lien.
S. 1'. Murungi, Social Services, Box 284, lien.
J. Kigen. Box 284 ., )ten.
Jackson Ki-mutai, Box 2602, Eldoret.
R,ichard KiMwelel, Box 397, Iten.
Enos A. Ochola.. Box 361, lien.
M-aureens Jepkerno-i Limo, Box 269. lien.
Mary Kandie, Box 297, Iten.
John B. Chesoo, Box 339, lien.
Jotham Mand,da, Box 3159, Eldoret.
Solomon Luchely, Box 250, Iten.
Jahn Kiptarus Chebii, Box 322, lien.
Benjamin K. Ayaboi, Box 262. lien.
Cyprion Okide, Box 297, lien.
Deborah Barmasi, Box 418, Iten.
Ruth Limo, Box 418, lien.
Jacob arap Sum, Box 216, ften.
Francis Wasike, Box 3170, Eldoret.
R. K. Mi-thamo, Box 216, lien.
Franc,is K. Noel, Box 902, Eldoret.
John K. Kilboiywo, P.O. KiTnwarer.
Joel Mucheru Kioge, Box 397, lien.
Humphrey Rotich, Box 474, lien.
J-ames C. Rotlich, P.O. Chebiemit.
Peter Suter, Box 1200, Eldoret.
Raphael Berem, Box 336, lien.
John M. Suter. Box 1829, Eldoret.R4	 Jerusha Migi.ro, Box 336, lien.
El:ijah M. Kamau, Box 397, lien.
John arap Lagat, Box 288, lien.
Rhoda. Masit (Mrs.), Box 271, Eldoret.
Priscilla Bundovtibb, Box 10, Ainvbkoi.
Grace Albert. Box 1146, Eldoret.
J. K. Kiger, Box 284, lien.
Livingstone Amaya, T.A.C. Turo'r, Lodwar.
Mtivu Srumba., Noiku0io School.
Daniel Btemesi, Ble Primary.
Richard Was^indu, Lochwaangamatak Primary.
Juma Lusala, Lodvmr Primary.
Henry Kirya, Namor-uputh Primary.
Charles Wafula, Nakl wamekwi Primary.
Susan Areman, Nak-wamekwi Primary.

F7dk-iol Tolka, Kkakuma School.

AndTew N. Koitich, Inspector of Schcrols. Tuilkann District.
Lubuno Ng'esanja, Box 1, Lodwar.

Alkiria Mauk ,ire, Box 1, Lodwar.

Epuu Esinyon, Box 1. Lodwar.

Annah Chondolle, Box 1, Lodwar.

Cedil lia. NaJkr%vwhwi, Box 1, Lodwar.

Peter Ejore, P.O. Lodwar.

Henry Kivi-a K-ayesi, P.O. Lodwar.

James Rdbaro ., P.O. Lodw&r.
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Mfiva Sumba, Box 16, Lodwar.
Tom W. Namasaka, Box 69, Lodwar.
Andrew N. Koitien, Box 16, Lodwar.
CLR Musa Ebei, Lodwair Township.
J. P. Lorerna, Box 127, Lodwar.
C. A. Ali, Box 61, Lodwar.
Henry Kirya Kayesi, Box 3 1, Lodwar.
Ezekiel Taka, Kakurna School, Lodwar.
Tiubias M. Gmufwoko, Box 18, Lodwar.
Chief Eipa Nocho, Kangototha Location.
Stephen C. Mvyekho, P.O. Kakuma-
Stephen Namoi, Box 39, Lodwar.
Daniel N. Eternesi, Box 32, LodwaT.
Juma Lusala, Box 24, Lodwar.
Josua Eikomwa, Box 11, Lokiscos.
Singh Ekuwam, P.O. Lokori.
Ch-ief Lojore, Lorengipp Location.
Edward Kaatbo, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Kafling Kallimapus, D.C.'s Office, LodwaT.
Endukuar Talai, -D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Rashid Ekidoo Abdulvahman, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Altrea Lobotan, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Peter Ejore Junior, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Iddi Kharnisi Lokono, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Alexander Lukailia, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Tobias Odhieng'Osoti, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
R:icb'aTd Wasindu, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Charles Wafula, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Joseph K. Lagal, D.C.'s Office, Lodwar.
Obondo Kajombe, Box 1, Lodwar.
Gathua Mathenge, Box 1, Lodwar.
J. K. Njoroge, Box 1, Lodwar.
S. J. Mburu, Box 52, Lodwar.
N. 0. Nyaribo, Box 127, Lodwar.
George N. Kergole, P.O. L4pkiichao.
Igogogo J. Ldbei, P.O. Lodwar.
Sammy Lotto, P.O. Lodwair.
David arap Sang, Box 60, Litein.
Philip K. A. Ngeno, Box 177, Kericho.
Ph,Aip arap L-angat, Box 84, Kericho.
Geoffrey Talaam, Box 271, Kericho.
Onyango Phoebe, Box 57, Keriebo.
Bernadette Awino, Box 887, Kericho.
Samson Ogue, Box 10, Kericho.
Ste?vhen Nvakombo Box 374 Kericho
E. axap Ng'eny, Principal, Kericho Teachers Callege.
E. A. Ludeki, Box 380, Nakuru.
J. R. Oyugi, Box 6, Kabamet.
B. K. Ndangatha, Box 1028, Nakuru.
Lugalya Aggrey, Box 926, Nakuru.
J. M. Ndirangu, Box 2815, Nakuru.
Henry Alumasa, Box 44, Menengai West.
Aggrey Amani, Box 7497, Nakuru.
Jackson Opiyo, Box 325, Nak-uru.
Shem Mbul. lika Enonda, Box 3 3, Elburgon.
Joseph Mutembel, Box 179, Nalivasha.
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David Mungai, Box 2, Gilgfl.
Joseph J. Nyotta. Box 148, Njoro.
Lawrence 0. El-kor, Box 25. Njoro.
Joa-sh Ligeve, Box 560, Nakuru.
George W. Jengo, Box 10090, Nakuru.
El-phas M. Shigati, Box 270. Nakuru.
J. Njugunia, c/o Box 131. Molo.
Jimmy Kisangi A-Isangu, Box 41, NaIkuru.
Paul Kibango, Box 124, Nakuru.
B. M. Kithonga, Box 1540, NaIuru.
Paul Hogno, Box 124, Naikuru.
Margaret Ogutu (Mrs.). Box 1300, Naikuru.
Hellen Akwoni (Mrs.), Box 10226, Nakuru.
Salyina Ayiera, Box 807, Nalk'uru.
George Botto, Box 10060, Nakuru.
James Mudaki, Box 281, Nakuru.
Joseph Karnau Getala, Box 7946, Nakuru.
J. V. Kiru'i, Box 81, Nafkuru.
J Lang'at, Box 1028, Nakuru.
Charles Muga, Private Bag, Kericho.
Henry K. Alubale, Box 46, Soy.
Ndeiywa liaurian, Box 301. K-apenguvia.
Isaac Teenager, Nakuru.
John M. Sultan-i, Box 418. Kitale.
Ambundio, Pyn-fto, Box 855 .. Kitalle.
Nfiss, Svp:hy Ogaio ', Box 1558. Kitale.
Philip Aruda ,, Box 485, Kitale.
Mrs. Anne Sianibi, Box 418 ,. Kitale.
Jerry Simiyu, Box 1189, Kitale.
Wilfred Momanyi, Box 1158. K.ita-le.
P. Henry Dinda Aran, Box 855, K-itale.
Ishmail 0. Aniho, Box 2235. Kiiale.
Vincent E. Lusiola, Box 315, Kit-ale.
Francis K. Uikbaili, Box 56, Endebess.
Evans Barasa Emen-itono. Box 369, Kilta4e.
Owen Arunga Sumbu, Box 946, Ki-tale.
Hudson A7enga Juba, Box 435, M6i's Bridge.
Wilfred K. Muvi-ta, Box 30, Mcri's Bridge.
Elijah Warui, Box 418, Kitale.
Byrum B. Sakasalka, Box 1296, Kitalle.
John W. Mukenya, Box 17, Kita-le.
Wamocha Peter Wekesa, Box 1831, Kitalle.
Jaekson W. Wan-aswa, Box 17, Kitale.
James Mur-an-ga Bi,kAe, Box 2235, Kjitale.
Ma:ry 1'. Wanjala, Box 2235, Kitale.
Edward M. Mwaura, Box 164, Kitale.

Elizabeth Eboy, Box 640. Kitale.

Elizabeth Mw^Tnali. Box 340, K'itale.

Edwin Carey Ussenge, K.F.C., Priva-te Baf, Eldoret.

Andre K. Makka, K.F.C., Private Bag, Eldoret.

Paul K. Chelagat. Box 30, Moi's Bridge.

Peter M. Njagi. Box 3, Aina-bkoi.

Brown Egadwa Vangu, Box 745, Eldoret.

Tom Osodo, Box 1142, Eldoret.

Solomon Hussein, Box 1142, Eldoret.

John Kvkam, Box 3053, Eldoret.
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Henry K. Alubale, Box 46, Soy.
Benjamin SaIl-an-i. Box 22, Tirilki.
Joseph Namusasi Makokfia, Box 20. Soy.
Ouioka John Oroo. Box 371, Eldoret.
F. ChCPtLIiyiaI, Box 140, Fidoret.
M-ike S. Kin-isu, Box 142, Turbo-Tela.
Sr. Mary Joseph, Box 184, Turbo.
Sammy Ooro, Box 2164. Eldora
CleoVhas N. Kin :isu. Box 339, Iten.
Dang'eq.lys Raa-m Geoffrey. Box 471, Eldoret.
Bithal Kidula. Box 140, E-1doret.
Simon Benji, Box 25. Turbo.
J. Kwamba,i (MEO), EMC. Box 40, Eldoret.
Morrdson Mukajbane, Box 49, Fil-doret.
Peter Koinange, Box 198, Nyahururu.
Dom-ini Ngari, Box 198, Nya:hururu.
0harles Nguyo, Box 189, Nya:hurrurU.
Eraus Mwan:iki, Box 189, NyajhuruFLI.
Moses K. Cradhango. Box 7. OI-Joro-Orok.
Francis C. Ayieko, Box 145, Nyabururu.
Miriam J-Tuhere, Box 15. Olkalou.
Clemend A. MaTgo !t Abeo. Box 21, South Kinangop.
Moses S. Njiro Sigu, Box 13, Nyahururu.
Paul N. Kar-anja, Box 80, Oljororok.
Alfred Mugadili Abeo, Box 14. North Kin-angop.
Nalkh,ah wa Opembe, Nyafiururu.
Keneth M. Ngang'a, P.O. Ndaragua, Nyahururu.
Sammy S. Kahulthu, Box 620, Nyahururu.
John G. Wainnaina. Whara4i, 01*Kalou.
El-ija Kuria Kung'u, Box 266, 01'Kalou.
Stephen Kimani Gakuo, Munyuni Primary, 01'Kalou.
Gabriel M. Mwangi. Box 574. Nyajhururu.
Michael Main-a N., Box 54, Nyajhururu.
Emmanuel Manyejki, M., Miharati, OlKallou.
David Ndungu Mathu, Box 242, OI'Kalou.
ZachyM. Muturi, Box 46, OlWalou.
Bernard G-ikwa, Box 390. Nyahururu.
Rufus C. Macbaria, Box 147, 01'Kalou.
Josephat Wanyek,i. Box 66, OI-Joro-Orok.
E. W. Karnarau (Mrs.), Box 390, Nyaburur-u.
Erastus Peter K., Box 90. Nai%,asha.
Mathenge Augustine K., Box 380 .. Nyahururu.
M,ica!h Nyawade. Box 380, Nyahururu.
Gedeon Kamau, Wanjohi, 01'Kalou.
Ansefilms K. Nderi, Box 242. 01'Kaiou.
Joseph Gichuru. Box 569, Nyahururu.
Francis N. Biu, Box 337. Nyabururu.
Bernard N. MburU, Box 380, NyalhururU.
Harris M. Muka:bi, Mi lhararli, 01'Kalou.
Henry ,K. W. Gakunga, Box 79. NoTth Kinangop.
Joalkim Kung *lu, Box 6, North Kinangop.
Tmmanueq S. N. Githae, Maina, Box 54, Nyahururu.
Charity Charagu, Box 839, Nyabururu.
Faith Wanj-iku, Box 839, Nyahururu.
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Bealrice N. Gathura, Box 179, Nytahururu.
Janet W. Ndungu, Box 31, Ol-Joro-Orok.
Clement A. Margot, Box 21, South YUnangop.
Mrs. W-inn-ifred W. Ka:batlii, Box 145, Nyahururu.
Mercy M. Rintaxi, Box 261, Nywhururu.
Pauline W. Kahoii, Mliharari, 01'Ka:lou.
Mary N. Nfaaga, G-Pthunguri Primary, Box 46, Ol'Kalou.
S. K. Ailvert, Box 67, Nya!hururu.
Augustine A. Mula-a, D.A.E.O., Box 253, Nanyuki.
J. N. Yjgweru, Box 223, NanyLfki.
Patrick Murage, Box 83, Nanyukii.
Joseph Kabuina, Dol-Dal, Nanyuki.
Stephen N. Machaxia, Box 357, Nanyukii.
Jacob Kwnau, Box 241, Nanyuki.
J. W. Glithui, Box 380, Nanyuki.
James Cheptoo, Box 253, Nanyuki.
J. Wachira, Box 156, Nanyuki.
Weston Njore, Box 490, Nanyuki.
Peter N. Wanjohi, Box 253, Nanyuki.
Charles Grathure, Box 253, Nanyuki.
Daniel M. Miirangi, Box 156, Nanyuki.
Michael Adembesa, Box 156, Nanyuk-i.

40	 Naftali W. J. Ngunjivi, Box 1, Nanyukj.
Mrs. Belnida A. Oluoch, Box 465, Nyahururu.
Christopher W. Mulaa, Box 490, Nanyuki.
S P. K. Gathuri, Box 833, Nyajhururu.
Tobias Gita;hi, Box 253, Nanyuki.
Beatrice N. Theuri, Box 495, Nanyukii.
Charity J. W. Njaramba, Box 405, Nanyuki.

NYANZA PROVINCE

Joseph Ociero Ohoro, Box 1914, Kisumu.
R. Toll, Information Officer, Kisumu.
Javan Okuorn Odhiambo, Box 32, Songbor.
Och-ieng' Jacob Ongawa, North Nyando Division.
Eric Sadke Ogindo, Box 152, Ahero.
Samson 0. Amolo, Box 536, Kisumu.
Jackson Odongo, Box 77, Ahero.
Bonjiface Njer, Box 18, Ahero.
Lawrence Owino, Box 8, Miwanj.
Donald Ongalo, St. Mary's School, Yalla.
Patrick D. Opande, Box 612, Kisumu.
Newton Osuro Jr., Box 510, Kisumu.
John P., Yuko, Box 230, Muhoroni.
Jumah Mathews Domnique, Box 230, Mu-horoni.
Charles Malela Opudo. Box 17, Koru.
7-sachary Ndege, Box 1725, Kisumu.
Edw.aTd E. Ochieng' Ocieno, Box 1790, Kisumu.
Edward P. Ajangoi, Box 1503, Kisumu.
Paul J. Ogutu, Box 1727, Kisumu.
Okal Genga E. D., Box 385, Kisumu.
Luke Omwa, Box 27, Sondu.
Henry 0. Odongo, C.C.A., Box 728, Kisumu.
Christopher Olola, Box 5, Sare, Awendo.
Sijenje Eliakirn, Box 561, Kisumu.
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Joseph Ajigo Ochieng', P.O. Kusa, KisLunu.
Miss Grace C. A. Mbeya, Box 742, Kisumu.
Mrs. Susan Odaa, Box 163, Muborcrfti.
Mrs. Ruth Gallo, Box 18, Ahero.
J. F. Arwa, Box 119, Kisii.
Ignatius 0. Onyonyo, Box 575, K-isumu. 	 61

Augustine Asawo, Box 1171, Kisumu.
Ezekiel Anyong'a, Box 1195, Kisumu.
Shern Dienya, Box 86, Ahero.
Martin Naaman Agengo, Box 718, Kisumu.
Asumb! Teachers' College, Asurabdi.
Maurice M. Agalo, Box 21, Kisumu.
Konge'ete Odero Jos, Box 275, Oyugis.
Calleb Okwach, Box Dago, Kisumu.
Luke Okore, Chemeti-I BI School.
Florence Onyango, Yjbos Primary, Box 1725, Kisumu.
Naome A. Odawo, Box 520, Kisumu.
Aloys; Orende Owino, Box 884, Kisumu.
Abednego 0. Nam, Box 82, Ahero.
Ogwang' N. Samuel, Box 477, Kisumu.
Owino Osumba, Box 477, Kisumu.
Francis Onyango, Box 477, Kisumu.
Isaiah ShOyu, Box 477, Klisumu. 	 9
Obonyo Cleophas, Box 477, Kisumu.
Lawrence S. Otiende, Box 110, Soadu.
Truphosa. Otien:o, Box 1343, Kisumu.
Rev. J. Onyango, Box 1914, Kisumu.
Erastus Oluga, Box 1221, Kisumu.
John Wadede Raburu, Box 1077, Kisumu.
J. C. Tado, Box 1914, Kisumu.
W. A. Opiyo, Box 1443, Kisumu.
The Rev. Henry Okul-lu, Bishop of Miaseno South, Kisumu.
Francis Geronde, Kisii.
Lawrence 0. Ng'ondu, Box 59, Kibirigo, Kisili.
Evans Mayaka Ombachi, Geta Primary, Box 47, Kdbirigo.
Ochengo Ondieki Kenyenya, P.O. Kebi:rigo, Kisii.
Samson Kinara Mandwa, Box 938, Kisi-i.
Athana-s Onyona, Tunta Primary, P.O. Ogeimbo.
Enosh Ornambia, Makomoni Primary, P.O. Kenyenya.
Isaac Baswet, Nyarnon ,yo Primary, P.O. Ogembe.
Benson Ondiba, Ichuni, Primary, P.O. Mogonga.
Zachary Maneno, Mogambi Primary, P.O. Kenyan-ya.
Andrew Ombati, Bom-baba School, Kisii.
Peninah Rosana, Bombana School.
Ed-ward Nyakang1j, Tabara Boys ..' Box 782, Kisii.
M-ilkah Omwamba, Bombaba School.
Fredrj& Obare, Box 534, Keroka.
Samuel Ocharo, Ebise Primary, Box 265, Keraka.
Barmbbas W. Kaxami , Nyonsia Primary, Box 265, Keroka.
Thomas Mazamo, Box 231, Klisii. 	 IL

Laban Ngare, Box 412, Kisij.
Peter Onsare, Box 1062, Kisii.
Nemwel Mainya, Kisiii.
Francis Getugi, Gtianchere Primary, Box 125, Kisii.
Franciis M. Rogena, Kenyerere Primary, Box 999, Kish. 	 f
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Dennis Ondeng Nyakoyo, Asurnibi Teachers' College, Box 119, Kish.
Reuben 0. Opundo, Box 119, Kisfi.
John F. Arwa, Asum-bi College, Box 119, Kisiii.
Zablon Seret, Kerongori Primary .. Box 96, Kenyanya.
Nelson 0. Orenge, Riternbu Primary, Box 145, Kisii.
Zachary N. Orwoch, Suneka Catholic Church, Box 13, Nyambunwa.
Zachary Necho, Tunta Primary, P.O. Ogembo.
Michael Otero Suneka, Box 13, Suneka.
Ph-Hip W. Mudanga, Bombaiba School, Kisiii.
Dickson 0. Rasungu, Nyangesa P.A.G. Primary, Box 536, Kisii.
Samuel 0. Moragori, Nya,6i Gege, Box 35, Kigi-i.
Peter N. Magakii, Kiongongi D.O.K., Box 147, MIA.
Joel Msairti Mochama, Manga GiTIS', Box 314, Kero-ka.
Zachary N. Ny4kund:i, Manga Girls, Box 314, Keroka.
Oohengo Ondieki, Kenya Primary, P.O. Kebirigo, Kisii.
Susan K. Nyamokenye, K.O.K. Primary, Box 210, Kisii.
David 0. Meego, Masongo Primary, Box 1214, Kisii.
Agnes Nyan-rbaiie, Nyagiki Primary, Box 466, Kisii.
Caren Bosere, Daraja Primary, Box 622, Kisii.
Mrs. Jane Ombewa, Jogoo Primary, Box 355, MAL
Oburu K. Allice, Suneka Primary, Box 897, Kirgii.
Henry Onyancha Wchdka, Birongo Primary, Box 1337, Kisii.
Sr. M. Benedita Makiya, Tabakta Qrls, Box 1409, Kisfi.
Amos Oichoe Kebere, D.E.B. School, Box 715, KM.
Mathew N. Moseti, Nyataro Primary, Box 531, Kisii.
Luke M. Onikoba, Kisii High School, Box 11, Kisd.
Esther M. Mosoti, Nyataro School, Box 531, Krisg.
Henry Nya!bwana, Kinenli School, Box 468, Keroka.
John 0. Onchangwa, Gionseri School, P.O. Nyamache, Kisii.
Mathew N. Moseti Nyabioto Girls School, Box 1409, K19ii.
Joasli M. Obino, E-menwa School, Box 94, Kash.
Christopher Omavi,ba, Nyansaga. School, Marani,Krsii.
Sabina Kernunto, Teachers' Advisory Centre, Kisii.
Clemet B. K. Onyono, Bobarach3 School, Box 1093, Kisii-
Naftah Onchoke, Matunw-a School, Box 110, Kdsi.i.
Peter Odenyo, Box 9, Nyadorera.
Henry Obunde, D.E.O., Box 199, Siaya.
Michael J. Ngonga, D.S.O., Box 150, Sjaya.
Apollo A. Osiemo, Nyaslidbi School, Ng'iya.
Donald Ogalo, St. Mary's School, Ya-la.
Owino Baniface Peter, Um-iina Primary, Box 99, Ugunja.
George Ornandi Juma, Sirinde Primary, Box 39, Uranga.
06eno Odera, Sirinde Primary School, Box 39, Uranga.
Mrs. Mary M. A. Oyombo, Oyermbe Primary, Box 1, Ng'iya.
Joseph Olili Adero, Sagarn Primary, Box 84, Yala.
James A. F. Owiro, Masita Primary, Box 143, Bondo.
Aum-a Philip, Ng'iya Girls, Box 3, Ng'iya.
Mark Okoth, Uwasi Primary, Box 22. Nyadorera, Siaya.
Perrez J. Otieno, Aluor Girls, Box 1981, Kisumu.
Joseph Obiero, Nyabeda Primary School, Box 66, Sidindi.
Peter Warinda, Subok Primary, Box 10, Uranga.
Enock Afieth Murunga, Box 44, Sigomer, Kisumu.
Methuselah F. Ogutu, Wang'chieng'Schocr], Box 47, Uranga.
Danliel Ochieng' Otieno, Magawa School, Box 139, Bondo.
Demba. C. M., Mbaga Girls, Box 221,' Sia-ya.
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Marco Momanyi, Box 404, K19ij.

John 0. Onchangwa, P.O. Nyamacbe, Kisii.
Silas Mugoya, Box 237,,Keroka.
Francis Miyaba, Box 749, Kisii.
Mrs. Annah Margaret Ralemo, Box 493, Keroka.
Obonyo F. Odero, Box 649, Sumika.
Omwangu Zephaniah, P.O. Nyamache, Ki3ii.
Hezron 0. Nyamorl, Box 232, Keroka.
Zachary N. Orwoch, Box 13, Nyambumwa.
Emm,anuel Mose, Box 1383, Kisii.
Patrick Ny-anamba, Box 520, KisH.
Zosmus Kerandi, Box 231, Kisii.
Zachary Nyaznwak;a, Box 900, Kisii.
Fidelis Gisemba, Box 231, Kish.
Jothan Odogi, Ongicha School, Box 520, Kisii.
Patridc M. Nyakagwa, P.O. Keumbu.
Joel Gicbana, Box 81, Kibir^go, Ki&ii.
Charles Migosi, Box 81, Kibirigo, Ki5ii.
Ezekiel Mon-yani, Box 163, Kisii.
Owbat. Ernest, Box 529, Kisii.
Mogaka Justus, Box 1108, Kish.
Obongo John, Box 661, Kist
Isaac K. Nyatundo, P.O. Nyamaohe, via Kisb.
Daniel Openda, Box 450, Kis6.
Christopher A. Odiek5, Box 1716, Kasii.
Samuel Aoga, Enchoro School, Box 408, Keroka.
Marko M. Makori, Box 1628, Ksil.
Zebedee Momanyd, Box 113, Kish.
Stephen M. Kibure, Box 45, Etago.
Franois Omwenga Javeth, Box 1322, Ki-sii.
Henry Mogusu, P.O. Nyangoso, Keroka.
Siro Nya-ata, Box 1359, Kjislji.
Evans D. Machenerl, Box 84, KisE.
Marco Momanyi, Box 404, Ki9ii.
Okdndo Machik-i Zablon, P.O. Nyamache, Kigili.
Hezekiah Nyakora, Sengera S. D.A. School, Box 3 1, Kenyan ya.
Maonga Samuel, P.O. Nyamache, Ktisii.
Jame-s Ogega Nchore, Box 47, Kibirdgo KA'sii.
Charles N. Omare, Box 94, Kisiti.
Bodi Ayiemba, Nyongonga School, Kisumu.
Wilharn Oyoo, Ahero School, Box 6, Ahero.
Paul Migeni, Cfugi School, Kisumu.
Eric Sadke, Onjiko Primary, Ahero.
Jeconial Odongo, Box 77, Ahero.
Bitabds Angunza, Box 1077, Kfisumu.
Amos Otieno, Box 1077, Kisumu.
Aggrey Ngcobolya, Box 1760, Kisumu.
Owino, Kfbos School for the Blind, Kisumu.
Sirrdyu, Kibos School for the Blind, Kisumu.
Gilbert Otieno, Asawo Primary, Onditi.
Filernon Were Agweny, Kisumu Day Secondary School.
John Elly Opondo, Box 350, Yala.
Japheth Ongala Otieno, Box 464, Siaya.
Ongangra Richard, Nyalula Primary, Box 379, Siaya.
Obiero K6kumu Henry, Boro Primary, Box 14, Boro.
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Henry M. Jakayo, Ngi'ya G-irls, Box 4, Ngi'ya.
Jos'hua Otieno Odul, Hono Primary, Box 285, Siaya.
Baring David, Malomba. Primary, Box 74, Uranga.
Michael Aruwa, Lieta Primary, P.O. Ndigwa.
Hezron Ogonjo, Hawinga. School. Box 23, Uranga.
A. Japheth Guya, Nyaminlinia Primary, Box 41, Yala..
Benjamin Charles Oywa, Usenge High School.
Daniel Mligambo, Nyangorna SecondaTy, Box 23, Bondo.
Naboth Otieno, Oyenga Primary, Box 167, Siaya.
Michael J. Ng'ang'a, Box 150, Siaya.
Ben Ma-lango Ridway, Sinapanga, Primary, Box 176, Bondo.
Mary A. Buoro, Olko Primary, Box 57, Rondo.
Shern Ongek Alunga, Osoro Primary, Box 37, Boro.
Bernard N. Wecbuli, Jubifle High School, Box 342, Yala.
J. R. A§i!ko, Oseno Komolo Primary, Box 40, Siaya.
Jane Awilly, Sigana Primary, Box 17 Ng'iya.
David Atieno, Maflera Primary, Box 350, Yala.

.J	 David Amayo, Mulhanda, Y-alla.
Doringtone Otnondi, Ndere Pfimary, Box 54, Bondo.
Nixon Ochieng', Ngalula Primary, Box 379, Siaya.
William Onyango, Kanyabok Primary, Box 85, Siaya.
Joshlia Achola, Karapul Primary, Si-aya.
Mrs. Joyce Onyango, Nyamila PAmaTy, Siaya.
John Ochol-la, Christian School, Box 508, Siaya.
Johnstone Omondo, Kalkada Primary, Uranga.
Francis Owino Dibondo, Nyawara Primary, Yaqa.
Joseph Agola Odongo, Jlina Primary, Yala.
Miss Phoebe Opiyo, Pala Primary, Nyamonye.
Joseph Ogandi, Nyangomba. Primary, Box 29, Rondo.
Magambo, Pala Primary, Nyomonye.
M-ganda, Tanga Primary, Manywanda.
Ochania, Nyanganga Primary, Box 244, Siaya.
Opondo Munara, Ligega Primary, Uigunja.
John Odongo, Sango Primary, Box 99, Ugenya-
R. Obonyo Nyanjom, Agoro Oyombe Primary, Box 1, Ng'iya.
John H. Awandu, Nduru School, Box 6, Ngliiya.
Okech Alanibo, Maranda Primary, Box 214, Bondo.
James A. Ochieng', Nyandiwa School, Box 336, Siaya.
George Makooiyo, St. Teresa's Girls, Box 25, Yala.
Geraid Obonyo, Agoro Oyombe School, Box 1, Ng'liya.
Stephen G. Owino, Box 91, Sidin-di.
Calvin Ariko, Box 39, Uranga.
Moses Wakape, Box 150, Siaya.
Gordons Ochieng', Box 568, Kisumu.
Hilary Oyier, Box 1053, Kisumu.
Robert Amam, Box 105, Kisumu.
Peteick A. Adudo, Box 1194, Kisumu.
Daniel Ab-ala, Box 173 1, Kisumu.
W. N. Masara, Box 88, Muhoroni.

01	 Risper A. Gai, Box 1171, Kisumu.
John Rasare, P.O. Nyakwere, Kisumu.
Symon Gogo, Box 30, Pap Ondit-i.
Peter Enny Ojwaka, Box 51, Akala.
Auma Philip 0., Box 3, NgIya.
Eliud Michura, Box 6, Ahero.
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William Oyoo, Box 6, Ahero.
Joseph Wanyumba, Box 230, Muhoron-j.
Isaac 0. Gogo, Box 12, Ladhri-Awx§i.
John Martin Ogudd, Box 528, Kisumu.
Patrick Othieno, Box 1208, Kisumu.
1-fezekialh Owino, Box 105, Kisumu.	 16

Elly W. Onyando, Box 1229, Kisumu.
William Oyoo Olweny, Box 6, Ahero.
J. 0. Chono, Box 1914, Kisumu.
H. 0. Mbogoh, Box 1218, Kisumu.
John Wasede Ra-buru, Box 1077, Kisumu.
Otieno Ayier, Box 235, Sondu.
Vilta,lis 1. A. Box 346, Kisumu.
Charles Orieno, Box 5, Kisumu.
Shadrack J. Owuor, Box 770, Ahero.
W. Amos Oyowo, Box 667, Kisumu.
Augustine Osano, Box 1171, Kisumu.
Pateick A. Odudo, Box 1194, Kdsumu.
Aloys 0. Owino, Box 285, Kisumu.
Elly W. Oyando, Box 11229, Kisumu.
Reuben Dabi, Box 1790, Kisumu.
Otieno Kingora, Box 412, Kisumu.
Edward Och^en, Box 1790, Kisumu.	 4-

Raphael K. Yfbugi, P.D.,S.S., Nyanza.
Benjamin Okelo Apondo, Box 2033, Kisumu.
George Okara, Kisumu High School.
Martin Obunga, A.E.O., Maseno West.
Ben Gurnbe, A.E.O., Maseno Ecast.
Mrs. Ben Onyango, Miwani Primary.
Amos Oyoo, P.O. Kisumu.
Ed-ward Ochieng', Kisumu.
Patrick Odindo, K11sumu.
Amos Oyomo, Central Primary, Box 667, Kisurnu.
Gilbert Ayengo, Lake Primary, Box 105, Kisumu.
John Ong'ud-i, Kisumu Union Primary, Box 105, Kisumu.
Patrick Otieno, Highway Primary, Box 105, Kisumu.
El,iakim Sijeje, Box 105, Kisumu.
Erastus Olando, Ahero.
lack Opany, Ahero.
Bernard Obuya, Box 1536, Kisumu.
Fanuel Nyakiti, Box 285, Kisumu.
Patetick Ochieng', Box 568, Kisumu.
Mr. Omumbo, Rweya Primary, Kisumu.
Sa.mwel Ombura, Migingo School, Kisumu.
Zedekdah Ombati, Box 23, Ahero.
Otieno Japolo Urudi, Ondliti School.
Mrs. Pauline RaIemo, Nyagirko D.O.K., P.O. Itumbe.
is-ia-h Nyariki, Rianyachubadi E.B., Box 94, Kiisii.
Francis 0. Obure, Nyaronge D.E.B., P.O. Nyamache, Kisii.
Silvester Omare, Nyakegogi D.O.K., P.O. Itumbe.	

k

Mrs. Tabitha Ogechi, Box 81, Kebirigo, Kisk.
Isaac K. Nyakundo, Nyarnache Market, Kisii.
Samuel Masese, Box 113, Kis^.
Mdgaro Nyand-iri, Box 45, Etago.
Dorine J. Awuondo, Box 809, Msii.	 f
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Zaphan-iah Ontere, P.O. Nyangoso, Keroka.
Samuel Abuya, St. Patrick's Mosocho, Box 520, Kish.
Natban Oigeka, P.O. Nyamache, Kisi-i.
Hezekjah Nyakora, Sengera School, Box 3 1, Kenyenya, Kisii.
James Nyamongo, Bogesaka School, P.O. Nyamache.
Tabitha Ochoki, Igorna School, P.O. Nyamache.
Hezron Ahoya, Box 237, Keroka.
Peter N. Magajkd, Box 147, Kisii.
Susan Kerubo Nyamokenye, Box 210, Kisii.
Mrs. Doris Ayenda Rogongo, P.O. Nyamache.
Osiemo Charles, Box 900, Kisii.
Tom Nyambane Gesore, P.O. Nyamira, Kisii.
Johnson Mang'aa, Kebute School, Box 1214, KAii.
Nxthan Ochabo, N-yagikd School, Box 466, Kj&K.
Mrs. Susan Amenya, Box 22, M- si i.
Peter Nyangoto, Box 412, Kisii.
Christine Gapfisi, Box 516, Kish.
Dishon Mogire, Box 516, Kisiii.
Jeremiah Albuga, Box 22, Kiai.
Mrs. Mli ,lkah Obinchu, Solikii Mid-land Schooll, P.O. Mokonond.
Zachary Neko, Tunka School, P.O. Ogembo, Kisii.
Isaac Ogembo, Reyomongo Schoo,], P.O. Ogembo, Kdsi-i.
Phlilip Mudaga, Bombaba Peimary, P.O. Ogembo, Kisii.
Roibina. Moraa, Box 1628, Kis6.
Chrisan-lus Asanya, Box 1628, Kjis-ii.
Joel Mochama, Box 468, Keroka.
Marco Momanyi, Box 404, KriisM.
Abner Ong'ondi, P.O. Nyamache, KisN.
Jeremiah Abuga, Box 749, K-isii-.
Joel Misati Mochama, Box 348, Keroka.
Samson Kinara, NyaTieko, Box 938, Kisfl.
Lab-an Ngare, Box 412, Kisii.
Joel Gichana, Box 81, Kebirigo.
Mrs. Sabina Kemunto, Kenyanya, Kish.
David M-aego, Box 1214, Kisi.i.
E. W. Wafula, Box 75, Homa Bay.
S. M. Toya, Box 1, Homa Bay.
John Oko-Th, Box 64, Homa Bay.
Albarn C. Kasuku Kaloilo, Box 50, Homa Bay.
Salmon Kwan-ya, Box 5031, Kendu Bay.
Maurice D. Nyangatia, Homa Bay School, Box 22, Homa Bay.
Bernard Ayeiyo, Box 30, Tsibania.
Rose Oloo, Box 33, Homa Bay.
Apollo Owino, Box 33, Homa Bay.
Nichonor, P.O. Akato.
Robinson Kisliengo, Box 5097, Kendu Bay, Kadel.
Jackson Ogeno, Mbha High, Private Bag, Mbita.
Elisfia Okongo, A.E.O., Asego.
John Oyier, Box 78, Homa Bay.
Aboka, Box 78, Homa Bay.
Onyona, Box 78, Homa Bay.
T Opiyo Mban-i, Renen School, P.O. Ranen.
John Kireta, A.E.O., Kendu Bay.
Robert Ayoma, A.E.O. 1, Kadel.
Meshack Amayo Akede, A.E.O., Kadel.
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Odongo, Ringa Schoo q , P.O. Kadongo.
Samuel Obura Ngawo, Chief, Kanyarnkago, Sare.
Vitalis Okumu Okelo, P.O. Kehancha.
Darine Obat, A.E.O., Asego, Box 78, Homa Bay.
Harrtison Jurna, A.E.O. Oyugis, Horna Bay.
Efly Akodhe, A.E.O., Homa Bay.
George Yongo, Box 556, Suna.
Martin Akoto, P.O. Muhuru Bay, Macalder.
Jerimo 0. Omoro, P.O. Macalder.
Shern Okello Ouko, A.E.O. Asego, Box 78,. Homa Bay.
Dan Nyangan-ya, A.E.O., Awach.
Meshadk Odera Chilajii, D.C.'s Office, Box 1, Homa Bay.
Rayola, A.E.O. Asego, Box 78, Homa Bay.
George Okara, Kisumu Boys School, Kisumu.
Martlin Obunga, A.E.O., Maseno West.
Ben Gurnbe, A.E.O., Maseno East.
Ben Onyango, Miwani Estate Primary, Kisumu.
Amos Oyoo, Miwani Estate Primary, Kisumu.
Edward Ochieng', MIwand Estate Primary, Kisumu.
Patrick Odindo, Mliwani Estate Pitimary, Kisumu.
Otieno Kingora, Miwani Esrmte Primary, Kisumu.
W Amos Oyowo, Central Primary', Box 667, Kisumu.
Augustine Osano, Kudh-o School, Box 1171, Kisumu.
Patrick A. Odudo, Box 1194, Kisumu.
Aloys 0. Owino, Ragumo School, Box 285, Kisumu.
Elly W. Onyando, Migojqi School, Box 1229, Kisumu.
Reuben Dalli, Joyland School, Box 1790, Kisumu.

WESTERN PROVINCE

Fred Makachia, Box 28, Malava
Joel E. Ananda, Box 677, Kisumu.
Francis R. Okuurg, Bkatsombero Primary, Box 66, Kilingiri.
Francis Shlitawa, Box 245, Muntias.
Grace Shitawa, Box 245, Mun-^ias.
Shem M. Nyongesa, Box 254, Kakamega.
Mrs. Ellizabeth Alenga, Box 90, Kakamega.
Mrs. Lydia Ishamiliza, Box 369, Kakamega.
Alusiola. Alutsachi, Box 369, K-akarnega.
Boaz Lijodi, Box 219, Kakamega.
Shivachi wa Alulu, Box 145, Maragoli.
Wycliffe Shivachi, Box 94, Kakamega.
Julli.us Shi.ucha B., Box 46, Kakamega.
Shern Mushira Tamba, Box 95, Kakamega.
Eunice Sailly, Box 331, Kakamega.
Robile Mare, Box 45, Viihiga.
Azibeta Klha-laji, Box 45, Viluga.
Gerishom L. Abwasi, Box 13, Kakamega.
A-Ian Libusi, Box 140, Maragold.
Onguko Peter James, Box 692, Kakamega.
Jacob^ B. A. Akhonya, Butere Boys,' Box 15, Butere.
Mrs. Eunice R:Hrya, Butere Boys, Box 15, Butere.
Kirrya Delba, Butere Boys, Box 15, Butere.
Malesl E. Kinaro, Box 15, Butere.
Jesee A. Magovi, Box 30, Maragoli.
Romona Wangla, Box 86, Nambacha.
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Margaret A. Udo-to, Box 319, Kaikamega.
Gerishorn L. Abwazi, Box 13, Kakamega.
Mido David, Gidagadi Primary, Box 130, Whiga.
Rose Munzala, Box 6, Malava.
Jane Were, Box 397, Kakamega.
Philip Indovo Sh-inachi, Box 796, Ka:lkaTnega.
Albert Ottemah, Box 136. Kakamega.
Jacob Inyende, Box 962, Kakarnega.
Francis Musungu, Box 542, Kaka-mega.
Martin Ng'ongo, Box 397, Kakamega.
Christopher W. Udolo, Box 318, Ka)ka-mega.
Elija^h Engolke, Box 39, Kakamega.
Jalirus M. Vilembwa, Box 32, Serem.
Amos L. Ligare, Private Bag, Tdrilki.
Khasungu Jedidah, Box 203, Kakamega.
Miriam Mise, Box 457, Maragah.
Dorcas 0. Owendi, Box 369, Kakamega.
Jullius Ashffirundu, Box 94, Kakamega.
Sylvestex Ambuka, Box 2171, Khayega.
Henry M. Mwanzi, Box 34, Maragolli.
Jacob Odanga, Box 79, Maragoli.
Daniel Bronson Mdach :i, Box 204, Kakamega.

41	 Norah Ingasia, Box 331, Kakamega.
George Cammy Oyugi, Box 797, Kak-amega.
fnganza Japheth Sarnbaya, Box 180, Maragoli.
G. F. Wabuke, Box 3, Kakamega.
Paul L Mundida, Box 55, Wodanga.
Mathew M. Libese, Box 276, Tiriti.
Julius Lidonde, Kaka-mega.
Jorarn Kallwaq a, Box 1292, Kisumu.
Jonathan M. Siema. Box 178, Kakamega.
Clement Mma-itsj, Box 165, Maseno.
Henry N. Wanjala, Box 100, Maragol'i.
Joseph S. Musonye, Box 12, Chamakanga, Maragoli.
Benson E. Giden-i, Box 200, Sereni.
Edward Mudak, Box 74, Kan-risi.

Ez&liel Tsinaqo, Box 2146, Khayega.

#p	 Mmbwana M. Daniel, Box 32, Kamisi.

Weremba Wilson. Box 392, Mumias.

Mudegu Peter, Box 158, Kakainega.

Lusweti Wanambyssy, Box 110, Soy.

WyNe C. K., Box 255, Vih-liga.

F- Reuben Mise, Box 457, Maragoli.

Solomon Onyango, Box 5, Maragoli.

Timona O-n-vb4ma, Box 35, Vihiga.

Cephas Khaoya, Box 381, Kakarnega.
Jackson Maigoh, Box 176, Ka:kamega.

Joha,najh Sagah, Box 17, Tiri-k-i.

Bwan'i James 0., Box 90, Vihiga.

Kaaye Khendi Edward, Box 14, Han-ifisi.

Londanga Bulinda, Box 37, Shinyalu.

Rev. M. Andunje, Box 915, Kakamega.

Alex Narntenda, Box 204, Kakaniega.

Sitekaro, Box 57, Kakamega.

Jamb Amusavi, Box 262, Kafkamega.
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Joash Mukunga, Box 92, Mala--va.
Maclean Shinah, Ka,imosfi Teachers College.
Lutatwa J. L. Jackson, Box 4, Malava.
Mark 0. Khaemba, Box 55, Nambachia, Kakamega.
Rose Barasa, Box 18, Maiava.
Phan,ice Ashimos'i, Box 2117, Khayega.
Eunice Sally, Box 331, Kakamega.
Moses Indumw.a, Box 180, Maragob.
Obedy Ombuya, Box 180, Maragoli.
Enoc Essendi, Box 14, Mura-gohi.
Wilson Kisuza, Box 34, Maragoli.
Shern Mushira Tamba, Box 95, Kakamega.
Odii,po (Mrs.), Private Bag, Butere.
Ben Magwaga, Kaimosi Teachers Cepilege.
Joseph Otieno, Box 677, Kisumu.
Selina Wambani, Box 86, Namam-bacha.
Nathan Olenge, Box 1, Seremmi.
Paul Amian!i, Box 1, Seremi.
John Chweya Godia, Box 74, Hamisi.
George Mwiruki, Box 2146, Khayega.
Lawrence Engokue, Box 2146, Khayega.
Nathan Kilagwa, Box 50, Hamisi.
Richard Avedi, Box 200, Seremi.
Isaac Guserwa, Box 158, Kakamega.
Chedstine Songole, Box I 10, Soy.
Zebedee Wanyama, Box 172, Kakamega.
Iswalla Abisai, Box 56, Marago,14.
George Lulwti, Box 6 '. Malava.
Raphael Kiziil!i, Box 55, Wodanga.
Moses Giivosji, Box 55, Woda-nga.
William flahalwa. Box 25, Wodanga.
Dick Ayod-i, Box 139, Wondaga.
Trufena Achitsa, Box 331, Kakamega.
Mrs. Malenje, Box 2117, Kbayega.
Mrs. Gereldine Sagoli, Box 17, Tiirik-i.
Ben GAnira, Box 6, Tiriki.
Philip Nganlira, Box 6, Tirik;i.
Wabodha Kisambi-ra, Private Bag, Biftere.
Mrs. Ruth Odeno, Private Bag, Tdriki.
Hudson Munyasi, Box 21 t Tiriki.
Bernard Obore, Box 6, Mafava.
Peter Kinyoki, Box 6, Malava.
A. Z. Buliira, Box 140, Maragoli.
Henry Matiti, Box 49, Marago!li.
Efisha Otiedo, Box 49, Maragalli.
Fanuel Jumba, Malsakha Primary, Marago,16.
Samwe:1 Kj'konzo, Sh-ivanga Primary.
Mrs. Irene Mw'enes!i, Box 42, Malava.
George Mwiruki, Box 2182, Khayega.
Mukosa Muda lkha, Box 369, Kaik-amega.
Rose Musingu, Box 60, Malava.
Mark Khaemba, Box 55, Kaka-mega.
Jaco,b Lumbasi, Box 195, Ka'kamega.
Charles Were, Box 21, Khwfisero.
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Samuel Anunda, Box 21, KhvAisero.
Howard Okelo, Box 21, Khwisero.
Anuli Moses, Box 66, Kilingi.
Edward Maliva, Box 90, Whiga.
Efiud Kweya, Box 76, Maseno.
Dachi B. Daniel, Box 204, Kakamega.
Nelson Otwombe, Box 58, Kaimisi.
Philip Matsigulu, Box 35, Kilmisi.
Ishmael Agwona, Box 14, Harnigi.
Arthur Mbaisi, Box 14, Hamisi.
Lameck san Litieka, Box 30, Bunyore.
Victoria Kimokati, Box 369, Kakamega.
Sucy Khag-uli, Box 126, Tdviki.
Loi Khagul li, Box 126, Tirikii.
Joel Opati, Box 97, Bunyore.
Ben Magwaga, Private Bag, Tiriki.
John Kaut-umanga, Box 245, Kakaxnega.
Abubaikar Mapesa, Box 318, Kwkamega.
Emmanuel Muhandliche, Box 501, Kakarnega.
Silvester Baraza, Box 204, Ka:kamega.
Mrs. Reginar Abulamusi, Box 204, Kakamega.
Mrs. Jane Nagula, Box 136, Kakamega.
Janet D69imere, Box 155, Bungoma.
George Wafula, Box 155, Bungoma.
Apollo H. J. Eshuchi, Box 677, Bungoma.
Chrysanthus Wanjala, Box 1128, Bungoma.
RichaTd D. K. Wan-yonyi, Box 4, Kimiti-11i.
Wesley Barasa, Box 679, Bungoma.
Hesbon Manyonge, Private Bag, Bungoma.
Wycliffe Odinya, D.B.E.O., Bungoma.
Miss R. Weche, Box 165, Bungoma.
Julius Maruti, Box 267, Kimilili.
Andrew M. Simiyu, Box 165, Bungoma.
Doris Wepuchulu, Box 63, Chwele.
B. Andrew Mus limbi, Private Bag, Webuye.
Fitz Patrick Mutanda, Box 120, Bungoma.
Samson D. M. Wechul-i, Private Bag, Webuye.
Mark A. M. Mutua, Ndengelwa School, Box 1017, Bungoma.
Alex Wasike, Box 240, Bungorna
Charles Wangunda, Box 1018, Bungoma.
Fel-isbus Eshych-j, Box 677, Bungoma.
LeonaTd Masafu, Box 282, Kimitili.
David Zalo Okuku, Box 391, Kakamega.
Nathan W. B. Wanangya, Box 548, Bungoma.
M,rs. Mefa Sifuna, Box 548, Bungoma.
Flora Wanambiri, Box 548, Bungoma.
An,gefine Weswa M-asuku, Box 688, Bungoma.
E. Wati, Box 688, Bungoma.
D. Walyaula, Box 785, Bungoma.
Margaret Kinm.jny, Box 785, Bungoma.
Rose Ana-swa, Box 785, Bungoma.
H-annington V. MUk-hongo, A.B.E.O., Samita South.
Sylvanns A. Ogot, A.B.E.O., Samia North.
Joseph K. Karanja, A.B.E.O., Bunyalla, A.B.E.O., Bu.nyala.
Sophia Onyiero, Kal-anya Girls.
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Ellizaboth Abwaro, Busende School.
Elizabeth K. Waswa, Karnunuoit Sc^oof.
Dalfina A. Onya.ngo, Busire School.
Moses W. Adenya, Mundere Primaity.
Nichoylas W. Pornbo, Burntiru A.C. School.
Mirey Kulwa, Busia School.
N-dalo Khajusue, Busia Township Primary.
Veronica Monya, Ma:bale Primary.
Bramwel Osogcd D/H.M. Mallaba School.
Gabriel Musungu, Kolanya High School.
Jared Masake, KdIanya Giirls School.
Yeronim, Kamolo, Headmaster.
Francis X. M. Onyango, Igula D.E.B. School.
Julius E. Were, T.A.C.Tutor, East Rdkhayo.
Make Musundii, Maqaba School.
Aggrey W. Mukholi, Butula School.
Kfizito J. Lukera, Kisako Girls School.
Gabriel F. M. Wanyama, A.B.E.O., West Bukhayo.
Achierno King Albert, Nangina School.
On-yango Silas, Bukhuma School.
David Muse, Kaliwa Primary.
Zeruiah Otwarii, Chelelemuk Crjrls.
IN'danda S-tephen, Murende Priimary.
Norbert Were, T.A.C., West Marachi.
Gideon S. B. Wasike, Mabale Primary.
S-i-kab Washington, Bulawa.
Ref. Wanyonyi Simiyu, C.P.K. Diocese, Maseno North.
Wandera A. D. U. M. Charles, Box 28, Port Victoria.
Paul Ndenga Achola, Box 36, Port Victoria.
Imbeni-i Tlimotthy, Box 215, Busia.
Joab Juma, Lwanya Primary.
Mrs. Margaret Ki,inalo, Mundilka Urts Schoal.
James A. Nakhulo, MundRa Girls School.
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4
	 APPENDIX 3

IMPORTANT TOPICS WHICH NEED TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE
PRESIDENTIAL NATIONAL MUSIC COMMISSION

1. The effecting of Music and Dance Education at afl levels of our education system.

2. A systematic coVection, preservation and dissemination of traditional -music and
and dance of Kenyan people.

3. The dncrease and popularization of occasiion of music performance both in the
rural and urban areas.

4. The ensuring that music which is made available to -the -public either through
radio and televi§ion or public places such as festivals, public gatherings and churches
is of content and quality that is compatible With the cullural values of our nation.

5. The catering for and safeguarding the in'terest of our muskjans.

n
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APPENDIX 4

A SUGGESTED TYPICAL DAY'S PROGRAMME IN A PROVINCE/DISTRICT

Time:

9.00 -a.m. — Courtesy call to the Provincial/District Commissioner.

9.30 a.m. — Courtesy call to the Mayor/Chairman County Council.

10.00 a.m. — Meet individuals and other interested partdies; e.g. music teachers, chair-

masters, pr^naipals and heads of institutions of learning, community
development officers, educ-atiGn officers, church leaders, traditional mus;i-

cians.
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A PPENDIX 5

DATES AND PLACES OF VISITS MADE BY THE

PRESIDENTIAL NATIONAL MUSIC COMMISSION

September, 1982

I lth—K&imosi Tech-rilicalTeacbers'College.

12th—Eregi Technical Teachers' College.

16th--Siaya.

17th—Sirfba Teachers' Trairuing College.

20th—Horna Bay.

20th—Asumtyi Teachers' Training College.

21 st—Kiish.

22nd—Kamaga,mbo Teachers' Training CoUege.

October, 1982

6th—Kakamega.

7th—Bungorna.

8th—'Bus(ia.

I I th—Kisurnu.

13th—Eldoret.

14th—Kitale.

22nd—Wundan-yi.

23rd—Voi.

25th—Mombasa.

26th—Kwale.

27th—Kififi.

27th—Shanzu Teachers' Training College.

28th—Malindi.

November, 1982

ist—Kaiiado.

2nd—Machakos.

3rd—Nairobi.

4th—Kianibu.

5th—Th&a.

6th—Nairobj.

10th—Narok.

lith—Kiisii Cultural Festival.

12th—Kisdi Cultural Festival.

13t-h—West Kenya Teacher Training Colleges' Festival, Kisii.

14th—Kitale.

1 ith—Kapengurtia.

17-th—Lodwar.

18th—Eldoret.

l9th^ften.

23rd—Kabaxne-t.
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December, 1982

6t-h^Murang'a.

7th—Nyer.j.

8th—Kirinyaga.

9th—Nywhururu.

l4th^lsiovlo.

15th—Nanyuki.

16tli--Meru.

17th—Embu.

20th—Kiiwi.

January, 1983

12th—Garism.

February, 1983

7th-17th—Vdsits to Secondary Schools:

Kenya High School.

State House Road Girls.

Alliance Girls School.

AlUiance Boys School.

Nairobi Girls School.

Nairobi Boys School.

10th—Kenyatta University College.

INIarch, 1983

10th--Kenyatta University College.
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